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Abstract

People become more and more aware of noise and noise regulation thresholds decrease to sat-
isfy the needs of a quiet environment, while also preventing health issues due to noise pollution.
Avoidance of noise as a limiting factor in train operation results in a huge investment regarding
noise mitigation measures, which raises building and maintenance costs significantly. Thus,
noise prediction to plan mitigation measures adequately and cost-efficiently is going to become
essential. Although standards for calculating the noise emission of trains were developed in
some countries in Europe, the elevated noise emission in curves is either considered with a
single additive factor dependent on the radius or not considered at all. Hence, neither higher
rolling noise in curves nor curve squeal, which states one of the most disturbing noise sources
emitted from railways, is sufficiently accounted in current noise emission models. The present
thesis investigates influence factors on frequency of occurrence, peak levels and relative oc-
currence time of three distinguished curve squeal types as well as on general noise emission in
curves. Examinations are carried out empirically and statistically using sound measurements
of train pass bys collected in five different sections in the Austrian heavy rail network with
radii between 226 m and 440 m and speed limits between 60 kmh-1 and 90 kmh-1. After data
filtering, 29097 train pass bys are considered in the final evaluation. An empirically elabo-
rated algorithm detects time increments containing curve squeal (distinguished in all three
stated types) out of short-time averaged (64 ms) third-octave band time spectra. Influence
examination considers a total of 190 parameters, which are grouped in five categories – track,
vehicle, dynamic, general and environmental. Main findings on frequency of occurrence are a
high impact of relative rail humidity with peaking probabilities between 72 % and 75 % for all
three types and decreasing rates in both directions in the remaining area, partly distinct train
type dependencies in probability magnitude, positive correlation of radial steering index (RSI)
and lateral acceleration and significantly decreased relative frequency of occurrence regarding
rain, dew and frost presence. Building on formulated influence factors, classification models
to predict occurrence of each curve squeal type with a general scope on practical usefulness
(including a low quantity of parameters) and general applicability are developed. For the
latter, model training is carried out on data points of two sections, while the remaining three
are used to validate predictive behaviour on different sections with deviating properties, train
type distribution and climatic conditions. Results are curve squeal detection rates of 68 %
to 84 % in conjunction with an overall classification accuracy of 55 % to 68 % among the
whole validation set. The final result is a regression model for noise emission prediction in
curves. Since predictive performance can be significantly improved by inclusion of categorical
predictors for occurrence of curve squeal, previously formulated classification models have to
be executed prior to estimation of overall noise emission. With inclusion of predicted curve
squeal occurrence, benchmarks of 4 dB RMSE and 57 % R2 are achieved on the whole vali-
dation set. Application on the validation sets leads to deviations in energetic mean between
prediction and originally measured levels from -1.1 dB to -0.5 dB – depending on the section.
Building on that promising result, further validation on other datasets is recommended.
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Kurzfassung

Um die zunehmende Lärmsensitivität der Bevölkerung zu berücksichtigen, werden Grenzw-
erte in Gesetzen und Verordnungen immer strenger. Zur Verhinderung, dass Lärm ein li-
mitierender Faktor im Eisenbahnbetrieb wird, wird in hohem Ausmaß in Lärmschutzmaß-
nahmen investiert, die Bau- und Erhaltungskosten erhöhen. Zur Planung dieser besteht ein
Bedarf an umfassenden Prognosemodellen. Trotz der Entwicklung solcher in der Vergan-
genheit, wird in diesen die Emission in der Bogenfahrt nicht ausreichend behandelt. Die
Berücksichtigung erfolgt – wenn überhaupt – durch einen einzelnen additiven Zuschlag zur
Gesamtemission. Die gegenständliche Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit einer umfassenden Unter-
suchung von Einflussfaktoren sowohl auf die Auftrittswahrscheinlichkeit, den Spitzenwert und
die relative Auftrittszeit von drei unterschiedenen hochfrequenten Kurvengeräuschen, als auch
auf die allgemeine Schallemission in der Bogenfahrt. Die Untersuchung umfasst empirische
und statistische Auswertungen, welche auf Schallmessungen von fünf verschiedenen Messquer-
schnitten im österreichischen Vollbahnnetz mit Bogenradien zwischen 226 m und 440 m und
zulässigen Geschwindigkeiten zwischen 60 kmh-1 und 90 kmh-1 basieren. Nach der Datenfil-
terung verbleiben insgesamt 29097 Zugsvorbeifahrten in der Auswertung. Ein automatisierter
Algorithmus wertet Terzpegel-Zeitverläufe hinsichtlich dem Auftreten von erhöhten hochfre-
quenten Anteilen aus. Die durchgeführte Untersuchung beinhaltet insgesamt 190 Parameter.
Tendenzen hinsichtlich Auftrittshäufigkeit zeigen relative Luftfeuchte der Schiene mit einem
Maximum zwischen 72 % und 75 % und einem abnehmenden Verlauf in beide Richtungen,
einzelne Zugstypen, positive Korrelationen mit dem Radialstellungsindex (RSI) und freier
Seitenbeschleunigung, sowie stark verringerte Werte in Zusammenhang mit Regen, Tau und
Frost. Im nächsten Schritt werden, aufbauend auf den formulierten Haupteinflussfaktoren,
Klassifizierungsmodelle für die Auftrittsvorhersage von hochfrequenten Kurvengeräuschen
entwickelt. Der Fokus liegt dabei auf allgemeiner Praxisanwendbarkeit (möglichst wenig Ein-
flussfaktoren). Zur Einschätzung der Vorhersagequalität auf neuen Datensätzen wird das
Modell auf Datenpunkten von zwei Messquerschnitten trainiert und in den verbleibenden drei
validiert. Somit wird das Modell auf Datensätze mit abweichenden Streckeneigenschaften,
Zugmix und klimatischen Bedingungen angewandt. Auf diesem Validierungsset wird eine
Erkennungsrate von hochfrequenten Kurvengeräuschen von 68 % bis 84 % in Verbindung
mit einer allgemeinen Klassifizierungsgenauigkeit von 55 % bis 68 % erreicht. Das finale
Endergebnis stellt ein Regressionsmodell zur Vorhersage der Schallemission in der Bogenfahrt
dar. Aufgrund der wesentlich verbesserten Prognosegenauigkeit, werden kategoriale Variablen,
die das Auftreten von jeweils einem Typ hochfrequenter Kurvengeräusche beinhalten, in das
Modell inkludiert. Somit ist die Anwendung der entwickelten Klassifizierungsmodelle vor
der Schallemissionsprognose durchzuführen. Prognose des Validierungsset mit inkludiertem
prognostizierten Auftritt von hochfrequenten Kurvengeräuschen resultiert in Kennwerten von
4 dB RMSE und 57 % R2. Vergleich zwischen energetischen Mittelwerten gemessener und
prognostizierter Emissionswerte in den einzelnen Validierungsquerschnitten über die gesamte
Messdauer liefert Abweichungen zwischen -1.1 dB und -0.5 dB. Zur vertiefenden Validierung
wird eine Anwendung auf weitere Datensätze empfohlen.
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1 Introduction

In times of climate change and the aim of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, railways form
the backbone of a future CO2 neutral transport of both people and goods. In regulation
(EU) No 1315/2013 [1], a trans-European transport network is set and billions of Euros are
invested to build it. The mix of new high speed and conventional routes as well as improved
existing tracks aim to increase the capacity and consequentially the number of train drives. In
contrast to that, people become more and more aware of noise and noise regulation thresholds
decrease to satisfy the needs of a quiet environment, while also preventing health issues due
to noise pollution.

The World Health Organization (WHO) carried out a huge amount of studies in the
last decades to research the impact of noise on human health and well-being. In the latest
guideline from the WHO Regional Office for Europe [2] railway noise was associated mainly
with annoyance and sleep disturbance. To limit effects on health, the Guideline Developer
Group (GDG) recommends for the former to reduce the noise level below 54 dB Lden (day-
evening-night-weighted sound pressure level) and for the latter to reduce the noise level below
44 dB Lnight (equivalent continuous sound pressure level in the night period). However,
these values are extremely low and difficult to achieve even with the number of train drives
nowadays.

Considering all ongoing developments, noise can be a limiting factor for railway operation.
In addition, demands for limits on capacity and resistance to expansion of the network are
growing [3]. These trends are controversial to the objectives described in the first paragraph.
The result is a huge investment in noise mitigation measures, which raises the building and
maintenance costs significantly.

To harmonize the calculation methods of environmental noise in the European region, the
European Parliament and the Council of the European Union elaborated the Commission
Directive (EU) 2015/996 [4], which contains a full noise emission and propagation model
for strategic noise mapping (called Common Noise Assessment Methods in Europe or short
CNOSSOS-EU). The member states are obligated to establish strategic noise maps every five
years starting in 2012. 2022 is the first time, where the harmonized model has to be used.
However, it should be borne in mind that noise mapping is noise prediction on a higher scale
with mostly approximated averaged values. In the future detailed noise prediction is going
to become essential to plan mitigation measures adequately. Noise measurements are not
sufficient to cover the whole rail network, however they have to deliver the input parameters
for an universal and practice-oriented prediction model. This thesis deals with an approach
of a noise emission model in curved sections with special focus on inclusion of curve squeal,
which states one of the most disturbing noise sources emitted from railways [5].

1.1 Problem

Railway noise emission is dominated by rolling noise in a wide range of common velocities
(roughly between 30 kmh-1 and 200 kmh-1 [6]). The origins of rolling noise are vertical force
oscillations due to wheel and rail roughness (RR) leading to vibrations of wheel and rail. At
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low speed, traction noise becomes relevant, whereas at higher speeds aerodynamic noise is
prevalent [7]. In addition, many other noise sources can occur in train operation like warning
signals, impact noise from shunting processes, switches, crossings or joints and so on. In
curves, three effects are able to cause an elevated noise emission [8]: (i) the possibility of
multiple contact points between rail and wheel; (ii) increased rail corrugation; (iii) occurrence
of curve squeal noise. (i) and (ii) lead to higher rolling noise than on tangent track and (iii)
introduces a phenomenon that radiates high frequency noise, which causes severe annoyance
of line-side inhabitants.

Although standards for calculating the noise emission of trains are developed in some
countries in Europe, the elevated noise emission in curves is either considered with a single
additive factor dependent on the radius or not considered at all. If there is a factor, it is
independent of train categories. A research project shows that the elevation of the emission
in curves of trains with a basically high rolling noise (e.g. freight trains containing cast-iron
block braked coaches) is negligibly small [9]. Thus, neither higher rolling noise in curves due
to (i) and (ii), nor (iii) is sufficiently accounted in noise emission models.

1.2 Motivation and scope of the thesis

Building on the stated problem, the thesis focuses in a first step on examination of influence
parameters regarding frequency of occurrence in terms of different curve squeal noise types,
their peak amplitudes and their relative occurrence time. Moreover, dominant influence fac-
tors on general sound emission in curves are investigated. Finally, the scope lies in developing
prediction models for curve squeal occurrence and sound emission in curves – in the standard-
ized distance of 7.5 m from the track axis and 1.2 m above rail level according to ISO 3095 [10]
– with the main objectives of practical usefulness (including a low quantity of parameters)
and general applicability.

Thus, two main research goals are defined:

• Definition of dominant influence factors on frequency of occurrence, peak levels and
relative time occurrence of curve squeal as well as on noise emission in curves

• Development of a practical prediction model for noise emission in curves with focus on
general applicability

1.3 Methodology

Investigation is carried out empirically and statistically using sound measurement data (mon-
itored in standardized distance according to ISO 3095 [10]) collected at five different curves
in the Austrian heavy rail network between 2013 and 2017. Curve radii lie between 226 m
and 440 m and speed limits are between 60 kmh-1 and 90 kmh-1. In addition to the sound
measurement, two axle counter sensors were used to monitor axle speeds and identify the
train type by evaluating the axle pattern automatically. Moreover, a third sensor was used
on the other track (always two-track lines) to detect presence of parallel train pass bys, which
leads to exclusion of the data point in the evaluation. Track decay rates (TDR) and RR were
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measured at least once in each section in the measurement period. Humidity, rail and air
temperature, wind speed and direction, rainfall and air pressure was monitored by a mobile
weather station at the measurement section during the measurements. A rail temperature
sensor was located at the rail base between two sleepers. To complete and verify the dataset of
environmental conditions, additional data was thankfully provided by the Central Institution
for Meteorology and Geodynamics (ZAMG) [11] for the measurement periods. Data filtering
is done on the one hand empirically with time line plots to detect obviously compromised
data points and on the other hand by defining limits for braking/accelerating (≤ 0.2 ms-2),
speed gain/loss (≤ 10 kmh-1) and wind speed (≤ 5 ms-1). All data points above stated values
are excluded. In addition, train pass bys against the standard driving direction are dropped.
Data points, where no full measurement of the whole train length (buffer to buffer) as well
as a friction control system is applied onto the rail head are also not considered. After the
filtering step, 29097 train pass bys are left for further evaluation.

The term "curve squeal" may include several different phenomena, therefore a clear defi-
nition throughout the thesis is needed:

• flanging noise: some kind of shear noise, more broad-band, higher fundamental fre-
quencies compared to squeal noise, lower levels in general (compared to squeal), more
intermittent and associated with contact between wheel flange and rail gauge face [5]

• squeal noise: strongly tonal, mid to high frequency emission corresponding to natural
frequencies of the wheel and caused by lateral stick-slip oscillations of the wheel on the
rail tread [5]

• high frequency (HF) squeal noise: tonal, with higher fundamental frequencies and slower
time behaviour compared to squeal noise, excitation mechanism not entirely clear [9]

• curve squeal: contains all three stated types – flanging, squeal and HF squeal noise

An empirically elaborated algorithm (developed in a research project [9]) detects time
increments containing curve squeal (distinguished in all three stated types) out of short-time
averaged (64 ms) third-octave band time spectra. It is used to detect time increments con-
taining curve squeal, which allows a declaration on curve squeal occurrence, the corresponding
peak magnitude (short-time averaged peak third-octave band level) and relative occurrence
time of the event (further explained in Chapter 4). Influence examination considers a total
of 190 parameters, which are grouped in five categories – track, vehicle, dynamic, general
and environmental. They are calculated out of measurement data, contain directly measured
values or include train type or section specific parameters. Analyses are carried out on ten
different dependent variables – frequency of occurrence, peak levels and relative occurrence
time of all three distinguished curve squeal types as well as on equivalent continuous noise
level (energetic mean among all time increments from buffer to buffer summed up between
50 Hz and 10000 Hz third-octave bands). The latter range is chosen on behalf of considered
third-octave bands in the CNOSSOS model [4]. Building on formulated parameters with the
most impact on the particular variables, prediction models are built by application of several
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statistical regression and classification algorithms. The final choice regarding performance is
made with Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) in case of regression and Area Under the Re-
ceiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve (AUC) for classification. Detailed methodology
on carried out analyses and predictive modelling is provided in Subsection 6.2.

1.4 Limitations

Due to lack of measurement data, it is only possible to investigate trends for heavy rail. Light
rail vehicles show different dynamic behaviour (e.g. lower normal load) and routes might
include embedded tracks. To apply the model on light rail tasks, further research and at least
model validation are needed. Psycho acoustic parameters and influences are excluded in the
analyses. Other noise sources like traction, aerodynamic and impact noise are not separately
considered due to lack of measurement data. However, they are included in monitored noise
emission, respectively. Furthermore, noise propagation models, noise indicators (see [12]) and
immission levels are not discussed in detail as the whole investigation is focused on emission.
Further limitations for practical model application are stated in Subsection 6.6.

1.5 Outline

The thesis is divided into the following chapters.
Chapter 2 contains a literature review about curve noise in general, the mechanism behind

curve squeal, past research on influence factors and prediction approaches. In addition, basics
regarding meteorology and friction are explained.

In Chapter 3, properties of measurement sections and monitored train types are described
as well as their comparability is discussed. Moreover, exclusion criteria for measurement data
are defined and fundamental statistics among the dataset are provided.

Chapter 4 illustrates the functionality of the algorithm to detect all three distinguished
types of curve squeal in short-time averaged third-octave band time increments.

Chapter 5 depicts the derivation of included input parameters and dependent variables
as well as includes dew formation modelling on the rail head with a regression approach
to predict rail temperature. Furthermore, trends of dependent variables among the dataset
distinguished in sections and train types are illustrated and discussed.

Chapter 6 states the main part of the thesis – starting with an introduction on statistical
modelling and detailed description of applied methodology, formulation of most important
influence parameters on frequency of occurrence of all three curve squeal types and equivalent
continuous noise level is carried out. Afterwards, prediction models for the stated tasks are
developed and described in detail. The chapter is concluded by a summary of most important
findings as well as limitations in practical application of developed models.

Chapter 7 provides an overall summary and Chapter 8 states future research needs.
Appendix A contains calculation steps of the applied dew formation approach, Appendix B

illustrates basic statistic plots to shrunk the main part, Appendix C contains impact analyses
on peak levels and relative occurrence time of all three curve squeal types and Appendix D
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provides coefficients to derive needed principal components in the prediction model for equiv-
alent continuous noise level.
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2 Literature review

In the following subsections, basics regarding the coefficient of friction, curve squeal and
meteorology are described. The scope is to give an introduction of fundamental mechanisms
and an overview of past research work.

2.1 Coefficient of friction

The importance of friction between rail and wheel in regard to curve squeal is high and
the main influence factors besides contaminants are environmental conditions. This chapter
provides basic knowledge about adhesion, friction and past findings of environmental influence.

While adhesion states the force needed to separate two surfaces, which are in contact
with each other, friction is accounted as resistance of one body moving over another. The
friction coefficient is defined as the ratio between friction force and normal load in pure sliding
motion. The adhesion coefficient is determined as the ratio of adhesion force and normal load
in a rolling motion. Under pure sliding conditions, the adhesion and friction force are equal
(see Figure 3 at the saturation point). [13]

The adhesion between wheel and rail depends on the so-called "third body" layer at the
skin of the wheel and the rail. The thickness of the layer analysed from field tests is 15 µm,
however can range from few micrometers to several dozen micrometers (another study finds
e.g. 50 µm [14]). The layer characteristics depend on the rheological properties, which are
complex due to a varying combination of particles from the wheel and rail as well as solid and
fluid contaminants from climatic conditions – dead leaves, frost, water – and from operation –
pieces of ballast, sand and oil. The fluid components are absorbed or adsorbed and can change
the frictional conditions significantly. The third body layer is permanently in motion due to
the high normal and shear stresses of the wheel-rail interaction and provides a protection of
the rail and wheel bulk material from severe wear. [15]

Metals oxide in air and form an oxide layer (thickness between 1 nm and 10 nm) on the
surface after a few minutes of exposure. Thus, corrosion products are also part of the third
body layer. Dependent on the normal load, the oxide layer can prevent bare metal to metal
contact and provide almost always a lower coefficient of friction. For a further tribological
study, be referred to [16]. Iron oxides consist chemically of iron and oxygen. It can be
distinguished between anhydrous and hydrated iron oxides (e.g. rust). The properties of iron
oxides in terms of tribology are described in [17]. Another study points out that the thickness
of the oxide layer is inversely proportional to the friction coefficient [18].

Beagley et al. [19–21] investigate the influence of humidity, oil and rail head debris on
the friction coefficient. Small particles (mostly corrosion products) are formed from wear
and during wet conditions on the rail head. The quantity of debris differs widely and can
form substantial layers, which causes that no metal to metal contact takes place. On dry
rails the debris quantity has no influence on the friction coefficient. The particles adsorb
fluids (mostly oil and water are relevant in regular operation). While the oil quantity for
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modifying the properties is rarely reached during regular operation, rail humidity1, rain and
dew can have a significant impact. The friction coefficient can be directly expressed as a
function of rail humidity. With increasing rail humidity, the friction coefficient decreases.
However, the impact of humidity is more noticeable if the debris quantity is high. Slight rain
and dew reduce the friction coefficient significantly by building a viscose paste on the rail
head, which is stable after wheel crossings, and also generate fresh debris. Heavy rain cleans
the surface and the debris layer is washed away or removed by the wheel, which causes a
higher friction coefficient compared to slight rain. A similar relation is found in laboratory
tests with different methods by Buckley-Johnstone [23]. Application of low amounts of water
(simulation of equivalent rainfall of about 2 mmh-1) lead to a very low friction coefficient,
whereas a considerably higher amount (simulation of heavy rain) or just a bulk of water cause
a higher friction coefficient, however still lower than under dry conditions.

Lewis et al. [24] point out that a significant adhesion loss is associated with the dew point.
It is hypothesized that the reason is condensed water on the rail head.

Chen et al. [25] evaluate on a twin-disc rolling contact machine an increase in the adhesion
coefficient with raising water temperature under wet conditions.

Olofsson and Sundvall [26] carry out pin-on-disc experiments with a combination of two
different humidities (40 % and 95 %) and temperatures (5 °C and 20 °C). The measured
coefficient of friction is significantly higher at low humidity. The temperature has a negligible
influence on the coefficient of friction.

Liew [27] reports a high and nearly constant coefficient of friction between 28 % and
50 % humidity and a lower and again constant one between 60 % and 80 %. The significant
drop and lower friction at high humidity is explained with the formation of protecting layers
on the surface consisting of iron hydroxides, ferri-oxide-hydrates, adsorption of water and
normal atmospheric oxidation. A transition in the friction coefficient between 35 % and 63 %
humidity is also observed by Hayashi et al. [28].

Zhu et al. [29] find in pin-on-disc tests a nearly linear decrease of the coefficient of friction
until the humidity value reaches 65 %. At higher humidity the friction coefficient remains
constant. Variations in ambient temperature result in a significantly higher friction value at
middle humidity (45 %), followed by a steeper declination and similar values for higher humid-
ity. Moreover, a correlation of friction coefficient and absolute humidity is shown – a decrease
in friction takes place with raising absolute humidity. The slope is steeper at low tempera-
tures indicating a sensible reaction of the coefficient of friction with slight changes in absolute
humidity (and relative humidity respectively) at low temperatures. For the stabilized friction
coefficient above 65 %, a water film development, which is capable of keeping iron oxides (pre-
dominately haematite α-Fe2O3 on the surface at high humidity levels, is made responsible.
Haematite can increase friction and thus counteracts the declination of the friction coefficient
– causing a constant value at humidity levels above the transition point. An overview of the
impact of iron oxides on wheel-rail interaction can be found in [30]. Another study by Zhu et

1The term "rail humidity" states the ratio of partial water vapour pressure in the air and the saturated
water vapour pressure calculated with the rail temperature. If the rail humidity reaches 100 %, water condenses
on the rail surface [22].
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al. [31] with the same method, shows the influence of temperature and humidity with friction
maps using one clean and one pre-treated oxidized sample. In general, a declination of the
friction coefficient with increasing humidity until 70 % humidity can be found. Above, the
friction coefficient stabilizes and remains constant. A temperature dependent influence of the
oxide layer is evident at low temperatures, where the clean sample shows a higher coefficient
of friction at low humidity values, followed by a steeper declination. The tendency applies
also if the absolute humidity is considered.

Apart from environmental influence, general tendencies of operational and vehicle depen-
dent impacts on the friction coefficient can be summarized:

• with increasing speed, the friction coefficient decreases (e.g. [25, 32])

• with raising normal load, the friction coefficient decreases (e.g. [23]), reduced influence
in wet conditions [32]

• with increasing surface roughness (wheel and rail), the friction coefficient raises (e.g. [25])

The most research in terms of wheel/rail friction is focused on traction problems (accel-
eration and braking) and hence discusses the longitudinal creepage. For squeal noise, the
function of lateral creepage and adhesion coefficient is mainly of interest. Thus, it is unclear
if the described impacts also apply on the relations in the lateral direction. In the following
subsection, the basic mechanisms and influence factors in regard to curve squeal stated in
the literature are explained. Moreover, the past findings of correlations with environmental
conditions and exemplary consideration approaches in standards are discussed.

2.2 Curve squeal

A coned wheelset is able to traverse a curve with pure rolling motion, if it aligns itself radially
and moves outwards to compensate the differences in travelling distance with the rolling radius
difference. In case of a bogie (or a two-axle vehicle) two wheelsets are incorporated in a rigid
frame leading to limitations in curves. The design of the yaw stiffness is always a compromise
between stability and guidance. A high yaw stiffness leads to stability at high speeds, while
the curving behaviour is worsened by preventing the wheelsets from fully radial alignment. [33]
Four standard cases for a curving bogie can be distinguished: (a) both outer wheels are in
flange contact, happening with a high free centrifugal force; (b) free curving occurs, only the
outer wheel of the front wheelset is led by flange contact; (c) constraint curving takes place,
the outer wheel of the leading wheelset and the inner wheel of the trailing wheelset are in
flange contact indicating slow speed in a sharp curve; (d) both inner wheels are in flange
contact, happening if a rail car is pulled slowly through a sharp curve. [34]

Due to a non-zero angle of attack (yaw angle between the wheel and ideally radial align-
ment), the lateral creepage value, which can be obtained by normalizing the lateral slip velocity
by the rolling velocity, is also non-zero (see Figure 1). With the same approach, longitudinal
and spin (rotational relative movement) creepage can be obtained, which also exists during
curve negotiation. The angle of attack is usually highest at the leading wheelset and at sharp
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Figure 1: Generation of lateral creepage due to the present angle of attack [35]2

Figure 2: Simple mechanical model to illustrate stick-slip motions [35]2

curves in combination with low speed. While flange contact may lead to flanging noise, the
lateral creepage and the angle of attack are important factors in terms of squeal noise. [5]

Squeal noise originates from stick-slip motions between wheel and rail, which causes self-
excited vibrations of a railway wheel. This can be illustrated by a simple mechanical model
(see Figure 2). A mass m (wheel) restrained by a damper and a spring sticks on a moving
belt (rail head) until the spring force ku exceeds the static friction force µsN with µs as static
friction coefficient. Afterwards, the mass slips on the belt, undergoes harmonic motion and
the friction force changes to µdN with µd as dynamic friction coefficient (µs > µd). The
oscillation goes on until the dynamic friction force exceeds ku and the mass sticks again.
Thus, stick and slip phases take place periodically. [35]

The contact patch between rail and wheel contains a slip and an adhesion region. As the
creep force linearly increases at low creepage values, the slip region grows, while the adhesion
region is reduced. When the creep force – creepage curve reaches a certain value, "saturation"
takes place (refer to Figure 3). In this state, slip occurs over the whole contact area between
wheel and rail. Depending on the materials in the third body region between wheel and rail
(e.g. moisture or lubrication), the creep force can increase, decrease or remain constant in
the full slip phase (schematically pictured in Figure 3) [36]. It has to be pointed out that
both the amplitude of the creep force and the lateral creepage value, where saturation occurs,
depend largely on friction conditions (e.g. [37]). The value of lateral creepage is approximately
identical with the angle of attack in radians [5]. Creepage behaviour can be calculated for
example with Kalker’s model [38] using the approximate method FASTSIM or the more time-
consuming CONTACT algorithm.

Rudd [39] describes three possible mechanisms, where squeal noise might be generated:

• longitudinal slip between inner and outer wheel
2Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, Noise

and Vibration Mitigation for Rail Transportation Systems by D. Anderson, P.-E. Gautier, M. Iida, J. T.
Nelson, D. J. Thompson, T. Tielkes, D. A. Towers, P. de Vos, J. C. O Nielsen; © Springer International
Publishing AG (2018)
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Figure 3: Schematic picture of creep force – creepage relationship

• wheel flange rubbing on the rail gauge face

• lateral slip between wheel tread and rail head

Longitudinal slip occurs if the conicity of the wheels is not able to compensate the dif-
ference in travel distance through the curve. Although it is identified as possible mechanism
for enforced corrugation growth with oscillations in a frequency range of 50 Hz - 100 Hz, it
is not thought to be responsible for squeal noise. Wheel flange contact with the rail gauge
face is found to actually reduce the likelihood and the level of squeal noise. However, it may
generate flanging noise. Lateral stick-slip motions are considered to be the main cause of
squeal noise [5]. In a bogie or two-axle vehicle squeal noise is usually generated by the leading
inner wheel, which is in most cases not in flange contact and has a large angle of attack.
However, it is observed that squeal noise can also be radiated by the outer wheel, which is in
flange contact [40–43].

Squeal noise is characterised as a pure tonal noise with extremely high sound pressure
levels of up to 130 dB (at 0.9 m distance from the wheel [39]), which fundamental frequency
corresponds to natural frequencies of axial wheel modes with zero nodal circles [44, 45].
In addition, noticeable frequencies of higher harmonics are often observed, which indicates
the non-linear behaviour of squeal [41]. The wheel vibration dominates the sound radiation
compared to the rail [44]. The frequency range is stated by Thompson [5] 250 Hz - 5000 Hz,
whereas Vincent et al. [44] mention a much wider range of 400 Hz - 10000 Hz. Flanging noise is
described as noise source with higher fundamental frequencies, lower levels, more intermittent
and more broad-band compared to squeal noise [5].

In contrast to flanging noise, squeal noise was extensively researched in theory, test rigs
and field measurements in the past decades. However, an overall conclusion of exact conditions
leading to squeal and excitation mechanisms has not been achieved yet [7]. In the following
subsections, possible excitation mechanisms and influence factors of curve squeal are discussed.
As the thesis focuses on prediction and the impact of environmental conditions on squeal noise,
past findings regarding these topics are outlined in more detail. The last subsection contains
considerations of the elevation of the emission in curves in standards exemplarily.
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2.2.1 Excitation mechanism

The two most discussed excitation mechanisms for squeal noise are the "falling friction"
characteristic and "mode coupling". The former one is introduced by Rudd [39], which built
the basis of many more detailed and improved squeal models. The latter phenomenon is
explained e.g. by Hoffmann et al. [46]. Both are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.

The "falling friction" mechanism is based on a declination of the creep force – creepage
function with increasing creepage after the saturation region (outlined in Figure 3 as negative
friction). In other words, the creep force decreases with increasing sliding velocity. This
relation can be described as negative damping effect, which leads to permanent energy input
and thus causes unstable self-excited vibration. The exponential growth of the amplitude is
limited by non-linear effects in the creep force [47]. The presence of the declining friction is
validated by several laboratory measurements [37, 48–52]. In contrast to that, Koch et al. [45]
and Collette [53] observe no negative friction characteristic. Collette [53] states that vertical
dynamics could be an important factor in squeal noise generation if neutral friction occurs.

Due to observations of squeal noise without negative friction, alternative mechanisms
have to exist. Geometric coupling of different wheel modes rises as an important mechanism,
which occurrence is possible with neutral friction. As responsible energy source, the wheel
deformation pattern is identified [7]. In addition to lateral motions of the wheel on the rail
head (see Figure 2), vertical variations of the contact force are taken into account (illustrated
schematically in Figure 4). A mass m (wheel) is hold in place by two springs (k1 and k2).
Another spring (kH) represents the contact stiffness between mass and moving belt (rail head).
Despite the displacement in x-direction on the moving belt, stick-slip oscillations occur [35].
The lateral oscillations are coupled with vertical oscillations (y-direction) due to variations
in the normal load. Both vibrations depend on the friction force, which is alternated with
normal load changes, and energy is constantly exchanged between them, which requires a
phase shift. To illustrate the coupling further, both equations of motions are depicted [43]:

d2x

dt2
= −2x− (1−Δ)y (1)

d2y

dt2
= −x− 2y (2)

In case of Δ < 1, two coupled modes with different frequency and in perfect energy balance
appear. At Δ = 1, y(t) becomes unstable because x(t) feeds energy, but x(t) is not coupled
with y(t) anymore. The amplitude of y(t) is growing, while x(t) remains constant. Values for
Δ > 1 cause unstable vibrations in both directions due to linear increases in amplitude. [43]
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Figure 4: Simple mechanical model to illustrate the coupling of geometrical modes [35]3

2.2.2 Influence factors

The range of influence parameters considered in relation to curve squeal is huge. An European
research project categorizes parameters in track, vehicle and environment as follows [54]:

• vehicle:

– bogie design (bogie stiffness, mass, axle flexibility)

– wheel design/dynamics (wheel mobilities, axial vibration modes)

– wheel damping (for axial vibration modes)

– wheel base b (squeal for R · b−1 < 100)

– exact flange distance (can affect contact position)

– wheel surface profile and wear (can affect contact position)

• speed (can affect contact position)

• vehicle/track:

– vertical contact force and vertical dynamics (influenced by loading, unsprung mass,
total mass, suspension properties, ...)

– friction coefficient (depends on surface roughness, materials, surface moisture, dust,
lubricants, ...)

• track:

– curve radius R (strongest for R < 200 m)

– rail surface profile and wear (can affect contact position)

– track cant (can affect contact position in combination with speed)

– track type, components and dynamics (including rail head mobilities)
3Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, Noise

and Vibration Mitigation for Rail Transportation Systems by D. Anderson, P.-E. Gautier, M. Iida, J. T.
Nelson, D. J. Thompson, T. Tielkes, D. A. Towers, P. de Vos, J. C. O Nielsen; © Springer International
Publishing AG (2018)
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– exact rail gauge (can affect contact position)

• environment:

– air humidity (can affect rail humidity)

– rail humidity (linked to air humidity and rail temperature)

– air temperature (can affect humidity)

– wheel and rail temperature (can affect rail humidity)

Vincent et al. [44] identify three key parameters for squeal noise:

• local kinematic parameters at the wheel/rail contact

– rolling speed

– angle of attack

– lateral position of the contact across the wheel tread

• contact friction law

• wheel modal parameters

Rolling speed determines the free centrifugal force and can influence the contact point
as well as the curving behaviour. Although it can have an impact on squeal occurrence and
amplitude [55], it is of secondary importance compared to lateral creepage [44].

Measurements for lateral creepage and angle of attack are mostly obtained by small scale
test rigs. Remington [56] states that an angle of attack of at least 0.5 ° (8.7 mrad) is required
for squeal to occur. Furthermore, the steady lateral creepage for the leading wheelset can be
approximated as follows:

b

R
> γ >

b

2R
(3)

where b represents the bogie wheelbase, γ is the steady lateral creepage value and R states
the curve radius. As the angle of attack in radians approximately complies with the lateral
creepage value, the minimum for squeal occurrence, according to [56], is 0.87 %. De Beer et
al. [57–59] evaluate on a 1:3 scale model a declination of the creepage – creep force relationship
for angles of attack above 0.3 ° (lateral creepage 0.5 %) and squeal occurrence above 0.4 °
(lateral creepage 0.7 %). On the same rig, Monk-Steel et al. [49] measure the lateral friction
curve with an implied longitudinal creepage of 2 % and find out that the slope changes sign
above 1 ° (lateral creepage 1.7 %). Hsu et al. [50] find squeal occurrence at angle of attacks
above 1.1 ° (lateral creepage 1.9 %). Jie et al. [60] observe squeal occurrence on a roller rig
with a whole wheelset above 0.7 ° (lateral creepage 1.2 %). Matsumoto et al. [61] report a
lateral creepage saturation point at 0.4 % and a slightly falling characteristic. As mentioned
Koch et al. [45] and Collette [53] observe a squeal occurrence without negative friction on a
1:4 scale rig. Squeal is detected above 0.45 ° (lateral creepage of 0.8 %).
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De Beer et al. [48] show on a 1:3 test rig that the lateral contact position has an influence
on occurrence of squeal noise and the excited wheel mode. Squeal noise is only observed if
the contact position of the leading inner wheel of a bogie is on the outside of the wheel tread
(opposite to the flange).

Zenzerovic [7] carries out a parametric study to investigate the influence of variations in
lateral creepage, friction coefficient and three lateral contact position between wheel and rail
(on the outside of the wheel tread). The latter impacts the contact area size and shape as well
as the coupling between vertical and lateral wheel dynamics, which determines which wheel
mode is responsible for squeal noise and hence the radiated sound power level. A variation
of 5 mm in lateral contact position causes a difference of up to 20 dB in sound power level.
However, contact position does not affect the critical lateral creepage value, above which
squeal occurs, significantly.

The maximum values of sound power levels are friction dependent. Friction can be in-
terpreted as additional damping of the wheel/rail system. An increase in friction leads to a
decrease in response frequency and hence to a shift in radiated squeal frequency. Furthermore,
a strong dependency between friction and critical lateral creepage is observed. With increased
friction, the critical creepage value also raises. It is concluded that wheel/rail kinematics and
friction parameters have high importance in regard to occurrence and amplitude of squeal
noise. [7]

With wheel modal parameters, the wheel response at the contact point can be fully eval-
uated due to the modal behaviour of the wheel. Since axial modes are thought to be mainly
responsible for squeal noise, the damping conditions of those modes should be investigated
firstly. [44]

2.2.3 Influence of environmental conditions

A probabilistic model to predict squeal noise only dependent on relative humidity is elabo-
rated by Mehaan et al. [62]. The contact mechanics are similar to Rudd’s model [39], where
changes in the friction coefficient (due to relative humidity alterations) affect the system
damping and hence the critical lateral creepage value (see Figure 3). As relationship between
friction coefficient and relative humidity, the derived function of Beagley et al. [19] is linearly
approximated. However, it has to be pointed out that the model uses the relative humidity
of the air and not the rail humidity. Unlike most theoretical models, the outcome is validated
with field measurements in Australia (> 2 million wheel passes) and shows a very good corre-
lation. In general, as the humidity increases, the probability of squeal also raises (about 2 %
between 10 % and 100 % humidity). The model is further investigated by Liu and Mehaan [37]
in a rolling contact two disc test rig, where the same trend is observed. The critical creepage
value declines by 7 % with an increase in humidity from 50 % to 70 % and falls another
4 % with a raise from 70 % to 90 % humidity. The squeal probability is increased between
50 % and 90 % humidity by 6 %. However, no correlation between sound pressure level and
humidity is derived. In contrast to that, investigations with field data show a probability
increase for squeal noise until a peak value between 60 % and 70 % humidity followed by a
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decrease at higher (air) humidity levels. Flanging noise shows the same relationship. Alter-
ation in approximated sound power level in regard to humidity changes is low, indicating a
slight increase with raising humidity [63]. Jiang et al. [43] report from field measurements
that squeal occurrences are distributed equally between 20 % and 100 % humidity and thus no
influence is observed. However, no squeal noise is occurred at very dry conditions (0 % - 20 %
humidity). Dittrich et al. [54] elaborate a measurement procedure for type testing vehicles in
terms of curve squeal and suggest dry conditions (< 50 % humidity; no rain, frost, snow or
dew) for frequent squeal occurrences. In a research project [64], long-term measurements in
a light rail network are carried out and no correlation of relative humidity and occurrence of
squeal noise is found.

In terms of absolute humidity, even less research is carried out. In the only paper that
discusses the influence on curve squeal in detail, a decrease of A-weighted sound pressure
level in the one-third octave bands between 2,5 kHz and 10 kHz with increasing absolute
air humidity is observed. It is not distinguished between squeal and flanging noise in the
evaluation [65]. Krüger [66] reports no correlation of absolute humidity and curve squeal.

Temperature influence in general is not discussed or not found to be correlated with curve
squeal [66], however especially the dew point on the rail seems important. A significant
decrease of probabilities of squeal noise and flanging noise is observed if the rail temperature
drops below the dew point [63].

In wet conditions, the past research works accordingly report a significantly lower proba-
bility of squeal noise [5, 9, 35, 63, 66] and flanging noise [9, 63]. Moreover, in rainy conditions,
a slight reduction in approximated sound power level is observed [63].

[66] and [65] observe an influence of daytime. While Krüger [66] reports no squeal noise
occurrence in the morning hours (roughly between 6:00 and 9:30, presumably season depen-
dent), Venghaus [65] points out the opposite. The environmental conditions during that time
span are low temperatures and high relative humidity.

To conclude:

• findings on the influence of relative humidity and absolute humidity on curve squeal are
not consistent

• wet and dew conditions significantly reduce the likelihood of curve squeal

• daytime effect is reported controversial

• other parameters (e.g. air pressure, sun radiation, cloudiness, ...) are not discussed

Hence, there is need for further research and detailed discussion of the influence of environ-
mental conditions on elevated curve noise emission, which is carried out in this thesis.

2.2.4 Consideration in standards

As previously mentioned, the elevated sound emission of rail vehicles in curves is rarely con-
sidered in standards. A few examples are given for European noise calculation approaches.
The list does not aim to be exhaustive.
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In Switzerland, curve squeal is not considered in the noise emission calculation model
SonRAIL [67] (for English sources refer to [68, 69]). However, an increase in noise emission in
curves is taken into account by implementing an equivalent rail roughness, which is calculated
with a roughness category of the vehicle (smooth/bad) and the curve radius. Wavelength
spectra are given for both roughness categories.

In Germany, the Schall 03 model [70] contains correction factors for the calculation of
noise emission of +8 dB for radii <300 m and +3 dB for radii 300 m ≤ R < 500 m. If
permanently efficient measures against curve squeal are installed, the factor may be reduced
by -3 dB in both categories.

In Austria, the RVE 04.01.02 [71] is elaborated in accordance to the Commission Directive
(EU) 2015/996 [4], which contains the CNOSSOS-EU model. The noise emission model
includes a correction factor for elevated curve noise of +8 dB for radii <300 m and +5 dB for
radii 300 m ≤ R < 500 m. The factor is only valid for sections, where those radii exist over
at least 50 m track distance. Based on a research project, it is recommended that for trains
with a high rolling noise on tangent track (e.g. freight trains with cast-iron block brakes), the
correction factor for middle radii should be neglected and for narrow radii should be reduced
to +5 dB. Moreover, it is stated that climatic conditions can have a significant influence on
the occurrence of curve squeal, thus if a decrease in occurrence can be proven, a proportional
reduction of the factor is allowed.

The implemented correction factors stated in the previous paragraphs are questionable
because every vehicle, regardless if it is a passenger coach, traction unit or freight wagon, gets
the same consideration for elevated curve noise. As pointed out in RVE 04.01.02 [71], trains
show different squeal likelihoods due to dependencies on wheel-rail-geometry and dynamics.
Furthermore, climatic conditions and their influence on curve squeal behaviour are also not
considered.

2.3 Basics in meteorology

The atmosphere contains a varying amount of water (from zero to four volume percent [72])
in all three aggregate conditions. For evaluations near ground level, as needed in this thesis,
the water vapour concentration in those areas is of importance. In the following subsections,
the basic parameters of meteorology – air pressure, temperature, humidity – are explained.
Moreover, dew processes and the development of fog are described.

2.3.1 Air pressure

Air pressure can be illustrated as weight of the vertical air column over 1 m2 earth surface with
the same value in all directions. The ambient air pressure in the standardized atmosphere is
defined as 1013.25 hPa (1 hPa = 100 Nm-2) at 15 °C and an air density of 1.225 kgm-3 [72].
In Central Europe, fluctuations between 966 hPa and 1058 hPa (extreme values) are ob-
served [73]. In weather forecasts, it is often spoken of areas with low pressure (indicating
rain or storm) and high pressure (indicating clear sky), however this has not always to be the
case. In stable weather conditions, daily fluctuations in the range of 2 hPa with two maxima
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(around 10 and 22 o’clock local time) and two minima (roughly at 4 and 16 o’clock local time)
over daytime can be observed [72]. In a weather change, the air pressure can drop or raise in
the range of 20 hPa in a few hours [73].

2.3.2 Temperature

The air temperature dictates the value of water vapour saturation pressure and is thus of
importance in terms of condensation. Vapour pressure is further discussed in Subsection 2.3.6.
The air temperature shows a typical daily variation with a minimum in the morning hours
at sunrise (mostly between 4 and 7 o’clock local time) and a maximum after the sun peak
(roughly between 14 and 15 o’clock local time). Furthermore, a steep increase till midday
followed by a lower one until the maximum is reached and a steep decrease in the evening hours
followed by a lower one until the minimum value is observed. The development and especially
the extreme values are influenced by the sun and the cloudiness of the sky. The surface
temperature is of importance in terms of the development of dew drops as can be frequently
observed on cars, roofs or grass. One reason is a cooling process induced by radiant heat loss
(long-wave radiation) over night, where the surface temperature can drop 2 °C to 5 °C below
the air temperature (further explained in Subsection 2.3.4) and thus dew processes can take
place even though the relative air humidity is at 80 % or 90 %. [73]

2.3.3 Humidity

Humidity indicates the amount of water vapour in the air, which predominant generation
mechanism is the evaporation above the sea [72]. From measurements, the most common
parameter to express how humid the air is states the relative humidity (mostly indicated in
%), which is the ratio of current partial water vapour pressure and saturated water vapour
pressure. For an estimation of the amount of water vapour in the air, the absolute humidity,
which depicts a density value (mass per volume), is needed. The computation and depen-
dencies of the mentioned variables are described in Subsection 2.3.6. The relative humidity
shows an inverse daily course to the temperature (again due to the dependency of the sat-
urated water vapour pressure on temperature), whereas the absolute humidity indicates a
different behaviour in autumn and winter compared to spring and summer. In the former
seasons, the absolute humidity increases between sunrise and midday due to evaporation pro-
cesses caused by the temperature increase. During the night, the value decreases due to dew
processes on the surface. In the latter seasons, the same effects take place except in the hours
around midday and in the afternoon convection takes place. Warmed air layers close to the
surface rise in the air, including a high water vapour amount (from evaporation in the morning
hours) and, as compensation, air with lower amounts of water vapour sinks onto the surface.
Thus, the absolute humidity has a minimum in the afternoon and increases in the evening, as
convection fades, till dew processes take place during the night. [73]
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2.3.4 Dew formation

Since the wetness of the rail can alter the curve squeal behaviour significantly (refer to Sub-
section 2.2.3), the formation of dew on the rail is of interest as a wetting source in addition
to fog and rain. In contrast to the two latter (liquid water droplets adhere on the surface),
dew formation is a condensation process, where water vapour changes its state of aggregation
to liquid on a surface, which causes a release of heat (latent heat of vaporization). If the
surface temperature lies beneath the frost point (computable with (15)) of the ambient air,
water vapour changes directly to the solid state and hoarfrost appears on the surface (causing
release of the latent heat of sublimation) [74]. Another way for ice occurrence is possible if
the surface is wet (e.g. from dew formation) and the surface temperature drops beneath the
freezing point of water, which results in the release of the latent heat of fusion [75]. All three
processes lead to an increase in surface temperature. To derive when the dew formation starts
and at which rate the condensation takes place (leading to the accumulated mass e.g. per
night), a general heat balance equation for a surface (e.g. the rail) can be formulated [76]:

Q∗ = QH +QE +QG (4)

where Q∗ is the net radiation, QH is the convective sensible, QE is the convective latent and
QG is the conductive heat flux density all in units Wm-2. The radiation term contains the sum
of heat flux densities received by solar (short-wave) and by terrestrial (long-wave) radiation
from the atmosphere and emitted (i.e. lost) as upward heat flux density (long-wave) radiation
to the atmosphere [74]. To stick to the chosen notation, the formula is as follows [76]:

Q∗ = a ·K + sky · L− s · σ · T 4
r (5)

where a is the absorption coefficient of the surface for short-wave radiation (between 0 and
1, dimensionless), K is the incoming short-wave radiation, L states the incoming long-wave
radiation (both with units Wm-2), sky and s are the emissivities of the sky and the surface
for long-wave radiation (between 0 and 1, dimensionless), σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
(5.67 · 108 Wm-2K-4) and Tr is the temperature of the surface.

The right-side terms of (4) can be calculated as follows [76]:

QH = hc · (Tr − Ta) (6)

QE = hv · (qr − qa) (7)

QG = hk · (Tr − Tu) (8)

where hc, hv, hk are heat transfer coefficients for convective sensible heat, convective water
vapour and conductive sensible heat (hc, hk with units Wm-2K-1 and hv in Wm-2), Ta, Tu are
the temperatures of the ambient air and of the subsurface (e.g. in case of a rail the sleeper)
both in K and qr, qa are the specific humidity quantities (expressed in (17)) at the surface
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and in the ambient air (both with units kgkg-1).
Introducing a convention that all fluxes away from the surface are positive, dew formation

takes place if QE is negative and evaporation happens in case of QE stays positive [74].
Dividing QE by the latent heat of vaporization (in case of liquid dew formation) leads to the
mass flux rate of water (with units kgm-2s-1), which states an equivalent depth of water (mm)
per time unit [76]. Equation (4) can also be used to calculate the surface temperature (e.g.
with iteration [77] or FE-modelling [78]).

Maximum dew formation rates of 0.06 mmh-1 - 0.07 mmh-1 and maximum quantities of
dew formation of 0.2 mm per night - 0.4 mm per night are observed. In general, clear nights
(no clouds) enhance dew formation (due to more radiant heat loss from the surface) and the
probability of dew formation peaks at sunrise. Besides clouds, other environmental influence
factors are wind speed, air temperature, relative humidity and surface temperature. [74]

2.3.5 Fog

In meteorology, fog is basically a cloud, which lies on the earth surface. Hence, if the relative
humidity of the air is locally over 100 %, water vapour condensates to lower the humidity
value to the saturation level again. The term "fog" is used if the sight is limited to below
1000 m. Four fog generating mechanism are distinguished [73]:

• radiation fog: air near ground level cools down due to radiation of the surface

• advection fog: warm and humid air is over a cold surface and cools down under the dew
point (e.g. over lakes with cold water temperature)

• vaporization fog: raise of humidity level at constant temperatures due to vaporization
(e.g. snow in warm ambient air)

• mixture fog: Decrease of temperature and increase of humidity simultaneously (e.g. in
border areas between cold and warm air layers)

2.3.6 Computable values

Usually, data from weather stations contain at least absolute air pressure, relative humidity
and temperature of the ambient air. With those three input values, lots of other parameters
can be computed. The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) provides a guide for the
measurement of meteorological variables [79], which also contains formulae for computation.
In general, the guide aims for a standardization in measurement and calculation methods. In
the following, the parameters relative air pressure, saturated water vapour pressure, partial
water vapour pressure, dew point, absolute humidity, specific humidity and mixing ratio are
covered.

Relative air pressure

For comparison of air pressure levels from different locations, the measured value of the
barometer (called absolute air pressure – indicating the pressure of the ambient air) is reduced
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to a standard level. For stations up to 750 m above mean sea level (MSL4), the absolute air
pressure is usually reduced to MSL. The general reduction formula is as follows [79]:

log10
p0
ps

=
Kp ·Hp

Ts +
al·Hp

2 + es · Ch

(9)

where the index s indicates the measured values at the station – p and e in hPa, T in K –, p0
states the relative air pressure, Kp is the constant 0.0148275 Kgpm-1, which can be computed
by g

R · log10(e) with g as the standard acceleration of gravity (9.81 ms-2), R as the gas constant
of dry air (287.1 Jkg-1K-1 [73]) and e the Euler number, Hp is the station elevation in gpm,
al is the assumed lapse-rate between sea and station level in Kgpm-1 and Ch is a coefficient
with value 0.12 KhPa-1 (for more information about al and Ch be referred to [81]).

As can be seen, the reduction formula depends not only on elevation, but also on temper-
ature and relative humidity (in terms of the partial water vapour pressure). Furthermore, the
elevation is expressed as geopotential altitude and not as geometrical altitude. An approxi-
mate equation to convert the scales is as follows [81]:

Hp ≈ z

1 + z
r

(10)

where z states the geometric altitude in m and r is the radius of the earth in m (6.37·106).
If the conversion of (10) is calculated with 750 m (the maximum where (9) is valid), the

result is 749.912 gpm, thus, the deviation is 0.1 . Hence, at low altitude levels, the difference
is negligible.

Saturated water vapour pressure

The saturated water vapour pressure esat expresses the limit of partial water vapour pressure
at a certain temperature in an air volume. It was shown experimentally that it depends
only on air temperature and thus the temperature of the vapour. Several formulas for the
calculation of esat were derived in the past decades. An overview and a plot of the divergences
is given in [82]. According to [79], the following formulation is standardized (valid above water
surface in an air temperature range of -45 °C ≤ t ≤ 60 °C):

esat = 6.112 · e 17.62·t
243.12+t (11)

where esat is the saturated water vapour pressure in hPa and t states the air temperature in
°C.

Equation (11) calculates the value of saturated water vapour pressure in the pure phase
(assuming pure water vapour without other air components). In reality, the air contains a few
percent of water vapour, which causes that saturated water vapour pressure deviates from the

4The MSL is defined as "The average sea surface level for all stages of the tide over a 19-year period,
usually determined from hourly heights observed above a fixed reference level." [80] p.376
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one of the pure state. This is taken into account by an enhancement factor, which depends
on temperature and pressure of the ambient air [83]:

esat = f(p, t) · esat (12)

where esat is the saturated water vapour pressure of moist air in hPa and f(p, t) depicts the
enhancement factor.

The enhancement factor can be extracted from Table 4.10 in [83] by interpolating the
values of pressure and temperature linearly. According to [79], the temperature dependency is
much lower (± 0.1 %) than the dependency from pressure (0 % to +0.6 %) at pressure levels of
around 1000 hPa, which allows neglecting the temperature dependency. If the enhancement
factor is not considered at all, the error value is up to 0.5 % in the calculation [83]. The
depicted equations are valid over water surfaces, which is a taken assumption in the thesis.
Above ice surface, the equations are different (for further information be referred to [79]).

Partial water vapour pressure

The proportion of air pressure caused by water vapour is called partial water vapour pressure
e (for moist air) and can be calculated backwards from the relative humidity (if not measured
explicitly) [79]:

e =
Φ

100
· esat (13)

where e is the partial water vapour pressure for moist air in hPa and Φ is the relative humidity
in %.

The calculated value of e contains the enhancement factor, which is discussed in the
previous paragraph.

Dew point and frost point

The temperature, where the current water vapour pressure is equal to the saturated water
vapour pressure – or in other terms the relative humidity reaches 100 % – is called dew point.
If a local temperature (e.g. the temperature of the surface) falls beneath the dew point of the
ambient air, condensation takes place and dew drops appear. The standardized calculation is
as follows (valid above water surfaces in an air temperature range of -45 °C ≤ t ≤ 60 °C) [79]:

td =
243.12 · ln e

6.112·f

17.62− ln e
6.112·f

(14)

where td is the dew point temperature in °C.
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If the surface temperature is beneath the frost point, hoarfrost appears instead [74]. The
standardized calculation is as follows (valid above ice surfaces in an air temperature range of
-65 °C ≤ t ≤ 0 °C) [79]:

tf =
272.62 · ln e

6.112·f

22.46− ln e
6.112·f

(15)

where tf is the frost point temperature in °C.
As can be seen, by a combination of (11), (12) and (13), dew and frost point can be

directly computed with the relative humidity, pressure and temperature of the ambient air.

Absolute humidity

The absolute humidity allows a direct estimation of the amount of water vapour in the air in
terms of a density (mass per volume). Since water vapour states only a few percent of the
air, the equation is depicted in gm-3 and not in the SI-unit for a better readability [72]:

a = 103 · e · 102
Rw · T (16)

where a is the absolute humidity in gm-3, Rw is the gas constant of water vapour
(461.525 Jkg-1K-1 [84]) and T is the temperature in K.

Specific humidity

The specific humidity is used to compare the humidity of air in different locations with alter-
nating pressures and temperatures. It can be expressed as the ratio between the density of the
water vapour and the density of the humid air or the ratio between the mass of water vapour
and the total mass of the humid air, respectively. The value can be computed as follows [72]:

s = 103 · MW

ML
· e

p− 1− MW
ML

· e
(17)

where s is the specific humidity in gkg-1, MW and ML are the molar masses of water vapour
(0.01801528 kgmol-1) and dry air (0.0289645 kgmol-1) and p states the absolute pressure in
hPa [84].

Mixing ratio

The mixing ratio is similar to the specific humidity and again a method to compare the air
humidity at different locations. It states the ratio of the density of the water vapour and the
density of the dry part of the air or the ratio of the mass of water vapour and the mass of dry
air. The formula is as follows [72]:
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m = 103 · MW

ML
· e

p− e
(18)

where m is the mixing ratio in gkg-1 [84].
Since the mass of water vapour in a kilogram of air is only a several grams, it is common

to scale the values of the specific humidity and mixing ratio to gkg-1 [72].
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3 Measurement data

The following subsections present an overview of the measurement data. Firstly, a descrip-
tion of measurement setup and sections, as well as the comparability of the latter, is given.
Moreover, defined exclusion criteria as a first filtering step of train pass bys, which are not
considered in further evaluations, are discussed. The last subsection provides fundamental
statistics of the used dataset.

3.1 Measurement sections

All measurement campaigns were carried out with a mobile acoustic railway monitoring sys-
tem (called acramos®), which allows automatically triggered sound pass by measurements.
The general measurement setup contains at least one microphone in the standard position
according to ISO 3095 [10] – 7.5 m from the track axis and 1.2 m above rail level –, two axle
counter sensors on the measured track, one axle counter sensors on the other track (two-track
lines in all sections), a weather station to monitor the environmental parameters and a rail
temperature sensor located at the rail base between two sleepers. Axle counter sensors are
used to trigger and stop the measurement, get a time reference to every axle in the sound sig-
nal, calculate axle speeds, identify the train type by axle pattern analysis and monitor if two
trains are passing at the same time. Furthermore, at some measurement sections additional
sensors are used, which are not used for further analysis and therefore only partly mentioned
for completeness. Sections are termed C1 (described in Subsection 3.1.2), C2 (explained in
Subsection 3.1.3), C3 (illustrated in Subsection 3.1.4), C4 (outlined in Subsection 3.1.5) and
C5 (discussed in Subsection 3.1.6). The carried out measurements were part of two research
projects – C1 - C3, final report in German [9] and C4/C5, final report in German [85]. In the
following, a detailed description of the measurement setup and sections is given.

3.1.1 General measurement setup

As partly introduced, the acramos® system analyses train pass bys automatically. The output
parameters are saved as ASCII-files and transferred to a database. The central operation unit,
which is positioned near the section in a control box, consists of an industrial computer with
two 8-channel A/D converters, an USV to ensure interruption-free power supply, evaluation
modules for the axle counter sensors and a module for remote control. The computer is
connected to the net by a GSM modem. For noise level measurements, class 1 microphones
were used and calibrated with a CAL200 device before and after each measurement campaign.
In the first three measurement campaigns (C1 - C3), the measurement data were recorded
with a sampling rate of 32 kHz, whereas in C4 and C5, it was raised to 50 kHz. Key data about
measurement system and sensors are depicted in Table 1 (C1 - C3) and Table 2 (C4/C5).

Rail roughness is monitored with an ODS TRM-05 device using a length of 1.2 m. Three
sensors monitor the vertical profile of the rail head simultaneously. All three scan lines are
averaged.

Track decay rate is measured either with the TNO method or the AEIF method. The
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channel name type serial
no. C1 C2 C3 used in further

evaluation
1 M1 GRAS46AE 195314
2 M2 GRAS46AE 195315
3 M3 GRAS46AE 195316
4 M4 Gefell-ICP 1568
5 M5 GRAS46AE 77308
7 V1 IMI 352C03 144764
8 H1 IMI 352C04 139368
9 V2 IMI 352C05 139525
10 H2 IMI 352C06 139524
13 R2.1 Altpro ZK24 –
14 R1.1 Frauscher –
15 R2.0 Altpro ZK24 –
16 R1.0 Frauscher –

USB – Müller PT100 –

USB –
Conrad Pro-
fessional USB

weather station
–

Table 1: Channel and sensor list for C1 - C3

channel name type serial
no. C4

serial
no. C5

used in further
evaluation

1 M1 GRAS46AE 195316 195314
2 M2 GRAS46AE 58530 195315
4 – Müller PT100 – –
7 R1 Altpro ZK24 – –
8 R2 Altpro ZK24 – –

Table 2: Channel and sensor list for C4/C5
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device type serial no.
impact hammer 086D05 31723

acceleration
sensor vertical

and lateral
393A03 –

calibrator MF VC10 960202

system MEDA (Wölfel Messsysteme
Software GmbH & Co. KG) 8.102 08/695-2

Table 3: Device list for track decay rate measurements

TNO method is calculated with the software PBA arithmetically and uses the train itself as
vibration source for track decay rate calculation (hence a pre-loaded track). In contrast, the
AEIF method, which is applied in C2, C4 and C5, uses the vibration response of an impact
hammer for calculation (track not pre-loaded). For further details and comparison be referred
to [86]. The latter is standardized in EN 15641 [87], which is the reason why in C4 and C5
only that method was applied. A list of used devices for track decay rate measurement is
provided in Table 3.

3.1.2 Kleinschwechat, S7 (C1)

The first measurement campaign – called C1 throughout the thesis – was carried out at a
curve of the S7 line near Kleinschwechat (km 11.4) in Austria. The installation of the sensor
components took place on 18th October 2013. For detailed information about the track
parameters, refer to Table 4. In Figure 5, the measurement section with the sensor positions
and the environment is depicted. The track is limited at the opposite side of the sensor
components by a 3 m high wall with sound absorbing elements and on the other side by an
earth wall. Four microphones were installed at the outer side of the curve and one between
both tracks. The microphone positions were as follows (note that the distances refer only to
the measured track 1):

• M1: 7.5 m from the axis, 1.2 m above rail level

• M2: 7.5 m from the axis, 13 m above rail level

• M3: 10.6 m from the axis, 10.6 m above rail level

• M4: 13 m from the axis, 7.5 m above rail level

• M5: 2.25 m from the axis, 0.5 m above rail level

For the analysis in this thesis, only measurement data from M1 are used. In addition to
the sound measurements, acceleration sensors on the outer rail and on the inner rail were
installed. The horizontal acceleration sensor was mounted on the outer rail head and the
vertical one on the rail base – both magnetically. The measurement campaign lasted till 7th
July 2014. On 27th February 2014, the rail roughness as well as the track decay rates were
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Figure 5: Overview of the measurement section of C1 (© T. Maly)

measured. The rail roughness of the inner rail is above the ISO 3095 [10] limit nearly over the
whole spectrum, whereas the outer rail shows a rail roughness lower than the ISO 3095 limit
over all considered wavelengths (depicted in Figure 6). The track decay rate was measured
with the acceleration sensors and calculated with the TNO method. The lateral track decay
rates of both rails satisfy the ISO 3095 [10] limit over the whole frequency range (see Figure 7).
As can be seen in Figure 8, the vertical track decay rate drops under the limit partly on both
rails between 400 Hz and 630 Hz. The traffic on that line is dominated by commuter trains.

track kilometre 11.4
curve radius 256 m
rail profile UIC60
cant 70 mm
longitudinal gradient* 11.1
superstructure gravel
sleepers concrete
speed limit 60 kmh-1

balanced speed (va) 39 kmh-1

* in norm direction, see Figure 5

Table 4: Track parameters of C1
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Figure 6: Rail roughness measurement in C1 on 7th February 2014

Figure 7: Lateral track decay rate measurement in C1 on 19th October 2013
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Figure 8: Vertical track decay rate measurement in C1 on 19th October 2013

3.1.3 Eichgraben, Westbahn (C2)

The second measurement campaign – called C2 throughout the thesis – was carried out at a
curve of the Westbahn line near Eichgraben (km 27.2) in Austria. The measurement section is
depicted in Figure 9. The outer side of the curve is limited by heavy vegetation, whereas the
inner side allows free sound radiation over a field with slightly rising altitude. An additional
microphone was placed in the middle of the two tracks and acceleration sensors were installed
in the same way as in C1. The distances of the microphones were as follows (note that the
distance only refers to the measured track 1):

• M1: 7.5 m from the axis, 1.2 m above rail level

• M5: 2.25 m from the axis, 0.5 m above rail level

track kilometre 27.2
curve radius 440 m
rail profile 54E2
cant 131 mm
longitudinal gradient* -10.5
superstructure gravel
sleepers concrete
speed limit 90 kmh-1

balanced speed (va) 69.9 kmh-1

* in norm direction, see Figure 9

Table 5: Track parameters of C2, Eichgraben, Westbahn
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Figure 9: Overview of the measurement section of C2 (© psiacoustic Umweltforschung und
Engineering GmbH)

For the analysis in this thesis, only measurement data from M1 are used. For detailed
information about the track parameters, refer to Table 5. The measurement campaign was
carried out between 8th July 2014 and 30th July 2014. On 8th July 2014, the rail roughness as
well as the track decay rates were measured. The rail roughness is except at a wavelength of
2.5 cm beneath the ISO 3095 [10] limit at both rails (see Figure 10). To investigate differences
in measurement methods, the calculation of the track decay rates was carried out with the
TNO and the AEIF method. Although carried out only within four days difference, both
methods show completely different results regarding lateral track decay rate (see Figure 11),
while the results in vertical track decay rate are comparable (illustrated in Figure 12). The
vertical track decay rate stays above the ISO 3095 limit on both rails nearly over the whole
frequency range – only dropping between 1600 Hz and 3150 Hz beneath the limit with the
AEIF method. The lateral one is with PBA calculation above the limit nearly over the whole
frequency range, while dropping with the AEIF method between 250 Hz and 400 Hz as well
as between 800 Hz and 2500 Hz partly under the limit on both rails. Since the AEIF method
is standardized in EN 15641 [87], only those values are used in further evaluations. Train
traffic on that line consists of evenly distributed freight and commuter trains.
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Figure 10: Rail roughness measurement in C2 on 8th July 2014

Figure 11: Lateral track decay rate measurement in C2 on 26th July 2014 (PBA) and on 30th
July 2014 (AEIF)
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Figure 12: Vertical track decay rate measurement in C2 on 26th July 2014 (PBA) and on
30th July 2014 (AEIF)

3.1.4 Mürzzuschlag, Südbahn (C3)

The third measurement campaign – called C3 throughout the thesis – was carried out at
a curve of the Südbahn line near Mürzzuschlag (km 112.85) in Austria. The measurement
section can be seen in Figure 13. The track is located on a low dam with free sound radiation
in every direction. An additional microphone was placed in the middle of the two tracks and
acceleration sensors were installed in the same way as in C1. The distances of the microphones
were as follows (note that the distance only refers to the measured track 1):

• M1: 7.5 m from the axis, 1.2 m above rail level

• M5: 2.25 m from the axis, 0.5 m above rail level

For the analysis in this thesis, only measurement data from M1 are used. For detailed
information about the track parameters, be referred to Table 6. The measurement campaign
lasted from 12th September 2014 till 3rd October 2014. The rail roughness (depicted in
Figure 14) of the inner rail satisfies the ISO 3095 [10] limit. The roughness of the outer rail
slightly exceeds the limit at a wavelength of 12.5 cm, but shows values under the limit in all
other considered wavelengths. The track decay rates were calculated arithmetically with the
TNO method. The lateral track decay rates (shown in Figure 15) of both rails satisfy the
ISO 3095 [10] limit at all frequencies, except at 250 Hz. The vertical track decay rate (refer
to Figure 16) does not satisfy the limit at 500 and 630 Hz (outer rail) and between 400 and
800 Hz (inner rail). The traffic on the line is a mix of long-distance passenger and freight
trains.
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Figure 13: Overview of the measurement section of C3 (© psiacoustic Umweltforschung und
Engineering GmbH)

track kilometre 112.85
curve radius 310 m
rail profile UIC60
cant 150 mm
longitudinal gradient* 19
superstructure gravel
sleepers concrete
speed limit 80 kmh-1

balanced speed (va) 62.8 kmh-1

* in norm direction, see Figure 13

Table 6: Track parameters of C3, Mürzzuschlag, Südbahn
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Figure 14: Rail roughness measurement in C3 on 3rd October 2014

Figure 15: Lateral track decay rate measurement in C3 on 12th September 2014
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Figure 16: Vertical track decay rate measurement in C3 on 12th September 2014

3.1.5 Wien Gersthof, S45 (C4)

The fourth measurement campaign – called C4 throughout the thesis – was carried out at a
curve of the S45 line (also called "Vorortelinie") in Vienna (km 5.6) in Austria. An impression
of the measurement section is shown in Figure 17. The track is located in an urban environ-
ment with a decent population density. Near the track side with the microphones, a dead end
street with low traffic is located. After the measurement section (direction Hütteldorf), the
track leads over a bridge into a station, which causes that the trains tend to brake or at least
do not accelerate anymore in the section and thus the speed limit is barely reached. Under the
bridge, a street with heavy traffic and also a tram line is situated. The A-weighted equivalent
sound pressure level of the environmental noise was investigated for 2 hours around midday
and showed 57 dB, which is not considered influencing since train pass bys in 7.5 m distance
from the axis show at least 10 dB higher noise levels. Furthermore, a rail defect was observed
in a distance of 5 m to the measurement section. An investigation pointed out that the main
influence on the emission lies between 160 Hz and 315 Hz with an elevation magnitude of 4 dB
to 5 dB in third-octave band levels, which has to be borne in mind in the further evaluations.
At the beginning of the curve (direction Hütteldorf), a wayside top-of-rail friction control
system was located. In this campaign, two microphones in the same distance were used (note
that the distance only refers to the measured track 2):

• M1: 7.5 m from the axis, 1.2 m above rail level

• M2: 7.5 m from the axis, 1.2 m above rail level

The measurement data for evaluation are only taken from M1, whereas M2 had only the
function of validating the values of M1. For detailed information about the track parameters,
refer to Table 7. The measurements were carried out between 4th February 2016 and 10th
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Figure 17: Overview of the measurement section of C4 (© psiacoustic Umweltforschung und
Engineering GmbH)

January 2017. From the beginning till 12th April 2016, the friction control system was
disabled and afterwards enabled till the end of the campaign. Measurements of rail roughness
and track decay rate (AEIF method) were carried out at the beginning and at the end of the
measurement period. The rail roughness on the inner rail exceeds the ISO 3095 [10] limit in
the wavelength spectra between 5 cm and 10 cm. The outer rail satisfies the ISO 3095 limit
completely. The change in rail roughness is minor, except on the outer rail between 5 cm
and 10 cm, where a significant increase can be seen – still under the limit. The lateral track
decay rates of both rails are only between 1.25 kHz and 1.6 kHz below the ISO 3095 limit
(see Figure 19). The alterations between beginning and end of the measurement period are
minor, except a decline on the inner rail in the frequency range between 2000 Hz and 4000 Hz.
The vertical track decay rate drops under the limit at 1600 Hz and 2500 Hz (only at the end)
on the outer rail and at 400 Hz and 500 Hz (only at the end) on the inner rail (depicted in
Figure 20). The traffic is dominated by commuter trains.
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track kilometre 5.6
curve radius 226 m
rail profile S49
cant 90 mm
longitudinal gradient* 0
superstructure gravel
sleepers wood
speed limit 60 kmh-1

balanced speed (va) 41.5 kmh-1

* in norm direction, see Figure 17

Table 7: Track parameters of C4, Wien Gersthof, S45

Figure 18: Rail roughness measurements in C4 on 2nd February 2016 and on 10th January
2017
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Figure 19: Lateral track decay rate measurements in C4 on 15th April 2016 and on 10th
January 2017

Figure 20: Vertical track decay rate measurements in C4 on 15th April 2016 and on 10th
January 2017
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3.1.6 Wien Heiligenstadt, S45 (C5)

The fifth measurement campaign – called C5 throughout the thesis – was carried out on the
same line as C4 in Vienna (km 8.7) in Austria. An impression of the measurement section is
shown in Figure 21. The track is situated on a high dam with a steep decrease on both sites.
On the site of the microphones, private garden areas of housing blocks are located and on the
opposite side a public park is next to the track. Two microphones in the same distance were
used (note that the distance only refers to the measured track 2):

• M1: 7.5 m from the axis, 1.2 m above rail level

• M2: 7.5 m from the axis, 1.2 m above rail level

The measurement data for evaluation are only taken from M1, whereas M2 had only the
function of validating the values of M1. For detailed information about the track parameters,
refer to Table 8. The measurements lasted from 26th January 2016 till 28th January 2017.
Rail roughness and track decay rate (AEIF method) were monitored at the beginning and
at the end of the measurement period. The rail roughness of the inner rail exceeds the
ISO 3095 [10] limit significantly in the wavelength spectrum between 5 cm and 16 cm (see
Figure 22). The outer rail satisfies the ISO 3095 [10] limit nearly over the whole wavelength
spectrum. Over the measurement period a slight decrease in rail roughness on the outer rail
takes place, while the inner rail shows a decrease in the low wavelength area and an increase in
the higher wavelengths. The lateral track decay rate drops only at 1.6 kHz under the ISO 3095
limit at the beginning of the measurement period on both rails (refer to Figure 23). One year
later the ISO 3095 [10] limit is fully satisfied on both rails. The vertical track decay rate of
the inner rail fulfils the ISO 3095 [10] limit in both measurements, whereas the measurements
on the outer rail point out a drop under the limit between 500 Hz and 800 Hz at the beginning
and slightly between 500 Hz and 630 Hz at the end of the measurement period (depicted in
Figure 24). The change in track decay rate over the measurement period is minimal. As it is
the same line like C4, the traffic consists of the same mixture.

track kilometre 8.7
curve radius 230 m
rail profile S49

cant 90 mm -
95 mm

longitudinal gradient* -10
superstructure gravel
sleepers wood
speed limit 60 kmh-1

balanced speed (va) 42.5 kmh-1

* in norm direction, see Figure 21

Table 8: Track parameters of C5, Wien Heiligenstadt, S45
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Figure 21: Overview of the measurement section of C5 (© psiacoustic Umweltforschung und
Engineering GmbH)

Figure 22: Rail roughness measurements in C5 on 27th January 2016 and on 12th January
2017
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Figure 23: Lateral track decay rate measurements in C5 on 27th January 2016 and on 12th
January 2017

Figure 24: Vertical track decay rate measurements in C5 on 27th January 2016 and on 12th
January 2017
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3.2 Comparability

The measurement data were collected from five different sections with divergent topography
and include various train types with variable vehicle dynamic and curving behaviour. In the
following subsections, approaches to take those contrasts into account and allow evaluations
with the whole dataset are described and discussed.

3.2.1 Time signal analysis

Third-octave spectra of the time signals are calculated using ArtemiS© SUITE [88] – perform-
ing a discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) with properties depicted in Figure 25. To avoid
additional uncertainties, time weighting in form of the standardized method "fast" (125 ms,
e.g. [10]) is not applied. The reason of standardized time weighting is usually to achieve
comparable measurement data from different devices and/or setups, which is not the case in
the present dataset. Thus, it is intentionally decided to diverge from the standard. Since
C4 and C5 are recorded with 50 kHz sampling rate and no frequencies above the 12.5 kHz
third-octave band are needed for the evaluations (see further justification in chapter 4), time
signals are downsampled to 32 kHz with a resampling filter in the same software prior to
performing the DFT. The outcome and basis of the most further evaluations are short-time
averaged third-octave levels with a time increment length of 64 ms.

To allocate the emission to the train pass by, the recommended measurement duration
from buffer to buffer in ISO 3095 [10] is chosen. The location of the buffers are set to 2.5 m
before the first and 2.5 m after the last axle for every train pass by to define a standard
duration and prevent train type influence. The exact cut time is calculated with the speed
of the first and the last axle and in addition by adding the time difference to account the
speed of sound between the train and the microphone. The latter is determined by the slope
distance between axis and microphone (7.595 m) and the current speed of sound, which is
calculated as follows [89]:

c = κ · R

Mmol
· T (19)

where c is the speed of sound in ms-1, κ is the ratio between specific heat at constant pressure
and specific heat at constant volume (1.4), R states the universal gas constant (8.314 NmK-1),
Mmol is the molar mass of dry air (28.8 g) and T is the temperature in K [89].

To ensure that no divergences arise from time cutting, the third-octave band levels of
the first and last time increment are cut energetically and added to the train pass by with a
decreased time increment length.
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Figure 25: Chosen properties for the discrete Fourier transformation
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3.2.2 Measurement sections

To allow a fast comparison of the measurement sections, key data are summarized in Table 9.
Especially for taking differences of the sections into account, the following parameters are
chosen and included in the further analysis:

• curve radius / m

• cant / mm

• rail profile

• sleeper material

• longitudinal gradient /

• free curve breathing / mm

• wavelength spectrum of rail roughness / dB re. 10-6 m between 0.25 cm and 25 cm
(both rails)

• frequency spectrum of lateral track decay rate / dBm-1 between 100 Hz and 5000 Hz

• frequency spectrum of vertical track decay rate / dBm-1 between 100 Hz and 5000 Hz

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
radius / m 256 440 310 226 230
length* / m 341 98 76 39 37
cant / mm 70 131 150 90 90-95
gradient** / 11.1 -10.5 19 0 -10
rail UIC60 54E2 UIC60 S49 S49
sleeper concrete concrete concrete wood wood
speed limit / kmh-1 60 90 80 60 60
balanced speed / kmh-1 39 69.9 62.8 41.5 42.5
altitude / m a. MSL 165 376 748 217 173
* approximated value
** in norm direction

Table 9: Summarized properties of the different measurement sections

C1, C4 and C5 show similar curve radii, whereas curves in C3 and C4 have higher radii.
An alteration of the curve radius may influence the curving behaviour and thus the noise
emission. Moreover, as described in Subsection 2.2, an increasing curve radius is thought to
decrease the probability of curve squeal significantly.

The cant is applied to compensate the centrifugal force during curving. In combination
with operation speed and radius, it determines the amplitude and the direction of the resulting
centrifugal force vector. Further impacts are discussed in the following subsections.
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The longitudinal gradient may influence vehicle dynamic behaviour due to the need of
more traction force in case of a positive gradient or vice versa.

The five sections contain three different rail types with a divergent mass per metre and
thus an influence on vibration behaviour. Sleeper material has also an impact on radiated
noise emission. [5]

Curve breathing means a lateral displacement of the rail due to stresses induced by fluc-
tuations in the rail temperature around the neutral temperature (in the Austrian railway
network between 20 °C and 25 °C [90]). Thus, the curve radius is narrowed (at low tem-
peratures) or extended (at high temperatures) in the area of up to a few centimetres. Free
curve breathing states the full expansion or shortening of the rail until full relaxation, which
in reality is influenced and limited by superstructure properties, nevertheless allowing to take
different thermal states of the rail into account. The value is calculated with the approach of
Rangosch [91]:

Δf = R0 · α ·ΔT · 1− cos
ϕz

2
(20)

where Δf is the lateral displacement of the rail from the neutral state with full relaxation
(free curve breathing) in mm, R0 is the curve radius in mm, α states the thermal expansion
coefficient (for steel 1.15·10-5) K-1, ΔT is the difference between rail temperature and neutral
temperature (set to 25 °C) in K and ϕz is the central angle of the curve in rad.

Equation (20) follows the assumption that the rails are rigidly connected at the end of the
curve, which is usually the case [91]. The central angle is calculated from curve length and
radius.

Rail roughness and track decay rates are linearly interpolated and extrapolated in case
of two measurements (C4 and C5) and otherwise held constant throughout the time of the
measurements. Both approaches are not really realistic, since there may be complex relations
causing the values to alter, however due to a lack of further data that assumption is the only
choice. Regarding track decay rates, uncertainties in terms of comparability between values
calculated by TNO and AEIF method have to be pointed out (see Subsection 3.1.3). As
previously discussed in Subsection 3.1, single wavelengths and/or frequencies do not satisfy
the normative limits of ISO 3095 [10] and may have a significant influence on the emission in
certain frequencies. A research project [92] shows that differences between values can matter
even though both satisfy the ISO 3095 [10] limit. Thus, inclusion of those spectra enables to
consider differences in one or more third-octave band levels between the measurement sections.

3.2.3 Train types

The measurement data are dominated by passenger trains – especially commuter trains. Nev-
ertheless, freight trains are also monitored. In Table 10, the most frequent train types are
depicted. Train type A contains all sort of freight trains and thus operates with a huge variety
of coaches and locomotives. Therefore, neither a number of axles, nor a standard car body
length or bogie wheelbase can be stated. The same applies to train type B except that the
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Figure 26: Schematic picture of trainsets F and G with powered bogies greyly filled and others
not filled

trailers are similar in the whole train. Train type C consists of the same trailers, however the
quantity – and thus the number of axles – differs. The other train types D to G operate –
except a varying number of coaches in train type E – in a determined standard configuration.
It has to be borne in mind, that train types D to G are also operated in double units fre-
quently. All other train pass bys, which are not identified as A - G, are categorized as train
type "other".

Train types F and G are trainsets with different locations of the powered bogies. As can
be seen in Figure 26, train type F consists of a power coach and two coaches with no engine,
whereas train type G is completely symmetrical powered. Thus, in the former case, it can
be distinguished between pushed and pulled state, which may affect the curving behaviour.
That issue refers to train types D and E as well. Influence is discussed in Subsection 6.3.

An approach to consider varying characteristics regarding curving behaviour is carried out
with the inclusion of the following parameters:

• factor variable of different train types following the categorization in Table 10 A - G
and "other"

• train orientation

• type of locomotive

• axles per length / m-1

• bogie wheelbase / m

• angle of attack (AoA) / rad

• wheel diameter / mm

• radial steering index (RSI)

Train orientation takes different curving behaviour due to pushed or pulled state into
account and can be extracted from the axle pattern of train types D, E and F. Considering the
potential operation in double units, four different configurations are possible (see Figure 27).
The train orientation is numbered as depicted. In case of single unit operation, the numbers
1 (pulled) and 2 (pushed) are used. Train types, where those states cannot be distinguished,
are accounted with the number 0.

Train types A to E are conventionally powered with locomotives, thus the type can be
evaluated from the axle pattern. The type is significant for noise emission characteristic and
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train
type

train
category

number
of

axles

number
of axles
powered

bogie
wheelbase

/ m

car
body
length
buffer-
buffer
/ m

traction
standard
config-
uration

A freight – 4-8 powered:
2.9-3.0 – loco

1-2 locos
and

trailers
[93]

B
freight
(car

transport)
– 4-8 powered:

2.9-3.0 – loco
1-2 locos

and
trailers

[93]

C long-
distance – 4

powered:
2.9-3.0,
coaches:

2.5

26.4 loco
1 loco
and

trailers
[94]

D
long-

distance /
high-speed

32 4

powered:
3.0,

coaches:
2.5

26.45-
26.85 loco

1 loco, 6
trailers,
1 drive
coach*

[95]

E commuter 16-28 4

powered:
2.9-3.0,
coaches:

2.5

26.80-
27.13 loco

1 loco, 2-
5 trailers,
1 drive
coach*

[94]

F commuter 12 4
powered:

2.5,
other: 2.3

22.8-
23.3 trainset

1 power
coach,
1 inter-
mediate
coach,
1 drive
coach*

[93]

G commuter 10 4

powered:
2.3,

other:
2.8 (ar-
ticulated
bogies)

14.75-
17,54 trainset

2 power
coaches,
2 inter-
mediate
coaches*

[96]

* also operated in double units

Table 10: Most common monitored train types
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Figure 27: Schematic picture of the classification of train orientation in case of double unit
operation with powered bogies greyly filled

1116 1144 1142 2016 2043
number in evaluation 1 2 3 4 5
bogie wheelbase / m 3 2.9 3.4 2.7 2.5 [93]
axles 4 4 4 4 4 [93]
axles powered 4 4 4 4 4 [93]
wheel diameter / mm 1150 1300 1250 1100 950 [93]
traction electric electric electric diesel diesel

Table 11: Properties of the most frequent locomotive types

curving behaviour due to e.g. different bogie wheelbase, wheel diameter and engine noise.
Table 11 gives an overview of the considered locomotives and important properties regarding
curving behaviour and noise emission. The number of each power unit states the classification
number determined by the Austrian Federal Railways. The number in the further evaluation
is also depicted. In all other cases, the value is set to 0.

Since one of the main noise sources states the wheel-rail contact, a parameter to consider
the number of axles dependent on the train length is meaningful – especially for freight trains
due to their heterogeneous coaches. The value is derived by the ratio of the number of axles
of a train and the train length (buffer to buffer).

The bogie wheelbase is an important value for curving behaviour since two wheelsets are
rigidly connected in the bogie frame and prevented from orientating themselves fully radial in
the curve. Without any other mechanisms, the curving behaviour gets worse with increasing
bogie wheelbase [33]. Therefore, in train configurations with different bogies, the worst case is
chosen for the further evaluation. In heterogeneous train sets like freight traffic, an extraction
of the bogie wheelbase from the axle pattern is not possible because freight coaches can also
have single axles. For those cases, the bogie wheelbase of the locomotive is chosen.

Using the described value for the bogie wheelbase, the worst case value of the AoA can
be approximated by calculating the arc sine of the ratio between bogie wheelbase and curve
radius, which, as discussed in Chapter 2, has a significant impact on curve squeal occurrence.

The wheel diameter influences the mass of the wheels and hence their natural frequencies.
For determination, a similar approach to the boogie wheelbase is taken by always setting the
value to the worst case of the whole train (mostly the locomotive). For trainsets F and G,
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the wheel diameter is 950 mm and 760 mm [93].
The RSI depicts a value for deciding whether a single wheelset would be able to traverse

a curve without flange contact by changing the direction only due to conicity and thus rolling
radius difference or not. The calculation and a further description is provided in EN 14363 [97]
and prEN 15302 [98]. For an exact calculation for every train, the wheel/contact position
while curve traversing has to be measured or calculated with the worn rail and wheel profiles.
Those data are not available, thus a simplified approach has to be taken. The RSI is calculated
according to prEN 15302 [98] using contact geometry from ideal reference profiles wheel B
(corresponding to the geometry of a common wheel in the Austrian heavy rail network) and
rail A, with the following formula:

RE = r0 · 2·bA
ΔrE

(21)

qE = RE
R (22)

where RE states the narrowest curve radius, where free curving is possible, in m, r0 is the
wheel radius in m, bA is the nominal contact point distance (for normal gauge 1.5 m) in m,
ΔrE is the rolling radius difference at the point directly before flange contact is reached (for
wheel B/rail A 0.00374 m) in m, qE is the RSI and R is the curve radius in m.

In case of qE ≤ 1, free curving is possible and with qE > 1 flange contact takes place.
Again, it has to be pointed out that the RSI calculation is based on simplifying assumptions,
nevertheless it allows to take different curving behaviour due to divergent wheel radii and
curve radii into account.

3.2.4 Dynamic properties

Different vehicle dynamic behaviour while curving is considered by the following parameters:

• mean speed / kmh-1

• maximum value of speed difference / kmh-1

• train acceleration / ms-2

• lateral acceleration / ms-2

As described in the introduction of this chapter, the speed of every axle is calculated by the
time difference between two axle counter sensors. The mean speed depicts the arithmetic mean
of all axle speeds monitored for a train pass by. In case of braking and afterwards accelerating,
the speed difference between the first and the last axle may conceal speed alterations during
the train pass by. Therefore, the maximum value of the speed difference is considered. Train
acceleration is calculated with the speed difference and the passing time between first and
last axle.

If a vehicle traverses a curve, the centrifugal force causes a lateral acceleration, which is
partly reduced by the inclination of the outer rail and depends on the driving speed. The
relation for a normal gauge track is as follows [99]:
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vb =
D·R
11.8

3.6 (23)

aL = v2

R − v2b
R (24)

where vb is the balanced speed (lateral acceleration fully compensated with the inclination)
in ms-1, D is the inclination in mm, R is the curve radius in m, aL is the lateral acceleration
(if negative, the centrifugal force vector points to the centre of the curve – inclination is
overcompensating, else if positive, it points in the outer direction) in ms-2 and v is the driving
speed in ms-1. The factor 11.8 is in units mm · mh-2km-2 and alters if it is not a normal gauge
track.

For the calculation of lateral acceleration, the mean speed is used. The value can be
interpreted, if highly positive, as forcing the wheel flange to the outer rail with flange contact,
whereas highly negative values may cause the opposite – leading to flange contact on the inner
rail.

3.2.5 Climate conditions

Regarding the altitude of the sections (refer to Table 9), C1, C4 and C5 show quite similar
properties and also lie geographically in a distance of up to 14 km to each other. C2 and C3
are located in a valley structure – the former in the Austrian Wienerwald and the latter at the
eastern beginning of the Austrian Alps with a much higher altitude than the other sections.
Therefore, climate conditions are not equal, however also allowing to take divergent conditions
into account. Apart from temperature and humidity behaviour due to different altitude, a
highly influenced parameter is the absolute air pressure – decreasing with increasing altitude.
Hence, it delivers no information in comparing, if all sections are evaluated together. Instead,
the relative air pressure states a suitable value, since it depicts a reference pressure level on
the same altitude (as described in Subsection 2.3).

Although the other measured parameters are also affected by climatic conditions, they
are directly connected to the monitored noise emission and thus basically comparable. What
should be discussed, are the properties of the used weather stations because they are different
between C1 - C3 and C4/C5. For the former sections, a Professional USB wireless weather
station manufactured by Conrad Electronics and for the latter ones, a Vaisala Weather Trans-
mitter WXT520 was used. Table 12 provides an overview of differences in measurement
range, accuracy and resolution – the values are taken from the corresponding manuals for C1
- C3 [100] and for C4/C5 [101].

The most significant divergences concern the rain measurement and the rain detection
itself. The weather station of C1 - C3 counts rain with a resolution of 0.3 mm, which is bad,
however the issue is not only the resolution, but also the rain detection, which is monitored
only after an initial rainfall of 0.3 mm. Light, intermittent rain or foggy conditions are
probably not monitored – therefore, the rain detection in C1 - C3 has to be critically seen. To
account that uncertainty, rain data from C1 were validated and extended by measurements
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C1-C3 C4-C5
parameter unit range acc res range acc res

air temperature °C -40 -
+65 ± 1 0.1 -52 –

+60 ± 0.2 - ± 0.4 0.1

humidity % 10 -
90 ± 5 1 0 -

100
± 3 (0-90) -
± 5 (90-100) 0.1

absolute
air pressure hPa 300 -

1100
± 3 (700-

1100) 0.1 600 -
1100

± 0.5 (0 °C
- 30 °C) -
± 1 (-52 °C

- 60 °C)

0.1

wind speed ms-1 0 - 44 ± 0.1 (<10) -
± 10 % (>10) 0.1 0 - 60 ± 3 % (at 10) 0.1

wind direction ° 0 -
360 – 22.5 0 -

360 ± 3 1

rainfall mm 0 -
9999 ± 10 % 0.3 – < ± 5 % 0.01

Table 12: Comparison of the two mobile weather stations in use

at the Vienna International Airport, which is located about 7 km southeast of the section.
C2 and C3 was not validated due to the short measurement period of one month each.

Secondly, the bad accuracy of humidity values at both devices has to be borne in mind
because that value is used to calculate all other wetness parameters and is observed in past
research work to have a certain impact on curve squeal (see Chapter 2).

Beside different properties, data availability is also different. In C4/C5 data from the
weather station were only saved in case of a train pass by, whereas in C1 - C3, a raw dataset
from the weather station with 5 min time resolution was saved, in addition to the allocation
to train pass bys. The former leads to gaps in the dataset, which occur mostly during the
night. While for the statistical evaluation, values at the train pass by are predominantly of
interest, the exact behaviour of climate conditions – especially during the night – cannot be
fully depicted, which generates the need of alternative approaches regarding dew formation
calculation. The latter is discussed further in Subsection 5.5.

3.3 Exclusion criteria

Measurement data have to be critically examined and validated. The further analyses with
different statistical methods need another step of pre-processing, however this subsection
summarizes criteria for data exclusion from the whole analyses. The outcome of the first
filtering step builds the fundamental dataset, which is used in all further analyses. The scope
is again to harmonize the data and improve comparability.

The following exclusion criteria are defined, as well as shortly justified:

• Operation on an other track due to not satisfying the standardized distance in ISO
3095 [10] of 7.5 m axis distance and 1.2 m above the rail level.
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• Operation against the standard driving direction on the monitored track to prevent
divergences due to vehicle dynamic behaviour or radiation conditions.

• During the measurement, another train is present on the other track in the section.

• The whole train length (buffer to buffer) is not fully monitored.

• A friction control system is applied to the rail head – to stay comparable with the other
pass bys.

• Maximum acceleration or deceleration exceeds an absolute value of 0.2 ms-2.

• Maximum absolute value of velocity difference lies above 10 kmh-1

• Wind speed is over 5 ms-1 (according to ISO 3095 [10], an influence in the environmental
noise level may take place)

Acceleration or deceleration during the train pass adds longitudinal dynamic effects, which
may alter the curving behaviour as well as cause unwanted additional noise (e.g. brake squeal).
Hence, a threshold value of 0.2 ms-2 is defined, which is thought to be a good compromise to
limit additional dynamic impact, while on the other hand providing enough measurement data
for the evaluation. Frequently, freight trains with large train lengths satisfy the determined
acceleration limit, however the axle speeds are increasing or decreasing significantly over the
whole train pass by. To prevent issues with different curving behaviour at divergent speeds
in the same train pass by, a threshold value of 10 kmh-1 is set.

The second recommendation in ISO 3095 [10] regarding meteorological conditions, apart
from wind speed, targets heavy rain as a potential influence in the environmental noise level.
Measured pass bys in that condition are intentionally included in the dataset due to investi-
gation of curve noise in rainy conditions. Nevertheless, that effect has to be borne in mind in
the evaluations.

3.4 Fundamental statistics

To get an overview of the dataset distribution, basic statistical plots regarding train type
counts and velocity – split into sections and/or train types – are provided.

3.4.1 Train type quantity

Table 13 contains the amount of train pass bys taken into account for further evaluation. In
Figure 28, the distribution of train types in terms of the relative frequency is depicted. The
quantities above the bars refer to the absolute amount of train pass bys related to that train
type. Firstly, the amount of trains considered in the particular sections differs significantly.
C5 contains nearly 60 % of all train pass bys, followed by C1 with over 30 %. C2, C3 and
C4 share the remaining amount. While the measurement duration of C2 and C3 lasted only
one month and thus the reason of the few train pass bys is obvious, C4 went on nearly a
year (same as C5). However, two main reasons prevent the inclusion of more trains: (i) the
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C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 sum
9314 864 479 1246 17194 29097

Table 13: Amount of train pass bys in C1 - C5

Figure 28: Relative frequency of train type occurrence split into C1 - C5

top-of-rail friction control system was operating over 80 % of the duration; (ii) due to the
following station after the section, trains frequently start braking or at least not accelerating
anymore and hence do not satisfy the exclusion criteria (defined in Subsection 3.3).

Secondly, train type distribution is not even. C4 and C5 are dominated by train type G
(about 80 % relative frequency) and train type F – hardly any other train types are monitored.
The former shows by far the most absolute quantity of all train types. Train types E and F
are evenly distributed in C1, while the most other monitored types are A and G. Train type
D is only present in C3. To conclude, analyses of the whole dataset is driven by the behaviour
of train type E and F (C1) and train type G (mostly C5). To observe train type specific
tendencies, evaluations are also carried out for each train type separately.

3.4.2 Velocity

As depicted in Subsection 3.2, the speed limit is not equal in all sections – in C2 90 kmh-1,
in C3 80 kmh-1 and in the other sections 60 kmh-1. The distribution of mean velocity of
train pass bys for each section is depicted in Figure 29 as an empirical cumulative distribution
function (ecdf). It can be seen that in C4, trains rarely operate at the speed limit (again due
to the following station, pointed out previously). The same issue, however not as severe, is
present in C5. The latter is reasoned by an isolation joint in the section. Contrary, in C1,
about 50 % of the trains drive at the speed limit. The velocity distribution for C3 indicates
that the percentage is about 20 %. A closer look at the mean speed distribution per train type
(refer to Figure 30) reveals that e.g. in C1, only train type A operates at significantly lower
speed, whereas the other types drive at the speed limit frequently. C2, C3, and C5 show the
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Figure 29: Mean speed distribution as a cumulative function

Figure 30: Mean of mean train speed with standard deviation intervals

same tendency that passenger trains operate at higher speeds than freight trains. C4 indicates
the opposite, however that is again due to the following stop, which does not affect freight
trains. Standard deviation intervals are generally higher for freight trains. Increasing train
speed lead to higher rolling noise levels [5]. Moreover, the radiation frequency due to wheel
and rail roughness changes due to the connection between wavelength spectrum and velocity
– at steady roughness, the radiation frequency shifts upwards with increasing speed [5]. Thus,
a comparison of noise level values without including speed as a parameter is not meaningful.

3.4.3 Timely distribution

Figure 31 shows the monthly distribution of train amount separated by C1 - C5. Measure-
ments are always vulnerable to sensor defects or other issues that compromise the quality
and therefore sorted out. Although C1 and C5 lasted over January, few train pass bys are
available for evaluation. The same, however not as severe, applies to May. In August, the
dataset consists almost only of pass bys from C5. The other months are well represented
with at least 1500 train pass bys available. C4 contains few train pass bys after the friction
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Figure 31: Amount of trains per month

control system was enabled – only in case of rain detection, no friction modifier was applied.
Since the thesis focuses on investigation of dependencies regarding environmental conditions,
which vary significantly over the year in all sections, monthly distribution of the dataset has
to be taken into account. Moreover, since in C4 and C5, no continuous dataset of the weather
station is available, data gaps also lead to no information about climate conditions over some
days or weeks. The chosen solution is to look at data from nearby weather stations and
interpolated grid data (further explained in Subsection 5.5).
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4 Algorithm to detect curve squeal

To deal with such large numbers of measurement data, the detection of curve squeal has to be
carried out automatically. Therefore, an algorithm to distinguish between train passes without
or with little squeal or flanging noise (referred as "normal" pass bys) and conspicuous train
passes, where squeal or flanging noise is radiated, is developed. Furthermore, the algorithm
is able to differ between flanging, squeal and HF squeal noise automatically. The detection
is applicable on monitored sound data in the standard point according to ISO 3095 [10]
(7.5 m distance from the axis and 1.2 m above rail level). The first step of development
consists of an empirical approach to find suitable evaluation parameters. Building on this, the
algorithm is formulated, tested and validated. The database used for development, contains
the measurement data of C1 - C3. Any depicted evaluations of train pass bys classified as
radiating squeal or flange noise throughout the thesis are detected with that algorithm. An
analyses of the applicability of the algorithm on measurement data from C4 and C5 was also
carried out. The outcome is discussed in subsection 4.5. The algorithm was elaborated in an
Austrian research project. Due to the fact that the final report of the project [9] is in German
language and has not been published in English yet, the detection algorithm will be explained
in detail in the following subsections.

4.1 Empirical elaboration

Because of the number of samples in C1 and the narrower curve radius compared to C2 and
C3, the empirical elaboration was focused on measurement data of C1. The first evaluation
was done with a random sample of 100 trains of the four most frequent passing train types
(A, E, F and G), which were manually heard and categorized as normal or conspicuous by
multiple project team members. Beside the audio file of the sound samples, the corresponding
third-octave spectra and third-octave time functions (see Figure 32 for an example) built
the foundation of the evaluation. The depicted spectrogram was not used in the manual
classification, however it allows another view without the averaging process in the derivation
of the third-octave bands. Due to a sampling frequency of 32 kHz, the unweighted third-
octave spectra and the corresponding time gradients were determined between 10 Hz and
16000 Hz5. To validate the categorization, another 50 random samples from C1, C2 and C3
were investigated and categorized. In general, distinct squeal or flanging noise was clearly
detected and separated from normal train pass bys. However, minimal squeal or flanging
noise or overlapping squeal and flanging noise, was difficult or even impossible to distinguish.
To get a better understanding of time behaviour, fluctuations of squeal and flanging noise
over time were calculated and roughly assigned to positions of the train. The detected noise
sources were categorized in three main categories:

• broadband high frequency noise (flanging noise)

• tonal noise with middle fundamental frequency (squeal noise)

5The 16000 Hz third-octave band is only calculated with components up to 16000 Hz.
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Figure 32: Third-octave time function (left) and spectrogram (right) of a train pass by clas-
sified as normal

• tonal noise with high fundamental frequency (HF squeal noise)

4.1.1 Flanging noise

The sound characteristic was described from hissing noise up to loud shearing of metals onto
each other with a constant or intermittent time behaviour. As main difference to normal
train pass bys, raises in third-octave levels from many kilohertz were observed – sometimes
especially in the 12.5 kHz and 16 kHz third-octave bands. In addition, third-octave levels often
remained in the same magnitude in the higher frequencies, whereas normal train passes showed
a considerable decrease (see Figure 33 in comparison to Figure 32). The noise characteristic
agrees with that described in the literature (e.g. [5]).

4.1.2 Squeal noise

The sound emission was characterized by the perceptibility of distinct tones, which were
mostly not present in the whole train pass by and showed an audible increase in loudness
over time until a maximum and afterwards a decrease. At the area of the maximum loudness,
a slight frequency lowering was audible – indicating a Doppler effect of the moving sound
source. In the third-octave time functions, elevations of one third-octave band or – if the

Figure 33: Third-octave time function (left) and spectrogram (right) of a train pass by con-
taining flanging noise
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Figure 34: Third-octave time function (left) and spectrogram (right) of a train pass by con-
taining squeal noise with clearly visible Doppler effect and harmonics

squealing frequency was near a band limit – two adjacent third-octave bands were visible (see
Figure 34). The raises were normally located between the third-octave bands 1.25 kHz and
6.3 kHz with the most probabilities between 3 kHz and 5 kHz. In addition, raises with varying
intensity due to harmonics were visible. The frequency range of squeal noise in the literature
is wide. However, the observed frequency range lies in the area of previous publications (see
Subsection 2.2).

4.1.3 High frequency squeal noise

In the third-octave bands between 8 kHz and 12.5 kHz, two forms of tonal noise were observed.
Firstly, tonal components with a significantly slower time behaviour regarding level increase
and decrease frequently occurred. Therefore, wheel squeal from a moving source as the reason
is questionable (depicted in Figure 35 upper plots). Secondly, mostly in case of flanging
noise, raises of one or two adjacent third-octave bands were visible in the third-octave time
functions (see Figure 35 lower plots). Due to the overlapping, the audibility was bad and
the identification of tonal sources was difficult. The third-octave view causes uncertainties
with increasing frequency (due to the higher bandwidths), thus tonal components could not
be identified clearly. The excitation mechanism for high frequency squeal noise remained
unclear, however due to the time behaviour a connection to flange contact was assumed.
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Figure 35: Third-octave time function (left) and spectrogram (right) of train pass bys con-
taining high frequency squeal noise with constant and frequency shifting tonal components
partly overlapped with broadband high frequency noise

4.2 Evaluation parameters

The principle of selecting appropriate evaluation parameters was the applicability to a ran-
dom sample of train types and not to distinguish between train types and their specifications.
As the main evaluation foundation, third-octave time functions were chosen. The advan-
tages compared to third-octave spectra were the possibility to analyse slight and short-time
raises clearly and distinguish between individual raises over time, which caused in addition
an opportunity to assign raises to train specific positions (e.g. bogies). In the two following
subsections, the selected parameters for flanging and squeal noise are described.

4.2.1 Flanging noise

Train passes classified as conspicuous regarding flanging noise showed a constant or even
raising third-octave band value with increasing frequency from 2 kHz, whereas normal train
pass bys indicated a significant decrease (see Figure 36). The 16 kHz third-octave level
showed even for conspicuous train passes a decrease compared to the other values and was
therefore excluded as a proper indicator. In addition to the growing level difference with
higher frequency, the third-octave levels of the conspicuous train pass bys between 8 kHz
and 12.5 kHz produced the highest arithmetic mean and median values. Building on those
observations, two suitable evaluation parameters were derived:

• slope and/or third-octave levels of a linear regression line between 2 kHz or 4 kHz and
12.5 kHz
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Figure 36: Box plots of the third-octave band levels from the random sample: 67 train
classified as normal (left) and 124 trains categorized as containing flanging noise (right) [9]

• arithmetic mean of third-octave levels between 8 kHz and 12.5 kHz.

The slope of the regression line as only evaluation parameter was excluded because a
formulation of a threshold level value is not possible. The former approach is nearly indepen-
dent of outliers in the middle frequencies (e.g. from tonal components), whereas the latter is
completely independent of outliers in those frequencies, however outliers between 8 kHz and
12.5 kHz can have a stronger influence. A comparison of the two approaches showed minor
variances and thus the latter approach was chosen due to less computing time. As threshold
values to differ between normal and flanging noise classification, 65 dB, 70 dB and 75 dB
were considered. The middle value showed the best compromise between high detection rate
and false detection. As an issue of the chosen approach, braking freight trains were identified.
Due to the braking noise and thus the highly elevated levels in the middle frequency range,
the decrease in the high frequency was visible, however the threshold of 70 dB was exceeded
frequently. To solve that issue, the slope of the linear regression between 4 kHz and 12.5 kHz
was implemented as additional condition to classify flanging noise for freight train pass bys.
As threshold value for the slope, -15 dB per decade was defined empirically.

4.2.2 Squeal noise

Tonal components were characterised as an elevation of a single third-octave band or – if the
squeal frequency is near a band limit – two adjacent third-octave bands. For the automated
detection, an approach from Salz [102], which is capable of detecting raises of one and two
adjacent third-octave bands, was used. In contrast to the thesis of Salz, an A-weighting was
skipped to stay independent from the frequency dependent human audibility in the evaluation.
The approach works as follows (refer to the illustration in Figure 37):

• An elevation of one third-octave band is present, if the value is 1.5 dB above both
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Figure 37: Approach to detect one (left) and two adjacent (right) elevated third-octave
bands [9]

adjacent third-octave levels (ai > 1.5 dB and bi > 1.5 dB). The increase ΔLi of the i-th
third-octave band is calculated by the arithmetic mean of the difference values ai and
bi:

ΔLi = Li − Li−1 + Li+1

2
=

ai + bi
2

(25)

• A raise of two adjacent third-octave bands exists, if the values are 1.5 dB above the
respective neighbouring third-octave levels (ai > 1.5 dB and bi > 1.5 dB) and if the
difference between the suspected third-octave bands ci is smaller than the differences to
the respective neighbouring third-octave levels (ci < ai and ci < bi). The elevation ΔLi

of the i-th third-octave band is calculated by the difference between the energetic mean
of the suspected third-octave levels and the arithmetic mean of the respective adjacent
third-octave values:

ΔLi = 10 · log10
100.1·Li + 100.1·Li+1

2
− Li−1 + Li+2

2
(26)

In case of evaluating a third-octave band tonal elevated with both conditions, the condi-
tion resulting in a higher value of ΔLi is determined as decisive. As mentioned previously,
normal train pass bys show a significant third-octave level decrease from 2 kHz with increasing
frequency and thus, the value of ΔLi is higher with increasing frequency. To prevent an influ-
ence of that, third-octave bands with a level raise of greater or equal 10 dB are pre-selected
(ΔLi ≥ 10 dB) and only classified as squeal noise if their third-octave band level is greater or
equal 80 dB (Li ≥ 80 dB). Both thresholds were elaborated empirically.

4.3 Formulation of the algorithm

The spatial resolution of the measurement data is even at higher speeds normally beneath
1.8 m, which is lower than the common wheelbase of a bogie (at least regarding passenger
traffic). Thus, axle based evaluations are possible.
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4.3.1 Flanging noise

Evaluation parameters for the identification of flanging noise are the arithmetic mean of the
third-octave band levels between 8 kHz and 12.5 kHz and the slope of the linear regression
line between 4 kHz and 12.5 kHz (for freight trains only) with threshold values of ≥ 70 dB
and ≥ −15 dB per decade. Due to the possibly intermittent sound character, no low-pass
filtering is used. To prevent the classification of short-term flanging noise, the time sum of
detected time increments, in which flanging noise is detected, has to be at least 0.5 s. If that
condition is fulfilled, the train pass by is classified as containing flanging noise.

4.3.2 Squeal noise

For the detection of squeal noise, the third-octave level elevations between 1.25 kHz and
12.5 kHz have to be calculated. Due to possible steep flanks at the beginning or end of
squeal, no low-pass filtering is used. To prevent the classification of short-term squeal noise,
the elevation for a time increment is only considered further if in the duration of ± 0.5 s,
20 % of level raises are above the determined thresholds (ΔLi ≥ 10 dB and Li ≥ 80 dB).
Afterwards, the evaluation is split in squeal noise (1.25 kHz - 6.3 kHz) and HF squeal noise
(8 kHz - 12.5 kHz). In case that in one time increment various third-octave bands are classified
as tonally elevated, the third-octave band with the highest level (Li) is chosen and all other
elevations are suppressed. That approach also causes to blank out harmonics, which normally
have a lower level. Furthermore, if harmonics from tonal sources in the range of squeal
noise are present in the range of high frequency squeal noise, they normally do not reach the
threshold value of 80 dB. For the prevention of short-term squeal noise in certain third-octave
bands, the time sum of the detected squeal noise in each third-octave band has to be at least
0.5 s to be classified as train pass by containing squeal noise in that certain third-octave band.
In general, a train pass by is categorized as containing squeal noise, if at least one third-octave
band fulfils the conditions.

4.4 Limitations of the algorithm

The formulated algorithm allows an objective evaluation of measurement data with equal
parameters. However, it has to be borne in mind that a detection of all flanging and squeal
noise is not possible. Furthermore, due to the evaluation of third-octave time functions, other
noise sources like brake squeal or high frequency noise from the superstructure of freight
vehicles, which radiate in similar frequencies or show similar behaviour, could be wrongly
classified as flanging or squeal noise. Furthermore, due to the stationary sound measurement,
wheels can squeal in other parts of the curve and thus may be beneath the classification
threshold or not monitored at all. Building on exemplary verifications, the uncertainties of
the evaluations are low, however the limitations have to be borne in mind especially regarding
the interpretations (e.g. in case of few train passes).
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4.5 Extension of the algorithm

An investigation showed that the algorithm is applicable on new measurement data (C4 and
C5). In an extended frequency analysis of tonal noise components, it turns out, that the
800 Hz and 1 kHz third-octave bands may contain squeal noise as well. However, train type
F showed tonal components in the 800 Hz third-octave band, which are velocity dependent,
occur only at the power coach and show a rather different time behaviour than observed squeal
noise [85]. In contrast, train type G appears to radiate squeal noise at that frequency. Thus,
measurement data from C1 to C3 are also investigated regarding tonal noise in the 800 Hz and
1 kHz third-octave bands. It turns out, that train type F also shows the described behaviour
in the 800 Hz third-octave band. Furthermore, train type A shows tonal components in
the 800 Hz third-octave band mostly at the locomotive, which are identified as some sort of
traction noise. Regarding the other train types, no tonal components in the 800 Hz third-
octave band are detected. Tonal noise in the 1 kHz third-octave band shows characteristics
of squeal noise and should therefore be included in squeal noise detection. Thus, the lower
frequency threshold of the detection of squeal noise is lowered to 800 Hz – excluding identified
tonal components in the 800 Hz third-octave bands at all in C1 to C3 and for train type F in
C4 and C5 to minimize false detection of squeal noise.
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5 Building the parameter set

The foundation of the parameter set consists of all monitored values in the time span of the
five different measurement campaigns. Table 14 depicts an overview of directly measured
parameters. Furthermore, data regarding cloudiness, sun radiation (short-wave) and snow
depth are thankfully provided by the Central Institution for Meteorology and Geodynamics
(ZAMG) [11] as grid data. The former is extracted from the INCA database [103, 104] with
a spatial resolution of 1 km2 and a time resolution of 15 min and the others are based on
the STRAHLGRID database [105] with a spatial resolution of 0,01 km2 and a time resolution
of 15 min (sun radiation) and 1 h (snow depth). The values are from the cells, where the
sections are located with no additional interpolation.

All values are linearly interpolated to the train passing times, which are determined at the
start of the recording time (triggered by the first axle counter sensor), – if not already saved
at the train pass by, respectively. Due to the worst time resolution of 1 h (snow depth), the
impact of interpolation is thought to be low.

For validation of the measurement data, monthly time series plots from every measured
parameter are examined (an example is depicted in Figure 38). Due to the limited quantity of
train pass bys, an empirical examination seems more trustworthy rather than using some kind
of validation algorithm. In case of single outliers, linear interpolation between the neighbour
values is applied, if they lie within an hour. Otherwise or in case of consecutive compromised
values, the whole data points are excluded from the further analysis. An imputation approach
is skipped due to uncertainties regarding accuracy and thus maybe influencing the modelling
process in a wrong direction.

In the following subsections, the derivation of all considered parameters is explained.
Moreover, every parameter is mathematically described in terms of type, range of values and
unit.

The variable types are described as follows [106]:

• Categorical parameters contain a finite quantity of groups. In contrast to discrete vari-
ables, they do not need to be numeric. An example would be considered train types

Figure 38: Example for a time series plot to validate and filter the measurement data empir-
ically
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parameter sensor location
axle pass by time axle counter mounted at the rail

sound pressure microphone 7.5 m from track axis,
1.2 m above rail level

rail temperature temperature sensor rail base between two sleepers
air temperature weather station beside the track section
rel. humidity weather station beside the track section
absolute air pressure weather station beside the track section
wind speed weather station beside the track section
wind direction weather station beside the track section
rainfall weather station beside the track section
rainfall intensity weather station beside the track section
rainfall duration weather station beside the track section

Table 14: Monitored parameters during the measurement campaigns

(eight possible categories).

• Discrete variables are characterised as numerical and the amount of possible values
between each other is finite – e.g. day of the year.

• Continuous variables consist of numeric values with a theoretically infinite amount of
possible values between each other – e.g. train speed.

The parameters are grouped into five categories – track, vehicle, dynamic, environment
and general. Derivation of those as well as for considered dependent variables is described
in the following subsections. The last subsection provides a basic introduction of tendencies
in the considered dataset with statistical plots, brief discussion and a detail on divergence
among track sections.

5.1 Track parameters

Track parameters contain values, which are track and hence section dependent. A descrip-
tion is given in subsection 3.2.2. Table 15 provides the mathematical description of every
parameter. Rail profiles are converted to numbers in the scale: (1) UIC60, (2) 54E2 and (3)
S49. The same approach is taken for the sleeper material: (1) concrete and (2) wood. Rail
roughness consists of 21 parameters per rail (wavelength third-octave spectra between 0.25 cm
and 25 cm). Track decay rate contains 18 parameters for each rail and direction (third-octave
band spectra between 100 Hz and 5000 Hz). Single bands are distinguished by the variable
name after the second point.

5.2 Vehicle parameters

Parameters to take different train type properties into account are described in Subsec-
tion 3.2.3. The mathematical description is depicted in Table 16. An additional categorical
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parameter name in model type value range unit
curve radius R categorical [226;230;256;310;440] m
cant Cant categorical [70;90;92.5;131;150] mm
rail profile RailType categorical [1;2;3] -
sleeper material SleeperType categorical [1;2] -
longitudinal gra-
dient LongSlope categorical [-10.5;-10;0;11.1;19]

free curve breath-
ing CurveBreathing continuous ]-∞,∞[ mm

rail roughness
outer rail 0.25 cm
- 25 cm wave-
length

RR.OR.(0.25-25) continuous ]-∞,∞[ dB re.
1 µm

rail roughness in-
ner rail 0.25 cm -
25 cm wavelength

RR.IR.(0.25-25) continuous ]-∞,∞[ dB re.
1 µm

lateral track de-
cay rate 100 Hz -
5000 Hz outer rail

TDRh.OR.(100-
5000) continuous [0,∞[ dBm-1

lateral track de-
cay rate 100 Hz -
5000 Hz inner rail

TDRh.IR.(100-
5000) continuous [0,∞[ dBm-1

vertical track de-
cay rate 100 Hz -
5000 Hz outer rail

TDRv.OR.(100-
5000) continuous [0,∞[ dBm-1

vertical track de-
cay rate 100 Hz -
5000 Hz inner rail

TDRv.IR.(100-
5000) continuous [0,∞[ dBm-1

Table 15: Mathematical description of track dependent parameters
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parameter name in model type value range unit

train type TrainType categorical [A;B;C;D;E;
F;G;other] -

train orientation TrainOrientation categorical [0;1;2;3;4;5;6] -
locomotive type Loco categorical [0;1;2;3;4;5] -
axle per length Apl continuous [0,∞[ m-1

bogie wheelbase MaxBogieDist continuous [0,∞[ m
AoA MaxAoA continuous [0,∞[ rad

wheel diameter MaxWheelDm categorical [760;950;1100;
1150;1250;1300] mm

RSI RSI continuous [0,∞[ -
free curving possible FreeCurving categorical [0;1] -

Table 16: Mathematical description of vehicle properties

variable in conjunction with the RSI is added. In case of free curving (RSI ≤ 1), the value is
set to 1, otherwise 0.

5.3 Dynamic parameters

Parameters influencing vehicle dynamics are mainly velocity and acceleration quantities as
described in subsection 3.2.4. Table 17 provides the mathematical description.

5.4 General parameters

In this category, date and time variables are summarized. The information is important in
terms of different seasons with alternating climate conditions. Therefore, the suitable detail
needs to be investigated. The date and time information are split into numeric parameters
representing meteorological seasons6 (1 spring, 2 summer, 3 autumn, 4 winter), month (1
to 12), week (1 to 53), day of the year (1 to 365, in 2016 366) and hour of the day (0 to
23). For the latter, hour 0 for example states the time between 0:00 a.m. and 1:00 a.m.
Due to application of daylight saving time in Austria, time zone between the last Sunday in
March and the last Sunday in October is UTC+02 and in the remaining time span UTC+01.
Since train operation also follows the change, no correction is applied to the data. That has

parameter name in model type value range unit
mean speed Vmean continuous [0,∞[ kmh-1

speed difference VDiff continuous ]-∞,∞[ kmh-1

train acceleration AccTrain continuous ]-∞,∞[ ms-2

lateral acceleration AccSide continuous ]-∞,∞[ ms-2

Table 17: Mathematical description of dynamic quantities

6Meteorological seasons are defined as three month intervals of similar climatic conditions – spring (March,
April, May), summer (June, July, August), autumn (September, October, November) and winter (December,
January, February) [107]
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parameter name in model type value range unit
quarter of the year Quarter discrete [1,4] -
month of the year Month discrete [1,12] -
week of the year Week discrete [1,53] -
day of the year YearDay discrete [1,366] -
hour of the day Hour discrete [0,23] -
hours since last train HoursSLT continuous [0,∞[ h

Table 18: Mathematical description of general parameters

to be borne in mind especially in conjunction with assumptions based on hours considered
among the whole year. To examine an influence of longer train breaks, the hours since the
last train pass by are also added. For pauses exceeding the common night break duration,
hence not monitored trains in between likely, the value is set to missing. Table 18 contains
the mathematical description.

5.5 Environment parameters

Many different values are derived from the measured quantities, to investigate, which param-
eters show significant correlations. In the next paragraphs, the calculation of each value is
illustrated, followed by the mathematical description in Tables 22 and 23.

Pressure quantities

As previously stated, the absolute air pressure is not suitable for comparing sections with
different altitudes. Nevertheless, the quantity is included into the evaluation because many
derived parameters depend on that value. In C1 - C3, the barometer delivered no information,
thus a backwards calculation approach is taken. As absolute air pressure input, the monitored
value of the nearest stationary weather station in the ZAMG station network is used. Table 19
provides information in terms of distance and altitude. Equation (9) is used to derive the
absolute air pressure at the section, which is equal to the calculated relative air pressure at the
altitude of the section. The water vapour term is slightly influenced by absolute air pressure
(by the enhancement factor, see Equation (12)), which is solved by iterating the enhancement
factor until the difference in partial water vapour pressure is ≤ 0.001 hPa. The approach is
validated by application to C4 and C5 and comparing the computed value with the measured
one at the section. The uncertainty shows a magnitude of ± 3 hPa, which is on the one hand
large because common daily fluctuations are in that range, however on the other hand the
accuracy of the used barometer in C1 - C3 would have had the same uncertainty interval (see
Table 12). Thus, the approach is chosen to derive absolute air pressure in C1 - C3.

The relative air pressure allows a comparison of air pressure quantities over all sections and
is derived with Equation (9) projecting all air pressure values to MSL. The conversion between
geometric and geopotential altitude is included with Equation (10). Since it is a computer-
based calculation, the addition effort is negligible, however it would not be necessary in terms
of accuracy at low altitudes.
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section name air distance
/ km

altitude of baro-
meter / m a. MSL

C1 Wien Unterlaa 4.53 200
C2 Buchberg 6.64 467
C3 Mürzzuschlag 4.04 709
C4 Wien Hohe Warte 2.74 209
C5 Wien Hohe Warte 0.54 209

Table 19: Key data of the nearest ZAMG weather stations of each section

Water vapour pressure quantities are saturated (derived with Equation (11)) and partial
water vapour pressure (calculated with Equation (13)). Both values are valid for moist air in
the whole occurring temperature range. Since the friction coefficient at the wheel-rail contact
is of importance, all computed pressure values are calculated with air and rail temperature
separately to take the conditions directly above the rail into account. In case of the relative
air pressure, only different temperature and water vapour pressure are taken into account.

Humidity quantities

In addition to the measured value of the relative humidity, absolute and specific humidity
as well as mixing ratio is calculated by using the Equations (16), (17) and (18). Due to the
importance of conditions directly above the rail, the humidity quantities are also calculated
with air and rail temperature separately.

Temperature quantities

Beside the measurements of air and rail temperature, dew and frost point (if air temperature
is ≤ 0 °C, otherwise set to missing) are derived with Equations (14) and (15). Moreover,
to investigate the influence of temperature and dew point further, the differences between
air temperature and dew point as well as the same with rail temperature are added as two
separate parameters – representing additional relative humidity indicators.

Rain quantities

As basic parameters, rain intensity during train pass bys and a categorical variable, if it is
currently raining or not, are considered. Furthermore, rainfall and rain duration since the last
train pass by are added to illustrate wetness conditions. If train pauses exceed the common
night break duration, values are set to missing.

5.5.1 Dew formation

Dew formation has a significant impact on the friction coefficient and is common in terms of
local climate conditions of all five sections. As introduced in Subsection 2.3.4, the convective
latent heat flux density can be used to derive dew formation and evaporation rate (in general
a mass flux rate of water). The fluctuations between air and rail temperature play a key role
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in that matter. In all sections, rail temperature information is only available at the time of a
monitored train pass by. While that issue is also the case in terms of air temperature in C4 and
C5, C1 - C3 provide air temperature measurements beside the section in a time resolution of
5 min. Basically, the missing information is not a problem for other parameters and the model
building process, however regarding dew formation, which occurs mainly between sunset and
sunrise, where larger train pauses are common, information in a more detailed time resolution
is necessary. There are four possible approaches to achieve that:

• linear interpolation of temperature quantities between train pass bys

• regression

• solving the heat balance equation (refer to Equation (4))

• FE-modelling of a short track section

For a complete solution of the heat balance equation, the conductive heat flux density
between rail and sleeper has to be calculated, which requires the sleeper temperature near the
contact point. Since no measurements of the sleeper temperature are available, this approach
is not considered further. In general, the rail material has a high thermal conductivity (about
43 Jm-1s-1°C-1 [78]), which leads to a homogeneous temperature distribution. The conductive
heat transfer between rail and sleeper causes at hot temperatures that the rail base is cooler at
the sleeper, however the rail head temperature distribution is nearly uniform [108]. Between
the sleepers, the rail temperature distribution depends on the contact area with the ballast.
Due to a homogeneous temperature distribution and an additional uncertainty added by the
rail pad between the rail and the sleeper, which may have an insulation effect, a complex,
numerical approach like FE seems not necessary and may lead to wrong assumptions.

The remaining approaches are investigated further. For regression models, predictor pa-
rameters have to be determined. Considering the heat balance equation, which can be formu-
lated for every surface, the convective sensitive, convective latent and net radiation heat flux
density can be calculated with air temperature, cloud cover, sun radiation (short-wave), wind
speed and relative humidity. In the first modelling step with all five mentioned parameters,
cloud cover and wind speed do not seem to have an impact on rail temperature and thus are
sorted out. By far the most importance belongs to air temperature and depending on the
model humidity or sun radiation shows a minor importance score. Necessary model dependent
pre-processing steps are taken (refer to Table 25). The whole dataset is used for evaluation
and is split in a training set (75 %) and a test set (25 %) prior to modelling. Performance
metrics of the test set are depicted in Table 20 containing the best performing model, the
performance of a neural network as best performing non-linear model and for comparison the
benchmarks achieved by a linear regression model. As can be clearly seen, the relationship
between predictors and outcome is not linear. The random forest model neglects sun radiation
completely. Although the best performance is reached by that model, the estimated values
are far from realistic (see Figure 39). Predicted values from the tree model show high fluctua-
tions around the original values increasing and decreasing rapidly in the range of two to three
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model RMSE R2

Random Forest 2.30 0.96
Neural Network 2.54 0.95
Lin Reg 3.5 0.91

Table 20: Performance metrics of different regression models evaluated from the test set

Figure 39: Example time series of 5 min linearly interpolated rail temperature (orange) and
estimated values with a random forest regression model (with and without moving average)

degrees. That can be improved by applying a moving average. For the present task eleven
averaged values are used to achieve a very good estimation. While that issue is observable in
every considered tree or rule-based model, other models do not show that behaviour, hence
they can be applied without a moving average. Further theoretical explanation about the
whole model building process, applied steps and considered models is given in Subsection 6.1.

The second approach consists of linear interpolation between the train pass bys to get a
time series with a time resolution of 5 min. Breaks above seven hours are filtered and set to
missing due to uncertainties in the applicability of linear interpolation in case of longer time
spans. Figure 39 depicts an example of a time series over two days and allows a comparison
between linearly interpolated values and estimated values from the random forest model. It
can be seen that during the night breaks the linearly interpolated function seems realistic.
Since the train operation begins early in the morning, the frequent minimum value of the rail
temperature during sunrise is monitored. A linear decrease of the rail temperature during the
night is an assumption, however the tendency of heat loss due to emitted long-wave radiation is
plausible and also quite corresponding to the regression path. Therefore, the simple approach
of linear interpolation is chosen and used for dew formation calculation. Nevertheless, in
terms of neglecting the necessity of rail temperature measurements for future applications,
the regression approach is useful as well7.

Extensive research is conducted in terms of dew formation for agricultural applications
such as plant canopies or crop fields, where dew can play an important role as a water resource
(e.g. [109]). Moreover, dew harvesting as water supply for villages in dry areas is investigated
(e.g. [110]). Specific dew formation models for rails, especially the rail head, are missing. In
contrast to approaches for agriculture, where soil is the basic surface, dew harvesting is investi-
gated on artificial surfaces with low-density polyethylene (LDPE) or polymethylmethacrylate

7The final model object in R for the random forest regression is available at https://github.com/M-
Ostermann/curve-noise-prediction
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(PMMA) sheets [75], which, like steel, show no water storage potential, however completely
different properties. Richards [76] adapts a leaf wetness model to estimate dew formation
on a roof surface with asphalt shingles. The main difference in the derived models is the
used convective sensible heat transfer coefficient, which is proportional to the mass transfer
coefficient. Vuollekoski et al. [75] summarize different calculation approaches and show that
the variance is quite large – growing with increasing wind speed. Monteith and Unsworth [74]
provide a detailed physical explanation about the topic as well as a calculation approach. To
elect a final model approach, three different models are applied for deriving the dew formation
on rails:

• Model 1: exact calculation after Monteith and Unsworth [74]

• Model 2: dew collection model on a LDPE sheet [75]

• Model 3: dew formation model on a roof surface [76]

The selection is justified by the need of models for artificial surfaces, which are rare, as
well as the criterion of model validation by field measurements. The calculation in all models
is valid for a wet surface – in case of a dry surface, no evaporation can take place.

For the derivation of Model 1, the characteristic length of the surface is estimated with
10 cm, which is a good approximation for a wide range of wind directions on the rail head.
The rail head is assumed as a horizontal flat plate for calculation of free and forced convection,
which is a viable approximation for most surfaces [74]. The whole calculation is illustrated in
Appendix A.

As input data, the measured quantities absolute air pressure, relative humidity and air
temperature are also linearly interpolated to obtain a time series with 5 min time resolution.
Afterwards, dew point and the values for specific humidity and water vapour saturation
pressure are computed. Additionally, values for the specific heat capacity of air and the latent
heat of vaporization are needed. The former is derived as follows [111]:

ca = 1002.5 + 275 · 10−6 · (T − 200)2 (27)

where ca depicts the specific heat capacity of air in Jkg-1K-1 and T states the temperature in
K.

The latter is calculated with the following equation [109]:

Lv = [2.501− (2.361 · 10−3) · t] · 106 (28)

where Lv states the latent heat of vaporization in Jkg-1 and t is the temperature in °C.
Model 2 and Model 3 use the same convective sensible heat transfer coefficient, which is

derived as follows (valid at wind speeds beneath 5 ms-1) [76]:
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hc = 5.9 + 4.1 · u · 511+294
511+Ta

(29)

where hc states the convective sensible heat transfer coefficient in Wm-2K-1, u is the wind
speed in ms-1 and Ta is the air temperature in K.

In Model 2, the convective water vapour coefficient is calculated with the following equa-
tion [76]:

hv = 1.07 · Lv
ca

· hc (30)

where hv is the convective water vapour coefficient in Wm-2 and 1.07 is a dimensionless ratio
partly derived from molecular diffusion rates in the laminar boundary layer.

To compute a mass transfer rate in Model 2, the following formula is used [76]:

dm

dt
= hv · s−sr

Lv
· 3600 (31)

where dm
dt is the dew formation rate in mmh-1, sr is the specific humidity of the rail at

saturation in kgkg-1 and s depicts the specific humidity of the air kgkg-1.
Model 3 uses the following equation to compute a mass transfer coefficient [76]:

k = 0.622·hc
ca·p (32)

where k is the mass transfer coefficient in sm-1 and p states the absolute air pressure in Pa.
The mass transfer rate in Model 3 is derived as follows [76]:

dm

dt
= k · (esat,d − esat,r) · 3600 (33)

where esat,d is the saturated water vapour pressure at the dew point temperature and esat,r

states the saturated water vapour pressure calculated with the rail temperature. For both
values, the enhancement factor is included.

The dew formation rate is converted to the mass of dew formation in a time step by taking
the arithmetic mean of two neighbour values and multiplying it with 0.083 h (corresponding
to 5 min). In case of a negative sign, evaporation takes place. A cumulative sum of dew
formation and evaporation allows an estimation, in which time increments dew is present on
the rail. Wheel passes do not remove the viscose layer formed in dew conditions (refer to Sub-
section 2.1). However, further possible effects of wheel passes like displacement mechanisms
(maybe leading to a thickness reduction), air flows during the pass by or impacts of water
spray from the wheels add uncertainties, which are not researched yet. Figure 40 allows a
comparison of the three derived model outcomes in terms of a violin plot8. Model 1 shows

8Violin plots combine conventional box plots with an underlying density function for estimating data point
distribution. The filled black bar states the interquartile range with a white point representing the median.
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Figure 40: Violin plot for C1, C4 and C5 to compare the three models for dew formation

models rel. frequency / %
1 33.0
2 34.2
3 35.0

simplified 25.9

Table 21: Relative frequency of dew presence on the rail for all sections

the largest dew formation maxima, followed by Model 3 and Model 2 the least. However,
the distribution is quite similar, which points out that on the one hand, the assumptions for
Model 1 are valid and on the other hand, the empirical approaches of Model 2 and Model 3
are applicable for approximating dew formation on rails reducing the calculation effort signifi-
cantly. The comparison to the simplest approach of deriving dew presence on the rail in every
condition, where the rail temperature is beneath the dew point, shows the importance to take
evaporation into account (depicted in Table 21) – leading to a significant underestimation of
dew presence. The calculated models obtain a similar relative frequency. However, for further
calculation Model 1 is chosen on behalf of two reasons: (i) the model allows to exchange
geometry and characteristic length freely; (ii) the calculation is valid for any wind speed.

In addition to the computed dew formation and evaporation in 5 min time steps, the
cumulative sum of dew accumulated on the rail is calculated. If the value changes the sign
to negative – giving the information that all dew is evaporated –, it is set to zero. Moreover,
to investigate dew formation further, another variable, which expresses only dew formation
is added (in case of evaporation the quantity is set to zero). All described parameters are
linearly interpolated in the time domain to illustrate the conditions during the train pass by.
In case of 5 min time steps, the interpolation uncertainty is low. A categorical variable to
express, if dew is currently present (cumulative dew sum is above zero) on the rail or not is
also considered. As described in subsection 2.3.4, hoarfrost can also accumulate on the rail
as well as ice if dew or rain is present and the rail temperature drops beneath the freezing
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parameter name in model type value
range unit

absolute air pressure Pressure continuous [0,∞[ hPa
air temperature TempAir continuous ]-∞,∞[ °C
rail temperature TempRail continuous ]-∞,∞[ °C
relative humidity Hum continuous [0,100] %
relative rail humidity HumRail continuous [0,∞[ %
dew point of the ambient air DewPoint continuous ]-∞,∞[ °C
frost point of the ambient air FrostPoint continuous ]-∞,∞[ °C
wind speed WindAbs continuous [0,∞[ ms-1

wind direction WindDir continuous [0,360[ °
rain intensity RainMmH continuous [0,∞[ mmh-1

rain duration since last train RainDurSLT continuous [0,∞[ min
rainfall since last train RainMmSLT continuous [0,∞[ mm
rainfall during train pass by RainDetect categorical [0;1] -
cloudiness of the sky Clouds continuous [0,100] %
sun radiation (short-wave) SunRad continuous [0,∞[ Wm-2

snow depth SnowCm continuous [0,∞[ cm
relative air pressure PressureRel continuous [0,∞[ hPa
relative air pressure at the rail PressureRelRail continuous [0,∞[ hPa

Table 22: Mathematical description of environmental parameters part 1

point. Each mechanism is taken into account by a separate categorical variable. If hoarfrost
or frost is likely on the rail, it is assumed that no liquid dew is present.

5.6 Dependent variables

The main scope is to investigate influences of the listed parameters on noise emission in
general and especially their impact on curve squeal. Thus, suitable dependent variables have
to be considered. The current guideline for noise emission calculation for a railway track
in Austria (RVE 04.01.02 [71]) considers third-octave bands between 50 Hz and 10000 Hz.
The calculated third-octave spectra from the monitored time signals (for methodology refer
to subsection 3.2.1) range from 8 Hz to 12.5 kHz (neglecting the 16 kHz third-octave band
due to the sampling rate of 32 kHz). Third-octave bands below 50 Hz are calculated with
few frequency lines from the Fourier transformation and thus contain high uncertainties and
fluctuations. The 12.5 kHz third-octave band usually contributes negligibly to the whole noise
emission, however, as pointed out in Chapter 4, in case of flanging or HF squeal noise, it can be
on the same level as other third-octave bands. Nevertheless, for comparability to the current
noise emission calculation method, only third-octave bands between 50 Hz and 10000 Hz are
used to calculate noise level quantities. An exception is made in case of variables, which are
especially for the investigation of flanging or HF squeal noise dependencies.

The foundation of the computed values is built on 64 ms short-time averaged third-octave
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parameter name in model type value
range unit

saturated water vapour pres-
sure SatPressure continuous [0,∞[ hPa

saturated water vapour pres-
sure at the rail SatPressureRail continuous [0,∞[ hPa

partial water vapour pressure PartPressure continuous [0,∞[ hPa
partial water vapour pressure
at the rail PartPressureRail continuous [0,∞[ hPa

absolute humidity HumAbs continuous [0,∞[ gm-3

absolute rail humidity HumAbsRail continuous [0,∞[ gm-3

specific humidity HumSpec continuous [0,∞[ gkg-1

specific rail humidity HumSpecRail continuous [0,∞[ gkg-1

mixing ratio MixRatio continuous [0,∞[ gkg-1

mixing ratio at the rail MixRatioRail continuous [0,∞[ gkg-1

dew formation and evapora-
tion on the rail DewEvapMm continuous ]-∞,∞[ mm

dew formation on the rail DewMm continuous [0,∞[ mm
cumulative sum of dew forma-
tion and evaporation DewCumMm continuous [0,∞[ mm

dew present on the rail DewPresent categorical [0;1] -
hoarfrost present on the rail HoarfrostPresent categorical [0;1] -
ice present on the rail FrostPresent categorical [0;1] -
difference between air temper-
ature and dew point AT.DPDiff continuous [0,∞[ °C

difference between rail tem-
perature and dew point RT.DPDiff continuous ]-∞,∞[ °C

Table 23: Mathematical description of environmental parameters part 2
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parameter name in model type value
range unit

equivalent contin-
uous noise level Level continuous [0,∞[ dB re.

20 µPa
peak flanging
noise third-octave
band level

BroadLevelMax continuous [0,∞[ dB re.
20 µPa

peak squeal noise
third-octave band
level

TonalLowLevelMax continuous [0,∞[ dB re.
20 µPa

peak HF squeal
noise third-octave
band level

TonalHighLevelMax continuous [0,∞[ dB re.
20 µPa

relative flanging
noise time BroadTimeRel continuous [0,100] %

relative squeal
noise time TonalLowTimeRel continuous [0,100] %

relative HF squeal
noise time TonalHighTimeRel continuous [0,100] %

flanging noise oc-
currence Broad categorical [0;1] -

squeal noise oc-
currence TonalLow categorical [0;1] -

HF squeal noise
occurrence TonalHigh categorical [0;1] -

Table 24: Mathematical description of considered dependent variables

band levels, which are considered between buffer and buffer for every train pass by. The
algorithm in Chapter 4 identifies, if a time increment shows squeal and/or flanging noise.
If the time sum among a train pass by is above 0.5 s, it is evaluated as containing squeal
and/or flanging noise. The third observed mechanism – termed as HF squeal noise – is also
investigated, although the excitation mechanism is not entirely clear. This information is
considered as three categorical variables. Moreover, for examination of squeal and flanging
noise behaviour, the time of squeal and flanging noise occurrence is included. To get rid of
train speed and length dependency, the time is normalized by the passing time. The third
chosen parameter for squeal and flanging noise investigation is the magnitude of the event in
terms of a 64 ms short-time averaged peak third-octave level. For squeal noise, peak third-
octave levels are considered between 800 Hz and 6300 Hz, for HF squeal and flanging noise
peak third-octave levels are evaluated between 8000 Hz and 12500 Hz. For alterations in
overall noise emission, the energetic sum of all considered third-octave levels and energetic
mean over all time increments is added to the evaluation (referred as equivalent continuous
noise level). Table 24 provides the mathematical description of the dependent variables.
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5.6.1 Preparation of subsets

Although many track and vehicle parameters are taken into account to reach comparability
in the whole dataset, the influence of including data from different sections and train types
needs to be investigated. Thus, the following evaluation datasets are built:

• The whole dataset with all sections and train types together (referred as "all")

• The dataset is split into each train type, nevertheless considering all sections (called
"TT")

• Separation of each section containing all operating train types (called "MC")

• Partitioning of each train type in each section (referred further as "MC_TT")

That approach leads in theory to 53 subsets, however not every train type operates in
each section. Thus, the quantity is reduced to 41 (see Figure 28). To account statistical
significance, subsets with less than ten train pass bys are excluded in advance. Categorization
in terms of statistical significance is done by defining three levels:

• strong – over 500 train pass bys in the subset

• mediocre - between 100 and 500 train pass bys in the subset

• weak – under 100 train pass bys in the subset

5.7 Tendencies and anomalies in the dataset

To get a basic understanding of the dataset, especially of the behaviour of dependent
variables in different measurement sections and in conjunction with distinct train types, some
basic statistic plots are provided and discussed. Furthermore, one significant deviation is
investigated in detail. Following the predefined limit for statistical significance, all categories
with less than ten train pass bys are not depicted. In addition to illustration of sample
quantity in each category (separated in measurement section and train type), median values
with interquartile ranges are shown. The latter is chosen due to the decibel scale in the
majority of discussed values as well as using mainly one statistic value throughout the
analysis for simplicity. Moreover, median is generally more robust in terms of outliers
compared to arithmetic mean. Stated deviations are always based on observed median
differences. In terms of probability values, absolute frequency of occurrence and sample
size are added to the plot for better clarity. For evaluation of equivalent continuous noise
level, which contains trains with and without curve squeal, plots are split into one dataset
without curve squeal and another dataset with all trains containing any type of curve squeal
(including flanging noise, squeal noise and HF squeal noise). To avoid a large set of pictures
in the main part of the thesis, only graphs of equivalent continuous noise level and frequency
of occurrence of curve squeal types are depicted. Plots involving all other dependent variables
are provided in Appendix B and are interpreted as well as referenced in the current subsection.
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Equivalent continuous noise level (referred as Level) distribution of trains without curve
squeal (illustrated in Figure 41 upper graph) indicates that train type G shows very low
values (in C1 84 dB and in C4/C5 77 dB). Freight train category A shows similar values
compared to train type B – both among the highest median levels with values around 90 dB.
However, train types C, E and F radiate emissions with levels in the same range as train
type A (in C1 and C2). In C4 and C5, train type F shows a median level of 83 dB. In
terms of measurement sections, significant differences between C1 and C4/C5 are observable.
Although radii are similar with 256 m compared to 226 m/230 m, median level differences
of train types F, G and also the category "other" are in the range of 6 dB to 7 dB. That
issue is further investigated in Subsection 5.7.1 below. Moreover, train speed seems to have
little impact on median level values since regarding passenger trains between C1, C2 and C3
an even controversial trend of lower levels with increasing speed limit is observable. Only
train type A shows a minor raise of 1 dB between C1 and C2/C3, where speed differences
are 40 kmh-1 and 50 kmh-1 (freight trains in C1 drive at mean speeds of only 40 kmh-1,
refer to Figure 29). Following the approach of Thompson [5] the magnitude should be over
8 dB (A-weighted) higher – that approach is further discussed in Subsection 6.2. Detailed
investigation shows that the rail roughness in C1 compared to C2/C3 is very high (on the
inner rail), which might mask the speed influence as well as delivers an explanation of equal
level values among train types A, C, E and F in C1. Nevertheless, regarding trains with very
low rolling noise level (like train type G), a difference is present. Level magnitude of train
pass bys containing curve squeal (refer to Figure 41 lower graph) are 1 dB to 3 dB higher
than trains without curve squeal – in terms of freight traffic roughly equal. An exception
is train type G, where the increase in C4 and C5 is 5 dB. That can be explained by its
very low basic level, which is more increased in conjunction with curve squeal peaks. The
magnitude of level difference between C1 and C4/C5 in case of curve squeal occurrence is
slightly reduced to 3 dB - 6 dB, which indicates that median level values are impacted by
track properties despite curve squeal appearance.

Flanging noise probability (referred as Broad – depicted in Figure 42) indicate a negative
correlation to curve radius. However, statistical significance (at least weak) in all sections
is only given regarding freight traffic and tendencies are partly controversial. The general
pattern in freight traffic is a decrease in probability between curve radii ≤ 256 m in relation
to values ≥ 310 m (reduction of 10% - 20%). In the former range, probability values
between C1 and C4/C5 indicate a controversial tendency – increasing between 226 m and
256 m. In the latter area, similar values are achieved in C3 (310 m) and C4 (440 m).
Apart from train type C in C1 (with weak statistical significance), the same behaviour is
observable regarding passenger train categories. However, the pattern deviates among train
types. Train type F shows an increase between C5 and C1 of 13 %, while train type G
indicates the opposite behaviour with a decreasing probability of 10 % (that issue is further
discussed in Subsection 6.3.2). Both show a significantly reduced magnitude in C2. Hence,
a detailed statement of passenger train behaviour cannot be given, however, significant
decrease in larger radii (440 m) is strongly indicated. Probabilities of flanging noise are
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Figure 41: Median values and interquartile range for the dependent variable Level with
datasets without any curve squeal (upper graph) and containing any type of curve squeal
(lower plot)
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Figure 42: Relative and absolute frequency of flanging noise occurrence

clearly train type dependent – ranging from 55 % to 79 % for freight traffic, 32 % to 56 %
for train type F and 18 % to 31 % for train type G. Other passenger trains show values
between 21 % and 45 %, which depicts presumably a common probability range in passenger
traffic regarding curve radii up to 440 m. Thus, train type tendencies (at least distinction
between freight and passenger traffic) have to be taken into account in probability estimations.

Evaluation of short-time averaged peak third-octave band levels of flanging noise
(BroadLevelMax – illustrated in Figure 92) reveals that magnitudes of flanging noise are
usually in the same range as rolling noise peak third-octave band levels (evaluated among
the whole considered range from 50 Hz to 10000 Hz – not depicted separately) or even lower
for train types with mediocre and high rolling noise levels (train types A, B, E and F).
The opposite tendency is present regarding train type G and train types C and D in C3,
which all show low basic rolling noise levels. Freight trains show 5 dB - 10 dB higher peak
third-octave band levels caused by rolling noise than flanging noise. In C1, third-octave band
level peaks in the low and mid frequency range are higher regarding train type F (deviation
2 dB and 7 dB) and only about 3 dB lower for train type G, while levels of train type E are
roughly equal. Train type F in C4/C5 shows no deviation between flanging and rolling noise
peaks, while levels of train category G are raised about 6 dB if flanging noise occurs. Peak
flanging noise levels for freight trains lie between 86 dB and 92 dB in narrow curve radii
(≤ 256 m), while larger radii show median peak levels of 83 dB (310 m) and 81 dB - 82 dB
(440 m). Train type E shows the highest median among all categories with 95 dB in C1,
however, levels are much lower in C2 (78 dB). Other passenger train categories show between
85 dB and 87 dB median values. Overall, lower flanging noise peak levels are present in
conjunction with larger radii (440 m) – reduction compared to narrow ones (≤ 256 m) ranges
from 5 dB to 11 dB (freight traffic) and is up to 17 dB for train type E as only evaluable
passenger train category in C2. In general, it has to be pointed out that intentionally no
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A-weighting is applied. Moreover, in a presently considered frequency range of 8000 Hz
to 12500 Hz (third-octave bands), significant weakening due to atmospheric absorption
takes place (refer to ISO 9613-1 [112]). Thus, those peak levels quickly loose relevance
in a sound propagation calculation with growing distance between source and immission point.

Investigation in duration of flanging noise (BroadTimeRel – depicted in Figure 93) allows
an estimation of the contribution to overall radiated level. In all measurement campaigns,
freight train pass bys with detected flanging noise show an occurrence over the whole passing
time (100 %). However, in terms of freight traffic, flanging noise alone causes no significant
raise in overall Level (median increase about 1 dB). Regarding passenger train types, median
relative occurrence times lie between 27 % and 55 % (for radii ≤ 310 m), however the quite
large interquartile range of about 30 % has to be pointed out. Significantly lower percentages
are observed in C2 (440 m curve radius) with median values of 15 % and 18 % (interquartile
range 8 % and 12 %) for train types C and E, which indicates a radius dependency at least
for passenger trains.

Regarding squeal noise probability (TonalLow – illustrated in Figure 43), curve radius
influence is observable. Train pass bys in C2 show significantly lower probability values
– ranging from 2 % to 7 % for freight trains and from 0 % to 4 % for passenger traffic.
Freight traffic indicates a distinct negative correlation to curve radius with values 67 %/79 %
(226 m/230 m), 17 % (256 m), 9 % (310 m) and 2 % (440 m) for train type A and 62 %/79 %
(226 m/230 m), 33 % (310 m) and 7 % (440 m) regarding train type B. Distribution among
curve radii between 226 m and 310 m in other subsets indicates no clear pattern. Strong
train type dependencies are present. In C4/C5, freight traffic shows extreme squeal noise
probability (62 % - 79 %), while in terms of commuter trains values of 13 % and 16 % (type
F) and about 7.5 % (type G) occur (further investigated in Subsection 6.3.3). Regarding C1,
probabilities for passenger train categories E and F are much higher with 18 % and 31 %,
while train type G shows a lower value compared to C4/C5 (about 3 %). For the latter
observation, the significantly lower statistical significance has to be pointed out. Altogether,
squeal noise shows a lower relative frequency of occurrence compared to flanging noise –
ranging in narrower radii (≤ 310 m) from 17 % to 33 % for freight traffic and from 3 % to
18 % for passenger trains (excluding outliers).

Short-time averaged peak third-octave band levels of squeal noise (referred as Tonal-
LowLevelMax and pictured in Figure 94) depict the severity of those events. The increase in
comparison to rolling noise peak third-octave band levels ranges from 4 dB to 7 dB for freight
traffic and from 5 dB to 11 dB for passenger trains. An exception is present regarding train
types E and F in C1, where equality to rolling noise peaks exist, which again indicates the
magnitude of track contribution in that section. Due to hardly any squeal noise incidences
of passenger trains in C2 and C3, sample points are too low to reach the defined limit for
statistical significance. Thus, no general statement for larger radii (> 256 m) is possible. In
the remaining subsets, absolute values range from 96 dB to 105 dB regarding freight traffic –
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Figure 43: Relative and absolute frequency of squeal noise occurrence

showing a negative correlation to radius with values 104 dB/105 dB (226 m/230 m), 99 dB
(256 m) and 96 dB (310 m). In conjunction with passenger trains, median peak levels of
89 dB to 93 dB are evaluated – showing no impact in conjunction with curve radius. An
interesting discovery is that peak levels for freight traffic in C4/C5 exceed those of flanging
noise by up to 16 dB. In over 60 % of freight train pass bys in C4/C5, both squeal and flanging
noise is detected – hence, squeal noise peaks dominate the overall Level and completely mask
the contribution of flanging noise. Regarding C1 to C3 as well as other categories in C4/C5,
hardly any subset exceeds 20 % relative frequency of occurrence in terms of two curve squeal
types in one train pass by. Figures 98 and 99 in Appendix B provide a complete overview of
multiple detected curve squeal types in one train pass by.

Although peak levels of squeal noise incidences are severe, relative occurrence time
(TonalLowTimeRel – refer to Figure 95) is significantly lower compared to flanging noise.
Median values lie between 19 % and 29 % for passenger trains (sufficient data only available
for train types E, F and G) with interquartile ranges between 9 % to 20 %. Freight traffic
shows significant deviations among measurement sections. Relative occurrence time ranges
from 20 % to 44 % (interquartile range 21% - 40%) in C4/C5, while values in C1 and C3 are
with 8 % even lower compared to passenger trains in C1. Curve radius influence might be an
explanation, however the difference in radius is low and would indicate a distinct non-linear
decrease with growing radii. Moreover, passenger traffic shows no dependency on radius
between 226 m and 256 m. Despite lower relative time occurrence compared to flanging
noise, impact on overall Level can be up to 3 dB higher compared to flanging noise. However,
median level increase of freight trains and all passenger train types in C1 hardly exceeds 1 dB
and thus lies in the magnitude of flanging noise impact. Application of A-weighting as well
as sound immission calculations would change the deviations to much higher importance of
squeal noise since evaluated frequency range lies between 800 Hz and 6300 Hz (third-octave
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bands).

HF squeal noise probability (referred as TonalHigh – depicted in Figure 44) shows the
same pattern as squeal noise in terms of curve radius dependency regarding freight trains,
however the differences between sections are more evenly distributed. Train types A and B
show a negative correlation to curve radius with 52 %/47 % (C4/C5), 22 % (C1), 15 % (C3)
and 9 % (C2) for the former and with 54 %/48 % (C4/C5), 7 % (C3) and 13 % (C2) for the
latter. Moreover, passenger train pass bys indicate hardly any HF squeal noise incidences in
C2 (0 % to 1 %). In general, passenger traffic shows no distinct curve radius dependencies
for narrow curves (≤ 310 m). Train type specific influence is present, however deviations are
not as large as in terms of squeal noise. Train type G shows a probability value around 10 %
in C1, C4 and C5, while regarding train type F 10 % (C4), 15 % (C5) and 23 % (C1) are
evaluated. Other passenger train categories show magnitudes between 16 % and 21 % (data
from C1 and C3), which represents presumably a good range for estimations.

Figure 44: Relative and absolute frequency of HF squeal noise occurrence

Since for short-time averaged peak third-octave band levels of HF squeal noise (Tonal-
HighLevelMax – illustrated in Figure 96) the same frequencies as flanging noise are evaluated,
the difference between them is of interest. HF squeal noise peaks are 2 dB to 11 dB higher
for all categories. Absolute values lie between 88 dB and 95 dB for freight traffic – indicating
a slight radius dependency with a decrease between radii ≤ 310 m and 440 m of 4 dB to
7 dB. Peaks among passenger trains lie between 90 dB and 97 dB – thus slightly higher
compared to freight traffic. Since hardly any HF squeal noise incidences are detected among
the latter in higher curve radii (440 m), no general statement is possible. Regarding deviation
to squeal noise, two different patterns are noticeable. Firstly, freight train pass bys show
significantly lower peak levels compared to squeal noise in C4/C5 (reduction 10 dB to 13 dB)
and slightly lower ones in C1 and C3 (reduction 4 dB). Passenger trains (only train types
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E, F and G) indicate the opposite behaviour with partly higher HF squeal noise peaks
compared to squeal noise in a range between 1 dB and 4 dB. The only exception states train
type F in C1 with a decrease of 2 dB. Impact on Level due to HF squeal noise occurrence
is roughly equal to squeal noise. However, despite peak levels can be as severe as squeal
noise, application of A-weighting and significantly higher atmospheric absorption of those
high frequencies (refer to [112]) in propagation weaken their impact on overall noise immission.

Duration of HF squeal noise (TonalHighTimeRel – outlined in Figure 97) lies roughly in
the same area for passenger trains as the values of squeal noise with levels between 16 %
and 28 % (interquartile range 14 % to 27 %). Regarding freight traffic, difference values in
comparison to squeal noise are large in C4/C5 (between 7 % and 29 % lower), while C1 -
C3 show minor deviations in the same range as for passenger traffic. Freight train pass bys
indicate a negative correlation to curve radius with values of 13 %/14 % (226 m/230 m), 10 %
(256 m), 6 % (310 m) and 5 % (440 m) for train type A (not sufficient data points for train
type B). However, it has to be pointed out that statistical significance is weak. Interestingly,
interquartile ranges are high in narrow radii (≤ 256 m) with 13 % to 22 %, while in larger radii
(310 m/440 m) they lie between 3 % and 4 %. Distribution among passenger train types and
sections is quite different with no clear pattern. Train type G shows a homogeneous relative
time duration of 21 % and 27 %, while the median value regarding train type F ranges between
16 % (C1) and 28 % (C5). Train type E is on the same scale as the upper limit of train type
G, while train type D (only operating in C3) shows significantly lower relative occurrence
time with a median value of 12 %. Thus, other influence factors than radius might be more
prevalent at least in case of passenger traffic (further investigated in Appendix C.6).

5.7.1 Level difference C1 - C5

As previously described, significant level differences between C1 and C4/C5 are observed.
This issue is investigated in detail in the present subsection. To avoid uncertainty of speed
influence, only train pass bys between 55 kmh-1 and 65 kmh-1 are taken into account (speed
limit in all three sections 60 kmh-1). Moreover, train pass bys with detected curve squeal of
any type are excluded. Since trains in C4 mainly drive at lower speeds (refer to Figure 29)
and train quantity is also lower, only C1 and C5 are compared. Spectral properties are similar
between C4 and C5. Figure 45 illustrates spectral distribution of train types F (upper graph)
and G (lower plot) in C1 and C5. Median values, as well as interquartile range and one line
for each train pass by in the background are depicted. As can be seen, difference spectra
are similar regarding train type F and G, which strongly indicates influence of track section
properties. The following characteristics are divergent:

• sleeper type (C1 concrete and C5 wood)

• rail type (mass difference C1 60 kgm-1 and C5 49 kgm-1)

• alterations in superstructure quantities – rail roughness and track decay rate
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For investigation of sleeper type influence, a difference spectrum between concrete and
wood sleepers is extracted from RVE 04.01.02 [71] (refer to Figure 46). The calculation is done
by deriving sound power emission of rolling noise for vehicle and superstructure contribution
and adding them together energetically. For the former, transfer functions for different wheel
diameters – 680 mm, 860 mm, 920 mm and 1200 mm – are used and for the latter transfer
functions for monoblock concrete sleepers with medium rail pad stiffness and wood sleepers are
applied. All of that is provided in tables in the Appendix of RVE 04.01.02 [71]. Since difference
spectra are calculated, the values are independent of total effective roughness, which depends
on rail roughness, wheel roughness, train velocity and contact filter. In general, notably larger
contribution (> 2 dB) of concrete sleepers in the low frequency range (160 Hz to 315 Hz) is
observable. In the remaining range, sleeper type deviation is insignificant (mostly < 1 dB).
Application of the difference spectrum on measurement data is illustrated in Figure 47 for
train type G. For correction, 680 mm wheel diameter spectrum is used and an interpolation
of the actual value (760 mm) is skipped due to negligible deviations. Changes for train type F
are slightly lower and follow the same pattern. Altogether, sleeper type correction enhances
the deviation of C5 and C1 in the third-octave bands 125 Hz and 160 Hz – the only range,
where C5 third-octave band levels exceed the values of C1.

Variable mass of the rail alters oscillation properties and hence can influences the con-
tribution in amplitude and frequency. However, the track decay rate monitors rail vibration
behaviour directly. Thus, the deviation is covered by track decay rate comparison.

Microphone position lies on the outer side of the curve in both measurement sections.
Thus, the outer rail is expected as main contributor. However, measurements of rail roughness
as well as track decay rate on the outer rail deliver no sufficient explanation. A closer look
reveals that deviations of properties monitored on the inner rail are the main cause, thus
the contribution of the inner rail is also important and partly dominating in the present
example. Rail roughness wavelength spectra of the inner rail (refer to Figure 48) for C1
(red) and both measurements in C5 (orange; the dotted line represents the measurement at
the end of the campaign) show severe rail corrugation in C5 between wavelengths of 8 cm
and 20 cm corresponding to frequencies at 60 kmh-1 of 100 Hz to 200 Hz. To estimate the
impact of rail roughness deviation on total effective roughness, it is important to take the
wheel roughness into account. Parameter variations in rail roughness and their effect on total
effective roughness in conjunction with CNOSSOS model in Directive (EU) 2015/996 [4] are
carried out in a research project [92]. The main finding is that a raise in rail roughness
above the ISO 3095 limit [10] (black line in Figure 48) leads to nearly the same increase in
total effective roughness over the whole considered wavelength spectrum between 25 cm and
0.25 cm in conjunction with disk braked vehicles, whereas deviations beneath the ISO 3095
limit [10] have a lower impact due to wheel roughness domination below a certain point. A
change in total effective roughness directly influences rolling noise sound emission in the same
magnitude. Thus, referring to Figure 48, deviations in rail corrugation in corresponding 125 Hz
and 160 Hz third-octave band area are able to fully explain the higher noise emission in C5
compared to C1 in those frequencies. Moreover, in the remaining range between wavelengths
6.3 cm and 0.25 cm, rail roughness in C1 mostly exceeds ISO 3095 limit [10], while rail
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Figure 45: Third-octave band level distribution of train type F (upper graph) and train type
G (lower plot) with colors for median values as indicators for C1 (red) and C5 (orange),
interquartile range and grey lines in the background depicting every train pass by
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Figure 46: Third-octave band difference spectra of sound power level emission between
monoblock concrete sleepers (medium rail pad stiffness) and wood sleepers for different wheel
diameters – 680 mm to 1200 mm – according to RVE 04.01.02 [71]

Figure 47: Third-octave band level spectrum of train type G with correction for differences
in sleeper material, colors as indicators for median values, interquartile range and grey lines
in the background depicting every train pass by
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Figure 48: Rail roughness comparison between inner rails in C1 (red) and C5 (orange; dotted
line for measurement after the campaign) – ISO 3095 [10] limit in black

roughness in C5 stays beneath the limit. Thus, a raise in sound emission in C1 of 5 dB to
10 dB between roughly 250 Hz and 6300 Hz is solely explainable by rail roughness difference.

Another influence factor states the track decay rate. Since it is a parameter of superstruc-
ture noise contribution, it is important to distinguish in frequency ranges, where either vehicle
or superstructure emission dominates emitted rolling noise. Model calculations of CNOS-
SOS [4] show that between 125 Hz and 250 Hz third-octave bands, both parts are roughly
equally contributing, from 315 Hz to 1600 Hz third-octave bands superstructure emission
dominates and from 2000 Hz upwards vehicle sound emission states the main influence [92].
The thresholds of the mentioned ranges can slightly shift depending on wheel diameter,
sleeper type and rail pad stiffness. Referring to Figure 47, it can be seen that especially
between 500 Hz and 1250 Hz third-octave bands, median differences are around 10 dB and
partly even exceeding. In addition to the stated influence of rail roughness, it is found that
lateral track decay rate deviations are severe in that range (see Figure 49) – C5 indicates an
up to 10 dBm-1 higher value compared to C1. Vertical track decay rates show no significant
deviation. According to Thompson [5], regardless whether lateral or vertical track decay rate,
a correction term of 10 · log10 (TDR1/TDR2) can be applied to sound emission level, which
would result in correction terms in the present example of up to 10 dB. Due to dominating
superstructure contribution between 500 Hz and 1250 Hz, the shown deviation in track decay
rate is thought to have significant influence on overall sound emission and significant devia-
tions in that range are explainable by differences in rail roughness and lateral track decay rate.

To conclude, rail roughness and track decay rate can have a significant influence on rolling
noise, which is already well-known and further justified with the present example. Thus, those
quantities have to be taken into account if data from different measurement sections are com-
pared with each other. Moreover, sleeper material influence (only investigated between con-
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Figure 49: Lateral track decay rate comparison between inner rails in C1 (red) and C5 (orange;
dotted line for measurement after the campaign) – ISO 3095 [10] limit in black

crete and wood) can impact primarily third-octave band contribution peaks between 160 Hz
and 315 Hz, which are partly among the highest in emission spectra. However, in case of
applying A-weighting, which is normally done for propagation and immission calculations,
peaks in that range are weakened.

The stated significant deviation between C1 and C5 is statistically accounted in multivari-
ate evaluations and thus an impact on those is not expected. Empirical examination as well
as univariate statistical analysis is compromised since deviations cannot be directly pictured
or taken into account in two dimensions. Thus, they are mostly focused on subsets, which
do not contain data from more than one section. An impact estimation, which has to be
thought of, lies in influence on curve squeal detection (algorithm described in Chapter 4).
The algorithm is built on evaluation of short-time averaged third-octave levels – in case of
squeal noise between 800 Hz and 6300 Hz and for HF squeal noise as well as flanging noise
between 8000 Hz and 12500 Hz. Regarding squeal noise, detection relies on evaluating one or
two neighboured increased third-octave bands by comparing their level with the outer neigh-
bour values. Referring to Figure 47, it can be seen that a steep decline of median values in
C1 starts at 1000 Hz. Thus, squeal noise detection between 800 Hz and 1250 Hz third-octave
bands might be compromised by high rolling noise emission, whereas in higher frequency, no
influence is expected. A closer look on median short-time averaged third-octave band levels
of squeal noise (depicted in Appendix B Figure 96) reveals that they lie above 90 dB. Hence,
impact on detection of squeal noise in the mid frequency range, even in conjunction with high
rolling noise, is assumed to be minor. Detection of HF squeal noise and flanging noise is not
influenced at all since deviations in high frequencies are low.
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6 Feature selection and predictive modelling

After derivation of parameters and subsetting, the next step is to examine the dataset on
the one hand empirically and on the other hand statistically. The former approach is pre-
dominately used to understand simple two dimensional correlations and for validation of the
outcome of the statistical computation. The latter is applied to investigate multivariate de-
pendencies in the dataset and to sort out parameters, which show no correlation with the
outcome and hence may even compromise the following predictive modelling process depend-
ing on the applied model properties. The chapter is outlined by an introduction in statistical
modelling, followed by an explanation of applied methodology. Afterwards two subsections
dive deep into at first feature selection and afterwards predictive modelling. The chapter
is concluded by a compact summary of key findings as well as limitations of the developed
models in practical applications.

6.1 Introduction in statistical modelling

Statistical evaluations consist of a set of parameters (called predictors), which are connected
to a dependent variable (outcome or response) by different modelling approaches. If the out-
come is categorical (in the present case always two different categories), classification models
are applied. Otherwise, regression models are used. Prior to applying any kind of model to the
dataset, predictors have to be investigated in a pre-processing step. Evaluations of model per-
formance and comparison of different models are carried out in the post-processing procedure
by computing performance metrics. The following subsections give a brief overview of applied
steps regarding pre-processing, considered performance benchmarks, different modelling ap-
proaches, feature selection techniques and post-processing strategy. Finally, computational
details are provided.

6.1.1 Pre-processing

Categorical predictors are split into dummy variables, which consist of zero/one indicators
to represent each category in an own vector to prevent influence of the magnitude of the
assigned numeric number. If every category of the variable is represented by a separate
vector, all dummy variables add up to one. Thus, some model algorithms, which include an
intercept term (e.g. linear regression), are not able to solve the algorithm because the set
of dummy variables contain identical information as the intercept. Therefore one category
is left out and is represented if the values of all other dummy variables in that category are
zero. [113]

Dummy variables are created for RailType (considering only 2 and 3 in the model), Sleep-
erType (only using type 2), TrainType (numbering A to F with TrainType.(1-7)), TrainOri-
entation (leaving 0 out) and Loco (leaving 0 out). Other categorical variables are converted
to numeric.

The pre-processing step is important to examine different properties of the predictor set.
Statistical model algorithms show varying vulnerability to certain behaviour in the predictor
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space (e.g. between predictor correlations), which can significantly worsen the performance if
it is not accounted before. The following investigations can be carried out prior to the model
building step in that order [114]:

1. Investigation of variance of each predictor to filter zero and near-zero variance predictors.
Two criteria are used to identify near-zero variance: (i) percentage of unique values; (ii)
ratio of the most frequent to the second most frequent value (frequency ratio). Standard
thresholds are for the former less than 20% and for the latter greater than 20. If a
predictor fulfils both conditions, it is evaluated as near-zero variance predictor. [114]

2. Evaluation of highly correlated predictors by applying a detection algorithm on the
predictor set. The selection works as follows [114]:
Steps repeated until no correlations are above the determined threshold (e.g. 90 %):

(a) Evaluate the largest absolute correlation between two predictors;

(b) For both predictors, compute the average correlation between each predictor and
all of the other variables;

(c) Mark the variable with the largest mean correlation for removal;

(d) Remove this row and column from the correlation matrix

3. Examination of skewed predictor distribution – in the present case Yeo-Johnson trans-
formation is applied because the method can deal with positive and negative predictor
values (for detailed information be referred to [115])

4. Standardization9 of predictors

5. Possibility of applying predictor reduction techniques like principal component anal-
ysis (PCA), which creates linear combinations of predictors to build an uncorrelated
predictor set. For further information be referred to [116].

6.1.2 Performance metrics

For regression models, common quantitative performance measures are root mean squared
error (RMSE) and the coefficient of determination (R2 – value between zero and one). Gener-
ally speaking, RMSE is a measure for accuracy and should be minimised, whereas R2 allows
an interpretation of correlation between predicted and observed outcome and should be max-
imised. The foundation of RMSE states the sum of squared errors (SSE). The mean of SSE
is called mean squared error (MSE). Equations are as follows [106]:

9Standardization consists of centring each predictor by subtracting the average value from all values leading
to a mean of zero and scaling each predictor by dividing all values by the standard deviation leading to a
standard deviation of one [113].
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SSE =
n

i=1

(yi − ŷi) (34)

MSE =
SSE

n
(35)

RMSE =
√
MSE (36)

where n represents the sample quantity, yi states the observed outcome value and ŷi is the
estimated outcome.

The coefficient of determination depicts a quantity to estimate how much information of
the data can be represented by the model. A R2 value of 0.5 illustrates that the model is able
to explain 50% of the variation in the outcome. Although several calculation methods for R2

were derived, the standard way is to compute the correlation coefficient (R) between observed
and predicted values and square it. For derivation of R, the Pearson method is applied (for
further discussion be referred to [117]). [113]

In terms of modelling, there is always a trade-off between variance and bias in the model.
Assuming statistical independence of data points and outcome with zero mean and constant
variance σ2, model bias and variance can be expressed as follows [113]:

E[MSE] = σ2 + (Model Bias)2 +Model V ariance (37)

where E is the expected value of MSE.
The first term states the alterations in variance that cannot be changed by modelling.

In case of high bias, the functional form of the model is far from the true relation between
predictors and outcome, whereas high variance illustrates that small changes in the data lead
to significant alterations in the model fit. Thus, complex models tend to over-fitting (i.e.
high variance), while simple models commonly under-fit the data (leading to high bias).

Regarding classification, predictions depend on a probability value. The simplest way of
estimating accuracy is to depict a confusion matrix, where true and false positives (TP and
FP), as well as false and true negatives (FN and TN) are illustrated in a 2x2-matrix. By
dividing true predictions (TP+TN) by the total number of samples, an overall classification
accuracy metric can be derived (further referred as Accuracy and abbreviated Acc). The
problem is that the latter is influenced by class distribution. Thus, the metric is difficult to
interpret in applications with high class imbalance10 (as it is the case especially regarding
squeal noise) and also not comparable between multiple classification tasks with deviating
class distribution. To imagine, in a two-class classification problem with class 1 occurring in
90 % data points and for the rest (10 %) class 2 is assigned. If all samples would be predicted
as having class 1, an overall accuracy of 90 % is achieved, however performance of the model
is bad. In case of balanced class distribution among the samples to predict, a benchmark

10Class imbalance occurs if one class is overrepresented in the dataset. [113]
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of 90 % would be pretty high and seen as good performance. To conclude, due to partly
severe class imbalance in the present classification tasks, overall accuracy is only added in the
predictive modelling step (Subsection 6.4) for additional information. [113]

As a benchmark, which is independent of class imbalance and thus comparable between
all presented classification tasks, the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) [118–120] is
applied as the main metric of performance. It evaluates class probabilities rather than class
values. ROC curves are drawn by plotting the value 1 − specificity on the x-axis and the
sensitivity on the y-axis. They are derived as follows [113]:

sensitivity =
TP

nP
(38)

specificity =
TN

nN
(39)

where nP represents the number of positive samples and nN states the number of negative
samples.

On the one hand, the ROC curve allows an estimation of how altering the cut-off proba-
bility threshold (default 50%) for decision, which class is predicted, influences sensitivity and
specificity. On the other hand, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) represents a metric for
model performance with an ideal model having a value of one and a completely uninformative
model would show a value of 0.5. The AUC index is used for performance comparison and
termed as ROC benchmark throughout the evaluations. [113]

6.1.3 Considered models

The evaluation contains continuous and categorical dependent variables – hence regression and
classification models are applied. In general, linear, non-linear and tree/rule-based models can
be distinguished. Some algorithms are able to deal with regression and classification tasks
with minor alterations, others are only available for one of them. The scope of model selection
is to consider a wide variety of different modelling approaches – from basic linear regression to
highly complex random pattern search algorithms (e.g. artificial neural networks) – because
no literature is available for the present or at least a similar modelling task. Table 25 provides
an overview of chosen models. Furthermore, applicability to regression and classification tasks
as well as vulnerabilities are stated. A short name for each model approach, which is mostly
used in the following sections, is assigned. The last column describes whether a variable
importance score can be evaluated from the model – all models with that possibility are used
for the feature selection step in Subsection 6.3 as well. In the following, considered models
are briefly described as well as further references for algorithmic detail provided.
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Model Short
name

Recommended
pre-processing Reg. Class.

Variable
impor-
tance

Linear
Linear regres-
sion

Lin Reg 1,2,4

Logistic regres-
sion

Log Reg 1,2,4

Linear discrim-
inant analysis

LDA 1,4

Partial least
squares

PLS 4

Elastic net E-Net 1,4
General logis-
tic model net

GLM-Net 1,4

Nearest
Shrunken
Centroids

NSC 1,4

Non-linear

Neural net-
works

Neural
Networks 1,2,4

Multivariate
adaptive
regression
splines

MARS –

Flexible dis-
criminant
analysis

FDA –

K-nearest
neighbour

KNN 1,4

Naïve Bayes NB 1,2
Tree/rule-based
Basic Tree CART –
Conditional
Inference Tree

CTree –

Bagged tree Bagged
Tree –

Boosted tree Boosted
Tree –

Random forest Random
Forest –

Cubist Cubist –

Table 25: Considered models and their characteristics [113]
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Linear regression

Linear regression can be directly described by the following equation [113]:

yi = b0 + b1 · xi,1 + b2 · xi,2 + ...+ bP · xi,P + ei (40)

where yi is the predicted value for the i-th sample, b0 states the intercept, bj represents the
coefficient for the j-th predictor, index P depicts the number of predictors and ei is a random
error value that the model cannot explain.

All regression models, which can be rewritten in the form of Equation (40), are catego-
rized as linear models – that applies to PLS and E-Net as well. An important advantage of
those is their high interpretability – especially in terms of the impact of every predictor and
their relation among each other. The algorithm estimates the coefficients to minimize SSE.
Linear regression models are limited if non-linear relations between predictors or between pre-
dictor and response are present. Due to their vulnerability to near-zero variance predictors,
between predictor correlations and different predictor scales, pre-processing is essential for
linear regression models. [113]

Logistic regression

Event probability calculation with logistic regression can be derived with the following equa-
tion [113]:

p =
1

1 + exp[−(β0 + β1 · x1 + ...+ βP · xP )] (41)

where p is the event probability (values between zero and one), β0 represents the intercept,
βj states the estimated coefficient for the j-th predictor and index P depicts the number of
predictors.

The algorithm again estimates the coefficients to minimize SSE, which leads to maximum
likelihood estimates with the assumption of a normal distribution in the model outcome.
Advantages and importance of pre-processing are identical to linear regression. [113]

Linear Discriminant Analysis

Discriminant analysis is focused on deriving a discriminant score, which in case of two classes
(1,2) and two predictors (A,B) is computed for an unknown sample u as follows [113]:

D(u) = u · S−1 · (x̄1 − x̄2) (42)

= uA · (x̄1,A − x̄2,A · s2B)
s2A · s2B − s2AB

− (x̄1,B − x̄2,B · sAB)

s2A · s2B − s2AB

+ uB · (x̄1,B − x̄2,B · s2A)
s2A · s2B − s2AB

− (x̄1,A − x̄2,A · sAB)

s2A · s2B − s2AB

(43)
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where x̄ represents the sample mean with indices for predictors A and B and calculated with
data from class 1 or 2, s is the sample variance with indices for predictor A and B and sAB

states the sample covariance11 between predictor A and B.
Following the depicted example, the classification is carried out by evaluating the difference

between the discriminant score and the mean value of samples in each class and classifying the
sample to the class with less difference. Thus, the algorithm minimizes the total probability
of misclassification. As can be seen in Equation (43), a calculation with two parameters
and two classes involves four mean values and three variance values. With growing predictor
number, the computational effort grows large. Classification in two classes with P predictors
needs 2P + P (P + 1)/2 parameters to be computed. However, due to evaluation of many
mean and variance values, LDA is more robust to correlated predictors compared to logistic
regression. Nonetheless, extreme between predictor correlations compromise the model as
well as different predictor scales and near-zero variance predictors. Due to the need of an
invertible covariance matrix (see Equation (42)), LDA is not applicable if more predictors
than samples are present (this applies also to linear and logistic regression due to the same
reason). Thus, filtering predictors with near-zero variance, between predictor correlations and
predictor reduction methods (like PCA) are recommended. [113]

Partial Least Squares

PLS regression builds linear combinations between predictors, which on the one hand repre-
sent maximum variation of the predictors and on the other hand show the best correlation
with the outcome. While the former is also the scope of PCA, the latter is an important fea-
ture. Thus, PLS, in contrast to linear regression, is able to deal with high between predictor
correlations as well as with more predictors than samples due to the integrated generation
of linear combinations. Furthermore, near-zero variance is not an issue because those predic-
tors can be simply excluded in the built components. Mathematically, each iteration of the
algorithm stores a vector of weights (called direction), which numerically summarizes the re-
lationship between predictors and response. Predictors are afterwards projected orthogonally
onto that direction and score vectors are evaluated. These are used to compute loadings,
which represent a correlation value between score vector and original predictor. After each
iteration the currently estimated predictors are subtracted from the response information.
They are used to compute the next set of weights, scores and loadings (for more algorithmic
details be referred to [121]). In the post-processing step, the optimal number of components
can be evaluated by computing a performance metric (e.g. RMSE) to choose the final pre-
diction model. Due to the computation of variance values of the predictors, different scales
have a negative influence on the model building process. Thus, a standardized predictor set
is favourable. [113]

Regarding classification, PLS involves a discriminant analysis approach with the same
advantages over LDA as in the regression case over linear regression. The computation process

11A large covariance between two values indicates that they have the same sign and are on the same scale,
whereas a near zero value means that they have no (or at least not a linear) relationship [113].
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shows one significant deviation: The response in the regression case is univariate (one variable
with continuous values), while in classification the response consist of a matrix with dummy
variables of each class. The mathematical solution is provided in [122]. [113]

Elastic net

The elastic net regression model is part of the family of penalised models and combines the
lasso [123] and ridge [124] approach. In general, the idea of penalised models is to add penalty
terms to the calculation of SSE. That leads to high SSE values if parameter estimates grow
large, which indicates over-fitting or between predictor correlations and thus prevents the
model to include those due to the scope of finding minimum SSE. In case of elastic net, the
equation is as follows [113]:

SSEE−Net =

n

i=1

(yi − ŷi) + λ1 ·
P

j=1

β2
j + λ2 ·

P

j=1

|βj | (44)

where λ1 is a ridge-type penalty value, P represents the number of Predictors, βj state the
parameter estimates and λ2 is the lasso penalty.

The best performing values of λ1 and λ2 are evaluated in the post-processing step. Due
to direct evaluation of the predictor set (without building combinations as in PLS), sample
quantity has to exceed the number of predictors. Furthermore, again variances are evaluated
like in the basic linear regression approach. Thus, predictor scales have an impact and there-
fore standardization of the predictor set is recommended. For more information about the
elastic net algorithm be referred to [125]. [113]

General logistic model net

A GLM-Net follows the same approach for classification as the elastic net in regression. By
adding penalty terms to a likelihood function from logistic regression (refer to Equation (41)),
correlated parameters and tendencies to over-fitting are detected and those parameters are
excluded from the model. The likelihood function is extended as follows [113]:

lnL(p)− λ

(1− α) · 1
2
·

P

j=1

β2
j + α ·

P

j=1

|βj |
 (45)

where L(p) is the likelihood function, λ states a general penalty parameter and α represents
a mixing value of lasso and ridge penalty terms.

In the post-processing step, λ and α values are chosen by comparison of performance
metrics. Pre-processing needs are the same as in the elastic net approach with the same
reasons. Further information about GLM-net is provided in [126]. [113]
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Nearest Shrunken Centroids

NSC models work well with high-dimensional tasks, especially if the number of predictors
significantly exceeds the sample quantity due to embedded feature selection. In general, the
average value of each predictor in each class is taken as centroid. The overall centroid is
derived by using the whole dataset (with all classes). If a predictor centroid is close to the
overall centroid, its information for a certain class is low. Feature selection is carried out by
evaluating the distance between class-specific centroid and overall centroid in combination
with a shrinkage value, which is kind of a distance threshold. Only predictors with more
distance between class-specific centroid and overall centroid (hence containing more informa-
tion) than the shrinkage value are included in the model. The magnitude is chosen in the
post-processing step by evaluating performance metrics. Detailed information is described
in [127]. Since average values are computed, predictor scales matter and near-zero variance
predictors can be wrongly interpreted as highly important. Thus, standardization and filtering
of near-zero variance predictors as pre-processing is recommended. [113]

Neural networks

The model approach is focused on building one or more layers of hidden units (comparable to
PLS components), which consist of linear combinations of some or all predictors. In contrast
to PLS, the hidden units are built in a random nature (not with the constraint of maximised
variability) and the transformation between predictor space and hidden unit is carried out
usually with a non-linear function (e.g. a sigmoidal one) [113]:

hk(x) = g

β0,k +

P

j=1

xjβj,k

 (46)

g(u) =
1

1 + e−u
(47)

where hk(x) represents the function of the hidden unit k, g(u) states the transformation
function between predictor space and hidden unit layer (in the depicted form sigmoidal), βj,k
is similar to regression coefficients with indices of predictor j and hidden unit k.

The outcome is modelled by one or multiple hidden units in a linear relationship. The
total number of coefficients in the calculation grow with H(P + 1) + H + 1 with H as the
quantity of hidden units and the number of predictors P . Therefore, the computational cost
grows large with increasing predictor numbers. The basic algorithm tends to over-fitting.
Thus, weight decay values (like penalties in elastic net) can be used to prevent that issue.
The calculation of minimised SSE is altered as follows [113]:

n

i=1

(yi − fi(x))
2 + λ ·

H

k=1

P

j=0

β2
j,k + λ ·

H

k=0

γ2k (48)

where fi(x) is the linear function between hidden units and outcome for the ith sample, λ
represents the weight decay value and γk are computed coefficients in fi(x) for each considered
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hidden unit k.
The number of hidden units generated and the weight decay value are selected in the post-

processing step by performance metric comparison. Neural networks are vulnerable in terms
of near-zero variance predictors, between predictor correlations and different magnitudes in
the predictor set. Further details are provided in [128]. [113]

Neural Networks can also be used in classification tasks. Differences in the application in
contrast to regression are multiple outcome nodes (equal to the number of classes present) and
a non-linear transformation to alter the linear relationship between hidden units and each class
with a sigmoidal function to get values between zero and one. However, they are not directly
probability values since the sum does not equal one. Thus, both relations predictors-hidden
units and hidden units-outcome are non-linear (i.e. sigmoidal). [113]

Multivariate adaptive regression splines

Like PLS and neural network techniques, MARS creates separate components from the pre-
dictor set and models the outcome with them. In contrast to the former, which are based
on linear combinations of the predictors (see Equation (46)), each predictor is split into two
contrasted versions. Additionally, the separated components are mostly functions of only one
or two predictors. Predictor separation is carried out by using hinge functions, which means
that a certain range of the predictor values are set to zero and the remaining part is approx-
imated with a linear regression line. To evaluate the cut point of the hinge function, each
data point is modelled as a possible cut point with linear regression and the combination of
predictor and cut point with the least RMSE value is chosen as a component in the model.
The search process for combinations, which show the most reduction in RMSE, is continued
until a defined stopping point. After derivation of the components, pruning can be used to
filter predictors, which show a negligible reduction in RMSE – thus simplifying the model.
Advantages of MARS are the robustness in terms of between predictor correlations, near-zero
variance predictors and different scales in the predictor set due to building no predictor com-
binations, but only splitting predictors into two separate predictors. Furthermore, the model
is highly interpretable because every predictor contribution to the outcome can be directly
estimated. Embedded feature selection is also conducted. How much considered terms should
be included in the final model can be evaluated in the post-processing step. [113]

Flexible discriminant analysis

FDA is an approach, where C (number of classes) linear regression models are fit to binary
class indicators and their regression coefficients can be used to derive discriminant coefficients
in a post-processing step. Any kind of regression approach, which produces slopes and in-
tercepts for predictors can be applied (e.g. lasso or MARS). Due to the robustness and high
interpretability of the approach, MARS is chosen as regression method. Hinge functions are
converted to discriminant functions, which represent non-linear combinations of the original
predictors. Further algorithmic details can be found in [129]. Since the technique consists
mainly of the described MARS approach in the previous paragraph, no pre-processing is
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necessary. [113]

K-nearest neighbour

The KNN method predicts a new sample based on the K-nearest neighbour samples from the
training dataset. In case of regression the prediction value is derived with the mean of the K

considered neighbour values. The computed distance metric can be chosen – in the present
case Euclidean distance is applied due to being the most common [113]:

 P

j=1

(xa,j − xb,j)
2

 1
2

(49)

where xa and xb represent different sample value.
The only dependence on a distance metric between sample values makes the approach ex-

tremely vulnerable to different predictor scales. Thus, standardization is of high importance.
Furthermore, near-zero variance predictors can worsen the predictive performance. Compu-
tational cost can be high if lots of samples should be predicted because for every estimated
sample value, the whole set of distance metrics from the training set has to be computed.
The number of neighbours considered in the final prediction model can be evaluated in a
post-processing step by comparison of performance metrics. [113]

For application in classification, the derivation is also dependent on the computed distance
metric (refer to Equation (49)). Instead of the mean value of neighbours, class probabilities
are calculated by the proportion of neighbours in each class. The prediction classifies the
sample into the class with the highest probability. If the proportion is tied, the neighbour
value of K + 1 is decisive. [113]

Naïve Bayes

The foundation of the model is Bayes’ Rule, which allows a direct estimation of class proba-
bilities [113]:

Pr[Y = Cl|X] =
Pr[Y ] · Pr[X|Y = Cl]

Pr[X]
(50)

where Pr[Y = Cl|X] represents the posterior probability of the class l, Pr[Y ] states the
prior probability (e.g. in the present case overall probability of squeal noise occurrence),
Pr[X|Y = Cl] is called conditional probability, which means the probability of observing the
predictor values in class l, and Pr[X] represents the probability of the predictors.

The NB approach assumes that all predictors are independent from each other, which
is not realistic in most cases, however significantly simplifies the calculation of Bayes’ Rule.
The conditional probability can be rewritten as product of probability densities, which are
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evaluated for each predictor separately:

Pr[X|Y = Cl] =

P

j=1

Pr[Xj |Y = Cl] (51)

Estimation of each predictor individually leads to a simple computation of predictor proba-
bilities – in case of continuous variables with an assumed normal distribution or kernel density
functions and in case of categorical ones with the observed frequency in the training set. De-
spite that strong assumption, NB model performance can be competitive, especially due to
low computational cost even in conjunction with large datasets. Since probability values are
multiplied, the model breaks down if one predictor has no samples in a class (hence class
probability equals zero). Thus, near-zero variance predictors have to be excluded prior to
modelling. Strong between predictor correlations make the taken assumption more unreal-
istic and can worsen the model behaviour. Therefore, correlation analysis in pre-processing
is recommended. Due to evaluation of each predictor independently, different scales do not
matter. [113]

Basic Tree

Tree models in general can be applied to regression and classification tasks and consist of one
or more if-then conditions, which are used to predict new sample values. The terminology
is to refer each if-then statement in the model as split or node and each possible outcome
value as terminal node or leave of the tree. Regarding regression, the algorithm searches every
predictor value for the optimal split value, which is defined as the best minimisation in overall
SSE, to split the dataset into two groups [113]:

SSE =
i S1

(yi − ŷ1)
2 +

i S2

(yi − ŷ2)
2 (52)

where ŷ1 and ŷ2 are the average values of the training set outcome with indices for groups S1

and S2.
In the next step, the dataset of S1 and S2 is separately searched again for the optimal

split value within each group. Due to that recursive behaviour, the technique is also known as
recursive partitioning. The estimated value in each terminal node is calculated by averaging
the remaining sample values of the training set. If the tree is fully grown, it is possibly very
large and the advantage of a high interpretability is lost as well as tendency to over-fitting is
present. A remedy for that is to apply pruning algorithms (e.g. [130]) as a post-processing
step to reduce complexity by removing splits and leaves with minimal increase in overall SSE.
Advantages of basic tree models are simplicity, high interpretability (if the tree is not large)
and integrated feature selection (if predictors are never used in a split, they have no impact
on the model). If high between predictor correlations are present, the chosen predictors in
splits are quite random and thus that should be avoided. Due to its simplicity, the downside
is its limited predictive performance (i.e. capturing the whole connection between predictors
and outcome). Furthermore, the selection of predictors for splits depend on their number
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of distinct values and may thus be influenced if many uninformative predictors are present.
They can be chosen in the first few splits as decisive, while expressing no connection to the
outcome at all. [113]

In classification tasks optimal splitting values are found by minimizing misclassification
using the Gini index [130]. For a two-class model in a single node this value is calculated as
follows [113]:

p1 · (1− p1) + p2 · (1− p2) (53)

where p is the class probability with indices for class 1 and 2.
If only two classes are present, Equation (53) can be rewritten as 2p1p2, which can be easily

interpreted as low value if one class probability is nearly zero (indicating a good separation)
and high value if both class probabilities are high. Nearly all possible split points (mid point
between each unique predictor value) are evaluated and the maximum Gini index value is
chosen. In each split, the searching process is repeated until the full tree is grown. Pruning
is also applicable and advantages and downsides are identical with regression tasks. [113]

Conditional Inference Tree

The model building process is identical with basic trees for regression and classification with
one significant exception. The optimal split values are selected by applying statistical hy-
pothesis tests for each possible split point. The test is carried out by calculating a p-value12

and thus a measure of statistical significance between the average values of the two created
groups. This leads to a significant reduction of selection bias if many uninformative predic-
tors are present, which may be wrongly chosen by a basic tree approach. Furthermore, if a
certain threshold of statistical significance cannot be fulfilled, the splitting process is stopped
for that node. Thus, pruning is usually not applied to conditional inference trees. For further
algorithmic details be referred to [131]. [113]

Bagged Tree

Bagging or in long form bootstrap aggregation is a general technique applicable to any re-
gression or classification model. The idea is to train a certain amount of models on different
bootstrap samples [132] and predict new samples by averaging the outcome over all built
models. The algorithm is as simple as that [113]:
for (i in 1:m) {

(a) Select a bootstrap sample out of the training set

(b) Train a model on this sample (in the present case an unpruned tree model)

}
In case of basic tree models, bagging can be highly beneficial in terms of improving stability

12p-values are a measure of statistical significance in terms of indicating a deviation from the null hypothesis
in the relation between a predictor and the outcome (further mathematic details are provided in [131]).
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and predictive performance. The averaging of the estimated values of multiple tree models
lowers the variance in the outcome. Furthermore, the model is trained on a subset of the
training data (the bootstrap sample), which enables a computation of a performance metric
of each generated model by predicting the samples, which are left out (called out of bag
samples). Pruning is skipped because over-fitting is prevented by the averaging process over
multiple models. The number of calculated bagging iterations m can be evaluated in the
post-processing step. [113]

Boosted Tree

In the present approach, a gradient boosting machine (GBM) [133] is applied. The general
idea is to use a model with weak learning properties (e.g. basic trees with limited depth) and
extend that model in each iteration to improve the predictive ability. The model building
starts with a basic value for the response (e.g. average of the dependent variable in the
regression case) and evaluates a gradient between observed and currently predicted value
(e.g. residual) in each iteration. The algorithm consists of the following steps [113]:

1. Input tree depth D and number of iterations K

2. Compute a starting value (e.g. average response)

3. for (k in 1:K) {

(a) Compute the residual between observation and prediction for each sample

(b) Build a basic tree model of depth D

(c) Estimate each sample value by using the tree model from (b)

(d) Add the whole or a fraction (if shrinkage is used) of the currently predicted value
to the estimated sample value in the previous iteration step

}

A GBM tends to over-fitting because in every iteration the best performing model for the
training set is chosen, which might not be the best overall model for the prediction of new
samples. To prevent that issue, a shrinkage value (between zero and one), which works similar
to penalties in E-Net and GLM-Net models, can be included. In the last iteration step, only
a fraction of the newly predicted sample value (called a learning rate) is added to the model.
While improving predictive performance, the downside is an increased computational cost
(inversely proportional to the shrinkage value) due to the need of computing more iterations.
The optimal tree depth, number of iterations and shrinkage value can be evaluated in the
post-processing step by comparison of performance metrics. [113]

Regarding classification the algorithm uses the approach of logistic regression as an initial
probability value (refer to Equation (41)) and extends that function with the estimates from
a basic classification tree in each iteration. The general idea is equal to regression. Tree
depth, number of iteration and shrinkage value for the final model are also evaluated in the
post-processing step. For a detailed insight into the algorithm for classification be referred to
[134].
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Random forest

In contrast to bagged and boosted trees, where the generated trees are connected to the trees
of previous iterations (a discussion on tree correlation can be found in [135]), a random forest
model produces independent trees in each iteration. That is achieved by randomly selecting
only a subset of k predictors and choosing the best predictor among them for the current
split. The algorithm can be applied to regression and classification tasks in the same way and
contains the following steps [113]:

1. Input the quantity of models to calculate m

2. for (i in 1:m) {

(a) Select a bootstrap sample out of the training set

(b) Train a basic tree model on this sample

(c) for each split {

i. Select a random set of k predictors

ii. Evaluate the best predictor from the subset and create the split

}

(d) stop if the tree is fully grown (no pruning applied)

}

Due to randomly subsetting the predictor set, the model is extremely robust in terms of
between predictor correlation and reaches an even lower variance in the outcome than bagging.
The overall number of trees m in the forest have to be chosen prior to model building, while the
best performing value of k can be evaluated in the post-processing step. Further algorithmic
details are provided in [136]. [113]

Cubist

The Cubist algorithm is a rule-based model, which is solely developed for regression tasks.
The approach in general constructs model trees (i.e. every split is a model). Each node
(child) is compared to the node above (parent) by applying a smoothing procedure to assign
a weighting value to each model in the tree [113]:

a =
V ar[ep]− Cov[ec, ep]

V ar[ep − ec]
(54)

where a is the smoothing coefficient and e represents the error value of the estimated sample
value (i.e. the residual) with indices c for the child model and p for the parent model.

If the variance of the error value of the parent model is larger than the covariance, the
smoothing procedure assigns more weight to the child model compared to the parent model.
Each extracted rule from the model tree is represented by single linear model, which selection
is based on the calculated weights. The next step consists of a pruning or rule combination
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process by using the overall adjusted error rate in the training set. Any rule, for which an
exclusion from the model results in no increased error rate, is dropped. The whole model
building process can be further extended by considering committees, which represent a cor-
rection value if certain data points in the training set are under- or over-predicted. The final
rule-based model is used to predict new samples by evaluating K similar neighbour values
from the training set. The final prediction is computed as follows [113]:

1

K
·

K

l=1

wl · [tl + (ŷ − t̂l)] (55)

wl =
1

Dl + 0.5
(56)

where w is a weighting value depending on the distance D between neighbour l and new sam-
ple, t represents the observed outcome, t̂ states the predicted outcome and ŷ is the estimated
value of the new sample.

The Cubist algorithm uses the Manhattan distance metric13. The number of calculated
committees and the quantity of considered neighbour values for prediction can be evaluated
by comparing performance metrics in the post processing step. [113]

6.1.4 Feature selection

Feature selection methods can be categorized in unsupervised and supervised techniques.
The former ones are completely independent from the outcome, whereas the latter methods
are designed to increase accuracy of a model by using different subsets of predictors. As
unsupervised techniques, the previously described pre-processing filters to exclude near-zero
variance and highly correlated predictors as well as PCA are considered. Supervised methods
are subdivided in filter, wrapper and embedded approaches. The first compares each predictor
with the outcome separately by using a certain filter criterion (e.g. p-value threshold between
predictor and outcome) prior to model building. The latter can be illustrated as a loop around
the model in which in each iteration only a subset of predictors is used to train the model.
Afterwards, the final model is chosen by comparison of a performance metric. The outer
loop ("wrapped" around the model) causes an increase in computational cost, which can be
partly significant dependent on the applied model. Apart from filter and wrapper approaches,
some models conduct embedded feature selection in their algorithm (e.g. PLS). Furthermore,
in most considered models, predictor importance can be computed after the model building
process (refer to the last column in Table 25). A general discussion about feature selection can
be found in [137]. Since neither applied filter nor wrapper approaches achieve better results
than embedded methods, only the latter are used in evaluation as well as discussed below. In
addition, an univariate filter approach is applied for comparison to empirical findings. In the
following paragraphs, considered approaches are briefly explained. [113]

13The difference to Euclidean distance (see Equation (49)) is that instead of squaring the gradient and
taking the square root of the sum, the absolute value of the gradient is used [113].
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Unsupervised techniques

The processes of filtering near-zero variance and between predictor correlations are explained
in Subsection 6.1.1. PCA is more a predictor reduction and less a feature selection method
due to the scope of generating a new, uncorrelated predictor set. The process is driven by
explaining the variance in the predictor set with as few components, which consist of linear
combinations of the original predictors. The full set of generated components is reducible by
setting a variance threshold (e.g. 90%). The remaining components might contain not all
original predictors or at least the contribution of some predictors to the components is very
low, which causes a conducted feature selection incidentally. For more algorithmic details be
referred to [116]. [113]

Filter methods

As previously mentioned, filter methods are solely used for comparison of univariate variable
importance scores and empirical correlation analysis. Derivation in case of regression is carried
out on the one hand with linear variance analysis and on the other hand with a smoothing
spline function fitted between predictor and outcome (known as LOESS [138]). Regarding
classification, a ROC benchmark is computed between each predictor and the response.

Predictor importance and embedded feature selection

Embedded feature selection is carried out in the algorithms of PLS, E-Net, GLM-Net, NSC,
MARS, FDA and in all tree and rule-based models allowing a direct estimation of the best
performing predictor set. Apart from that, predictor importance scores can be computed
depending on the model type. The derivation is summarised in the following paragraphs.

For linear and logistic regression as well as LDA, t-statistic14 is used on each model
parameter and a p-value is computed with the null hypothesis of no difference between the
two groups. [113]

PLS conducts feature selection in terms of excluding predictors, which are not part of the
generated components. Due to the existence of three layers – predictor space, PLS components
and outcome –, the contribution of each predictor to the model is quite complex to derive. The
normalized weight of each predictor in each component is scaled with the explained variation
in the response by that component and proportional to the achieved reduction in SSE by
including it into the model. The numerator of the importance is calculated as a weighted sum
of normalised weights assigned to each predictor, while the denominator is the overall response
variation explained by all components. Thus, increased normalised weight of a predictor leads
to a raise in its importance score. [113]

E-Net and GLM-Net models carry out feature selection by setting parameters to zero at
certain penalty values causing that the predictor with coefficient zero is not integrated in the

14The t-statistic is a method for comparing means between two groups by taking the ratio of the difference
of the mean values and a variability function. The general assumption is a normal distribution [113]. A full
mathematical description is provided in [106].
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final prediction model. For the remaining model parameters, t-statistic is used in the same
way as for linear regression or LDA.

Variable importance in a NSC model is expressed by the difference between class centroids
and overall centroid. Larger distance values imply a better class separation and thus indicate
a larger importance. [113]

Predictor importance scores in neural networks are derived by the approach of Gevrey et
al. [139], which is based on computation of weighting values (similar to PLS).

MARS models (and hence also FDA models) include a backwards feature elimination,
which targets a minimization in generalized cross validation (GCV) [140] estimates of RMSE.
Predictor importance scores are evaluated by tracking changes in the GCV RMSE if a hinge
function of that predictor is added to the model and accumulating them. [113]

In general, all tree or rule-based models conduct feature selection automatically if one
or more predictors are not used in any split or rule. Variable importance can be quantified
by the reduction of the chosen performance metric (e.g. in case of regression SSE) achieved
in a certain split. Variable appearance in the beginning nodes of a tree as well as multiple
usage in splits indicate a larger predictor importance. The computation is identical for CART
and conditional inference trees. In case of Bagged Tree, the same approach is applied to all
generated trees by the bootstrap algorithm and an overall importance score is calculated. [113]

In case of Boosted Tree, every predictor is evaluated in terms of reduction of the chosen
performance metric for splitting in each constructed tree and afterwards averaged over all trees
in the ensemble. Due to dependencies between trees, many of the same predictors are selected
in each tree, which magnifies their importance in the averaging process. For computational
details be referred to [141] and [142]. [113]

Evaluation of predictor importance in random forest models is carried out by randomly
permuting values of each predictor and observe the difference between predictive performance
of the original sample compared to the altered one. If alteration of one predictor leads to
hardly any difference in predictive performance, the predictor is assumed to be less important.
More details about the approach are provided in [143]. [113]

Regarding Cubist, variable importance scores are based on the quantity of usage of each
predictor in rule conditions and generated models. Distance metrics are not included in the
calculation. [113]

6.1.5 Post-processing

Regardless what models are applied, model performance has to be estimated in a post-
processing step. In general, the standard approach is to train a model on a major part
of the dataset and to evaluate its predictive performance on a test set of data, which is not
used for model training. There is no determined threshold of data splitting. In the present
approach, 75 % of the data are used for training and 25 % as test set. In case of classification,
10 % of data points are solely used for examination of alternating cut-off thresholds. Thus,
training is only done on 65 % of the data. While that approach is taken for the predictive
modelling step in Subsection 6.4, the scope of the first evaluation is to build a final set of
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parameters. Therefore, no test set is used and all data are applied for training. However,
resampling methods in the model building process allow an integration of data splitting and
thus an evaluation of predictive performance in the model training step. Resampling tech-
niques generally choose a subset, which is used to train the model and the remaining samples
are used for performance estimation. That process is repeated several times and the results
are compared to select the final model parameters. The main difference in resampling al-
gorithms is the subsetting method. Repeated k-fold cross validation15 is recommended as a
technique, which is able to deal with small sample sizes, which are present in different subsets
of the evaluation, and shows good bias and variance properties, while also causing an accept-
able computational effort. Thus, the described method is applied to all further evaluations
following the recommendation of applying ten folds and five repetitions. [113]

6.1.6 Computational details

For all statistical calculations as well as graphical output of those in this thesis, R ver-
sion 3.6.3 [144] is used in combination with the following packages: AppliedPredictiveMod-
eling 1.1-7 [145], bestNormalize 1.6.0 [146], caret 6.0-86 [147], corrplot 0.84 [148], doParal-
lel 1.0.15 [149], dplyr 0.8.5 [150], devtools 2.3.2 [151], e1071 1.7-3 [152], earth 5.1.2 [153],
elasticnet 1.3 [154], extrafont 0.17 [155], forcats 0.5.0 [156], foreach 1.5.0 [157], Formula 1.2-
3 [158], gbm 2.1.5 [159], ggplot2 3.3.0 [160], ggpubr 0.2.5 [161], ggsci 2.9 [162], ggthemes
4.2.0 [163], glmnet 4.0-2 [164], iterators 1.0.12 [165], lars 1.2 [166], lattice 0.20-38 [167], lu-
bridate 1.7.4 [168], magrittr 1.5 [169], Matrix 1.2-18 [170], matrixStats 0.56.0 [171], nnet
7.3-12 [172] with customised plot_nnet function [173], plotmo 3.5.7 [174], plotrix 3.7-8 [175],
pls 2.7-2 [176], plyr 1.8.6 [177], pROC 1.16.2 [178], prodlim 2019.11.13 [179], purrr 0.3.3 [180],
R.matlab 3.6.2 [181], randomForest 4.6-14 [182], randomForestExplainer 0.10.1 [183], RColor-
Brewer 1.1-2 [184], readr 1.3.1 [185], recipes 0.1.12 [186], rlang 0.4.5 [187], reshape2 1.4.3 [188],
ROCR 1.0-11 [189], scales 1.1.0 [190], scatterplot3d 0.3-41 [191], sm 2.2-5.6 [192], stringr
1.4.0 [193], TeachingDemos 2.12 [194], tibble 2.1.3 [195], tidyr 1.0.2 [196], tidyverse 1.3.0 [197],
utf8 1.1.4 [198], vioplot 0.3.5 [199], XLConnect 1.0.1 [200] and zoo 1.8-8 [201]. Data prepa-
ration as well as application of the curve squeal detection algorithm (described in Chapter 4)
is carried out with MATLAB® version 2019b [202].

The computation is done on a PC with an Intel® Core™ i5-9500 CPU and 32 GB DDR4
RAM. Parallel processing is carried out with six workers.

6.2 Methodology

The basic methodology is illustrated in Figure 50. Derivation of parameters, empirical filtering
and subsetting are previously described in Chapter 5. They state the fundamental steps of
data preparation. Parallel empirical examination and statistical feature selection result in
formulation of a final predictor set, which is focused on practical suitability and general

15K-fold cross validation creates k random subsets of the data, trains a model on k-1 subsets and uses the
remaining subset as test set to measure predictive performance. Every subset is used once as a test set. In
the repeated case, the whole process is carried out again with different subsets. [113]
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Figure 50: Chosen methodology approach for feature selection and predictive modelling

applicability on other datasets in the future (further explained in Subsection 6.2.1). Thus,
the scope of the final set is a significantly reduced predictor amount and an exclusion of
parameters, which are compromised by a special property in a certain section. Building on
the selected parameters, predictive models are built and discussed. The latter process targets
the development of practical and generally applicable predictive models. The latter is ensured
by using only two sections for model training and the remaining three for model validation on
data points, which consist of deviating track properties, train type distribution and climatic
conditions. Final selection of correlated environmental parameters as well as general necessity
of using environmental predictors at all are also added by excluding single predictors or groups
out of the model and observing changes in accuracy (refer to Subsection 6.2.2).

6.2.1 Feature Selection

Feature Selection is carried out for each dependent variable (see Table 24) separately. The
discussion is focused on subsets with strong statistical significance (refer to Subsection 5.6.1).
This applies to "all", "MC_1", "MC_2", "MC_4", "MC_5", "TT_A", "TT_E", "TT_F",
"TT_G", "MC_1_TT_E", "MC_1_TT_F", "MC_4_TT_G", "MC_5_TT_F" and
"MC _5_TT_G". Dependent variables, which involve peak levels or relative occurrence
time of curve squeal consist of reduced samples because only train pass bys, which are
categorised as containing that type of curve squeal are available. In case of BroadLevelMax
and BroadTimeRel, "MC_2", "MC_4" and "MC_4_TT_G" are downgraded to mediocre
statistical significance. In terms of TonalLowLevelMax and TonalLowTimeRel "MC_2" and
"MC_4_TT_G" are rated as weak and "MC_4" and "TT_A" are categorised as mediocre.
Regarding TonalHighLevelMax and TonalHighTimeRel "MC_2" is downgraded to weak and
"MC_4", "TT_A" and "MC_4_TT_G" are rated as mediocre. Furthermore, severe class
imbalance is present – especially regarding TonalLow "MC_2" (only 18 true samples) and
TonalHigh "MC_2" (only 36 true samples). That problem is generally present regarding
TonalLow and TonalHigh and is accounted by using the ROC metric as performance
benchmark (further explained in Subsection 6.1) and investigating alternative probability
cut-offs in Subsection 6.4.

The discussion in the main part of the thesis (Subsection 6.3) is focused on predictor selec-
tion for curve squeal noise occurrence (Broad, TonalLow and TonalHigh) as well as equivalent
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continuous noise level (Level). The reason is that investigated peak levels (BroadLevelMax,
TonalLowLevelMax and TonalHighLevelMax) as well as relative occurrence time (Broad-
TimeRel, TonalLowTimeRel and TonalHighTimeRel) of curve squeal are found to be not
satisfyingly predictable by a statistical model due to large RMSE values. Discussions on
those are provided in Appendix C with either a heuristic model approach or simply a final list
of most important predictors at the end. In the latter case, median values can be taken from
figures in Appendix B for an approximation. It has to be pointed out that high variations in
the dataset – especially regarding relative occurrence time, which reasons also the high oc-
curring RMSE values –, add uncertainty to the described correlations and stated magnitudes.
Building on mentioned issues, peak levels as well as relative time occurrence of curve squeal
are not further considered in the predictive modelling step (Subsection 6.4).

Empirical examination

Each parameter of every subset is examined in conjunction with each dependent variable.
The foundation is built, in case of categorical parameters, on violin plots (for continuous
dependent variables, see Figure 52 left) and bar plots (for categorical dependent variables,
depicted in Figure 53). For evaluation of continuous parameters, 2D-scatterplots with an
underlying density function (in case of continuous dependent variables, see Figure 51) and
violin plots (if a categorical dependent variable is evaluated, illustrated in Figure 52) are used.
In addition, in case of 2D-scatterplots, parameters of a fitted linear regression line are also
added for better estimation as well as an underlying density function. Evaluation of equivalent
continuous noise level is separated in normal train pass bys (no curve squeal detected) and
train pass bys categorised as containing curve squeal (regardless what type of curve squeal)
due to significant level differences. The examination is focused on the former category. Rolling
noise level increases with rising speed [6]. Thompson [5] states a usual proportionality to the
logarithm of speed using the following equation:

Lp = Lp0 +N · log10
V

V0
(57)

where Lp is the A-weighted sound pressure level in dB, Lp0 is the A-weighted sound pressure
level at a reference speed V0 in dB, V is the speed of the current measurement and N is a
factor between 25 and 35 with a typical value of 30.

Using that equation with the stated value range for N on train pass bys without detected
curve squeal shows bad accordance to the collected measurement data. Reasons can be on the
one hand that intentionally no A-weighting is applied and on the other hand the relationship
in a curve may be different. Thus, an approach for correction of the dataset is taken by setting
the factor N in Equation (57) to 7.5 (shows best accordance – investigated empirically) and
the reference speed to 60 kmh-1 (speed limit for majority of samples). The dependent variable
Level (depicting equivalent continuous noise level) is corrected to the reference speed only for
comparability reasons in the empirical examination. In all other analyses, no correction is
applied due to the possible inclusion of speed as a parameter in multivariate approaches.
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Figure 51: 2D-scatterplot with splitting of curve squeal (red) and normal measurement values
(blue) with an underlying density function (outcome: Level, subset: "MC_5_TT_G")

Although a factor value of 7.5 shows best accordance in the present dataset, the applicability
to other measurement data has to be critically examined.

To categorize visible correlations, a coloured matrix with rows for each parameter and
columns for each subset is created. The colour scheme is separated in positive and negative
correlation16. Every category is graded empirically into one of those levels:

• 3/-3: strong correlation visible

• 2/-2: correlation at least partly identified

• 1/-1: weak signs of a correlation assumed

In case of no correlations at all, the value zero is noted in the matrix. Figure 54 provides
an example of the subset "MC_5_TT_G" with some parameters and from the dependent
variable Level.

16Positive correlation means that the value of the dependent variable increases if the parameter value is
raised, whereas negative correlation means the opposite.
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Figure 52: Left: violin plot of normal train pass bys and categorical parameter (outcome:
Level, subset: "MC_5_TT_F"); Right: violin plot of categorical outcome and continuous
parameter (outcome: Broad, subset: "MC_1_TT_A")

Figure 53: Bar plot with relative frequency of occurrence (outcome: Broad, subset: "MC_1")
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Figure 54: Example of the matrix created for empirical examination

Statistical feature extraction

Statistical feature extraction is carried out with the approaches introduced in Subsection 6.1.
Unsupervised techniques as well as models, which conduct embedded feature selection or at
least allow an estimation of variable importance scores are applied. The latter state multi-
variate methods and build the foundation in selecting the final subset of predictors. Filter
functions are only considered univariately for comparison to empirically observed correlations
as they achieve worse results compared to other statistical methods in a multivariate anal-
ysis. As results of linear variance analysis are similar to the evaluation using the LOESS
evaluation, only the former is depicted and discussed. In addition, a multivariate feature
selection technique called recursive feature elimination (RFE) [203] is applied. However, it
shows worse performance compared to other considered statistical algorithms, thus results are
neither depicted nor discussed further. The application of completely randomized wrapper
techniques like genetic algorithms or simulated annealing may be beneficial, however they
had to be excluded due to their extreme computational cost. Although near-zero variance
and between predictor correlation might compromise some models, they are intentionally not
excluded prior to modelling in the feature selection step. The reason is that the identical
dataset should be analysed by different approaches to select a final parameter set for the
predictive modelling step in Subsection 6.4. Predictors showing zero variance are automati-
cally excluded due to containing no information. Discussion is focused on the whole dataset,
since the scope lies in selecting representative predictors for a generalized prediction model,
which is applicable on different sections and divergent train types. Comparison is divided in
univariate (empirical and statistical) and multivariate analyses. Afterwards, putting all find-
ings together, a final predictor set is formulated for each dependent variable. Decision of the
final model approach as well as best fitting tuning parameters of the model is carried out in
case of regression with minimising RMSE (accuracy benchmark) and in case of classification
with maximising the ROC benchmark. For theoretical reference about applied methods, be
referred to Subsection 6.1.
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Discussion outline

Firstly, unsupervised techniques are discussed for the whole dataset as well as all considered
subsets as they are independent of the outcome. Afterwards each dependent variable is dis-
cussed separately following a consistent scheme. At first, empirical findings and univariate
approaches are summarised as well as illustrated. The first figure states evaluated variable
importance by a linear variance analysis (regression) or rankings by a achieved ROC bench-
mark (classification). The picture gives an overview of importance in conjunction with each
parameter group – track, vehicle, dynamic, general and environmental. Afterwards, empir-
ical interpretation in combination with univariate statistical predictor importance scores is
carried out. The focus lies in examination of subsets "MC_TT", which are independent of
different section and train type properties as they cannot be sufficiently accounted in a two
dimensional evaluation. In the next step, multivariate statistical analyses are carried out with
model algorithms, which conduct embedded feature selection or at least allow evaluation of
predictor importance scores. The two best performing approaches among the whole dataset
and subsets are depicted. Moreover, predictor importance scores of those are provided in a
figure to finally interpret inclusion decisions of multivariate approaches. Each discussion on
a dependent variable is concluded with a summary at the end of the subsection as well as a
final predictor set, which, in case of Level, Broad, TonalLow and TonalHigh, is further applied
and investigated in the predictive modelling step. Otherwise, a heuristic model approach or
a recommendation for estimation from illustrated median values is stated.

6.2.2 Predictive Modelling

For predictive modelling, all described statistical algorithms are applied – regardless whether
they allow predictor importance scores or provide embedded feature selection since that is
already done in the previous step. Moreover, application of any filter or wrapper methods
is skipped due to the same reason. Unsupervised techniques are partly applied in terms of
zero variance filtering and PCA for rail roughness and track decay rate values – however,
not separately discussed. Between predictor correlations are not present as well as near-
zero variance. In contrast to the feature selection step, validation of predictive models is
carried out by a separate test set (25 % data points). In case of classification, another
small evaluation set is split prior to modelling (10 % data points). The latter is solely used
to investigate alternating probability cut-offs to especially raise sensitivity (recommended
by [113]). Thus, in case of regression, the model is trained on 75 % of data points and in
case of classification on 65 % of data points. To improve predictive ability of the model
and choose best performing tuning parameters, a resampling technique – again five times
repeated 10-fold cross validation – is also applied. In general, resampled performance on the
training set leads to similar benchmarks as on the test set, which justifies the choice of the
resampling technique. Splitting is carried out by an algorithm, which selects groups (based
on percentiles) and sampling in those subgroups. For classification, random sampling is done
in the levels of the factor with the goal of balanced class distribution [147]. In general, model
training is carried out on the whole dataset, on data points of C1 and C5, on C1 and on C5
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as all other approaches have too few data points considering the applied splitting technique.
Thus, a general validation of final model selection in terms of behaviour on each of the four
considered sets is possible.

Firstly, best performing correlated environmental predictors, which are listed in the fi-
nal predictor set, are evaluated by building models with only changing those predictors and
compare performance benchmarks. In case of temperature, TempAir, TempRail, SatPressure
and SatPressureRail are investigated. In case of relative humidity quantities, HumRail, Hum,
RT.DPDiff and AT.DPDiff are examined. Finally, in case of absolute humidity quantities,
HumSpec, HumSpecRail, MixRatio and MixRatioRail are considered. The latter choice is
justified as they are suitable for comparing different location on different altitudes due to
inclusion of absolute air pressure in the derivation. Regarding predictive modelling of equiv-
alent continuous noise level, examinations show that especially squeal noise occurrence can
have a significant impact. Thus, inclusion of predictors for curve squeal occurrence might be
beneficial. The investigation is carried out by comparing model benchmarks with and without
consideration of curve squeal occurrence predictors. For complete comparability in mentioned
final predictor evaluations, the same data splits are used.

The final model building process (refer to Figure 55 left for regression and right for classi-
fication) is focused on data points in C1 and C5 as both are the only long-term measurement
campaigns and thus allowing a wide variety of environmental conditions to include. Moreover,
both campaigns show completely different track conditions, which is also beneficial in terms
of model training. Thus, as described previously, models are trained on 65 % of data points
in C1 and C5 in case of classification and 75 % of data points in the mentioned sections in
case of regression. The strategy is justified by the main scope of building a model, which is
applicable on new sections and new datasets. Thus, beside test and evaluation set (only in
classification), the models can be applied to data points of C2, C3 and C4 (further referred
as validation sets). Hence, a direct benchmark of application on a new section – unknown
by the model – can be evaluated. Since there are completely different curve radii, climatic
conditions and train type distributions involved, that depicts a value for general applicability
on other sections and datasets. The final model is chosen on behalf of the latter application
method in conjunction with reached benchmarks in ROC (classification) and RMSE (regres-
sion). Both are also used in model training to choose the best performing tuning parameters
for the present task. Final models are described and interpreted in detail depending on their
complexity.

For the classification tasks – predicting occurrence of flanging noise, squeal noise and
HF squeal noise – the default probability cut-off (0.5 or 50 %), which decides whether a
train pass by is predicted as positive (i.e. curve squeal occurrence) or negative (no curve
squeal occurrence) is not ideal due to severe class imbalance especially regarding squeal noise.
Alternative cut-off points are investigated by plotting the ROC curve of the model applied to
the evaluation set (as described in the first paragraph of the current subsection). The ROC
curve depicts sensitivity on the y-axis and 1−specificity on the x-axis. It has to be borne in
mind that defining an alternative cut-off value is not improving overall model performance –
it is rather a shift between sensitivity and specificity. Thus, setting a lower cut-off probability
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Figure 55: Overview of data quantity and distribution for the final modelling step focusing on
data points in C1 and C5 for model building – left for regression and right for classification

leads directly to a higher sensitivity and a lower specificity. Since the scope in curve squeal
detection is a high rate of detected events in conjunction with an acceptable rate of falsely
positive predictions to stay on the safe side, the focus lies in achieving a high sensitivity. The
examination is carried out on the one hand statistically by calculating the top left point on the
ROC curve, which states a balanced compromise between sensitivity and specificity, and the
Youden index17 as well as on the other hand empirically by focusing on slope change points
in the ROC curve. The slope of the ROC curve is an indicator of how much sensitivity is
gained in comparison to the loss of specificity. A steep slope indicates a high gain of sensitivity
with only minor losses in specificity, while the opposite illustrates a low sensitivity increase
causing a high loss in specificity. Other approaches like up- or down-sampling of data points
to achieve equal class frequencies or cost-sensitive training are not applied as they alternate
the model or the dataset, which adds a reasonable uncertainty to the model building process
as well as to the applicability on new datasets. Thus, they are seen as not appropriate for the
present modelling task.

As the thesis focuses on impact of environmental conditions, the consequences of a com-
plete exclusion of included environmental predictors is examined by training new models with
the reduced predictor set and comparing them by achieved statistical benchmarks. The focus
lies on models trained on data points of C1 and C5, while decision, which model performs
best, is made building on achieved benchmarks in the validation sets. Thus, a justification of
significance regarding environmental conditions for prediction is reached. The opposite case
– using only environmental predictors – is examined as well with the same approach. For
complete comparability, the same data splits as in the previously selected final model are
used in those evaluations.

6.3 Feature selection

After derivation of parameters and subsetting (see Chapter 5), the next step is to examine the
dataset on the one hand empirically and on the other hand statistically. The former approach
is predominately used to understand simple two dimensional correlations and for validation of
the outcome of the statistical computation. The latter is applied to investigate multivariate
dependencies in the dataset and to sort out parameters, which show no correlation with the

17The Youden index is computed with the sum of sensitivity and specificity subtracted by 1. The value is
maximised to evaluate the best performing cut-off probability. [113]
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outcome and hence may even compromise the following predictive modelling process depend-
ing on the applied model properties. The subsection is outlined in application of unsupervised
techniques, followed by discussion of each dependent variable, which is considered further in
the predictive modelling step (Subsection 6.4) – Broad, TonalLow, TonalHigh and Level. Ap-
pendix C provides a discussion on the remaining dependent variables – peak level and relative
occurrence time of each curve squeal type.

6.3.1 Unsupervised techniques

Unsupervised feature selection include dataset filtering in conjunction with near-zero or zero
variance and between predictor correlations as well as PCA. As previously stated, those meth-
ods are independent of the outcome, which enables a discussion without including dependent
variables.

Variance filter

The first step in pre-processing and parameter set investigation is filtering zero and near-
zero variance. The basic methodology is described in Subsection 6.1. Standard thresholds
are applied and conspicuous parameters are stated. For boolean or dummy variables, the
criterion of unique values is meaningless. Considering the whole dataset (all sections and all
train types), the following parameter are evaluated by applying standard threshold values:

• RainMmH: The frequency ratio is above 90, which is very high, however reasonable due
to many values of zero (in case of no rain). Unique values are also sparse mainly due to
the low resolution of the weather station in C1 - C3.

• RainDurSLT and RainMmSLT are influenced by the same issue as RainMmH with
frequency ratios of 82 and 186.

• RainDetect: Frequency ratio value is 25, which indicates a strong class imbalance (low
quantity of pass bys, where rain is present).

• SnowCm: Snow occurrence is very rare, which is also detected by that filter approach.

• HoarfrostPresent: High probability of hoarfrost occurrence is sparsely observed.

• TrainType.1: Freight train type A shows a frequency ratio of 28, which is primarily
caused by very few train pass-bys in C4 and C5 (refer to Figure 28).

• TrainType.2, TrainType.3 and TrainType.4 show even more severe frequency ratios with
219, 138 and 239, which are all very high.

• TrainOrientation.3, TrainOrientation.4, TrainOrientation.5 and TrainOrientation.6 dis-
tinguish double unit operation configurations, which are only predominant in C1. Fre-
quency ratio is with values between 31 and 36 evenly distributed.

• Loco.2: Locomotive type 2 is rarely observed in the train pass bys, which explains the
high frequency ratio of 79.
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• Loco.3 and Loco.4 show an even rarer occurrence with extreme frequency ratio values
of 1118 and 14548.

• FreeCurving: A frequency ratio of 30 indicates class imbalance, which is explainable by
the majority of data points with no curving restrictions (ideally calculated).

• RailType.2: This rail type is only present in C2, which is a section with few monitored
train pass bys and reasons the frequency ratio of 33.

Subsetting between sections leads to zero variance values for all predictor, which are used
to take different properties among sections into account. That includes R, Cant, LongSlope,
RailType, SleeperType and all rail roughness and track decay rate (except in C4 and C5,
where values are linearly interpolated between measurements at the beginning and at the end
of the campaign). Additionally, the following predictors show zero variance:

• MC_1: TrainType.2, TrainType.4, Loco.3, Loco.4

• MC_2: SnowCm, HoarfrostPresent, FrostPresent, Quarter, Month, TrainType.4,
FreeCurving

• MC_4: TrainType.3, Train.Type.4, TrainType.5, TrainOrientation.4, Train-
Orientation.5, TrainOrientation.6, Loco.1, Loco.2, Loco.3, Loco.4

• MC_5: TrainType.3, TrainType.4, TrainType.5, TrainOrientation.4, Train-
Orientation.5, TrainOrientation.6, Loco.1, Loco.2, Loco.3, Loco.4

Detection of near-zero variance is separated for further illustration only with two categories
(for better clarity): (I) frequency ratio under 40, which might be acceptable for inclusion, if
strong tendencies seem to be present; (II) frequency ratio of 40 or above, in which case
consideration can be excluded at all. The following near-zero variance predictors are identified
for section subsets:

• MC_1 I: RainMmH, RainDetect, TrainType.1, TrainType.7

• MC_1 II: RainDurSLT, RainMmSLT, DewMm, DewCumMm, HoarfrostPresent, Frost-
Present, TrainType.3, Loco.2

• MC_2 I: RainMmH, RainDetect, TrainType.2, Loco.3

• MC_2 II: RainDurSLT, RainMmSLT, TrainType.6, TrainOrientation.2, Train-
Orientation.3, TrainOrientation.4, TrainOrientation.5, TrainOrientation.6, Loco.4

• MC_4 I: RainMmH

• MC_4 II: SnowCm, HoarfrostPresent, TrainType.1, TrainType.2, TrainOrientation.3

• MC_5 I: RainDetect
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• MC_5 II: RainMmH, RainDurSLT, RainMmSLT, SnowCm, TrainType.1, TrainType.2,
TrainOrientation.3, FreeCuving

Train type separation over all sections leads to near-zero variance of train type predictors.
Moreover, dependent on the subset, the following parameters show zero variance:

• TT_A: HoarfrostPresent, TrainOrientation.1, TrainOrientation.2, TrainOrientation.3,
TrainOrientation.4, TrainOrientation.5, TrainOrientation.6, Loco.1, Loco.2, Loco.3,
Loco.4, MaxWheelDm

• TT_E: TrainOrientation.3, TrainOrientation.4, TrainOrientation.5, TrainOrientation.6,
Loco.4, RailType.3, SleeperType.2

• TT_F: Loco.1, Loco.2, Loco.3, Loco.4, MaxBogieDist, MaxWheelDm, FreeCurving

• TT_G: TrainOrientation.1, TrainOrientation.2, TrainOrientation.3, Train-
Orientation.4, TrainOrientation.5, TrainOrientation.6, Loco.1, Loco.2, Loco.3,
Loco.4, MaxBogieDist, MaxWheelDm, FreeCurving

From the remaining predictors, near-zero variance is present as follows:

• TT_A I: RainMmH, SnowCm

• TT_A II: RainDurSLT, RainMmSLT, FrostPresent

• TT_E I: RainMmH, RainDetect, MaxAoA

• TT_E II: RainDurSLT, RainMmSLT, DewMm, HoarfrostPresent, FrostPresent, Train-
Orientation.1, TrainOrientation.2, Loco.3

• TT_F I: RainDetect

• TT_F II: RainMmH, RainDurSLT, RainMmSLT, HoarfrostPresent, RailType.2

• TT_G I: RainDetect, RailType.3, SleeperType.2

• TT_G II: RainMmH, RainDurSLT, RainMmSLT, SnowCm, RailType.2

Further data splitting causes zero variance regarding TrainType, R, Cant, RailType,
SleeperType, LongSlope, rail roughness and track decay rate (for the two latter C4 and C5 is
an exception). Subset dependent zero variance predictors are:

• MC_1_TT_E: TrainOrientation.3, TrainOrientation.4, TrainOrientation.5, Train-
Orientation.6, Loco.3, Loco.4

• MC_1_TT_F: Loco.1, Loco.2, Loco.3, Loco.4, MaxBogieDist, MaxAoA,
MaxWheelDm, RSI, FreeCurving
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• MC_4_TT_G: TrainOrientation.1, TrainOrientation.2, TrainOrientation.3, Train-
Orientation.4, TrainOrientation.5, TrainOrientation.6, Loco.1, Loco.2, Loco.3, Loco.4,
MaxBogieDist, MaxAoA, MaxWheelDm, RSI, FreeCurving

• MC_5_TT_F: TrainOrientation.4, TrainOrientation.5, TrainOrientation.6, Loco.1,
Loco.2, Loco.3, Loco.4, MaxBogieDist, MaxAoA, MaxWheelDm, RSI, FreeCurving

• MC_5_TT_G: TrainOrientation.1, TrainOrientation.2, TrainOrientation.3, Train-
Orientation.4, TrainOrientation.5, TrainOrientation.6, Loco.1, Loco.2, Loco.3, Loco.4,
MaxBogieDist, MaxAoA, MaxWheelDm, RSI, FreeCurving

In the remaining predictor set, near-zero variance is detected as follows:

• MC_1_TT_E I: RainMmH, RainDetect

• MC_1_TT_E II: RainDurSLT, RainMmSLT, DewMm, DewCumMm, Hoarfrost-
Present, FrostPresent, TrainOrientation.1, TrainOrientation.2, Loco.2, MaxBogieDist,
MaxAoA

• MC_1_TT_F I: RainMmH, RainDetect

• MC_1_TT_F II: RainDurSLT, RainMmSLT, DewMm, HoarfrostPresent, FrostPresent

• MC_4_TT_G I: RainMmH

• MC_4_TT_G II: SnowCm, HoarfrostPresent

• MC_5_TT_F I: RainDetect, HoarfrostPresent

• MC_5_TT_F II: RainMmH, RainDurSLT, RainMmSLT, SnowCm, TrainOrientation.3

• MC_5_TT_G I: RainDetect

• MC_5_TT_G II: RainMmH, RainDurSLT, RainMmSLT, SnowCm

To conclude, rain, dew, snow and frost quantities are partly sparse. Quantities of train
types B, C and D are low compared to the other categories – especially E, F and G. That
issue also applies to locomotive types 3 and 4.

Between predictor correlations

Between predictor correlations can have a significant negative impact on statistic model
algorithms – even robust tree and rule-based approaches are influenced due to making a
somewhat random choice among correlated predictors in a split. Thus, although all predictors
are included, that aspect has to be borne in mind in the interpretation of results. The
illustration is separated in categories environment, general, vehicle, dynamic and track for
better clarity. Pair-wise negative or positive correlation values above an absolute threshold
of 0.9 (90 %) are depicted. Discussion on the whole dataset as well as alterations in subsets
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are provided. Predictors, which show no pair-wise correlations, are not mentioned separately.
Parameters included after applying the correlation search algorithm (refer to Subsection 6.1)
with threshold values of 0.75 and 0.9, are mentioned separately. Deviation between threshold
values is sparse, thus distinction is only noted if differences are present. It has to be pointed
out that the algorithm is only able to deal with numeric predictors. Hence, categorical ones
are converted to dummy variables with values zero (false) and one (true). However, the
conversion has no effect on the result.

Predictor correlations regarding environmental parameters are provided in Table 26.
Strong correlations are mainly notable between humidity quantities and also dew point. Since
relative pressure is used to compare sections on different altitudes, subsetting by sections
causes a high pair-wise correlation between Pressure and relative pressure quantities (Pres-
sureRel and PressureRelRail). Furthermore, CurveBreathing changes to high correlation with
TempAir, TempRail, SatPressure and SatPressureRail, if only section subsets are consid-
ered. The search algorithm only retains RainMmH, RainMmSLT, RainDetect, DewEvapMm,
DewMm and HoarfrostPresent as predictors in the whole dataset. Subsetting causes that
partly RainDurSLT, SnowCm, DewCumMm, DewPresent and FrostPresent are also kept.

General parameters show high correlations between the predictors Month, Week and Year-
Day. Changes in subsets are not present. However, the search algorithm excludes every
predictor in that category.

Regarding vehicle predictors, only TrainType.2 with MaxBogieDist and Loco.1 with Train-
Type.5 show high between predictor correlations in the whole dataset. Subsetting in sections
lead to equality in information of MaxBogieDist and MaxAoA as well as MaxWheelDm and
RSI, since only one curve radius value is present. Additionally, subset specific correlations
occur (see Table 27 and Table 28). The search algorithm retains TrainType.(1-4), TrainOri-
entation.4, Loco.3, Loco.4 and MaxAoA in the whole dataset. Regarding different subsets,
the following predictors are kept:

• MC_1: TrainType.1, TrainType.3, TrainType.7, TrainOrientation.4, Apl, MaxAoA

• MC_2: TrainType.2, TrainType.6, TrainType.7, TrainOrientation.(2-6), Loco.3,
Loco.4, Apl, MaxAoA, RSI

• MC_4: TrainType.1, TrainType.2, TrainType.6, TrainOrientation.1, Train-
Orientation.2, TrainOrientation.3, Apl, MaxAoA, RSI (only with threshold 0.9)

• MC_5: TrainType.1, TrainType.2, TrainOrientation.2, TrainOrientation.3, Apl,
MaxAoA

• TT_A: Apl, MaxAoA, FreeCurving

• TT_E: TrainOrientation.2, Loco.2, Loco.3, Apl, MaxAoA

• TT_F: TrainOrientation.2, Apl, MaxAoA, RSI

• TT_G: Apl, MaxAoA, RSI
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Predictor Pair-wise correlation
TempAir TempRail, SatPressure
TempRail TempAir, SatPressure, SatPressureRail
Hum AT.DPDiff
HumRail RT.DPDiff

DewPoint PartPressure, PartPressureRail, HumAbs, HumAbsRail,
HumSpec, HumSpecRail, MixRatio, MixRatioRail

HumRail RT.DPDiff
PressureRel PressureRelRail
PressureRelRail PressureRel
SatPressure TempAir, TempRail, SatPressureRail
SatPressureRail TempRail, SatPressure, DewEvapMm

PartPressure DewPoint, PartPressureRail, HumAbs, HumAbsRail, Hum-
Spec, HumSpecRail, MixRatio, MixRatioRail

PartPressureRail DewPoint, PartPressure, HumAbs, HumAbsRail, HumSpec,
HumSpecRail, MixRatio, MixRatioRail

HumAbs DewPoint, PartPressure, PartPressureRail, HumAbsRail,
HumSpec, HumSpecRail, MixRatio, MixRatioRail

HumAbsRail DewPoint, PartPressure, PartPressureRail, HumAbs, Hum-
Spec, HumSpecRail, MixRatio, MixRatioRail

HumSpec DewPoint, PartPressure, PartPressureRail, HumAbs, Hum-
AbsRail, HumSpecRail, MixRatio, MixRatioRail

HumSpecRail DewPoint, PartPressure, PartPressureRail, HumAbs, Hum-
AbsRail, HumSpec, MixRatio, MixRatioRail

MixRatio DewPoint, PartPressure, PartPressureRail, HumAbs, Hum-
AbsRail, HumSpec, HumSpecRail, MixRatioRail

MixRatioRail DewPoint, PartPressure, PartPressureRail, HumAbs, Hum-
AbsRail, HumSpec, HumSpecRail, MixRatio

DewEvapMm SatPressureRail
AT.DPDiff Hum, RT.DPDiff
RT.DPDiff HumRail, AT.DPDiff

Table 26: Between predictor correlations for environmental parameters in the whole dataset
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• MC_1_TT_E: TrainOrientation.2, Loco.2, Apl, MaxAoA

• MC_1_TT_F: TrainOrientation.2, Apl

• MC_4_TT_G: Apl

• MC_5_TT_F: TrainOrientation.3, Apl

• MC_5_TT_G: Apl

Dynamic properties show no correlations between predictors in the whole dataset. De-
pending on the subset, high correlations between Vmean and AccSide (all except TT_A
and TT_E) as well as between VDiff and AccTrain (in MC_1, MC_4, TT_E, TT_F,
MC_1_TT_E, MC_1_TT_F and MC_4_TT_G) appear. The search algorithm retains
AccTrain and AccSide in the whole dataset and in most subsets.

Correlations between track parameters in the whole dataset are illustrated partly in Ta-
ble 29. Rail roughness and track decay rate predictors show strong pair-wise correlations
between each other, which has to be borne in mind in further evaluations. Subsetting in
different sections removes most predictors due to zero variance. RR and TDR parameters in
C4/C5 are perfectly correlated due to linear interpolation, which makes an exclusion prefer-
able. The search algorithm keeps RailType.2, RailType.3 and SleeperType.2. Regarding
subsets, the following predictors are retained:

• MC_4: RR.OR.10, TDRv.OR.1600, TDRv.OR.2500, TDRv.OR.5000, TDRh.OR.1250,
TDRh.OR.1600, TDRh.IR.1250, TDRh.IR.1600, TDRh.IR.2500 (only with threshold
0.9)

• MC_5: RR.IR.5, TDRh.OR.1250, TDRh.OR.1600, TDRh.IR.1600, TDRh.IR.2500
(only with threshold 0.9)

• TT_A: RailType.2, RailType.3, SleeperType.2, TDRh.IR.1000, TDRh.IR.1250

• TT_E: RailType.2, RR.IR.3.15, RR.IR.2.5, TDRh.IR.1000, TDRh.IR.1250; only with
threshold 0.9: RR.IR.16, TDRh.OR.100, TDRh.OR.5000, TDRh.IR.2000

• TT_F: RailType.2, RailType.3, SleeperType.2, TDRh.IR.2000 (only with threshold
0.9)

• TT_G: RailType.2

• MC_4_TT_G: RR.OR.10, TDRv.OR.1600, TDRv.OR.2500, TDRv.OR.5000,
TDRh.OR.1250, TDRh.OR.1600, TDRh.IR.1250, TDRh.IR.1600; only with threshold
0.9: TDRv.OR.4000, TDRh.IR.2500

• MC_5_TT_F: RR.IR.5, TDRh.OR.1250, TDRh.OR.1600, TDRh.IR.1600,
TDRh.IR.2500 (only with threshold 0.9)

• MC_5_TT_G: RR.IR.5, TDRh.OR.1250, TDRh.OR.1600, TDRh.IR.1600,
TDRh.IR.2500 (only with threshold 0.9)
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Predictor Pair-wise correlation
MC_1
TrainType.5 Loco.1, MaxBogieDist, MaxAoA
TrainType.6 MaxBogieDist, MaxAoA
Loco.1 TrainType.5
MaxBogieDist TrainType.5, TrainType.6, MaxAoA
MaxAoA TrainType.5, TrainType.6, MaxBogieDist
MC_2
TrainType.2 MaxBogieDist, MaxAoA
TrainType.7 MaxWheelDm, RSI
MaxBogieDist TrainType.2, MaxAoA
MaxAoA TrainType.2, MaxBogieDist
MaxWheelDm TrainType.7, RSI
RSI TrainType.7, MaxWheelDm
MC_4
TrainType.2 MaxBogieDist, MaxAoA
MaxBogieDist TrainType.2, MaxAoA
MaxAoA TrainType.2, MaxBogieDist
MaxWheelDm RSI
RSI MaxWheelDm
MC_5
TrainType.2 MaxBogieDist, MaxAoA
TrainType.6 TrainType.7, Apl
TrainType.7 TrainType.6, Apl, MaxWheelDm, RSI
Apl TrainType.6, TrainType.7
MaxBogieDist TrainType.2, MaxAoA
MaxAoA TrainType.2, MaxBogieDist
MaxWheelDm TrainType.7, RSI
RSI TrainType.7, MaxWheelDm

Table 27: Between predictor correlations for vehicle parameters in subsets "MC"
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Predictor Pair-wise correlation
TT_A
MaxAoA RSI
RSI MaxAoA
TT_E
Loco.1 MaxWheelDm
MaxAoA RSI
MaxWheelDm Loco.1
RSI MaxAoA
TT_F
Apl MaxAoA, RSI
MaxAoA Apl, RSI
RSI Apl, MaxAoA
TT_G
MaxAoA RSI
RSI MaxAoA
MC_1_TT_E
TrainOrientation.1 TrainOrientation.2, Loco.2
TrainOrientation.2 TrainOrientation.1, Loco.2
Loco.1 MaxWheelDm, RSI, FreeCurving
Loco.2 TrainOrientation.1, TrainOrientation.2
MaxBogieDist MaxAoA
MaxAoA MaxBogieDist
MaxWheelDm Loco.1, RSI, FreeCurving
RSI Loco.1, MaxWheelDm, FreeCurving
FreeCurving Loco.1, MaxWheelDm, RSI
MC_5_TT_F
TrainOrientation.1 TrainOrientation.2
TrainOrientation.2 TrainOrientation.1

Table 28: Between predictor correlations for vehicle parameters in subsets "TT" and
"MC_TT"
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Predictor Pair-wise correlation
R RailType.2, RR.IR.8, TDRv.OR.160, TDRv.OR.5000
Cant RR.IR.6.3, RR.IR.5
RailType.2 R, TDRv.OR.160, TDRv.OR.5000, TDRv.IR.315
RailType.3 SleeperType.2, LongSlope, RR.OR.25, RR.OR.20,

RR.OR.16, RR.OR.12.5, RR.OR.10, RR.OR.8, RR.OR.6.3,
RR.OR.5, RR.OR.0.63, RR.IR.25, RR.IR.12.5, RR.IR.10,
RR.IR.2.5, TDRv.IR.800, TDRv.IR.1000, TDRv.IR.2000,
TDRh.OR.100, TDRh.OR.315, TDRh.OR.400,
TDRh.OR.500, TDRh.OR.630, TDRh.OR.800,
TDRh.OR.1000, TDRh.IR.125, TDRh.IR.400,
TDRh.IR.500, TDRh.IR.630, TDRh.IR.800

SleeperType.2 RailType.3, LongSlope, RR.OR.25, RR.OR.20, RR.OR.16,
RR.OR.12.5, RR.OR.10, RR.OR.8, RR.OR.6.3,
RR.OR.5, RR.OR.0.63, RR.IR.25, RR.IR.12.5, RR.IR.10,
RR.IR.2.5, TDRv.IR.800, TDRv.IR.1000, TDRv.IR.2000,
TDRh.OR.100, TDRh.OR.315, TDRh.OR.400,
TDRh.OR.500, TDRh.OR.630, TDRh.OR.800,
TDRh.OR.1000, TDRh.IR.125, TDRh.IR.400,
TDRh.IR.500, TDRh.IR.630, TDRh.IR.800

LongSlope SleeperType.2, RailType.3, RR.OR.20, RR.OR.8,
RR.OR.6.3, RR.OR.5, RR.OR.4, RR.OR.2, RR.OR.1.6,
RR.OR.0.63, TDRv.IR.100, TDRv.IR.500, TDRh.IR.400,
TDRh.IR.500, TDRh.IR.630

Table 29: Between predictor correlations for track parameters in the whole dataset
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Between predictor correlations are present especially in terms of environmental and track
predictors. The applied detection algorithm sorts out important variables and does not seem
to provide a satisfying predictor selection. The lack of connection to a dependent variable
is clearly visible, however that issue refers to all unsupervised methods. Thus, reduction of
between predictor correlations has to be carried out empirically building on the pair-wise
correlation incidents, which are pointed out in the current subsection.

Principal component analysis

PCA is a suitable technique for high between predictor correlations and for the scope of
parameter reduction by building a new, uncorrelated set of predictors. The application in
the present case targets an estimation of how much components are needed to catch the
majority of variance in the dataset and how well predictors can be represented by those. For
the former, a recommended cut point is to dismiss principal components, which show an
eigenvalue under one – meaning the principal components accounts for less variance in the
dataset than a single predictor (in a standardized input set) [204]. To investigate quality of
representation by a principal component, square cosine values are calculated. High quantities
indicate good representation, while low values account for the opposite [205]. Prior to the
calculation, predictors are pre-processed with steps 3 and 4 (see Subsection 6.1.1), which is
necessary due to comparison of variance.

Table 30 provides an overview of how much principal components are needed to represent
the bulk of variance in the predictor set. Rows state subsets and columns illustrate predictor
sets. Separation is done in parameter groups environment (Env), general (Gen), vehicle
(Veh), dynamic (Dyn) and track (Tr). The latter is further subcategorized in sets with only
RR and/or TDR values as well as track quantities without TDR and RR predictors (referred
as "Tr o"). As can be seen, although predictor quantity is large regarding TDR and RR,
few principal components are needed to describe those values. Strong correlations in the
parameter set of environment can also be avoided by application of PCA.

Quality of representation is depicted as a list of variables in each subset, which cannot be
sufficiently described by principal components. No subset regarding predictors are pictured
because bad description of parameters in different parameter groups are mostly the same.
The threshold value of squared cosine values is set to 0.8 – hence only excluding very good
representation values. The following predictors are not satisfactorily described (list sorted in
decreasing squared cosine value):

• All: TrainOrientation.3, AccTrain, RainMmSLT, Loco.3, AccSide, SunRad, Free-
Curving, CurveBreathing, TrainType.3, DewEvapMm, HoursSLT, RainMmH, VDiff,
DewCumMm, RainDurSLT, TrainOrientation.2, Loco.2, DewMm, SnowCm, WindAbs,
TrainType.4, Quarter, Clouds, Loco.4, WindDir

• MC_1: FreeCurving, SunRad, Loco.2, DewMm, DewCumMm, DewEvapMm, Train-
Orientation.2, RainMmSLT, Quarter, WindAbs, HoursSLT, SnowCm, Clouds, Wind-
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dataset All Env Gen Veh Dyn Tr RR TDR
v

TDR
h TDR TDR

RR
Tr
o

All 22 6 2 11 2 6 4 5 4 5 6 2
MC_1 16 6 2 8 2 – – – – – – –
MC_2 17 6 2 11 2 – – – – – – –
MC_4 14 7 2 5 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 –
MC_5 14 6 2 5 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 –
TT_A 12 5 2 2 2 4 3 4 4 4 4 3
TT_E 12 6 2 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TT_F 19 6 2 5 2 5 3 4 3 5 5 2
TT_G 13 6 2 1 2 5 4 5 4 5 5 2
MC_1_
TT_E

12 6 2 2 2 – – – – – – –

MC_1_
TT_F

15 6 2 5 2 – – – – – – –

MC_4_
TT_G

11 6 2 – 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 –

MC_5_
TT_F

11 6 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 –

MC_5_
TT_G

10 6 2 – 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 –

Table 30: Quantity of principal components needed to describe the majority of variance
divided in subsets of data points and predictors
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Dir, TrainType.3

• MC_2: YearDay, DewEvapMm, RainMmH, SunRad, Apl, TrainOrientation.5, Loco.1,
WindAbs, DewMm, DewCumMm, TrainOrientation.4, Hour, WindDir, Loco.3, Rain-
DurSLT, TrainOrientation.2, Clouds, Loco.4, HoursSLT

• MC_4: TrainType.1, DewEvapMm, SunRad, Hour, DewMm, RainDurSLT, HoursSLT,
WindAbs, DewCumMm, WindDir, SnowCm, TrainOrientation.3, Clouds

• MC_5: VDiff, RainMmSLT, FreeCurving, SunRad, WindDir, SnowCm, Hour, Dew-
EvapMm, AccTrain, RainDurSLT, RainMmH, DewMm, WindAbs, Quarter, HoursSLT,
DewCumMm, Clouds

• TT_A: DewEvapMm, RainDurSLT, RainMmH, SunRad, RainMmSLT, DewCumMm,
SnowCm, WindAbs, DewMm, Quarter, Hour, HoursSLT, AccSide, Clouds, Apl, Max-
BogieDist, WindDir

• TT_E: Hour, TrainOrientation.2, DewMm, DewCumMm, DewEvapMm, Train-
Orientation.1, Loco.3, Apl, RainDurSLT, Quarter, WindAbs, SnowCm, Clouds, Wind-
Dir, HoursSLT

• TT_F: RainDurSLT, HoursSLT, SunRad, RainMmH, DewEvapMm, DewMm, Quarter,
SnowCm, DewCumMm, Clouds, WindAbs, WindDir

• TT_G: RainMmSLT, CurveBreathing, SunRad, DewEvapMm, Hour, RainMmH, Rain-
DurSLT, SnowCm, DewMm, WindAbs, DewCumMm, Quarter, WindDir, Clouds,
HoursSLT

• MC_1_TT_E: RainMmSLT, DewCumMm, DewMm, DewEvapMm, WindDir,
Quarter, WindAbs, SnowCm, Apl, Clouds, HoursSLT

• MC_1_TT_F: WindDir, Hour, Apl, RainMmH, DewMm, SunRad, RainMmSLT,
DewCumMm, DewEvapMm, Quarter, WindAbs, SnowCm, Clouds, HoursSLT

• MC_4_TT_G: DewEvapMm, Hour, SunRad, SnowCm, Apl, WindDir, DewMm, Rain-
DurSLT, WindAbs, HoursSLT, Clouds, DewCumMm

• MC_5_TT_F: AccTrain, RainMmH, SunRad, Hour, RainDurSLT, DewEvapMm,
DewMm, WindDir, SnowCm, Quarter, WindAbs, DewCumMm, Clouds, HoursSLT

• MC_5_TT_G: RainMmSLT, Apl, AccTrain, DewEvapMm, SunRad, SnowCm, Hour,
DewMm, RainMmH, RainDurSLT, WindAbs, Quarter, DewCumMm, HoursSLT,
Clouds

The strength of PCA lies in describing high correlations between predictors as uncorre-
lated principal components, which are linear combinations of the originals. Weakness occurs
if predictors are completely uncorrelated with other ones. In that case the solution of PCA
is to generate a component for each of them, which misses the scope of predictor reduction.
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Thus, for all mentioned predictors, which cannot be sufficiently described by PCA, a low cor-
relation can be assumed and they could be included separately probably with some principal
components generated from highly correlated predictor groups.

6.3.2 Flanging noise occurrence

Univariate statistical analysis is not capable of extracting highly important predictors in
terms of flanging noise occurrence (referred as Broad) in the whole dataset (see Figure 56)
as well as in any subset. Four vehicle predictors (MaxBogieDist, MaxAoA, TrainType.6
and Apl) are ranked top, followed by track parameters. Environmental predictors are listed
in midfield. However, differences among parameters are low. Thus, empirical findings are
discussed without comparison to univariate statistical outcome. The second part discusses
performance and findings of applied multivariate statistical algorithms. The subsection is
concluded by a brief summary of most important trends and building on that final influence
parameters for predictive modelling are defined. General tendencies in sections and in
conjunction with different train types are discussed in Subsection 5.7 as well as depicted
there in Figure 42. To avoid influence from train type distribution and section dependencies
overall and in subsets "TT" and "MC", the empirical evaluation is focused on "MC_TT"
splits.

Figure 56: Predictor importance scores regarding flanging noise occurrence for the whole
dataset evaluated with a univariate ROC curve evaluation (achieved benchmarks between 0.6
and 0.5) and coloured in groups dynamic (red), vehicle (blue), environmental (green), track
(purple) and general (orange)

In general, negative correlation to curve radius is indicated by freight and passenger trains
– especially between narrow radii (≤ 256 m) and higher ones (440 m) (see Table 31). However,
weak statistical significance (foremost regarding C2) for that observation has to be pointed
out. Train type D only operates in C3 and is therefore skipped in the illustration. Among
narrow radii (≤ 256 m), freight trains show a generally high frequency of occurrence (67 % to
79 %), whereas train types E, G and other indicate low values (16 % to 31 %). The remaining
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categories show mediocre values. Other track parameters show no correlations.
While loco type indicates partly controversial tendencies in subsets – all with weak statis-

tical significance –, train orientation shows visible correlations regarding train type F in C1
(high statistical significance) with an increase of 6 % in the pulled stated compared to the
pushed one. However, that trend is only hardly given (difference 1 %) in MC_5_TT_F. Fur-
thermore, significant differences between single unit and double unit operation are observed.
The former causes up to 20 % less frequency of occurrence (maximum between TrainOrienta-
tion.5 and TrainOrientation.1). Position of power coaches in double units is also relevant with
lowest probability values in TrainOrientation.3 (power unit in front and middle position, refer
to Figure 27) and highest in TrainOrientation.5 (both power units in the middle) – difference
5 %. The other two configurations lie in between. Thus, frequency of occurrence for single
unit operation is equal to C5, however the overall probability in C1 is significantly higher
because about 80 % of monitored trains are operated in double units. The reason behind is
quite simple – a train pass bys of the same train type with more axles have a higher proba-
bility that one wheel is radiating flanging noise. Moreover, vehicle dynamics are not ideal in
a pushed state because the traction force vector points straight forward while the train head
already has to traverse the curve.

Distinct seasonal/monthly/weekly/daily alterations in frequency of occurrence among the
year are visible (refer to Table 32). Beside their generally high deviation magnitudes, all
depicted subsets show extreme values in January and partly lower levels in summer months.
In C1, raised levels for both categories occur in October and November, while train type
G in C5 (significantly higher statistical significance compared to train type F in the same
section) indicate generally raised levels between September and December. Variations among
months are large with up to 18 % and 31 % in C1 (train types E and F) as well as up to
64 % and 22 % in C5 (train types F and G) – excluding extremes in January. Detailed
empirical examination reveals that those can be almost solely explained by relative humidity.
Other environmental predictors – like temperature and absolute humidity – show correlations
as well, however it seems that they represent the same trend as relative humidity. Their
magnitude changes over the year significantly. Furthermore, the values are also dependent
on general climatic conditions at certain sites. Both disadvantages can be countered by
consideration of a relative humidity quantity. Figure 57 illustrates a function of absolute
frequency of occurrence18 regarding train pass bys with flanging noise occurrence (red) and
without curve squeal in general (blue) in conjunction with relative rail humidity. From that,
a relative frequency of occurrence among the range of relative rail humidity can be extracted
(see Figure 58). As can be seen, considering the whole dataset, the probability of flanging
noise occurrence exceeds 40 % between 46 % and 93 % and lies above 50 % in a range from
62 % to 77 % (peaking with 52 % at 72 %). That tendency is also visible in most subsets. Even
in C2 and C3, where rather different climatic conditions are present and the campaign lasted
only one month, a weak trend is visible, however sufficient validation over the year in those

18Since different sample quantities are depicted, a density function with a Gaussian kernel distribution
using 512 points is calculated for both datasets and afterwards scaled by each sample quantity to achieve
direct comparability.
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datasets is not possible. Thus, the tendency seems to be section and train type independent.
However, it has to be pointed out that such detailed examinations need a sufficient quantity of
data points, which is only reached regarding train types E, F and G as well as in C1 and C5.
Dry conditions (< 40 % relative rail humidity) as well as humid ones (> 100 % relative rail
humidity) cause a significantly lower frequency of occurrence regarding flanging noise. The
highly correlated predictor RT.DPDiff shows the same tendency in a value range between
1 °C and 12 °C (exceeding 40 %) and peaks above 50 % between 4 °C and 7 °C. Quantities
derived with air temperature – Hum and AT.DPDiff – indicate roughly the same trend,
however not as distinct as the former quantities. Therefore, consideration of rail temperature
instead of air temperature seems necessary. The dependency on a narrow range of relative
humidity leads to completely different daytime behaviour among the year. Hourly observations
among months are provided in Table 33 for train type G in C5 as it is by far the most
occurring, a very homogeneous one and independent to train orientation influence. Moreover,
depiction ensures independence of deviating train type or section influence. However, it
has to be pointed out that values depend largely on climatic conditions at different locations,
where relative humidity distribution over the year can be completely different. Thus, monthly
and daytime behaviour might deviate significantly from the illustration in other locations.
Statistical significance is reached with usually monitored train pass bys in a range of 50 to
100 per month and hour. The only exceptions refer to January and May, where train counts
drop to 12 to 40 per month and hour. The depicted hour value represents always the starting
time – e.g. hour 5 covers a range between 5 a.m. and 5:59 a.m. Hour values, which are not
added, lack of sufficient train pass by quantity. In months, where the mentioned humidity
range is often present (e.g. January in C1 and C5 – in both, similar climatic conditions
and altitudes are present), extreme frequency of occurrence distributed over the whole day
is observable. The opposite is indicated in summer, where those conditions are usually only
present in a narrow time in the morning and late in the evening. As can be seen, starting
in September and peaking in January, overall frequency of occurrence raises and daytime
influence begins to change from early morning/evening to morning/midday. Strong negative
correlations are observed in conjunction with RainDetect (hardly any flanging noise during
rain) in all considered subsets, which complies with past research. In the whole dataset,
frequency of occurrence is reduced from overall 32.0 % (without any additional filtering of
conditions) to 1.4 % in case of rain. Moreover, frost and hoarfrost conditions result in a large
reduction of frequency of occurrence in all splits with decline magnitudes of 15 % to 20 %
(train type E and G) and 35 % to 40 % (train type F). Interestingly, dew presence leads to
a reduction, too, however not as much as rain or frost with about 8 % (train type E), 10 %
to 20 % (train type F) and 15 % (train type G). Moreover, RainMmSLT in combination with
RainDurSLT can also greatly reduce probability. The relationship behind depends on how
fast the rail is drying, which is difficult to model and furthermore nearly impossible to include
in a predictive model.

All other parameters show either a weak, a controversial or no trend at all in empirical
examination.
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train type 226 m
(C4)

230 m
(C5)

256 m
(C1)

310 m
(C3)

440 m
(C2) unit

A 66.7 68.4 78.7 54.0 55.6 %
B 69.2 75.4 – 40.0 33.3 %
C – – 4.8 28.9 30.2 %
E – – 23.2 – 20.9 %
F 31.6 43.1 56.4 – 6.2 %
G 31.0 28.3 17.5 – 5.5 %
other 24.1 26.2 16.4 18.9 0.0 %

Table 31: Frequency of occurrence regarding flanging noise distinguished by train type and
curve radius with colour theme for statistical significance – red (weak), orange (mediocre),
green (strong)

subset month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

MC_1_TT_E 79 14 27 32 15 16 22 – – 32 31 17
MC_1_TT_F 100 44 58 59 68 49 68 – – 75 70 50
MC_5_TT_F 69 13 33 77 56 69 62 45 66 45 19 45
MC_5_TT_G 67 27 19 23 23 29 16 18 36 38 30 36

Table 32: Monthly relative frequency of occurrence in units % regarding Broad over the year
with colour theme for statistical significance – red (weak), orange (mediocre), green (strong)

Figure 57: Absolute frequency function of relative rail humidity train pass by distribution
with flanging noise occurrence (red) and without any type of curve squeal (blue) – data from
the whole dataset
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Figure 58: Relative frequency of flanging noise occurrence among the range of relative rail
humidity – data from the whole dataset

hour month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

5
6 + + +
7 + + + +
8 + + + + +
9 + + + +
10 + + + + +
11 + + +
12 + + + +
13 + +
14 + + +
15 + + +
16 + + + +
17 + + +
18 + + + +
19 + + + +
20 + + + + +
21 + + + + +
22 + + + + + +
23 + + + +

range [%] 68-
80

30-
40

25-
35

30-
38

30-
55

40-
52

20-
23

25-
30

43-
54

44-
52

37-
43

50-
63

Table 33: Daytime influence over the year on flanging noise occurrence and additionally
probability range in the marked area of the day (last row) – watch out, depicted time zone is
UTC +1 and daylight saving time between March and October (UTC +2)
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From all applied statistical models, complex tree algorithms (Boosted Tree and Random
Forest) achieve the best performance with mostly distinct difference compared to linear or
non-linear approaches. Both methods carry out embedded feature selection. Overall, Random
Forest classification outperforms the Boosted Tree approach slightly (illustrated in Table 34),
however computational effort is huge. Computation time with the whole dataset is 36 hours
for Random Forest compared to 4.5 hours for the Boosted Tree algorithm. If computational
cost is weighted high, the Bagged Tree algorithm (0.3 hours) is recommendable since it
results only in slightly worse performance. In general, achieved benchmarks are good and due
to applied five times repeated 10-fold cross validation, good predictive ability on the same
boundary conditions is indicated. Moreover, the achieved benchmark of the whole dataset is
similar compared to subsets, which indicates that the algorithms are capable of dealing with
different sections and train types in one model. Referring to Table 34, the main difference to
point out is the partly large reduction in quantity of used predictors in the Boosted Tree model.

subset
Boosted Tree Random Forest

ROC number of
predictors ROC number of

predictors
All 0.86 165 0.87 188
MC_1 0.85 54 0.86 64
MC_2 0.80 43 0.79 56
MC_4 0.85 46 0.85 171
MC_5 0.87 50 0.88 171
TT_A 0.73 74 0.74 169
TT_E 0.81 50 0.82 173
TT_F 0.85 126 0.87 174
TT_G 0.86 131 0.87 168
MC_1_TT_E 0.82 45 0.83 54
MC_1_TT_F 0.81 45 0.83 51
MC_4_TT_G 0.85 39 0.84 160
MC_5_TT_F 0.90 44 0.92 162
MC_5_TT_G 0.86 41 0.87 160

Table 34: Results of best performing regression models achieved with Boosted Tree and
Random Forest

Since the present step is to select few competitive predictors for the final predictive mod-
elling step, variable importance scores are compared in Figure 59 – depiction is capped at
25 % relative predictor importance. In addition to taking more predictors into account, the
predictor importance scores in the Random Forest model decline not as steep as in the Boosted
Tree. The cause is that in the latter every tree in each iteration is dependent on the tree in
the previous iteration, thus, importance of high ranked predictors is magnified in each step of
the loop (more about tree correlation is explained in Subsection 6.1).

Track parameters R, Cant, LongSlope, RailType and SleeperType are either not included
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Figure 59: Relative predictor importance in the Boosted Tree (left) and Random Forest (right)
model fitted to the whole dataset

at all (in Boosted Tree) or rated with a low importance score (in Random Forest). Few
TDR and RR values are listed slightly above 25 %, however all others are ranked low or are
excluded. Thus, significant section dependent influence on frequency of occurrence regarding
flanging noise is not evaluated statistically, although empirical investigation indicates
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differences partly (see Table 31). Therefore, observed deviations are taken into account in
the shown statistical model by inclusion of other predictors. In terms of vehicle dependent
predictors, Apl is rated top considering the whole dataset as well as ranked high in other
subsets. An influence is also visible in empirical evaluation. By inclusion of Apl, train type
distinction in general between freight and passenger trains as well as between single and
double unit operation is possible. The latter is also separately included in Random Forest
and thus a distinct influence is also detected statistically. However, axle count as well as
train length is impossible to know in a prediction task. Hence, it is not suitable to consider
Apl in a predictive model. The predictor group for bogie distance and wheel diameter –
MaxBogieDist, MaxAoA, RSI and MaxWheelDm – is listed with relatively low importance.
RSI and also the connected FreeCurving variable show the best correlation empirically and
deliver a reasonable explanation – with growing wheel diameter and decreasing curve radius,
the probability of traversing a curve without flange contact declines. TrainType.1 (type A)
and TrainType.6 (type F) are also listed, presumably because both show a higher frequency of
occurrence compared to other types. Dynamic predictors – especially AccTrain – are ranked
high to mediocre. Empirical investigation shows hardly any influence of AccTrain, which
indicates a misleading statistical correlation. The same applies to VDiff. Both predictors
are compromised by the isolation joint in C5, where all trains loose speed due to a short
section without traction. Overall dependency on train speed is not observed empirically.
Regarding AccSide, a proportional relationship to probability is observable at least in tight
curves and distinct regarding freight traffic in C4 and C5. The influence is reasonable
since the outer wheels tend to flange contact with growing lateral acceleration. YearDay
is ranked high, which indicates over-fitting of the model approaches. The Random Forest
model lists also the other general predictors – Quarter, Month and Week – with mediocre
to low importance. Influence is already discussed in empirical examination and justified
by the statistical ranking. Interestingly, HoursSLT is also listed in both with low assigned
importance score. No visible correlations are observed empirically, however influence might
be compromised by freight trains operating in the night hours, where the predictor indicates
a higher value. A bulk of environmental predictors is listed with high importance at least
in the Random Forest model, which justifies their high impact further. Perfectly complying
to the empirical examination, relative humidity indicators are top ranked – AT.DPDiff leads
among them in both models. Pressure quantities are also top ranked, which is on the one
hand for absolute pressure compromised by different section altitudes. On the other hand,
impact of relative pressure quantities lacks of a physical explanation and is also only weakly
shown in empirical investigation. Thus, it is assumed that they represent a misleading trend
or at least can be sufficiently expressed by other environmental parameters. Temperature and
absolute humidity quantities are also listed with high importance scores, however empirical
examination indicates that they only depict the same trend as relative humidity with the
downside of high magnitude changes over the year and also no comparability to other
locations with different climatic conditions. Rain predictors are ranked with low to mediocre
importance. Their impact is weakened statistically due to few data points, where rain is
present at all. The same affects frost and hoarfrost, which causes that they are not listed at all.
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To summarise, regarding track parameters, negative correlation to curve radius is indicated
by freight and passenger trains – especially between narrow radii (≤ 256 m) and higher ones
(440 m). In terms of vehicle predictors, strong train type dependencies are present – freight
trains indicate a generally high probability, train types C, D and F a mediocre one and the
rest a lower probability value. Moreover, curve radius and wheel diameter influence can be
represented by RSI, which shows a reasonable correlation to the outcome.

Separate vehicle influence is observed in terms of double unit operation and train orien-
tation – distinguishing pushed and pulled state as well as different configuration in double
units. The former is simply caused by a doubled axle quantity and raises frequency of occur-
rence by up to 20 %. The latter is foremost observable regarding single unit trainsets with a
power coach (1 % to 6 %). Furthermore, train configuration of trainsets with power coaches
in double unit operation shows deviations in a range of 5 % – with a worst case if both power
units are in the middle and the best case if both are pulling their trainsets. Although train
configuration shows a partly distinct influence, it is excluded from the final predictive model
due to unknown alterations in operation.

Dynamic dependency is observed in terms of lateral acceleration. Speed difference, accel-
eration and deceleration as well as train speed show no general correlations.

Distinct alterations in probability magnitude among the year and additionally regarding
daytime are observed. Detailed empirical investigation shows an almost exclusive connection
to relative humidity quantities. Past research found an inverse relationship of relative surface
humidity and friction coefficient [19]. However, the peak frequency of occurrence (exceeding
50 %) observed over the whole dataset lies between 62 % and 77 % relative rail humidity
(peaking with 52 % at 72 %). In the remaining area, steep decreases below 45 % and above
90 % are present. That trend is also observed in most subsets and thus seems to be section
and train type independent. The latter may be caused by beginning dew formation or rain
occurrence. The tendency in dry air is not entirely explainable, nevertheless accords with
the trend of low probability in conjunction with higher temperatures. Notably, relative
humidity quantities derived with rail temperature show better and more distinct correlations
to the outcome. Hence, consideration of rail temperature seems necessary. The correlation of
relative humidity perfectly explains the alterations over the year and in daytime. In autumn
and winter (between September and January), overall frequency of occurrence is higher
due to more hours of relative rail humidity in the critical range (peaking in January). Hot
months (July and August) show the least observed probability. Daytime influence is also
connectable to relative rail humidity depending on typical hours, where critical values are
present. In spring, summer and autumn, conditions favour occurrence early in the morning
and in the afternoon (in summer only late in the evening), whereas in winter (especially
November and December), daylight hours (late morning/midday) are predestined. In the
latter months, frequent frost conditions are present, which additionally suppress flanging
noise. It has to be pointed out that presented tendencies regarding seasons and daytime may
alternate greatly in different local climatic conditions. Both measurement sections (C1 and
C5), where those trends are observed, have similar climatic conditions as well as nearly the
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parameter name in model type value
range unit

train type dummy vari-
ables (1 mediocre, 2 low,
rest zero)

TrainType.(1-2) categorical [0;1] -

double unit operation DoubleUnit categorical [0;1] -
RSI RSI continuous [0,∞[ -
lateral acceleration AccSide continuous ]-∞,∞[ ms-2

difference between rail
temperature and dew
point

RT.DPDiff continuous ]-∞,∞[ °C

rain occurrence RainDetect categorical [0;1] -
dew presence DewPresent categorical [0;1] -
frost conditions FrostPresent categorical [0;1] -

Table 35: Mathematical description of the final parameter set applied to predict Broad

same altitude. In general, daily variations in frequency of occurrence are well connectable
to humid and/or frosty days, which leads to a significant decrease. In general, rain shows
the most reduction in probability (decline in the whole dataset from 32.0 % without
rain to 1.4 % train pass bys with detected flanging noise while rain), followed by hoarfrost
(from 30.6 % to 2.5 %), frost (from 30.8 % to 8.7 %) and dew presence (from 29.9 % to 18.2 %).

Building on the results of empirical and statistical investigation and pursuing the scope of
constructing a practical model, the following predictors are chosen for predictive modelling:

• Train type distinguished in three categories depending on their basic tendency to cause
flanging noise – high (type A and B), mediocre (type C, D, F), low (type E, G, other)

• double unit operation

• RSI (represents curve radius and wheel diameter)

• lateral acceleration (leads to inclusion of radius and cant as well)

• relative humidity indicator (best performing predictor RT.DPDiff evaluated in Subsec-
tion 6.4)

• rain occurrence

• dew presence

• frost conditions (contains frost and hoarfrost)

Thus, predictor quantity is shrunk to nine. Table 35 provides a mathematical description
of each predictor.
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6.3.3 Squeal noise occurrence

Univariate statistical analysis in conjunction with squeal noise occurrence (referred as
TonalLow) is not able to identify distinct influences (refer to Figure 60) among the whole
dataset as well as in subsets. Track parameters (in first few places only TDR and RR values)
are ranked top in combination with some high ranks of vehicle predictors – TrainType.7
(type G), RSI and Apl –, which indicates large differences between sections and train types.
However, distinct train type differences lead to high rankings of track parameters since
significant deviations in train type distribution among sections are present. Environmental,
general and dynamic predictors are ranked in the lower half. Differences in scores among
parameters are low. Thus, empirical findings are discussed without comparison to univariate
statistical outcome. The second part discusses performance and findings of applied multivari-
ate statistical methods. The subsection is concluded by a brief summary of most important
trends and building on that final influence parameters for predictive modelling are defined.
General tendencies in sections and in conjunction with different train types are discussed in
Subsection 5.7 as well as depicted there in Figure 43. To avoid influence from train type
distribution and section dependencies overall and in subsets "TT" and "MC", the empirical
evaluation is focused on "MC_TT" splits.

Figure 60: Predictor importance regarding squeal noise occurrence evaluated with a univariate
ROC-curve evaluation (scores between 0.67 and 0.50) and coloured in groups dynamic (red),
vehicle (blue), environmental (green), track (purple) and general (orange)

Detailed empirical analysis reveals a significant dependency on curve radius – in general
less frequency of occurrence with increasing radius (illustrated in Table 36). It has to be
pointed out that some values are derived with low statistical significance (red). Train type
D only operates in C3 and is therefore skipped in the illustration. The significant increase of
train type F between C4/C5 and C1 is explainable by an increased frequency of occurrence in
double unit operation (further discussed below), while train type G and freight trains indicate
a declining trend. A significant drop in frequency of occurrence is observable between all
narrower radii (≤ 310 m) and 440 m, while in the former range no steep decreases are shown
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– apart from freight trains in C4 and C5, where probability values are extreme. Notably, the
latter correlates with very low Apl values of 0.14 m-1 compared to monitored freight trains in
other sections, which indicates a large distance between axles or bogies worsening the curving
performance especially in conjunction with low curve radii. Regarding train type differences
in narrow radii (≤ 256 m), freight trains (excluding the abnormally high values in C4/C5 and
evaluated double unit impact) show similar probability rates as passenger train categories C,
E and F (13 % to 18 %), while in terms of train type G and other, a lower frequency of
occurrence is observable (0 % to 10 %).

In addition to the illustrated deviations among train types, train orientation has a signif-
icant impact with differences of 5 % (train type E in C1), 8 % (train type F in C1, single
units only) and 3 % (train type F in C5, single units only) – pushed operation always higher
than pulled. Double unit operation leads to an increase of up to 22 % (the assumed reason is
simply more axle quantity). Distinction of configuration in double units results in differences
between TrainOrientation.3 (best case – both power units pulling their trainsets) and Train-
Orientation.4 (worst case – power coaches in first and last position) of 6 %. The remaining
configurations lie in between. While differences between pushed and pulled state comply with
observations of flanging noise, train orientation in double units seems to cause more problems
with a pulling power coach at the beginning and a pushing one at the end, which may lead
to increased lateral creepage. RSI allows to consider curve radius and wheel diameter in one
predictor and indicates an influence over the whole dataset.

In terms of dynamic predictors, AccSide shows a proportional relationship to frequency of
occurrence, which leads to the assumption that lateral acceleration may also influence lateral
creepage and not only flange contact. Other dynamic predictors show no general influence.

Deviations among the year and in daytime are observable in the dataset. Among months
of the year (illustrated in Table 37) three out of four considered subsets indicate extreme
values in January. Beside partly controversial trends, foremost train type G in C5, which
states by far the most statistical significance, indicates lower values in summer months. Both
tendencies comply with findings in terms of frequency of occurrence regarding flanging noise.
Variations among months are large with up to 37 % and 34 % in C1 (train types E and F)
as well as up to 25 % and 6 % in C5 (train types F and G) – excluding extremes in January.
Detailed investigation reveals a distinct connection to relative humidity – absolute frequency
function of train pass bys without any type of curve squeal (blue) and with detected squeal
noise (red) among the range of relative rail humidity depicted in Figure 61 for the whole
dataset19. From that, a relative frequency of occurrence over the whole range of relative rail
humidity can be computed (refer to Figure 62). As can be seen, values between 60 % and
90 % lead to a significantly higher probability (exceeding 25 % and peaking with 30 % at
75 %), while in the remaining range probability values are steeply decreasing. That tendency
is also visible in most subsets. Even in C2 and C3, where rather different climatic conditions
are present and the campaign lasted only one month, a weak trend is visible, however

19Since different sample quantities are depicted, a density function with a Gaussian kernel distribution
using 512 points is calculated for both datasets and afterwards scaled by each sample quantity to achieve
direct comparability.
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sufficient validation over the year in those datasets is not possible. Thus, the tendency seems
to be section and train type independent. In very humid conditions (≥ 100 %), the trend
is reasonable due to common dew formation as well as probably rain, whereas the decline
in dry conditions (≤ 45 %) frequency of occurrence complies with past research [37, 62].
The correlated predictor RT.DPDiff shows the same tendency with exceeding 25 % relative
frequency of occurrence between 2 °C and 7 °C and peaking at 4.5 °C with 29 %. Relative
air humidity as well as the correlated predictor AT.DPDiff indicate roughly the same trend,
however not as distinct. Thus, consideration of rail temperature seems necessary. The
dependency on relative humidity leads to monthly deviations in frequency of occurrence
with a generally higher value in autumn and winter (beginning in September, peaking in
January and extending in C1 to February). Moreover, a partly distinct negative correlation
to temperature and absolute humidity quantities is observable leading to very low probability
rates in summer months (especially in July). However, it is thought that this effect can
be sufficiently depicted by relative humidity as well – with advantages of no significant
magnitude change among the year as well as comparability between different climatic
conditions. Daily alterations are well connectable to rainy and/or frosty days, which is also
visible directly by evaluating the predictors for wet and frost conditions. Considering the
whole dataset, rain during a train pass by leads to a reduction of 15 % (to a total frequency
of occurrence of 1.5 %), hoarfrost to a decrease of 16 % (to under 1 %), frost occurrence
to a declination of 12 % (total 4 %) and dew presence to a reduction of 7 % (remaining
probability 9 %). Moreover, RainMmSLT in combination with RainDurSLT can also greatly
reduce probability. The relationship behind depends on how fast the rail is drying, which is
difficult to model and furthermore nearly impossible to include in a predictive model. The
most relying evaluation in terms of daytime influence represents the behaviour of train type
G in C5 as train quantity exceeds other subsets by far, it states a very homogeneous train
type and it is independent to train orientation influence. Daytime pattern among every
month is provided in Table 38. Statistical significance is reached with usually monitored
train pass bys in a range of 50 to 100 per month and hour except January and May, where
train counts drop to 12 to 40 per month and hour. The depicted hour value represents always
the starting time – e.g. hour 5 covers a range between 5 a.m. and 5:59 a.m. Hour values,
which are not added, lack of sufficient train pass by quantity. It can be clearly seen that peak
values of frequency of occurrence over daytime differs significantly – changing from summer
(early morning, late in the evening) to daylight hours (late morning/midday). Thus, the
observed pattern is similar to flanging noise occurrence. Summer months July and August
show nearly no squeal noise incident in the evening hours, which indicates dry and warm
conditions. Among the hottest hours around midday and early afternoon, hardly any squeal
events are detected between May and August. Usually, the lowest relative humidity values
are reached in those hours. It has to be pointed out that values depend largely on climatic
conditions at different locations, where relative humidity distribution over the year can be
completely different. Thus, monthly and daytime behaviour might deviate significantly from
the illustration in other locations.
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train type 226 m
(C4)

230 m
(C5)

256 m
(C1)

310 m
(C3)

440 m
(C2) unit

A 66.7 78.9 17.1 9.2 1.9 %
B 61.5 78.7 – 33.3 6.7 %
C – – 4.8 15.1 4.4 %
E – – 17.5 - 1.4 %
F 16.4 12.5 31.1 – 0.0 %
G 7.7 7.3 2.6 – 0.0 %
other 10.3 0.0 3.6 0.0 0.0 %

Table 36: Frequency of occurrence regarding squeal noise distinguished by train type and
curve radius with colour theme for statistical significance – red (weak), orange (mediocre),
green (strong)

subset month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

MC_1_TT_E 16 41 19 7 7 19 22 – – 5 12 4
MC_1_TT_F 63 37 28 24 14 20 13 – – 47 45 38
MC_5_TT_F 31 7 2 18 4 13 6 9 27 8 6 20
MC_5_TT_G 25 8 6 8 5 4 3 3 9 9 4 9

Table 37: Monthly relative frequency of occurrence in units % regarding TonalLow over the
year with colour theme for statistical significance – red (weak), orange (mediocre), green
(strong)

Figure 61: Absolute frequency function of relative rail humidity train pass by distribution
with squeal noise occurrence (red) and without any type of curve squeal (blue) – data from
the whole dataset
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Figure 62: Relative frequency of squeal noise occurrence among the range of relative rail
humidity – data from the whole dataset

hour month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

5 + +
6 + +
7 + + + + + +
8 + + +
9 + + + + + + +
10 + + +
11
12 +
13 + +
14 +
15 + + +
16 +
17 + +
18 +
19 + + +
20 + + + +
21 + + + + +
22 + + + + +
23 + + + +

range [%] 30-
58

14-
17

9-
12

15-
20

14-
25

7-
8

8-
9

15-
16

12-
18

10-
13

6-
9

13-
19

Table 38: Daytime influence over the year on squeal noise occurrence and additionally prob-
ability range in the marked area of the day (last row) – watch out, depicted time zone is
UTC +1 and daylight saving time between March and October (UTC +2)
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Regarding applied statistical model approaches, Boosted Tree and Random Forest out-
perform the other algorithms regarding the whole dataset as well as all subsets significantly.
However, for subset MC_2 even those complex and robust methods lack to find a prediction
solution (only few squeal noise incidents at all). Thus, depiction is skipped. Table 39
provides an overview of achieved benchmarks. Good predictive performance in detecting
squeal noise events on the same boundary conditions is indicated due to application of five
times repeated 10-fold cross validation. Benchmark differences between the whole dataset
and subsets are low leading to the conclusion that statistical algorithms are capable of dealing
with different sections and train types. Again, the computational cost of Random Forest
exceeds the Boosted Tree approach significantly. Moreover, included predictor quantity, is
substantially lower in most sets, which makes Boosted Tree a reasonable choice for the task
of feature selection. If computational effort is weighted high, the Bagged Tree algorithm is
recommended leading to a minor performance loss.

subset
Boosted Tree Random Forest

ROC number of
predictors ROC number of

predictors
All 0.84 156 0.86 188
MC_1 0.79 55 0.80 64
MC_4 0.87 50 0.87 171
MC_5 0.84 49 0.86 171
TT_A 0.82 90 0.80 169
TT_E 0.87 48 0.88 173
TT_F 0.76 117 0.77 174
TT_G 0.85 126 0.86 168
MC_1_TT_E 0.86 46 0.87 54
MC_1_TT_F 0.69 47 0.70 51
MC_4_TT_G 0.90 37 0.89 160
MC_5_TT_F 0.82 44 0.85 162
MC_5_TT_G 0.84 42 0.85 160

Table 39: Results of best performing regression models achieved with Boosted Tree and
Random Forest

Top predictor importance scores (refer to Figure 63) in both models are achieved by Apl,
YearDay and VDiff/AccTrain. The former is compromised by the abnormally high frequency
of occurrence of freight trains in C4 and C5, which show a notably low Apl, into account.
Moreover, train length and axle quantity are impossible to know in a prediction task.
YearDay depicts daily alterations, which are previously discussed in empirical examination.
Although distinct variations occur, the predictor is not suitable for predictive modelling
because conditions are different every year as well as location dependent. Thus, inclusion of
other variables (like rain or frost presence) are preferable. Furthermore, the high ranking
indicates over-fitting of the model. VDiff and AccTrain predictors are compromised by data
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from C5, where every train pass by looses speed. Therefore, the evaluated correlation is
misleading. A promising predictor states RSI. Although it is an indicator of flange contact
probability, it depicts a general parameter of curving behaviour and thus might be useful in
conjunction with squeal noise as well. Moreover, it also includes curve radius, which shows a
distinct influence. The latter is the reason of partly high ranks regarding predictors, which
deviate among sections (like Vmean and listed track parameters). Dynamically, AccSide is
ranked in mid-range, which complies with empirical investigation. A mediocre ranking of
HoursSLT is noticeable, which also shows a weak influence in empirical examination – among
subsets, an inverse proportional relationship is present. Reasons may be dew formation
during night breaks in operation as well as other influences altering the third-body layer.
The correlation is also supported by daytime analysis as significantly lower frequency of
occurrence is observed for the first operated trains in the morning. However, a separate
inclusion is questionable since if the cause is dew formation, it is covered by the corresponding
categorical variable. Train orientation and environmental influence is discussed in empirical
examination and complies well with statistical rankings. Regarding humidity, relative air
humidity or the correlated predictor AT.DPDiff is ranked higher than relative rail humidity
and RT.DPDiff, which is contrary to empirical findings. In terms of temperature and abso-
lute humidity predictors, SatPressure and HumAbsRail are listed with highest importance.
SunRad depicts only influence in daylight hours and correlates well with the outcome. A
trend is also visible in empirical examination. Despite found correlations, it is believed
that influence of temperature, absolute humidity and sun radiation can be sufficiently and
independently from local climatic conditions represented by a relative humidity indicator.
All statistical evaluations tend to underrate categorical predictors like rain or frost presence.
The assumed reason behind is that few data points contain those conditions and thus their
general statistical impact is weakened. However, strong correlations are observed empirically.

To conclude, considering the whole dataset, distinct influence of curve radius on frequency
of occurrence – decreasing with growing radius – is observed. That perfectly complies with
past research. Possibilities of model integration are implicit inclusion by AccSide and RSI
and/or explicitly with a separate predictor. The implicit approach is taken due to the scope
of predictor reduction since two predictors include multiple trends together. Other track
predictors show no general correlation with the outcome – neither empirically nor statistically.

Train type influence is distinct, allowing to summarise two groups – mediocre frequency of
occurrence (train types A, B, C, E and F) and low one (train type G and other). Train type D
is only monitored in C3 and operates with similar coaches as train type C, thus, it is added to
the former category. Exceptional high probability rates are observed in terms of freight trains
in C4/C5, which show notably low axle per length values and thus indicate severe curving
behaviour in conjunction with narrow radii (≤ 230 m). Curving behaviour in general is best
represented by RSI. Distinct influence is observed in terms of double unit operation (up to
22 % more frequency of occurrence in double units), which is simply reasoned by doubled axle
quantity. Moreover, pushed operation (in trainsets with power coach as well as in conjunction
with locos) causes an up to 8 % higher probability. In case of double operation of trainsets
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Figure 63: Relative predictor importance in the Boosted Tree (left) and Random Forest (right)
model fitted to the whole dataset

with power coaches, a variation of 6 % depending on train configuration is evaluated (best
case: both power coaches pulling their trainsets; wort case: one power coach pulling in front
and one pushing at the end). Although train configuration shows a strong influence, an
inclusion in a predictive model is not possible due to lack of knowledge in real operation.
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Dynamic influence is present regarding lateral acceleration, which has presumably an effect
on lateral creepage. Mean speed as well as deceleration or acceleration show no direct influence
on frequency of occurrence.

Distinct deviations among the year and in daytime are present. Daily observations are
perfectly connectable to rain or frost occurrence leading to days with few squeal noise inci-
dences. Considering the whole dataset, rain during a train pass by leads to a reduction of
15 % (to a total frequency of occurrence of 1.5 %), hoarfrost to a decrease of 16 % (to under
1 %), frost occurrence to a declination of 12 % (total 4 %) and dew presence to a reduction
of 7 % (remaining probability 9 %). Overall influence over the year is almost solely justifiable
by relative humidity alterations. A critical range between 60 % and 90 % relative rail humid-
ity leads to probability values of above 25 % (peaking at 75 % with 30 %), whereas in the
remaining area relative frequency declines significantly. That trend is observed in the whole
dataset as well as in most subsets and thus seems to be section and train type independent.
In months, where the critical range is frequently reached, frequency of occurrence is higher.
Extreme values are present in January, while probability in summer months (especially June
and July) is very low. Daytime behaviour is also explainable in terms of in which hours the
mentioned range in relative rail humidity is commonly reached. While in winter months,
mainly daylight hours indicate a higher frequency of occurrence, in the remaining seasons,
most probability peaks are connectable to dawn and/or sunset. In addition, in late spring and
summer months (May to August), an even lower to zero frequency of occurrence is observed
in the hours around midday and afternoon, where relative humidity is mostly lowest.

Building on the results of empirical and statistical investigation and pursuing the scope of
constructing a practical model, the following predictors are chosen for predictive modelling:

• Train type distinguished in two categories depending on their basic tendency to cause
squeal noise – mediocre (type A, B, C, D, E, F), low (type G, other)

• double unit operation

• RSI (represents curve radius and wheel diameter)

• lateral acceleration (leads to inclusion of radius and cant as well)

• relative humidity (evaluated as best performing predictor in Subsection 6.4)

• rain occurrence

• dew presence

• frost conditions (frost or hoarfrost likely)

Thus, predictor quantity is shrunk to eight. Table 40 provides a mathematical description
of each predictor.
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parameter name in model type value
range unit

train type dummy vari-
able (1 mediocre, rest
zero)

TrainType.1 categorical [0;1] -

double unit operation DoubleUnit categorical [0;1] -
RSI RSI continuous [0,∞[ -
lateral acceleration AccSide continuous ]-∞,∞[ ms-2

relative humidity Hum continuous [0,100] %
rain occurrence RainDetect categorical [0;1] -
dew presence DewPresent categorical [0;1] -
frost conditions FrostPresent categorical [0;1] -

Table 40: Mathematical description of the final parameter set applied to predict TonalLow

6.3.4 HF squeal noise occurrence

Univariate statistical evaluation of HF squeal noise occurrence (termed as TonalHigh) is
generally not able to extract a group of highly important predictors among the whole dataset
as well as in subsets (depicted in Figure 64). The only exception states the first place –
CurveBreathing – with a ROC benchmark of 0.69, which is decent in terms of a univariate
predictor relation to the outcome. Curve breathing is derived by rail temperature, curve
length and radius. A closer look reveals that magnitudes of curve breathing are very high
in C2 (due to large curve length) and the opposite in C4 and C5 (due to a short curve
length). The other sections lie in between. Since frequency of occurrence decreases with
growing curve radii (further discussed below), the detected correlation of curve breathing
is compromised if the whole dataset is evaluated. In general, the upper half is dominated
by track predictors. Temperature and absolute humidity predictors are also ranked high.
First vehicle predictors follow in midfield. Most environmental predictors as well as general
and dynamic ones are ranked in the lower half with poor benchmarks. However, differences
among predictors are low. Thus, empirical findings are discussed without comparison to
univariate statistical outcome. The second part discusses performance and findings of applied
multivariate statistical methods. The subsection is concluded by a brief summary of most
important trends and building on that final influence parameters for predictive modelling
are defined. General tendencies in sections and in conjunction with different train types are
discussed in Subsection 5.7 as well as depicted there in Figure 44. To avoid influences from
train type distribution and section dependencies overall and in subsets "TT" and "MC", the
empirical evaluation is focused on "MC_TT" splits.

Empirical investigation reveals a distinct dependency on curve radius – declining frequency
of occurrence with growing radius. Table 41 provides an overview of probability values sepa-
rated by section and train type. Statistical significance is accounted by a colour theme. It has
to be pointed out that some values are derived with low statistical significance (red). Train
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Figure 64: Predictor importance regarding HF squeal noise occurrence evaluated with a uni-
variate ROC-curve evaluation (scores between 0.69 and 0.50) and coloured in groups dynamic
(red), vehicle (blue), environmental (green), track (purple) and general (orange)

type D only operates in C3 and is therefore skipped in the illustration. With a frequency
of occurrence of 15.7 %, the category indicates slightly lower values as train type C. Rates
among the majority of other train types have one in common – a partly large decrease of
probability between narrower radii (≤ 310 m) and 440 m. Moreover, values between 226 m
and 256 m show deviating trends depending on train types. In case of train type F, an in-
creasing tendency between 230 m and 256 m is present, which is caused by higher frequency of
occurrence in terms of double unit operation in C1 (further discussed below). Freight trains
show a continuous declination among radii – only train type B shows an increase between
310 m and 440 m, however with weak statistical significance. Altogether, among narrow radii
(≤ 256 m), three similar train type groups can be extracted (outliers as well as double unit
impact excluded in the stated ranges) – train types A and B with a high (22 % to 54 %),
train types C, D, E and F with a mediocre (10 % to 21 %) and train types G and other with
low (0 % to 11 %) frequency of occurrence. In general, probability ranges are mostly a bit
higher compared to squeal noise, however much lower than those of flanging noise. Thus,
the excitation mechanism of HF squeal noise might be similar to squeal noise, although time
behaviour indicates rather a connection to flanging noise (refer to Chapter 4). Other track
parameters do not seem to be directly correlated to the outcome.

Mediocre differences among train types occur (depicted in Table 41). Probability values
of freight trains are high in C4 and C5 compared to other sections and train types, however,
magnitude is not as severe as in terms of squeal noise. They show a notably low Apl value
of 0.14, which indicates large distance between axles or bogies worsening their curving per-
formance especially in conjunction with narrow radii (in the present case 226 m and 230 m).
Interestingly, that seems to have significant impact on squeal noise and HF squeal noise oc-
currence, whereas no effect is observed regarding flanging noise occurrence. While in C1 and
C3, passenger and freight trains show a similar frequency of occurrence (except train type G
in C1), C2 indicates a significantly higher value in conjunction with freight trains. Double
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unit operation increases frequency of occurrence by up to 12 %. General train orientation
shows a controversial behaviour, leading to raises in the pushed state of 2 % (train type E
in C1) and 9 % (train type F in C1, single units only) and causing a declination of 2 % in
terms of train type F in C5. Train configuration in double units shows a 3 % lower value in
TrainOrienation.4 (one power coach pulling in front and one pushing at the end) compared
to all other configurations. Thus, alterations in vehicle dynamics depending on power unit
position show little and partly controversial influence. Considering other vehicle parameters,
only RSI shows a direct relationship to the outcome in empirical examination.

Regarding dynamic predictors, weak positive correlation is observed in conjunction with
AccSide. VDiff, AccTrain and Vmean show no general correlations.

Distinct alterations over the year are observable among the whole dataset as well as all
subsets. Monthly distribution (refer to Table 42) shows extreme values among all considered
subsets in January and partly low ones in summer months. Both trends are identically shown
in terms of flanging and squeal noise. Thus, that tendency refers to all distinguished curve
squeal types. Beside partly controversial trends in other months, most subsets indicate a raise
between October and December. Variations among months are large with up to 23 % and
29 % in C1 (train types E and F) as well as up to 22 % and 16 % in C5 (train types F and G)
– excluding extremes in January. As main reason, relative humidity is identified. Figure 65
depicts a function of absolute frequency of occurrence20 regarding train pass bys with HF
squeal noise occurrence (red) and without any type of curve squeal (blue) in conjunction
with relative rail humidity. From that, a relative frequency of occurrence among the range
of relative rail humidity can be extracted (see Figure 66). Critical values lie between 59 %
and 83 % exceeding a relative frequency of occurrence of 30 % and peaking to 34 % at 74 %.
In the remaining range, steep decreases in both directions are present. That tendency is also
visible in most subsets. Even in C2 and C3, where rather different climatic conditions are
present and the campaign lasted only one month, a weak trend is visible, however sufficient
validation over the year in those datasets is not possible. Thus, the tendency seems to be
section and train type independent. Relative frequency of occurrence drops beneath 20 %
in rather dry conditions (≤ 54 % relative rail humidity) and in humid conditions (≥ 100 %
relative rail humidity). While the latter is explainable with beginning dew formation and/or
probably rain, the reason for the former trend might be explainable with past research [37,
62] on squeal noise, however, it is unsure, since the excitation mechanism of HF squeal noise
is not entirely clear. The correlated predictor RT.DPDiff shows the same tendency with
exceeding 30 % relative frequency of occurrence between 2.5 °C and 6.5 °C and peaking
at 4.5 °C with 34 %. Relative air humidity as well as the correlated predictor AT.DPDiff
indicate roughly the same trend, however not as distinct. Thus, consideration of rail
temperature seems necessary. Negative correlations to the outcome are observed regarding
temperature and absolute humidity. However, it seems that they represent an identical trend
as relative humidity and thus separate consideration is not needed. Moreover, advantages

20Since different sample quantities are depicted, a density function with a Gaussian kernel distribution
using 512 points is calculated for both datasets and afterwards scaled by each sample quantity to achieve
direct comparability.
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train type 226 m
(C4)

230 m
(C5)

256 m
(C1)

310 m
(C3)

440 m
(C2) unit

A 52.4 47.4 21.6 14.8 8.9 %
B 53.8 47.5 – 6.7 13.3 %
C – – 4.8 17.0 0.7 %
E – – 21.1 – 1.1 %
F 10.2 14.5 23.1 – 0.0 %
G 11.1 9.4 10.0 – 0.0 %
other 3.4 4.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 %

Table 41: Frequency of occurrence regarding HF squeal noise distinguished by train type and
curve radius with colour theme for statistical significance – red (weak), orange (mediocre),
green (strong)

arise by inclusion of a relative humidity indicator in terms of no significant magnitude change
among the year as well as comparability between different climatic conditions. Daytime
behaviour deviates also strongly among the year, which complies with frequent occurrence
of critical relative humidity values and the suppression effect in dry air conditions. Daytime
tendencies and probability ranges in every month are provided in Table 43 for subset
MC_5_TT_G. The choice is justified with by far most monitored train pass bys as well as
independence to train orientation influence. Furthermore, it states a very homogeneous train
type. Statistical significance is reached with usually monitored train pass bys in a range
of 50 to 100 per month and hour except January and May, where train counts drop to 12
to 40 per month and hour. The depicted hour value represents always the starting time –
e.g. hour 5 covers a range between 5 a.m. and 5:59 a.m. While frequency of occurrence in
summer months (especially in July and August) is very low and peaks are in a narrow time
range in the morning and evening hours, distribution in autumn and winter months change
to daylight hours as well as absolute probability is also increased (extreme in January).
It has to be pointed out that values depend largely on climatic conditions at different
locations, where relative humidity distribution over the year can be completely different.
Thus, monthly and daytime behaviour might deviate significantly from the illustration in
other locations. In general, distribution changes are connectable to variations in dawn and
sunset times among the year and can be fully explained with common relative humidity
ranges depending on typical climatic conditions among months and daytime. Daily changes
in frequency of occurrence correlate with rain and/or frost conditions. Considering the whole
dataset, rain during the train pass by reduces probability by 16 % (to a total of 1.1 %),
hoarfrost causes a decrease of 14 % (remaining 2.1 %), frost presence shows a declination
of 10 % (total 6.3 %) and dew on the rail indicates 5 % reduction (to 10.3 %). Thus,
distinct influence is especially present in terms of rain and hoarfrost, while dew seems to
have a lower impact. Moreover, RainMmSLT in combination with RainDurSLT can also
greatly reduce probability. The relationship behind depends on how fast the rail is drying,
which is difficult to model and furthermore nearly impossible to include in a predictive model.
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subset month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

MC_1_TT_E 74 18 27 27 15 7 4 – – 21 26 25
MC_1_TT_F 50 25 19 18 13 8 15 – – 37 37 26
MC_5_TT_F 61 5 7 17 10 15 16 8 14 16 9 27
MC_5_TT_G 37 11 5 6 6 8 3 3 8 10 13 19

Table 42: Monthly relative frequency of occurrence in units % regarding TonalHigh over the
year with colour theme for statistical significance – red (weak), orange (mediocre), green
(strong)

Figure 65: Absolute frequency function of relative rail humidity train pass by distribution
with HF squeal noise occurrence (red) and without any type of curve squeal (blue) – data
from the whole dataset
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Figure 66: Relative frequency of HF squeal noise occurrence among the range of relative rail
humidity – data from the whole dataset

hour month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

5 + +
6 + + +
7 + + + + + +
8 + + + + + + +
9 + + + + +
10 + + + +
11 + +
12 + +
13 +
14 + +
15 + + + +
16 + + + +
17 + + +
18 + + + + +
19 + + + +
20 + + + + + + +
21 + + + + + + +
22 + + + + + +
23 + + + +

range [%] 36-
55

16-
24

8-
12

13-
22

10-
25

10-
15

5-
7

5-
8

13-
18

10-
16

15-
23

18-
33

Table 43: Daytime influence over the year on HF squeal noise occurrence and additionally
probability range in the marked area of the day (last row) – watch out, depicted time zone is
UTC +1 and daylight saving time between March and October (UTC +2)
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Application of statistical algorithms reveals that the best performance in multivariate
evaluations is reached by complex tree models – Boosted Tree and Random Forest (see
Table 44). Good performance in most subsets is indicated by achieved benchmarks – even
regarding C2 (low quantity of HF squeal noise incidents at all), an acceptable result is
achieved. Altogether, due to application of five times repeated 10-fold cross validation,
predictive ability in the same boundary conditions seems promising. Benchmark differences
between the whole dataset and subsets are low – leading to the conclusion that statistical
algorithms are capable of dealing with different sections and train types. Computational
cost of Random Forest exceeds the Boosted Tree approach significantly. Moreover, included
predictor quantity, is substantially lower in most sets, which makes Boosted Tree a reasonable
choice for the task of feature selection. If computational effort is weighted high, the Bagged
Tree algorithm is recommended leading to a minor performance loss.

Predictor importance scores are provided in Figure 67 using a cut point of 25 % relative
importance for depiction. In general, few track predictors are listed, which indicates that
deviations between sections – especially in terms of curve radius – are statistically represented
by other variables (e.g. Pressure, Vmean, AccTrain and VDiff). The only track parameter
ranked in midfield states CurveBreathing, which is compromised as already discussed in the
first paragraph of the current subsection.

Regarding vehicle predictors, TrainType.1, TrainType.6 and TrainType.7 are directly
listed train type dummy variables. The former shows high frequency of occurrence, while the
latter two indicate a low probability. RSI represents a promising parameter, which connects
curve radius and wheel diameter. The correlation also complies with empirical examination.
TrainOrientation.1 and TrainOrientation.2 are listed in midfield (in Random Forest). How-
ever, empirical investigation evaluates a controversial trend among subsets between pushed
and pulled operation. The ranking is presumably reasoned to account deviations regarding
single and double unit operation, which are also observed empirically. Apl is ranked high as
it allows the model to distinguish between train types as well as double unit operation and
to include the notably high frequency of occurrence regarding freight trains in C4 and C5.
However, train type dependencies are strong, thus it has to be connected to different train
types and cannot be solely taken into account. Moreover, train length and axle quantity are
impossible to know in a prediction task. Other vehicle dependent properties – MaxBogieDist,
MaxAoA and FreeCurving – are listed in Random Forest with mediocre to low importance
scores, however show no general trend in empirical examination.

All predictors in terms of dynamic influence are ranked high. AccTrain and VDiff im-
portance scores are misleading due to speed loss in C5. Although the inclusion of Vmean is
statistically reasonable (direct connection to curve radius in the dataset), velocity limit is also
influenced by inclination and thus it has not to be always the case that increasing radii result
in a raise of the speed limit. AccSide is directly connectable to dynamic forces while curving
and thus flange contact as well as maybe lateral creepage is influenced. Therefore, inclusion
seems reasonable.

YearDay is ranked highest regarding the group of general predictors, which indicates on
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the one hand over-fitting of the models and on the other hand distinct daily alterations,
which are also observed empirically. Nevertheless, it is not meaningful to include YearDay
into a predictive model due to variable conditions every year and strong location depen-
dency. The same refers to the predictor Hour. To reach independence of local climatic
conditions, it is reasonable to represent trends among the year by environmental parameters.
Empirical findings of a distinct relative humidity influence are supported by a top rank
in the Boosted Tree model (AT.DPDiff) and high to mediocre ranks for all other relative
humidity quantities in the Random Forest model (leading with Hum). Temperature and
absolute humidity predictors as well as SunRad are also ranked high to mediocre. The
latter depicts only influence in daylight hours and shows also a visible negative correlation
to the outcome in empirical investigation. However, the found trends are thought to be
covered by relative humidity consideration. Interestingly, HoursSLT is ranked high. It is
also partly visible empirically that frequency of occurrence in conjunction with trains after
the night break is very low. Reasons may be alterations in the third body layer over the
night (e.g dew formation), which may impact friction coefficient. However, it is impossible
to know time spans between operating trains in a prediction task. Thus, an inclusion in
predictive modelling is not possible. Air pressure quantities seem to perfectly account section
dependent deviations in the present dataset. However, it would be misleading to include
that trend in a general predictive model due to dependency on altitude. Importance of
relative pressure quantities is high, however it lacks of a physical explanation and only a
weak correlation is shown in empirical investigation. Thus, it is assumed that it represents
a misleading trend or at least can be sufficiently expressed by other environmental parameters.

To summarise, direct influence of track predictors is only observed regarding curve radius
– increasing radii lead to declining frequency of occurrence especially between 310 m and
440 m. Implicitly, that trend can be well represented by free lateral acceleration as well as
RSI in combination with dynamic and vehicle dependencies, respectively.

Impact of vehicle properties on frequency of occurrence is strong – allowing a categorisation
in three groups: high (train types A and B), mediocre (train types C, D, E and F) and
low probability (train type G and other). Double unit operation can increase frequency
of occurrence by up to 12 % – with the simple reason of more axles in the train pass by.
Deviations between pushed and pulled operation are controversial among the dataset – leading
to an increase of 2 % (train type E in C1) and 9 % (train type F in C1) as well as a declination
of 2 % regarding train type F in C5. Thus, a direct influence might not be present. In case
of double unit operation, train configuration with one power coach pulling and the other one
pushing at the end leads to 3 % lower frequency of occurrence compared to the other three
possible combinations. In terms of other vehicle predictors, RSI shows a distinct positive
correlation to the outcome. Other vehicle parameters seem to have no general connection to
the response.

Regarding dynamic influence, only lateral acceleration is evaluated to have a direct link
to the outcome as it influences flange contact probability and may alter lateral creepage as
well.
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subset
Boosted Tree Random Forest

ROC number of
predictors ROC number of

predictors
All 0.83 157 0.84 188
MC_1 0.78 53 0.80 64
MC_2 0.80 37 0.78 56
MC_4 0.84 47 0.83 171
MC_5 0.85 46 0.86 171
TT_A 0.72 95 0.72 169
TT_E 0.81 46 0.81 173
TT_F 0.80 89 0.82 174
TT_G 0.85 118 0.85 168
MC_1_TT_E 0.79 43 0.80 54
MC_1_TT_F 0.78 47 0.79 51
MC_4_TT_G 0.84 35 0.83 160
MC_5_TT_F 0.84 43 0.86 162
MC_5_TT_G 0.85 43 0.86 160

Table 44: Results of best performing regression models achieved with Boosted Tree and
Random Forest

Distinct variations in frequency of occurrence among the year and in daytime are observed.
In terms of relative rail humidity critical values lie between 59 % and 83 % exceeding a
frequency of occurrence of 30 % and peaking to 34 % at 74 %. In the remaining range, steep
decreases in both directions are present. That trend is observed in the whole dataset as well as
in most subsets and thus seems to be section and train type independent. Relative frequency
of occurrence drops beneath 20 % in rather dry conditions (≤ 54 % relative rail humidity)
and in humid conditions (≥ 100 % relative rail humidity). Months as well as daytime hours
(changing among the year), where relative humidity lies in the critical range frequently, show
significantly higher probability values (extreme in January). In terms of daytime variations, in
winter, frequency of occurrence is usually higher in daylight hours, whereas in other seasons,
morning and evening hours (depending on dawn and sunset times) show raised incidences.
In summer (especially July and August), overall frequency of occurrence is very low (in peak
hours 5 % to 8 %). Daily variations of probability can be perfectly connected to rainy or frosty
days (leading to a large declination of incidences). Considering the whole dataset, rain during
the train pass by reduces probability by 16 % (to a total of 1.1 %), hoarfrost causes a decrease
of 14 % (remaining 2.1 %), frost presence shows a declination of 10 % (total 6.3 %) and dew
on the rail indicates 5 % reduction (to 10.3 %). Thus, distinct influence is especially present
in terms of rain and hoarfrost, while dew seems to have a lower impact. In general, it has to
be pointed out that distribution of environmental conditions can alter significantly in different
locations. Thus, an inclusion of predictors representing numeric quarter/month/week/day of
the year is not useful for a predictive model, which should be applicable to other datasets
involving other sections and climatic conditions.
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Figure 67: Relative predictor importance in the Boosted Tree (left) and Random Forest (right)
model fitted to the whole dataset

Building on the results of empirical and statistical investigation and pursuing the scope of
constructing a practical model, the following predictors are chosen for predictive modelling:

• Train type distinguished in three categories depending on their basic tendency to cause
HF squeal noise – high (type A, B), mediocre (type C, D, E, F), low (type G, other)
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parameter name in model type value
range unit

train type dummy vari-
able (1 mediocre, 2 low,
rest zero)

TrainType.(1-2) categorical [0;1] -

double unit operation DoubleUnit categorical [0;1] -
RSI RSI continuous [0,∞[ -
lateral acceleration AccSide continuous ]-∞,∞[ ms-2

relative rail humidity HumRail continuous [0,∞[ %
rain occurrence RainDetect categorical [0;1] -
dew presence DewPresent categorical [0;1] -
frost conditions FrostPresent categorical [0;1] -

Table 45: Mathematical description of the final parameter set applied to predict TonalHigh

• double unit operation

• RSI (represents curve radius and wheel diameter)

• lateral acceleration (leads to inclusion of radius and cant as well)

• relative rail humidity (evaluated as best performing predictor in Subsection 6.4)

• rain occurrence

• dew presence

• frost conditions (frost or hoarfrost likely)

Thus, predictor quantity is shrunk to nine. Table 45 provides a mathematical description
of each predictor.

6.3.5 Equivalent continuous noise level

In general, it has to be pointed out that statistical analyses regarding equivalent continuous
noise level (termed as Level) is carried out without any distinction between train pass bys
with and without detected curve squeal of any type. Thus, predictive accuracy as well as
observed trends may be compromised by curve squeal influence. Empirically, evaluation
is separated in train pass bys with and without any type of curve squeal. However, the
discussion is exclusively focused on the latter category, since curve squeal behaviour is
separately analysed in the previous subsections. Interquartile ranges among passenger trains
(train types C to G) are in a range of around ± 2 dB in case of no detected curve squeal
occurrence (refer to the upper graph of Figure 41). Thus, they can be summarised as quite
homogeneous in their emission among all monitored train pass bys. In contrast, freight trains
show roughly doubled interquartile ranges, which points out their heterogeneity – reasoned
by their alternating configuration and various different car types with completely deviating
acoustic characteristics. However, the same interquartile ranges are shown regarding train
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type B, which is separated due to operation with homogeneous coaches. Thus, distinction
of freight trains in two categories seems not necessary for the present evaluation. To avoid
influence from train type distribution and section dependencies overall and in subsets "TT"
and "MC", the empirical evaluation is focused on "MC_TT" splits.

Predictor importance scores of univariate statistical analysis (depicted in Figure 68)
reveal domination of track influence – predictors, which are able to take the large differences
between C1 and C4/C5 into account (e.g. TDRh.IR.(400-800), RailType.3, SleeperType.2),
are top ranked. Additionally, two vehicle predictors are listed in the upper half – TrainType.7
(train type G) and MaxWheelDm. The former considers the generally lowest levels of train
type G among all train categories and the latter allows general distinction between train
types. One dynamic predictor – AccTrain – is ranked with mediocre importance. Detailed
investigation reveals that the observable trend is compromised due to speed loss of all trains
in C5 (isolation joint). Thus, a general impact on the outcome is not present. General and
environmental as well as other dynamic predictors are listed in the lower half with mostly
poor importance scores.

Figure 68: Predictor importance regarding equivalent continuous noise level evaluated with
linear variance analysis and coloured in groups dynamic (red), vehicle (blue), environmental
(green), track (purple) and general (orange)

Empirical examination regarding track influence complies with statistical findings. Strong
correlations are observable if predictors are deviating between C1 and C4/C5. Directly con-
nected issues are discussed in Subsection 5.7. To conclude, especially sleeper type, lateral
TDR of the inner rail between 400 Hz and 1250 Hz and RR of the inner rail between 10 cm
and 16 cm show significant differences. Apart from TDR and RR predictors as well as other
mentioned quantities, track quantities show no direct connection to the outcome. In general,
it seems that values are foremost dependent on RR and TDR (only considering track pa-
rameters), which agrees with behaviour on tangent track, and not influenced by curve radius
alterations at all.
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Distinct differences among train types are present. Overall, train type G shows about
7 dB lower median levels compared to other passenger train categories in the corresponding
sections. Train type other indicates highly varying levels, however, median values are lower
than other passenger train types (except train type G) in narrow radii (≤ 256 m). However,
the random category indicates higher levels in C2 and C3. In C1, track contribution is fairly
high leading to almost equal median levels among train types A, C, E and F. In all other
sections, freight trains show 4 dB to 8 dB higher median levels compared to the highest ones
among passenger train types (decreasing with growing radius). It has to be borne in mind that
measurement campaigns are carried out between 2013 and 2017, where most freight coaches
were braked with cast-iron blocks. Nowadays, legislative of the EU forbids operation with
cast-iron block brakes on certain routes, which have to be defined by each member state,
by the end of 2024 [206]. In Germany, operation is forbidden on all normal gauge tracks by
the end of 2020 (few exceptions are also stated) [207]. Hence, deviation between freight and
passenger traffic levels will decrease significantly in the future. However, an integration of
that trend in the model building process is not possible. Impact of train orientation as well as
single and double unit operation is negligible (median differences in a range of 1 dB). Other
vehicle predictors show no correlations to the outcome.

Influence of Vmean and hence also AccSide cannot be investigated, since levels are cor-
rected for empirical examination to prevent a velocity dependent influence (see Subsection
6.2.1). As stated in derivation of the correction formula, median levels are increasing with
raising mean speed, however not as much as found in the literature. VDiff and AccTrain in-
dicate no impact, which justifies the selected thresholds for exclusion in the evaluation (refer
to Subsection 3.3).

Influences among the year are partly observable. Presented trends are mainly extracted
from train type G in C5 due to by far most quantity of samples and homogeneous sound
emission. Among days of the year up to 8 dB median difference is evaluated, however,
neighboured days show only up to 2 dB deviation. Thus, the tendency seems not directly
dependent on daily alterations and is better represented by monthly distribution among the
year (provided in Table 46). While train type F shows a homogeneous monthly distribution
over the year, train type E in C1 and train type G in C5 indicate raised levels from October
to December. Especially for the former category, October shows very high values compared
to other months. Daytime alterations among months of the year are summarised in Table 47
for train type G in C5. Missing values mean that there are not sufficient data points.
Statistical significance is reached with usually monitored train pass bys in a range of 30 to
60 per month and hour except May, where train counts drop to 15 to 30 per month and
hour. In hour 0 and 4, where operation ends and begins, train counts are lower with 10
to 20 train pass bys. Hours are defined by their beginning time (e.g. hour 5 lasts from 5
a.m. to 5:59 a.m.). As can be seen, between May and September slightly lower levels are
observed in the afternoon, while higher values are primarily present in the morning. However,
overall daytime fluctuations among months are minor (± 1 dB). It has to be pointed out
that presented tendencies among the year depend presumably on climatic conditions. Thus,
monthly and daytime behaviour might deviate significantly from the illustration in other
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subset month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

MC_1_TT_E – 89 90 90 91 91 91 – – 95 93 92
MC_1_TT_F – 90 90 91 91 91 92 – – 91 91 90
MC_5_TT_F 84 84 83 84 84 83 83 84 83 84 83 83
MC_5_TT_G 78 76 76 76 76 76 77 77 77 79 79 79

Table 46: Monthly median values of Level over the year only considering trains without any
type of curve squeal and with colour theme for statistical significance – red (weak), orange
(mediocre), green (strong)

locations. Visible negative correlations are observed regarding temperature and difference
between temperature and dew point (relative humidity indicator). An increasing trend of
1 dB to 2 dB in median level in case of dew presence is supported by all considered MC_TT
subsets. Statistical significance is too weak to give a detailed statement on rain impact. Frost
presence (regardless whether frost or hoarfrost is likely) leads to raised median levels of 1 dB
to 2 dB. To investigate environmental impact further, spectral analyses are carried out and
discussed in the following paragraph.

Spectral analyses are only focused on train pass bys without any detected curve squeal.
Furthermore, in addition to generally formulated exclusion criteria (see Subsection 3.3), train
pass bys are filtered to consider only data points in an area of 5 kmh-1 around the speed
limit (60 kmh-1) in C1 and C5. Hence, no correction of levels due to train speed impact is
needed. The evaluation is done by comparing median values. Regarding temperature impact
estimation, data points with dew and/or rain occurrence are excluded to prevent compromis-
ing impact. The focus stays on rail temperature as trends are more distinct compared to air
temperature. Considered subsets are foremost train type G in C5 and additionally train type
F in that section as well as train types E and F in C1 due to high statistical significance. Thus,
the evaluation is only carried out in conjunction with passenger train categories. Investigation
on freight traffic cannot be done due to lack of sufficient data points. For estimation of impact
regarding dew presence, data points with rain or frost occurrence are excluded. Other bound-
ary conditions (like speed filtering) are equal to the evaluation of rail temperature impact.
Stated frequencies refer always to the whole third-octave band with that mid frequency.

The examination reveals that frost occurrence causes raised levels at 160 Hz and 500 Hz in
a magnitude of 1.5 dB to 2 dB compared to the same rail temperature range (≤ 0°C) without
frost occurrence (refer to blue lines in Figure 69). Both third-octave bands show the highest
levels and thus influence the overall level significantly. The trend is also visible regarding
train type F in the same section with raises at 125 Hz and 160 Hz of 1.5 dB to 3 dB and at
400 Hz of 1 dB. In C1, statistical significance regarding train pass bys with frost occurrence
is low – especially in conjunction with train type F. Thus, evaluation of the latter category
is skipped. Nevertheless, train type E indicates the same tendency with increases at 160 Hz
and 200 Hz of 2 dB to 3 dB and at 400 Hz and 500 Hz of 1 dB to 2 dB. Thus, impact of frost
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hour month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

0 – 0 0 0 – – 0 0 +1 +1 0 +1
4 – 0 0 0 – +1 +1 +1 +1 0 0 0
5 – 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 0 0
6 – 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 0 0
7 – 0 0 0 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 0 0
8 – 0 0 0 +1 0 0 +1 +1 0 0 0
9 – 0 0 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
12 – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
14 – 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 – 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 +1
16 – 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 +1
17 – 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0
18 – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 – 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0
20 – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 – 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
23 – 0 0 0 +1 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 47: Daytime influence over the year on Level (without any type of curve squeal) with
corresponding positive or negative median deviations among daytime in units dB compared to
monthly median in Table 46 – watch out, depicted time zone is UTC +1 and daylight saving
time between March and October (UTC +2)
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occurrence lies around 160 Hz and 400 Hz to 500 Hz and is detected on three train types and
among two sections with highly deviating properties.

Moreover, rail temperatures ≤ 0 °C without frost occurrence cause an increase of 1.5 dB
to 2 dB at 125 Hz, 160 Hz and from 500 Hz to 1000 Hz compared to rail temperatures > 0 °C
(illustrated in Figure 69). Thus, adding up both effects leads to up to 4 dB higher levels in
certain third-octave bands compared to rail temperatures above the freezing point regarding
train type G in C5. However, the mentioned impact of rail temperatures ≤ 0 °C without
frost occurrence can only be partly validated by other subsets. Train type F in C5 shows only
a slight increase (< 1 dB) at 160 Hz, the same type in C1 indicates a 2 dB raised level at
400 Hz and train type E in C1 shows slight increases (< 1 dB) at 125 Hz and 500 Hz. Thus,
the trend in other subsets is not as distinct. Moreover, raises between 630 Hz and 1000 Hz
are not indicated by other categories than train type G in C5. However, it has to be pointed
out that statistical significance in the latter category exceeds all other MC_TT splits by far
and is therefore most trustworthy. It is possible that train types, which show a higher basic
noise emission (train types E and F compared to train type G) are not as sensible to changes
in environmental conditions.

In general, application of A-weighting causes a significant reduction of the observed peak
around 160 Hz, which is then about 10 dB lower than the peak at 400 Hz or 500 Hz. Thus,
increases in the latter third-octave bands state the main issue in terms of impact on noise
immission.

A third effect is observable (see again Figure 69) between 2000 Hz and 5000 Hz. While in
the low and mid frequency area, median values among rail temperatures above the freezing
point are roughly equal, deviations in the mentioned frequency range reach up to 4 dB between
mid values of 45 °C and ≤ 0 °C with significantly lower levels in conjunction with high rail
temperatures and a distinct separation between categories 25 °C and 35 °C. However, that
particular trend is not indicated by other subsets. In general, third-octave band levels show
a partly high difference among distinguished rail temperature categories – mostly a roughly
linear positive or negative correlation. Considering only distribution till 5000 Hz (upper area
discussed below), train type F in C5 shows deviations of up to 3 dB in third-octave band levels
between 250 Hz and 800 Hz, the same train type in C1 shows up to 4 dB deviation between
200 Hz and 800 Hz and train type E in C1 indicates scattering at 160 Hz and between 630 Hz
and 1250 Hz of up to 3 dB. Hence, trends are not equal among subsets and no consistent
statements can be evaluated. To conclude, rail temperature magnitude above the freezing
point can also have significant impact on certain third-octave band levels, which are among
the highest in terms of rolling noise and thus can impact overall noise emission as well.

Considering the highest depicted frequency bands (6300 Hz to 10000 Hz), controversial
trends are indicated regarding train type G in C5. However, train type F in C1 and C5
as well as train type E in C1 indicate a clear tendency of significantly decreased levels in
conjunction with low rail temperatures with deviation magnitudes of up to 4 dB (6300 Hz),
7 dB (8000 Hz) and 10 dB (10000 Hz) between rail temperature categories 45 °C and ≤ 0 °C.
Those frequencies may be influenced by atmospheric absorption even in a close monitoring
range. A closer look into attenuation coefficients (calculated with formulae in ISO 9613-
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Figure 69: Median values of third-octave band levels from subset MC_5_TT_G with ex-
cluded rain and dew occurrence – blue lines for rail temperatures ≤ 0°C with distinction in
frost occurrence (light blue) and no frost occurrence (blue); other values in the legend depict
centre rail temperatures of the categories (e.g. category 5 °C ranges from 0 °C < t ≤ 10 °C)

1 [112]) reveals that values in winter are more than doubled compared to summer (median
values). Despite that trend complies with findings, the magnitude for 8000 Hz lies between
0.06 dBm-1 (minimum among the whole dataset) and 0.23 dBm-1 (maximum among the
whole dataset) and thus in a distance of 7.5 m only up to 1.3 dB deviation is explainable.
In terms of 10000 Hz up to 1.5 dB deviation occurs. Hence, other additional influences have
to be responsible. However, emissions in that frequency range without any flanging or HF
squeal noise occurrence are significantly lower than in mid frequencies and thus not much
contributing to overall radiated sound. Moreover, due to high atmospheric absorption, those
frequencies loose even more importance with growing distance to the immission point.

In addition to general influence of rail temperature as well as frost, dew occurrence leads
to an increase of 1.5 dB to 2 dB at 125 Hz and 160 Hz (illustrated in Figure 70). Moreover, a
decrease of 3 dB is visible regarding the high frequency bands 8000 Hz and 10000 Hz. Both
trends comply with findings in all other considered MC_TT splits. Moreover, a slight raise
in nearly all considered third-octave bands is observable – above 1 dB between 500 Hz and
1000 Hz. Although, the latter frequency bands are also increased in all other subsets, occurring
magnitudes are lower (< 1 dB). Again, it might be connected to the low noise emission of
train type G and the resulting sensitivity to external influences. Altogether, impact of dew
occurrence is also evaluated on three train types and among two sections with highly deviating
properties.

Rain might have an influence, too, however statistical significance is weak in every
subset. Thus, a generalised statement is not possible. Relative as well as absolute humidity
show partly an influence, however it is not as distinct as observed in conjunction with rail
temperature. Nevertheless, consideration in a multivariate approach might be beneficial,
since impact of environmental conditions may be refined.
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Figure 70: Median values of third-octave levels from subset MC_5_TT_G with excluded
rain and frost occurrence – distinguished in dew occurrence (red) and dry conditions (blue)

To conclude, environmental conditions can have a significant influence on third-octave
band levels – especially also on those, which are dominating in overall noise level and are
not heavily impacted by A-weighting (400 Hz to 1000 Hz). Highest levels are reached on
the one hand if frost occurrence (regardless whether frost or hoarfrost) is likely as well as
partly additionally if rail temperature ≤ 0°C and on the other hand if dew is present on the
rail, The latter complies with the observation of higher levels in the morning hours. Spectral
distribution indicates raises in the area of 160 Hz and in mid frequencies (400 Hz/500 Hz).
Generally, in the former range, track and vehicle contribution to rolling noise is roughly equal,
while in the latter track emission is dominant [92]. Thus, a connection to superstructure
emission is more plausible. Trends in both mentioned frequency areas are observed among
three different train types and in two sections with largely deviating properties.

Assumptions for the behaviour in conjunction with frost occurrence are on the one hand,
if ballast stones are frozen together, a bonding effect appears, which causes a loss in vibra-
tion absorption and hence results in elevated sound emission of the superstructure. On the
other hand, in addition to the assumed mechanical impact, bonding effects between ballast
stones may reduce porosity of the surface and change absorption among the transmission
path. Moreover, if frozen earth is present in the transmission path between ballast bed and
microphone, the ground changes in the worst case from partly absorbing to fully reflecting,
which increases the monitored sound pressure in 7.5 m distance from track axis. Both ground
effects can be summarised by a change in acoustic impedance of the surface along the trans-
mission path. Another influence might be alterations in the third body layer on the rail head
like changes in viscosity or different roughness pattern due to frost adherence. For the impact
of dew occurrence, the only hypothesis is an alteration of the third body layer due to added
humidity. All assumptions are based on general train type and section independence, which
sorts out impact of different sleeper material, rail type, rail roughness, track decay rate, wheel
diameter and eigenfrequencies of special vehicle components. General thoughts and questions,
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which are partly countered by certain properties are:

• Examination if observed effects are also present on tangent track – cannot be investi-
gated, since no data points are available. For a complete comparability, data from the
same trains on tangent track would be needed, which cannot be provided.

• Colder temperatures have an impact on rail pad stiffness (increasing with decreasing
temperature), which improves track decay rate and therefore indicates the opposite
trend [9]. Thus, that influence is not present or masked by stronger tendencies in
the other direction. However, it may be an explanation for mentioned trends of rail
temperature scattering above the freezing point between 160 Hz and 1250 Hz if a positive
correlation is indicated.

• Rail pad material might alter properties, if water is absorbed.

• Impact of longitudinal slip due to traction in conjunction with a lower friction coefficient
in humid conditions – can be completely excluded since the isolation joint in C5 causes
that every train looses speed and no traction is available in the section.

• Influence regarding general vehicle dynamics while curving – friction coefficient has an
impact on lateral and longitudinal slip as well as spin.

• Longitudinal stick-slip effect – A frequency range between 50 Hz and 100 Hz is stated
in past research [5], thus not according to observations

• Influence of the measurement setup (e.g. due to dew occurrence on the microphone) –
Although the identical microphone is used in C1 and C5, in the latter section another
microphone is applied for validation and control. Thus, measurement errors are not
thought to account for the observed deviation.

Altogether, observed effects are not entirely explainable, which causes a need of further
research (e.g by laboratory experiments in controlled climatic conditions). Moreover, data
points on tangent track can also be investigated focusing on stated abnormalities. Due to
the observed trends, measurements especially in conjunction with frost and dew conditions
should be interpreted with caution. Deviations among temperature, humidity and relative
humidity can have significant impact on certain third-octave band levels – especially in high
frequencies (above 6300 Hz). However, also third-octave bands, which dominate overall
sound emission and are not much weakened by A-weighting (400 Hz to 1000 Hz), are affected
and can fluctuate significantly depending on environmental conditions. Thus, that has to be
borne in mind especially in conjunction with short-time measurement campaigns and their
comparability to each other.

Application of statistical models shows that tree and rule-based models outperform other
approaches. Especially Cubist and Boosted Tree models achieve the first two ranks in the
whole dataset as well as in all considered subsets (reached benchmarks depicted in Table 48).
In most subsets as well as in the whole dataset, the Cubist model shows the best performance.
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Moreover, the predictor importance ranking does not change much over subsets – excluding
only zero variance predictors, respectively. In general, achieved benchmarks are very good
with a RMSE value of 1.9 dB and 90 % correlation between predicted and original outcome
over the whole dataset. It also indicates that the presented model approaches are capable
of taking different section and train type properties into account. Due to application of five
times repeated 10-fold cross validation, the listed benchmarks give also an approximation of
predictive performance on a dataset with the same boundary conditions.

Figure 71 illustrates predictor ranking of the Cubist model among the whole dataset
ordered regarding their relative importance score and depicted until 25 % is reached.
Regarding track predictors, two RR predictors and one TDR predictor is listed (RR.OR.25,
RR.OR.20 and TDRh.IR.500). The latter shows large differences between C1 and C4/C5.
Rail roughness of the outer rail in listed wavelength bands is deviating between C1 and C5,
however both satisfy ISO 3095 [10] limit. Furthermore, in conjunction with velocities of
around 60 kmh-1, frequencies of under 100 Hz are affected. Thus, impact of those might be
overestimated by the model. Moreover, CurveBreathing is listed, however it is connected to
rail temperature and also influenced in magnitude depending on the section. Hence, ranking
of the latter is compromised and not suitable for inclusion in a predictive model. Among
vehicle predictors, MaxWheelDm and Apl are top ranked. They are chosen to distinguish
between train types (especially between freight traffic and train type G). The latter involves
axle count and train length, which is impossible to know in a predictive task and thus not
considered further. RSI is also listed with relatively low importance. All predictors for
dynamic influence are listed. However, due to compromising influence of C5 on AccTrain and
VDiff, both are not suitable for inclusion in a prediction model. AccSide as well as Vmean can
have a reasonable impact since curving behaviour is affected by the former, while the latter
shows a generally positive correlation to the outcome. The high ranking of YearDay indicates
a tendency to over-fitting. Other listed seasonal predictors are Week and Month. Since the
scope is a generally applicable prediction model, seasonal predictors are not considered due
to dependency on local climatic conditions. Environmental predictors are ranked high and
in large quantity, which justifies their impact further. Due to between predictor correlations,
the set can be reduced to: HumAbsRail, SatPressureRail and RT.DPDiff (chosen on account
of the highest ranking among correlated predictors). Due to lack of physical explanation,
relative air pressure is not further considered and it is believed that its influence can be
represented by other environmental predictors. Absolute air pressure depends on altitude
and is thus not considered for predictive modelling.

To summarise, considering the whole dataset, influence of track properties (foremost TDR
and RR) is dominating. Moreover, the sleeper material has also direct influence. Regarding
vehicle properties, strong train type dependencies are observable. Train type G shows a very
low basic rolling noise level and freight traffic (train types A and B) indicate high levels.
The remaining categories show mediocre values. Distinguishing between train types can be
carried out by inclusion of Apl and MaxWheelDm, which both show strong correlations in
the dataset. The former is not suitable for predictive modelling, since axle count and train
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subset
Boosted Tree Cubist

RMSE R2 number of
predictors RMSE R2 number of

predictors
All 1.98 0.90 166 1.94 0.90 96
MC_1 1.24 0.72 55 1.22 0.73 52
MC_2 2.46 0.63 41 2.45 0.64 43
MC_4 2.27 0.72 51 2.24 0.72 51
MC_5 2.23 0.67 51 2.14 0.70 63
TT_A 2.75 0.33 88 2.81 0.31 65
TT_E 1.26 0.72 47 1.26 0.73 45
TT_F 1.29 0.88 122 1.24 0.89 87
TT_G 2.25 0.57 143 2.23 0.57 100
MC_1_TT_E 1.21 0.69 42 1.21 0.69 40
MC_1_TT_F 0.98 0.53 47 0.98 0.52 45
MC_4_TT_G 2.28 0.48 39 2.26 0.49 45
MC_5_TT_F 1.73 0.46 44 1.58 0.54 54
MC_5_TT_G 2.28 0.55 43 2.22 0.57 54

Table 48: Results of best performing regression models achieved with Boosted Tree and Cubist

Figure 71: Relative predictor importance score of a Cubist model applied on the whole dataset
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length are impossible to forecast in real operation. Despite the tendency of MaxWheelDm in
the present dataset, an applicability on other datasets is questionable, since the correlation
is also influenced by train type distribution among sections and different section properties.
Thus, train type influence is solely included by categorising similar train types rather than
including MaxWheelDm. Dynamic influence is visible in terms of Vmean and AccSide – both
showing a positive correlation. Additionally, a seasonal impact is observed. Train pass bys
in autumn and winter show increased levels (median deviation in a magnitude of up to 3 dB
compared to spring and summer). Three trends are observed by detailed spectral analysis:
(i) Dew occurrence leads to increased levels; (ii) Rail temperatures ≤ 0°C lead partly to
raised levels compared to rail temperatures above the freezing point; (iii) Frost occurrence
additionally raises levels. Assumptions for the reason behind (iii) are on the one hand a
frozen superstructure, which shows worse damping behaviour and on the other hand possibly
reduced porosity in ballast bed as well as frozen ground in the further transmission path,
which causes reduced absorption of the surface. Other thoughts are alterations in the third
body layer on the rail head in terms of viscosity and/or water absorption, which would fit
foremost (i) and (iii). While (i) and (iii) are observed among three different train types in two
deviating sections, (ii) only occurs mainly in conjunction with train type G in C5 with weak
trends among other subsets. However, the latter category states by far the most statistical
significance. It is assumed that due to the low basic rolling noise level, more sensibility
on environmental conditions is present. It has to be pointed out that spectral analyses are
only carried out on passenger train categories due to lack of data points regarding freight
traffic. Since reasons are mainly unclear and stated assumptions lack of scientific proof,
further research is recommended. Furthermore, influence of relative humidity and absolute
humidity is observed, however not as distinct as rail temperature in empirical investigation.
Nevertheless, consideration in a multivariate approach might be beneficial, since impact of
environmental conditions may be refined. Especially inclusion of specific humidity (or mixing
ratio) seems beneficial due to consideration of air pressure and thus comparability between
different altitudes is improved. Statistical significance is too weak to give a detailed statement
on rain impact. However, it is combined with dew occurrence as both state wetness sources.

Building on the results of empirical and statistical investigation and pursuing the scope of
constructing a practical model, the following predictors are chosen for predictive modelling:

• TDR and RR predictors are combined to four principal components catching 95 %
variance by using PCA on the whole dataset.

• sleeper type

• train type distinguished in three categories depending on their basic rolling noise level
– high (type A and B), mediocre (type C, D, E, F, other), low (type G)

• mean speed

• lateral acceleration (leads to inclusion of radius and cant as well)
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parameter name in model type value
range unit

principal components of
TDR and RR predictors PC.(1-4) continuous ]-∞,∞[ -

sleeper material (1
wood, 0 concrete) SleeperTypeWood categorical [0;1] -

train type dummy vari-
ables (1 mediocre, 2 low,
rest zero)

TrainType.(1-2) categorical [0;1] -

mean speed Vmean continuous [0,∞[ kmh-1

lateral acceleration AccSide continuous ]-∞,∞[ ms-2

rail temperature TempRail continuous ]-∞,∞[ °C
specific humidity HumSpec continuous [0,∞[ gkg-1

relative rail humidity HumRail continuous [0,∞[ %
wet conditions Wet categorical [0;1] -
frost conditions FrostPresent categorical [0;1] -

Table 49: Mathematical description of the final parameter set applied to predict Level

• rail temperature (evaluated as best performing predictor in Subsection 6.4.4)

• specific humidity (includes absolute air pressure in calculation) – evaluated as best
performing predictor in Subsection 6.4.4

• relative rail humidity (evaluated as best performing predictor in Subsection 6.4.4)

• wet conditions (rain and/or dew occurrence)

• frost conditions (frost and/or hoarfrost)

Thus, predictor size is shrunk to 14. Mathematical description of those is provided in
Table 49.

Since level values can be significantly influenced by curve squeal occurrence, inclusion of
those predictors in the predictive model is additionally investigated in Subsection 6.4.4.

6.4 Predictive modelling

Building on the selection of the final parameter set for each considered dependent variable
(refer to Subsection 6.3), prediction models are generated. As previously discussed, peak lev-
els and relative occurrence time of curve squeal show high fluctuations and also high RMSE
values in the models, which causes that a reliable prediction model cannot be formulated for
those variables. They can be roughly estimated by heuristic models or median values (see
Appendix C). The remaining dependent variables are three classification tasks – prediction of
occurrence of flanging noise, squeal noise and HF squeal noise – and one regression task for
predicting equivalent continuous noise level. The chosen methodology is described in Subsec-
tion 6.2.2 and is applied on all four modelling tasks separately. Thus, the present subsection
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is outlined as discussion on all four dependent variables – beginning with examination of
flanging noise and ending with equivalent continuous noise level investigation. Each subsec-
tion is sectioned in final model description, cut-off point investigation (only classification) and
impact estimation of environmental predictors.

6.4.1 Flanging noise occurrence

Firstly, prediction models are trained with the final predictor set alternating each of the four
considered predictors for relative humidity – Hum, AT.DPDiff, HumRail, RT.DPDiff. Models
are trained on the whole dataset as well as on subsets C1, C5 and both together with the
introduced splitting strategy. The focus lies on models trained on data points of C1 and
C5 and their achieved benchmarks regarding application on validation sets C2, C3, C4 and
altogether as an indicator for predictive ability on new datasets. In general, both predictors
dependent on rail temperature show better performance compared to the other two derived
with air temperature. Between the former, RT.DPDiff shows slightly better benchmarks and
is therefore chosen as final predictor for relative humidity. It might not be as interpretable
as HumRail, however, it behaves better statistically, which is the main scope for the present
task. Figure 72 depicts the density function of absolute frequency in terms of flanging noise
occurrence compared to train pass bys without any curve squeal occurrence. As can be seen,
probability exceeds 50 % between roughly 4 °C and 7 °C difference. Lower values represent a
high rail humidity, whereas high values indicate dry air.

Final prediction model

Benchmarks between models show that resampled performance on the training set as well as
application on the test set is for most models hugely deviating from application on validation
sets. Thus, the tendency especially of complex models like Random Forest or Boosted
Tree indicates over-fitting, which worsens the predictive performance on new datasets.
FDA significantly outperforms all other algorithms on the validation sets as well as suffers
minor losses compared to test set benchmarks. Hence, the algorithm seems to be able to
extract fundamental connections between predictors and the outcome. Table 50 depicts the
ROC benchmark achieved by the final FDA model. The second best approach – CART –
is also added for comparison and indication of magnitude in performance difference. As
can be seen, benchmarks between test set and application on all validation sets together
are roughly equal, which is fulfilling the modelling scope perfectly. In comparison to
achieved benchmarks in feature selection (refer to Table 34), a significant decrease in model
performance is observable with the reduced predictor set. However, that is rather caused
by over-fitting in the former case and not depicting a benchmark of predictive ability on
new datasets as well as not fulfilling the scope of a practical model. Hence, it can be
concluded that if measurement data is available, complex tree-based model algorithms can
be used to train a model, which is capable of predicting on the same sections with the same
train mixture well. However, if a model should be trained on measurement data for general
application to other datasets including different sections and train type distribution, a simpler
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Figure 72: Relative frequency of flanging noise occurrence among the range of difference
between rail temperature and dew point – data from the whole dataset

FDA CART
test set 0.725 0.720
C2 0.709 0.684
C3 0.672 0.636
C4 0.741 0.717
C2,C3,C4 0.722 0.693

Table 50: Achieved area under ROC curve by best performing model approaches FDA and
CART trained on data points of C1 and C5

model without over-fitting is needed. For the latter task and in terms of practical applica-
bility – achieved by inclusion of few predictors, worse performance benchmarks are acceptable.

The basic functionality of flexible discriminant analysis is briefly described in Subsec-
tion 6.1.3. It states a non-linear classification model, which is built with regression coeffi-
cients of the MARS algorithm. The final model consists of one degree (no square coefficients)
and twelve additive terms in the discriminant function. Since it is only a two class problem,
calculation of one discriminant score is needed for prediction. The function looks as follows:
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D = − 5.0139 (58)

+ 2.97275 · TrainType.1
+ 3.06280 · TrainType.2
+ 1.76713 ·RainDetect

− 1.04218 ·DoubleUnit

+ 0.29722 · h(3.95034−RT.DPDiff)

+ 0.12448 · h(RT.DPDiff − 3.95034)

− 0.09363 · h(RT.DPDiff − 17.8742)

+ 5.94799 · h(0.86167−RSI)

+ 54.11460 · h(RSI − 0.82830)

− 57.02336 · h(RSI − 0.86167)

Notably, the final model does not include lateral acceleration, dew and frost presence
for prediction, which is surprising since especially frost presence decreases frequency of
occurrence significantly in empirical examination. However, that simplifies the model
further and modelling of dew formation can be skipped for flanging noise prediction. For
regions with frequent frost or dew occurrence, it may be necessary to alternate the model if
measurement data are available and worse model performance is suspected – e.g. by setting
the rain predictor to one in case of frost. Categorical predictors are set to one (true) and
zero (false). Five terms consist of hinge functions, which are introduced in the description
of the MARS algorithm. If the value of the function h(x) is above zero, it is x, else zero.
The evaluated score of D for a set of predictors leads to the decision if the event is predicted
positive or negative. The cut-off point is dependent on the chosen cut-off probability, which
is investigated later. With the default value (50 %), a discriminant score of under -0.9166
causes a positive classification (i.e. flanging noise occurrence) and a score of greater or equal
-0.9166 leads to negative classification. Since predictors are not standardized, the absolute
difference between coefficients of each term do not represent the impact on the model directly.
However, it is possible to analyse the impact of each term on the probability. Negative
terms increase the probability, while positive ones cause a decline. Considering train type
impact, it can be seen that train types summarised as category 1 (TrainType.1 – mediocre
probability) and train types summarised as category 2 (TrainType.2 – low probability) both
cause a decrease in probability, while the third category (freight trains), which is represented
by trains, which are not category 1 and not category 2, contribute in terms of a significant
raise in probability compared to the other train types. Coefficients between train category
1 and 2 indicate that probability of the former is higher. Thus, train type dependency is
reasonably represented by the model. Rain occurrence decreases probability, while operation
of double units causes an increase. Both mechanisms comply with observation and hence are
well included in the model. Difference between rail temperature and dew point is present in
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Figure 73: Contribution to the discriminant function of RT.DPDiff depicted between -10 °C
and 25 °C

three different terms, which compromises a direct interpretation possibility. Thus, the whole
impact is depicted in Figure 73 with a range between -10 °C and 25 °C and the corresponding
discriminant score. As can be seen, the highest probability is set to the cut point of 3.95 °C
in the model. In general, higher probability lies between roughly 2 °C and 8°C. Lower values
steeply decrease probability, while higher ones also raise probability, however not as steep
with an additional slope change at 17 °C. Hence, the model catches also the particular ranges
in conjunction with difference between temperature and dew point, which are observed in the
density function, very well. RSI contribution is also separated in three terms and illustrated
in Figure 74 between 0.5 and 1.1. It can be seen that probability increases with growing
RSI. In an area between 0.82 and 0.88, a steep probability decrease is modelled, followed
again by a raise throughout higher values. In general, an increasing probability with growing
RSI is reasonable and complies with examinations in the dataset. Compromising impact
is caused by train type distribution. Thus, a slight uncertainty in RSI terms is present,
however the impact on general applicability is thought to be low. Empirical correction can
be done for example by deleting the second last term in Equation (58) and setting the
coefficient of the last term to -10 to avoid a steep curve with higher RSI. That change would
lead to the curve depicted in Figure 75, which seems reasonable in a qualitative manner.
However, all coefficients and the intercept are connected together and are evaluated with a
statistical optimisation criterion during model training. Thus, empirical changes add a great
uncertainty to the model. Hence, it is recommended to leave the model formula unchanged
and observe wrong classifications due to RSI in the mentioned range carefully. If they are
present, model coefficient optimization might be beneficial21.

21The model object from the final model in R is available at https://github.com/M-Ostermann/curve-noise-
prediction
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Figure 74: Contribution to the discriminant function of RSI depicted between 0.5 and 1.1

Figure 75: Contribution to the discriminant function of RSI with coefficient changes to avoid
the model behaviour in the area around 0.85
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Alternative cut-off probability

Alternative cut-off probabilities are investigated on a small dataset (10 %), which is neither
used as training nor as test set. Application of the final FDA model delivers a ROC score
of 0.732, which is slightly better compared to the score of the test set. Using the default
probability cut-off value of 50 % results in a specificity of 0.89 (i.e 89 % of all train pass
bys, which do not contain flanging noise, are detected correctly) and a sensitivity of 38 %
(i.e 38 % of trains containing flanging noise are classified correctly by the model). Especially
the latter score is not sufficient for flanging noise detection, hence a lower probability cut-off
is needed. Statistically, the top left point as optimised balance between specificity and
sensitivity is detected on the ROC curve at 37.1 %. Maximising the Youden index leads to
a similar point and is thus not separately mentioned. Empirical investigation is focused on
slope change points in the ROC curve. Roughly three slope changes are visible – slightly
above 0.5, slightly below 0.371 and at 0.25. Between 0.371 and 0.25 the slope is similar to
the 45 degree line, which indicates equality in sensitivity increase and specificity loss. Above
0.25, a further raise of sensitivity causes a high loss of specificity in comparison. Thus, lower
probability thresholds seem not beneficial. The statistically evaluated point at 37.1 % leads
to 71 % specificity and 63 % sensitivity, which would be a balanced option to prevent high
false positive rates, however the sensitivity is still mediocre. The cut-off value of 0.25 leads
to a low specificity of 44 %. The latter value states that more than half of trains without
flanging noise are misclassified as containing flanging noise. However, reached detection of
flanging noise is raised to 86 %, which is a reliable value.

To get an overview of changes in application on test set and validation data by setting
different threshold values, impact is summarised in Table 51. As can be seen, reducing the
threshold probability to 37.1 % causes no significant impact on overall classification accuracy
combined with a distinct raise in sensitivity. Thus, the value of 37.1 % shows superior per-
formance for the present task compared to 50 %. Further lowering of the cut-off probability
causes a decrease in accuracy of 7 % to 9 %. Moreover, especially regarding C3, the speci-
ficity is lowered to 14 %, which results in a huge false positive classification. Hence, it can
be concluded that the threshold of 37.1 % states a stable and balanced choice on all valida-
tion sets with especially well performance in C2 and C3 – both sections with higher radii.
To increase sensitivity and thus prediction on the safer side accepting a lower accuracy, the
threshold of 25 % is more suitable than 37.1 %. For application of the model, classification
thresholds of the discriminant score function (Equation (58)) are provided in the last row
of Table 51. Again, train pass bys are predicted positive (flanging noise occurrence) if the
discriminant score is beneath the corresponding threshold and in case of equality or exceeding
the threshold classified as negative (no flanging noise).
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Figure 76: ROC curve for the final FDA model applied to the evaluation set with default
cut-off (50 %), statistically optimised point (37.1 %) and even higher sensitivity (25 %)

cut-off probability 0.500 0.371 0.250

test set
Acc 0.71 0.68 0.59
Sens 0.31 0.56 0.83
Spec 0.92 0.74 0.47

C2
Acc 0.70 0.68 0.60
Sens 0.64 0.67 0.75
Spec 0.73 0.69 0.53

C3
Acc 0.58 0.59 0.52
Sens 0.74 0.88 0.98
Spec 0.44 0.35 0.14

C4
Acc 0.69 0.70 0.61
Sens 0.10 0.53 0.83
Spec 0.98 0.78 0.50

C2,C3,C4
Acc 0.67 0.67 0.59
Sens 0.42 0.66 0.84
Spec 0.81 0.68 0.45

discriminant score threshold -0.9166 -0.2779 0.4073

Table 51: Achieved benchmarks on test set and validation sets with alternative cut-off proba-
bilities for flanging noise prediction as well as corresponding threshold values for discriminant
score function
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Impact of environmental predictors

Predictor importance scores of the final FDA model for flanging noise predictions (refer to
Figure 77) indicate that especially difference between rail temperature and dew point shows
a significant impact on the model. Rain is rated in midfield, however in third place of six
considered predictors. As previously mentioned, the final FDA model does not include frost
or dew presence. Thus, altogether, environmental predictors seem important and necessary
for prediction.

To estimate importance of considering environmental predictors, new models without
those are built. Hence, predictors are only TrainType.1, TrainType.2, DoubleUnit, RSI and
AccSide. Again, the focus lies on models trained on data points of C1 and C5, which are
chosen on behalf of reached benchmarks in prediction of the validation sets C2, C3 and
C4. In that case the Boosted Tree method outperforms all other approaches, followed by
FDA (benchmarks summarised in Table 52). As can be seen, performance loss is heavily
dependent on the validation set. While C2 shows a negligible worsening, application on C4
indicates a severe decline. Building on the pattern, it allows the estimation that the impact
of environmental predictors is significantly higher in conjunction with lower curve radii
(≤ 310 m) than otherwise. Since the validation sets contain no even data point distribution
among the year, an influence is also possible due to that. Data points in C2 are monitored in
July with very hot temperatures, while data points in C4 are mainly from February, March
and April. Altogether, it can be concluded that in the test set as well as in application on
all data from validation sets, a performance loss due to exclusion of environmental predictors
is present. However, the predictive ability is nevertheless given, since the benchmark of the
test set is not severely deviating from performance on validation sets.

The opposite case – only considering environmental parameters for prediction – is also
examined with the same boundary conditions. New models are trained on C1 and C5 and
applied on validation sets for deciding which approach performs best. Included predictors are
RT.DPDiff, RainDetect, FrostPresent and DewPresent. In that task, FDA and the Neural
Network algorithm perform nearly equally. Due to simplicity and interpretability, the former

Boosted
Tree FDA loss

test set 0.660 0.647 0.065
C2 0.694 0.697 0.015
C3 0.610 0.601 0.062
C4 0.560 0.536 0.181
C2,C3,C4 0.648 0.621 0.074

Table 52: Achieved area under ROC curve by best performing model approaches without
environmental conditions Boosted Tree and FDA trained on data points of C1 and C5 and
loss in ROC compared between Boosted Tree and final FDA model with all selected predictors
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Figure 77: Predictor importance scores of the final FDA model

FDA Neural
Network loss

test set 0.646 0.649 0.079
C2 0.520 0.520 0.152
C3 0.631 0.624 0.041
C4 0.718 0.717 0.023
C2,C3,C4 0.637 0.637 0.085

Table 53: Achieved area under ROC curve by best performing model approaches considering
only environmental conditions FDA and Neural Network trained on data points of C1 and C5
and loss in ROC compared between FDA and final FDA model with all selected predictors

method is chosen. Moreover, the FDA model only includes RT.DPDiff and RainDetect as
predictors, thus modelling dew formation on the rail can be skipped. Compared to the other
extreme, where no environmental conditions are taken into account, the opposite pattern is
observable. The model is capable of predicting data points in C3 and C4 with minor losses,
while it lacks to predict C2 sufficiently. Thus, it seems that environmental conditions have
lower importance in terms of predicting flanging noise occurrence at lager curve radii (440 m)
and/or in conjunction with hot temperatures. Overall performance loss is comparable between
neglecting environmental predictors and considering only them, which means that both groups
are roughly equally important. Hence, inclusion of environmental predictors is beneficial for
flanging noise prediction.

6.4.2 Squeal noise occurrence

In a first step, models are built with the final predictor set only alternating the relative hu-
midity indicators – Hum, AT.DPDiff, HumRail, RT.DPDiff – to evaluate the best performing
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Figure 78: Relative frequency of squeal noise occurrence among the range of relative air
humidity – data from the whole dataset

one for prediction of squeal noise occurrence. The focus lies on models trained on data points
of C1 and C5 and applied to C2, C3 and C4 as validations sets. The best performing predic-
tors are relative air humidity and relative rail humidity with slightly better performance of
the former one. Thus, relative humidity of the ambient air (monitored beside the section) is
chosen as final predictor. Relative frequency of occurrence distribution among that predictor
(see Figure 78) indicates a high probability of squeal noise between 64 % and 74 % (exceed-
ing 25 %), while low values cause a lower probability and higher values declines probability
significantly. Not much thought should be given to the edge regions as data points (espe-
cially regarding dry conditions) are sparse and partly depict outlier points in certain sections.
Thus, depiction is reduced to a range from 40 % to 90 %. Although empirical examination
indicates a much better and smoother correlation regarding relative rail humidity, prediction
benchmarks in C2 and C3 can be significantly improved by inclusion of relative air humidity.
Thus, it seems that prediction of squeal noise occurrence becomes more robust in application
on other datasets with different radii and climatic conditions.

Final prediction model

The difference between resampled training set performance as well as test set benchmarks
compared to validation sets is even more severe than in case of flanging noise prediction
due to higher class imbalance. Since probability decreases significantly with growing curve
radius, prediction of data in C2 and C3 is very challenging for the model algorithms. The
only approach, which is capable to achieve a slight predictive performance on C2 and
C3, is a Neural Network. Although it also performs bad on C2 and C3 (see Table 54),
it is able to nearly keep the performance from the test set in application on the whole
validation set (C2, C3 and C4) as well as in C4. Just to see the difference, the second
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Neural
Network

Naïve
Bayes

test set 0.736 0.707
C2 0.562 0.471
C3 0.587 0.529
C4 0.790 0.725
C2,C3,C4 0.728 0.669

Table 54: Achieved area under ROC curve by best performing model approaches Neural
Network and Naïve Bayes trained on data points of C1 and C5

best approach (Naïve Bayes), which completely fails to predict samples from C2 (area
under ROC curve is below 0.5) as well as performing worse on data of C3, is also added.
Again, complex tree-based models (like Random Forest) perform really well on the dataset,
however predictive ability is limited to similar boundary conditions due to over-fitting.
Thus, those approaches are suitable for predicting a particular section with a similar
train type distribution, however they fail to predict new sections and their applicabil-
ity on other datasets lacks for the present modelling task. Performance difference is not
severe compared to feature selection (refer to Table 39), which justifies the predictor selection.

Functionality of neural network models is briefly described in Subsection 6.1.3. It is a non-
linear modelling approach, which tries to catch correlations between predictors and outcome
randomly. The final model consists of one hidden unit layer with nine neurons, which represent
linear combinations of the predictors. Additionally, to prevent over-fitting, a weight decay
value of 0.1 performs best in resampling. The whole model structure (refer to Figure 79)
consists of eight neurons representing the input layer (illustrated as I1 to I8), nine neurons in
the hidden unit layer (called H1 to H9), two bias neurons (B1 and B2) and one output neuron
(O1). The score of the H1 to H9 is calculated as follows [113]:

Hi = g

B1,i +
P

j=1

αi,j · Ij
 (59)

g(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(60)

where Hi represents the ith hidden unit score of H1 to H9, B1,i depicts the bias term, which is
calculated as one multiplied with the assigned weight value to each neuron in the hidden unit
layer, P is the predictor quantity, αi,j are weight values for each predictor j corresponding to
hidden unit i, Ij states the predictor input and g(x) is the sigmoidal function applied to Hi

to get scores between zero and one.
The outcome value is derived in a similar way and also transformed by Equation (60) [113]:
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O1 = g B2 +

U

i=1

βi ·Hi (61)

where O1 represents the outcome value (between zero and one), B2 depicts the second bias
term, which is also calculated as one times the assigned weight value, U is the neuron quantity
in the hidden unit layer and βi are weight coefficients for each hidden unit i.

Attention should be drawn to line width in Figure 79 as it depicts the magnitude of the
weight value. It can be seen that high weight values are present for predictors RSI and
DewPresent, while very thin lines are connected to AccSide. The colour of the lines indicates
whether a positive (black) weight or a negative one (grey) is present. Since predictors are
standardized and skewness removed (by Yeo-Johnson transformation), direct interpretation of
the sign is not possible. Due to standardized input predictors, magnitude of weight coefficients
can be compared and allow an impact estimation on the prediction model. They are used
to calculate predictor importance scores (illustrated in Figure 80). The interpretation of line
width is justified as dew presence and RSI have the most impact on the model. Relative air
humidity, double unit operation, train type and frost presence are of mediocre importance
(40 % to 50 %). Rain has few impact and lateral acceleration contributes negligibly to
the model prediction. The former is surprising since rain suppresses squeal noise occurrence
significantly. However, overall, rain is detected in very few pass bys at all, which explains that
the correlation is not seen as important by the model due to lack of sufficient data points.
Dew as a wetness source is far more common, thus the reduction in probability should be
represented sufficiently. Table 55 provides the needed weight coefficient values for derivation
of squeal noise probability. The first nine rows contain the weight values B1,i of the first bias
neuron (B1) and αi,j for calculation of each hidden unit neuron value by using Equations
(59) and (60). The last two rows provide the value of the second bias neuron (B2) as well
as weight coefficients βi to derive the outcome probability O1 from the hidden unit scores by
applying Equations (61) and (60). The outcome represents the probability value of a negative
event (i.e no squeal noise occurrence). Thus, for computation of squeal noise probability, 1
minus the outcome has to be calculated. Again, it has to be pointed out that new predictor
data cannot be fed directly to the model due to the need of pre-processing. Building on the
derived probability, samples are classified as positive or negative depending on the chosen
cut-off probability, which is investigated further in the following subsection22.

22The model object from the final model in R is available at https://github.com/M-Ostermann/curve-noise-
prediction
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Figure 79: Final neural network model for squeal noise prediction with nine hidden units, two
bias neurons and one outcome for class prediction – line width indicates the magnitude of the
assigned weight value, whereas line colour shows if the sign of weight value is positive (black)
or negative (grey)

Figure 80: Predictor importance scores of the final neural network model calculated with
assigned weight values for the neuron connections
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H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8 H9
B1 -1.6011 -1.0594 4.9150 -5.0952 2.5604 -1.2243 3.7536 1.9600 -1.8265
I1 1.0030 0.6102 -2.0090 1.3192 -0.3700 0.8061 -0.4430 -0.6646 -3.3272
I2 -0.6524 0.1368 2.3982 -0.4421 -2.9787 -0.5800 -1.7831 -1.9367 1.0906
I3 0.9203 3.0583 4.3213 0.8358 -1.3189 2.1036 -0.3300 -1.0595 3.6796
I4 0.6194 0.3523 -0.0242 -0.5894 -0.5167 1.4490 -0.1540 0.0819 0.0865
I5 0.7402 -0.2550 -2.8799 0.0226 1.6146 -1.2405 2.2779 2.4368 -0.9711
I6 0.1811 1.1695 -0.9406 -0.2602 0.6374 0.7746 1.9426 -0.5381 1.3541
I7 -0.6239 1.7616 0.0840 -1.7434 -3.8562 4.2855 2.2236 -0.5067 2.5537
I8 -1.3807 0.0578 0.3324 -0.0440 -1.0949 0.9296 1.5450 -2.4939 2.9403

B2 1.9913
O1 -3.3387 5.3640 -2.2241 -5.9726 3.0204 -2.7273 -4.8879 4.1228 3.9468

Table 55: Weight values αi,j , βi, B1 and B2 for derivation of squeal noise probability with
the final neural network model

Alternative cut-off probability

Suitable cut-off probabilities are investigated on the evaluation set, which contains 10 % data
points of C1 and C5. It is only used for the current examination task. Application of the final
Neural Network model results in a ROC benchmark of 0.773, which is significantly better
than the test set. However, it only indicates a scattering in the benchmarks, which could
be a result of large possible alterations in the predictor data and/or of additional unknown
impact factors. It states that the model can perform better than believed building on the
test set scores. Application of the default probability cut-off value of 50 % or 0.5 leads to a
specificity of 100 % and a sensitivity of 2 % (refer to Figure 81), which shows that the default
value is not suitable for the present modelling task. Statistical investigation searching for the
top left point of the ROC curve results in a threshold probability of 17.5 %. Maximising the
Youden index leads to a similar value, hence depiction is skipped. Specificity at that point is
69 % and sensitivity is 75 %, which looks like a balanced choice as well as a reasonable value.
Due to the severity of squeal noise occurrence and the possible impact on overall noise level,
an even higher sensitivity might be aimed to stay on the safe side. On the other hand, low
specificity leads to high false-positive rates. Thus, a balanced trade-off between sensitivity
and specificity should be aimed. Empirical examination of the ROC curve focuses on slope
changes. As can be seen, the first slope change lies at roughly 0.4 sensitivity, which is too
low to consider. The second point is equal to the statistical optimisation. Afterwards, the
slope magnitude drops slightly beneath the 45 degree line, which indicates that an increase
in sensitivity, leads to a higher loss in specificity. Nevertheless, it might be beneficial to raise
sensitivity further to stay on the safe side in prediction. The next slope change depicts a
cut-off probability of 10 % – leading to a sensitivity of 90 % and a specificity of 45 %. Lower
thresholds cause severe false positive rates in conjunction with a slight raise in sensitivity
and are therefore not suitable.
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Figure 81: ROC curve for the final Neural Network model applied to the evaluation set with
default cut-off (50 %), statistically optimised point (17.5 %) and even higher sensitivity (10 %)

Both threshold probabilities – 17.5 % and 10 % – seem to be a reasonable choice.
Application on test set and validation sets (see Table 56) justifies that the default threshold
of 0.5 is not suitable for squeal noise prediction. Moreover, a cut-off probability of 0.175
also shows a bad performance of 25 % to 28 % sensitivity on the validation sets. Thus,
the probability threshold of 10 % is recommended for prediction as it performs well on test
set (81 % sensitivity) and validation sets (44 % to 68 % sensitivity). Hence, for squeal
noise prediction with the presented Neural Network model, an outcome score of greater
than 0.9 leads to a negative prediction (i.e no squeal noise occurrence) and otherwise less
or equal than 0.9 predicts the train pass by as positive (i.e squeal noise occurrence). If the
scope is set to high overall classification accuracy, a cut-off probability of 0.175 can be applied.
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cut-off probability 0.500 0.175 0.100

test set
Acc 0.86 0.72 0.53
Sens 0.05 0.59 0.81
Spec 1.00 0.74 0.48

C2
Acc 0.94 0.86 0.74
Sens 0.06 0.28 0.44
Spec 0.96 0.87 0.75

C3
Acc 0.90 0.88 0.74
Sens 0.20 0.25 0.68
Spec 0.99 0.96 0.74

C4
Acc 0.91 0.83 0.68
Sens 0.14 0.27 0.68
Spec 0.97 0.88 0.68

C2,C3,C4
Acc 0.91 0.83 0.68
Sens 0.14 0.27 0.68
Spec 0.97 0.88 0.68

Table 56: Achieved benchmarks on test set and validation sets with alternative cut-off prob-
abilities for squeal noise prediction

Impact of environmental predictors

Variable importance scores in the fitted Neural Network for squeal noise prediction (see
Figure 80) indicates that environmental predictors – especially dew presence – have a
significant impact on the model. Relative humidity and frost presence are ranked in midfield
and rain shows low importance. Hence, environmental predictors seem essential for squeal
noise prediction.

Impact estimation of environmental parameters is carried out by building new models
without them. Thus, only RSI, DoubleUnit, TrainType.1 and AccSide are included. The
focus lies on models trained on data of C1 and C5 and performance estimation for deciding
the final model on validation sets. In this scenario only linear models (logistic regression,
PLS, GLM-Net) are able to reach an informative prediction (ROC benchmark above 0.5) in
application on C2 and C3. They are also performing equally compared to other approaches
on test set and other validation sets. Due to simplicity, logistic regression is chosen for
depiction (benchmarks illustrated in Table 57). As can be seen, the loss in performance
regarding C4 and the whole validation set is large, while test set and C2 indicate a mediocre
decline. Interestingly, C3 is predicted with hardly any worsening, although the measure-
ments took place in September, where dew occurrence is frequent and thus environmental
conditions are assumed to have a significant impact. Altogether, performance of the fitted
Neural Network model with all considered predictors is already bad in C2 and C3 and
would be significantly worsened in the other sets by exclusion of environmental predictors.
Thus, their inclusion is reasonable and result in a major improvement of the prediction model.
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Log Reg loss
test set 0.689 0.047
C2 0.524 0.038
C3 0.581 0.006
C4 0.666 0.124
C2,C3,C4 0.624 0.104

Table 57: Achieved area under ROC curve by best performing model approach without envi-
ronmental conditions Log Reg trained on data points of C1 and C5 and loss in ROC compared
to the final Neural Network model with all selected predictors

Neural
Network loss

test set 0.607 0.129
C2 0.412 0.150
C3 0.559 0.028
C4 0.710 0.080
C2,C3,C4 0.558 0.170

Table 58: Achieved area under ROC curve by best performing model approaches for squeal
noise prediction considering only environmental conditions Neural Network trained on data
points of C1 and C5 and loss in ROC compared to the final Neural Network model with all
selected predictors

The opposite case – including only environmental predictors for squeal noise prediction – is
examined using the same boundary conditions. New models are trained with predictors Hum,
FrostPresent, RainDetect and DewPresent on data from C1 and C5, while decision of the best
model approach is carried out by results on the validation sets. For that task, the Neural
Network algorithm outperforms the other methods (benchmarks summarised in Table 58).
The performance loss is severe compared to the case of considering all predictors and also
worse than excluding all environmental parameters. The model is completely uninformative
regarding prediction of data in C2 (ROC beneath 0.5) and also performs bad on test set as
well as other validation sets except regarding C4, where an acceptable benchmark is reached.
The fairly high result in C4 allows the assumption that environmental predictors are more
important in months February, March and April as the majority of data points are from that
duration. Dominating conditions are frequent dew occurrence and rather low temperatures.
However, that connection is too weak to extract a generalised statement. To conclude, squeal
noise prediction only depending on environmental conditions seems not sufficiently possible.

6.4.3 HF squeal noise occurrence

To evaluate which relative humidity predictor – Hum, AT.DPDiff, HumRail, RT.DPDiff –
performs best regarding HF squeal noise prediction, models are trained with the final predictor
set only alternating those four. Benchmark evaluation is focused on models trained on data
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from C1 and C5 – the only two long-term campaigns –, which are applied to data of C2, C3,
C4 and altogether as independent validation sets. The best performing predictor is relative
rail humidity, which outperforms the other candidates significantly. Density distribution of
frequency of occurrence regarding relative rail humidity is already depicted and discussed in
Subsection 6.3 Figure 65 and thus not again illustrated.

Final prediction model

Performance – at least of the two best approaches – is not much worse between resampled
training set, test set and validation sets (except C3), which indicates that the model is able
to catch fundamental correlations between predictors and outcome. The best modelling ap-
proach is a Neural Network, followed by FDA (benchmarks illustrated in Table 59). The
former significantly outperforms the latter in application on data points of C2, which justi-
fies the model choice further. Regarding C3, performance is bad, however most models fail
in prediction completely (ROC score beneath 0.5). Again, complex tree-based model algo-
rithms (like Random Forest or Boosted Tree) seem to over-fit the dataset and are suitable for
modelling a single measurement section from data and predicting similar data and train type
distribution in the future. They are not applicable on new datasets. Performance loss due to
the reduced predictor set is acceptable (beneath 0.1 ROC score compared to best performance
in previous feature selection, see Table 44) for the scope of a practical model.

Detailed functionality of the Neural Network algorithm is described in Subsection 6.4.2
for squeal noise prediction. The final model to predict HF squeal noise occurrence consists
of one hidden unit layer with nine neurons. To avoid over-fitting, a weight decay value of 0.1
performs best in resampling iterations. The whole model structure (refer to Figure 82) involves
nine input neurons (depicting the predictors I1 to I9), two bias neurons (B1 and B2), nine
neurons in the hidden unit layer (H1 to H9) and one outcome neuron (O1). Since predictors
are standardized and skewness removed, weighting values can be directly compared to each
other in terms of importance in the model. However, due to pre-processing measures, the
sign of the weight coefficient cannot be interpreted. Considering the line width, which depicts
magnitude of assigned weight value (black lines for positive sign and grey for negative sign),
significant impacts come from RSI, HumRail and DewPresent, while AccSide indicates very
thin lines and thus negligible impact. Observations are also justified by predictor importance

Neural
Network FDA

test set 0.747 0.718
C2 0.739 0.588
C3 0.588 0.559
C4 0.710 0.691
C2,C3,C4 0.677 0.693

Table 59: Achieved area under ROC curve by best performing model approaches for HF squeal
noise prediction Neural Network and FDA trained on data points of C1 and C5
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Figure 82: Final neural network model for HF squeal noise prediction with nine hidden units,
two bias neurons and one outcome for class prediction – line width indicates the magnitude
of the assigned weight value, whereas line colour shows if the sign of weight value is positive
(black) or negative (grey)

scores (refer to Figure 83), which rely on assigned weight values. Top predictor scores are
reached by RSI, relative rail humidity and dew presence. Frost presence lies in midfield, while
train type as well as double unit operation and rain detect have low importance. The latter
rankings are surprising, since vehicle impact is present in empirical examination as well as rain
impact, which greatly reduces frequency of occurrence. However, data points with detected
rain during a train pass by are rare, thus the model does not catch the impact completely.
Nevertheless, influence of dew and frost seems to be well modelled. Complying with squeal
noise, the value of lateral acceleration contribute negligibly to the model. Table 60 provides
the needed weight coefficients for each connection. The first row represents the weight values
between the first bias neuron (B1) and the hidden units (H1 to H9). The second to ninth row
contain coefficients αi,j for connections between input layer and hidden unit layer. The second
last row depicts the weight value between the second bias neuron (B2) and the outcome (O1)
and the last row provides coefficients βi to connect the hidden unit layer to the outcome layer.
Score of the hidden units can be derived with Equations (59) and (60). The probability value
for classification is computed by using Equations (61) and (60). The calculated outcome
represents the probability for a negative event (i.e no HF squeal noise occurrence). Thus,
1 minus the outcome has to be calculated to achieve the probability for HF squeal noise
occurrence. It has to be pointed out that predictors need to be pre-processed prior to feeding
them to the model. Depending on the outcome and the chosen threshold probability (default
0.5), train pass bys are classified as positive or negative. The cut-off probability is examined
further in the following subsection23.

23The model object from the final model in R is available at https://github.com/M-Ostermann/curve-noise-
prediction
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Figure 83: Predictor importance scores of the final neural network model calculated with
assigned weight values for the neuron connections

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8 H9
B1 -0.1072 -3.2397 -0.9219 -1.2506 0.1875 -1.0961 0.1280 2.2175 1.1651
I1 2.0250 1.1442 0.0032 1.0861 1.0237 -0.5532 -0.1630 -0.5306 0.6735
I2 -2.2062 -1.0889 -1.6640 2.0364 0.5554 -0.3059 -0.3669 0.6917 -0.6115
I3 -1.5698 -0.7526 0.4639 -0.9005 -0.5749 -0.3442 -2.4189 -0.4696 -0.1516
I4 -3.1856 0.0725 -3.2890 -0.5510 -1.4485 1.8357 -2.8396 -1.9645 -6.1187
I5 -0.2508 -0.1924 -0.0131 -0.4151 -0.5256 0.9113 -0.1962 0.1258 -1.1019
I6 -0.0644 -3.1539 -2.2368 4.0832 -0.5237 -3.4321 -3.8272 2.1535 -0.7976
I7 -0.9006 0.1932 0.8117 0.3075 0.6903 0.7984 2.4606 -0.2296 -1.1134
I8 -1.8060 3.3942 -2.4855 -2.6270 -0.6449 -1.2058 0.1329 -2.0875 -2.1476
I9 -0.1416 0.5025 2.7009 -2.5285 0.0374 3.2375 1.5809 -3.2968 0.4198

B2 -3.3979
O1 -3.7256 4.6184 4.9816 2.9120 4.8895 3.4005 -3.2407 4.0076 -3.1623

Table 60: Weight values αi,j , βi, B1 and B2 for derivation of HF squeal noise probability with
the final neural network model
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Alternative cut-off probability

Examination of alternative cut-off probabilities is carried out on a small evaluation set (10 %
data points in C1 and C5), which is neither used as test nor as training set. Application
of the final neural network model on the evaluation set results in an area under ROC
curve of 0.787, which indicates better performance as on the test set. Thus, scattering in
predictions is present, which might be a result of large possible alterations in the predictor
data and/or of additional unknown impact factors. However, it also shows that increased
performance scores are possible. Plotting the ROC curve (see Figure 84) and marking
the default probability threshold leads to a specificity of 100 % and a sensitivity of 4 %.
Thus, it is not suitable for the present modelling task. Alternative cut-off points are found
statistically at 19.3 % (top left point), which results in a balanced score of specificity 75 %
and sensitivity 69 %. Maximizing the Youden index shows a slightly higher threshold
(22.2 %), which leads to a lower sensitivity and thus is not considered further as the main
scope is a high sensitivity. Empirical examination of the ROC curve focuses on the slope
changes. Points beneath 19.3 % are not discussed further since achieved sensitivity is too
low. The first slope change in the remaining range is located at a cut-off probability of
17 % with a specificity of 64 % and a sensitivity of 79 %, which is already an acceptable
value. Looking for an even higher sensitivity leads to the second slope change point at a
threshold value of 6 % probability – resulting in a specificity of 35 % and a sensitivity of
96 %. While the latter benchmark is extremely good, false positive rate is also fairly high.
HF squeal noise can raise overall noise level significantly, however the importance of high
emission frequencies between 8000 Hz and 12500 Hz is significantly weakened in propagation
and hence in sound immission points due to atmospheric absorption. Another aspect is a re-
duction if A-weighting is applied, which is usually done in immission calculations. Thus, high
sensitivity for HF squeal noise prediction might not be as important as regarding squeal noise.

Application of evaluated threshold probabilities on test set and validation sets (summarised
in Table 61) reveals that sensitivity at cut-off points 0.193 and 0.170 is partly low, while at
0.06 false positive rate is huge. Thus, a cut-off value in between is iteratively derived searching
for an acceptable score for both values. A threshold value of 10 % is chosen as a compromise.
It achieves a stable sensitivity of 72 % to 78 % in the validation sets, while the specificity
is held above 50 % – except regarding prediction on data points in C3, where a rather low
specificity (27 %) is present. However, if overall classification accuracy should be improved
on the cost of sensitivity, a threshold probability of 17 % is recommended. An illustration
of the default value of 0.5 is skipped due to achieving hardly any sensitivity at all. Hence,
for application of the presented Neural Network model with the scope of high sensitivity, an
outcome score of greater than 0.9 classifies the train pass by as negative (i.e. no HF squeal
noise occurrence), whereas values less or equal than 0.9 lead to a positive prediction (i.e HF
squeal noise occurrence).
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Figure 84: ROC curve for the final Neural Network model applied to the evaluation set with
default cut-off (50 %), statistically optimised point (17.5 %) and even higher sensitivity (10 %)

cut-off probability 0.193 0.170 0.100 0.060

test set
Acc 0.73 0.66 0.53 0.43
Sens 0.56 0.68 0.88 0.94
Spec 0.76 0.66 0.47 0.35

C2
Acc 0.69 0.67 0.61 0.48
Sens 0.61 0.64 0.72 0.92
Spec 0.70 0.68 0.61 0.46

C3
Acc 0.56 0.49 0.35 0.30
Sens 0.48 0.59 0.83 0.97
Spec 0.57 0.48 0.27 0.20

C4
Acc 0.81 0.78 0.59 0.49
Sens 0.25 0.32 0.77 0.88
Spec 0.89 0.85 0.56 0.43

C2,C3,C4
Acc 0.73 0.69 0.55 0.45
Sens 0.36 0.44 0.78 0.91
Spec 0.77 0.72 0.53 0.40

Table 61: Achieved benchmarks on test set and validation sets with alternative cut-off prob-
abilities for HF squeal noise prediction
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Impact of environmental predictors

According to the achieved predictor importance scores in the final model for HF squeal
noise prediction (illustrated in Figure 83), environmental parameters are ranked with high
to mediocre importance. HumRail, DewPresent and FrostPresent show scores above 50 %
relative importance and rain a score of 20 %. Thus, impact of environmental predictors on
the prediction model is generally high and inclusion is therefore of importance.

Influence of environmental predictors is examined by training new models without
considering them. Hence, only RSI, TrainType.1, TrainType.2, DoubleUnit and AccSide
are used. The scope of model selection lies on achieved performance in prediction of the
validation sets. Model training is carried out on data points of C1 and C5. The best
performance is achieved by the Neural Network approach (benchmarks provided in Table 62).
As can be seen, performance loss is high in nearly all applied sets. Predictive ability of
the model is also bad, since achieved test set result is higher than in validation sets. Thus,
exclusion of environmental predictors for HF squeal noise prediction worsens the predictive
performance significantly.

The other extreme – HF squeal noise prediction only on behalf of environmental predictors
– is investigated using the same strategy. Model training is carried out on data points of C1
and C5 and best performing model approach is evaluated from achieved benchmarks in vali-
dation sets. Considered predictors are HumRail, DewPresent, RainDetect and FrostPresent.
FDA and Neural Network perform roughly equal (performance of both provided in Table 63).
Due to simplicity, the former method is chosen for comparison. It includes only HumRail and
RainDetect. Thus, modelling of dew formation can be skipped. Severe performance loss is
observable in C2. On the test set as well as on other validation sets (except C3), a mediocre
decline is present. Interestingly, in C3, no worsening of model performance compared to the
final model with all predictors is shown. Thus, in that case, usage of only environmental pre-
dictors is possible without disadvantages. However, it states an exception and would comply
with high impact from environmental conditions in September. Altogether, the performance
loss is large. No complete failure of predictive ability among the validation set is observed –

Neural
Network loss

test set 0.641 0.106
C2 0.607 0.132
C3 0.530 0.058
C4 0.614 0.096
C2,C3,C4 0.564 0.113

Table 62: Achieved area under ROC curve by best performing model approach without envi-
ronmental conditions Neural Network trained on data points of C1 and C5 and loss in ROC
compared to the final Neural Network model with all selected predictors
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FDA Neural
Network loss

test set 0.675 0.683 0.072
C2 0.522 0.507 0.217
C3 0.589 0.591 -0.001
C4 0.660 0.656 0.050
C2,C3,C4 0.619 0.623 0.058

Table 63: Achieved area under ROC curve by best performing model approaches for squeal
noise prediction considering only environmental conditions FDA and Neural Network trained
on data points of C1 and C5 and loss in ROC between FDA and the final Neural Network
model with all selected predictors

in contrast to squeal noise prediction. Thus, although bad performance is reached, modelling
seems possible. However, it has to be pointed out that general applicability is questionable
since performance deviation between test set and validation sets is fairly high. Hence, it is
not recommended to carry out predictions considering only environmental predictors.

6.4.4 Equivalent continuous noise level

For evaluation of best performing environmental predictors, models are trained only altering
those and comparing achieved benchmarks. The selection considers temperature predictors
– TempAir, SatPressure, TempRail and SatPressureRail –, absolute humidity indicators –
MixRatio, MixRatioRail, HumSpec and HumSpecRail – and relative humidity parameters –
Hum, AT.DPDiff, HumRail and RT.DPDiff. Focus is given to models trained on data points of
C1 and C5 and predictive performance on validation sets C2, C3 and C4. Building on that, rail
temperature, specific humidity and relative rail humidity are chosen for the final prediction
model. Using the formulated final predictor set, performance gain or loss by inclusion of
categorical predictors, which cover curve squeal occurrence (Broad, TonalLow, TonalHigh),
is investigated by training models adding one of them, afterwards only a combination of
TonalLow and TonalHigh and finally all three together as predictors. In all carried out
evaluations, the Random Forest approach significantly outperforms all other applied methods.
Thus, performance change is depicted using the built Random Forest models in each step.
RMSE benchmarks are summarised in Table 64. Performance increase is generally achieved
by inclusion of each curve squeal indicator – the most regarding flanging noise occurrence
(Broad). That seems surprising since flanging noise amplitudes are not as severe as those of
squeal noise, however it can be explained by data point distribution. Train type G is the most
common train type in the set and its equivalent continuous noise level is highly influenced by
flanging noise due to its low basic rolling noise level. Moreover, flanging noise occurrence is
more frequent compared to squeal or HF squeal noise. Thus, altogether, inclusion of flanging
noise occurrence is more beneficial regarding overall prediction error. Performance can be
further improved by inclusion of both squeal noise types (TonalLow and TonalHigh) compared
to solely considering Broad. At last, including all three curve squeal types separately leads to
an additional improvement especially regarding prediction in C4. Therefore, it is reasonable
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basic Broad TonalLow TonalHigh
TonalLow

and
TonalHigh

all

test set 2.14 1.83 1.88 1.91 1.72 1.62
C2 4.14 4.10 4.15 4.17 4.08 4.04
C3 5.12 5.09 5.17 5.22 5.05 5.00
C4 4.11 3.36 3.57 3.64 3.24 2.92
C2,C3,C4 4.32 3.98 4.10 4.15 3.91 3.76

Table 64: Achieved RMSE (in dB) by a Random Forest model trained on data points of C1
and C5 with the final predictor set and alteration by including different categorical predictors
for curve squeal occurrence

basic Broad TonalLow TonalHigh
TonalLow

and
TonalHigh

all

test set 0.89 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.93 0.93
C2 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.07
C3 0.25 0.13 0.22 0.25 0.16 0.11
C4 0.35 0.59 0.55 0.54 0.63 0.70
C2,C3,C4 0.52 0.58 0.57 0.55 0.58 0.61

Table 65: Achieved R2 by a Random Forest model trained on data points of C1 and C5 with
the final predictor set and alteration by including different categorical predictors for curve
squeal occurrence

to consider all three distinguished types of curve squeal (Broad, TonalLow and TonalHigh) as
additional categorical predictors in the final model to predict equivalent continuous noise level.
The improvement in R2 benchmarks (refer to Table 65) justifies the decision further. Although
a Random Forest model is a black-box, it is described and analysed especially regarding
predictor contribution to the predicted outcome in the following subsection. However, an
explicit calculation form like for the previous classification tasks cannot be provided. Cut-off
probabilities need not be discussed since it is a regression task and the prediction states the
final outcome value rather than a probability.

Final prediction model

Predictive performance regarding the final Random Forest model shows extremely good bench-
marks in application on test set – 1.6 dB RMSE and 93 % correlation between prediction and
outcome. By inclusion of curve squeal predictors, results can be improved compared to the
model built on the whole dataset with all considered predictors (depicted in Table 48). Thus,
final predictor selection is further justified. Performance on validation sets – representing
benchmarks on new section with different train types and climatic conditions – is significantly
worse compared to the test set results. In C4, similar boundary conditions occur compared
to C5, where the model is trained on, which leads to mediocre benchmarks with RMSE of
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2.9 dB. Regarding C2 and C3, accuracy is improvable with RMSE values of 4 dB and 5 dB,
which allows the conclusion that the model may show a weakness in taking deviating section
properties from those in C1 and C5 into account. Therefore, more data points in different
sections would be needed to improve the model.

In general, the construction algorithm for a Random Forest model is described in Subsec-
tion 6.1. The final model uses for each split decision five random predictors and consists of
500 unpruned regression trees. Each of them contains over 10000 nodes. Thus, depiction of
every single tree is not possible. The basic functionality in terms of prediction is illustrated in
Figure 85 with a simplified tree ensemble, where each tree has only three nodes. Despite the
black-box behaviour due to the vast amount of large trees in the model, analysis of the model
can be done by investigating the predictor distribution in each tree and thus their importance
in the model. Some basic tendencies of the model can be extracted from Figure 86. To every
predictor, a score of minimal depth24 in each of the 500 trees in the ensemble is marked with
the colour theme. Additionally, the minimal depth is averaged to achieve the stated score
for each predictor, which dictates also the order of depiction. Environmental predictors are
ranked among the last places as well as show no appearance in the first or second level of
splits. Thus, their importance in the model seems lower compared to other predictors. All
three curve squeal predictors are ranked high, which justifies their inclusion further. However,
they are hardly ever used as the first splitting node. Other top ranks are achieved by train
type variables and PC1, which states a principal component for taking TDR and RR into
account. The latter is used most in the first splitting node, which indicates a high influence
of RR and TDR values – 60 % variance among them is described by PC1. Sleeper material
(distinction between wood and concrete) shows an interesting behaviour – on the one hand,
the second most appearances in the first splitting node among all predictors, while on the
other hand, it states the only parameter, which is not included in over 100 trees at all. Thus,
its influence in some trees of the ensemble is high, while no impact is present in other trees at
all. Hence, the dependency of sleeper material seems well represented, since it should not have
too much decisive impact. Altogether, predictor representation in the model seems reasonable
and complies with empirical findings discussed in Subsection 6.3.525.

24Minimal depth in conjunction with each predictor means the depth of the first appearance in a splitting
criterion. Generally, a low minimal depth indicates a higher importance.

25The model object from the final model in R is available at https://github.com/M-Ostermann/curve-noise-
prediction
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Figure 85: Simplified structure of a random forest model with 500 regression tress and each
tree consisting of three nodes

Figure 86: Plot of all considered predictors with their minimal depth among the 500 trees
and their mean value of minimal depth
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Impact of environmental predictors

Impact estimation of environmental predictors is carried out by building models without
them. Thus, only PC.(1-4), SleeperTypeWood, TrainType.(1-2), Vmean, AccSide, Broad,
TonalLow and TonalHigh are considered. The focus lies again on models trained on data
points of C1 and C5 and their achieved benchmarks on validation sets C2, C3 and C4 (see
Table 66). Again, a Random Forest model achieves top results. Performance regarding
RMSE as well as R2 seems weakly effected by exclusion of environmental predictors. All sets
apart from C2 show a performance loss of up to 0.18 dB in RMSE as well as up to 0.04 in
R2, while C2 even indicates a slightly improved performance. That tendency also complies
with analysed findings in terms of predictor impact on the final model – discussed in the
previous paragraph. Thus, an exclusion of environmental predictors is possible causing a
weak performance loss, however simplifies data acquisition for practical use significantly26.

The other extreme – prediction of equivalent continuous noise level using only environ-
mental predictors as well as curve squeal indicators – TempRail, HumRail, HumSpec, Wet,
FrostPresent, Broad, TonalLow and TonalHigh – is examined applying the identical strategy.
Model training is performed on data points of C1 and C5, while model selection is based on
achieved benchmarks on validation sets C2, C3 and C4. A Random Forest model outperforms
all other considered methods significantly (results provided in Table 67). Clearly, performance
loss is severe in the test set as well as in all validation sets with a worsening in RMSE of up
to 3.54 dB and in R2 of up to 0.59. Thus, prediction of equivalent continuous noise level by
using only environmental predictors – even in combination with curve squeal detection – is not
recommendable. Moreover, it can also be concluded that considering environmental predic-
tors as well as curve squeal indicators separately for predictive modelling in the present task
leads to even worse results. Altogether, section, dynamic and vehicle properties are essential
for prediction of equivalent continuous noise level, while environmental predictors contribute
negligibly to predictive performance.

RMSE loss R2 loss
test set 1.71 0.09 0.93 0.00
C2 3.96 -0.08 0.11 -0.04
C3 5.03 0.03 0.09 0.02
C4 3.10 0.18 0.66 0.04
C2,C3,C4 3.81 0.05 0.61 0.00

Table 66: Achieved RMSE and R2 by best performing model approach without environmental
conditions Random Forest trained on data points of C1 and C5 and loss compared to the final
Random Forest model with all selected predictors

26The model object from the final model in R without consideration of environmental conditions is also
available at https://github.com/M-Ostermann/curve-noise-prediction
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RMSE loss R2 loss
test set 5.16 3.54 0.34 0.59
C2 7.58 3.54 0.02 0.05
C3 6.06 1.06 0.05 0.06
C4 4.81 1.89 0.21 0.49
C2,C3,C4 6.09 2.33 0.08 0.53

Table 67: Achieved RMSE and R2 by best performing model approach with only environmen-
tal predictors Random Forest trained on data points of C1 and C5 and loss compared to the
final Random Forest model with all selected predictors

Application scenarios

In practical application of the model on other datasets involving new sections and train
type distributions, no sound measurements for validation are available. Thus, curve squeal
occurrence cannot be detected by the presented algorithm (refer to Chapter 4). It rather
has to be predicted in the first place by applying the presented prediction models in the
previous subsections (procedure illustrated in Figure 87). To estimate performance change
by curve squeal prediction rather than evaluation of available sound measurements, all three
formulated prediction models for curve squeal detection are applied to the whole dataset.
In a next step, the results are implemented in the stated final Random Forest model for
equivalent continuous noise level. Test set as well as validation set data points remain
unchanged and especially the latter indicate performance change in application on new
data points involving deviating section properties and train type distribution. Results are
displayed in Table 68. The columns two to five contain RMSE and R2 values achieved
by using predicted curve squeal occurrence applying the recommended cut-off probability
thresholds with the scope of high sensitivity – 0.25 for flanging noise and 0.10 for both squeal
noise and HF squeal noise. Moreover, the loss or gain (in case of a negative value) compared
to the final model with all predictors and curve squeal detection from measurement data
(last columns in Table 64 and Table 65) is provided. As can be seen, performance loss is
severe regarding test set and C4 with worsening of 2 dB in RMSE and R2 decline of 0.20.
In terms of other validations sets, changes are negligible – performance on data points of
C2 even indicates an improvement. The partly high loss is not satisfying, thus prediction of
curve squeal is additionally carried out with statistically recommended cut-off probabilities –
0.371 for flanging noise, 0.175 for squeal noise and 0.17 for HF squeal noise –, which results
in an improvement of overall classification accuracy. The downside states a lower rate of
correct curve squeal detection. Achieved benchmarks (depicted in the columns six to nine in
Table 68) can be partly significantly improved – foremost on test set and validation set C4,
however in all other sets also slightly. By comparison of Table 64 and Table 65 with Table 68,
it can be seen that achieved benchmarks without inclusion of curve squeal predictors are
worse among all validation sets in terms of aiming a high accuracy and partly taking a high
sensitivity approach compared to prediction of curve squeal occurrence separately. Thus,
for prediction of equivalent continuous noise level, inclusion of curve squeal predictors –
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Figure 87: Structure of predicting equivalent continuous noise level on new datasets including
prior curve squeal detection

high sensitivity high accuracy
RMSE loss R2 loss RMSE loss R2 loss

test set 3.60 1.98 0.74 0.19 2.48 0.86 0.85 0.08
C2 3.85 -0.19 0.15 -0.08 3.83 -0.21 0.15 -0.08
C3 4.94 -0.06 0.02 0.09 4.95 -0.05 0.08 0.03
C4 4.98 2.06 0.32 0.38 3.64 0.72 0.42 0.28
C2,C3,C4 4.63 0.87 0.51 0.10 3.98 0.22 0.57 0.04

Table 68: Achieved RMSE and R2 by best performing model approach with only environmen-
tal predictors Random Forest trained on data points of C1 and C5 and loss compared to the
final Random Forest model with all selected predictors (refer to the last columns in Table 64
and Table 65)

even by using the separately formulated models for that task – results in an improvement
in predictive performance compared to the case of excluding them out of the prediction
completely. Regarding prediction of equivalent continuous noise level in conjunction with
prior curve squeal occurrence prediction, cut-off probabilities of 0.371 for flanging noise,
0.175 for squeal noise and 0.17 for HF squeal noise are recommended.

Another thought has to be given to the behaviour of included TDR and RR values (sum
of 114 predictors). They are represented by four principal components, which catch over
95 % variance among the whole dataset. In contrast to Table 30, where six components are
stated – selected by the criterion of including all principal components with an eigenvalue of
greater or equal one –, an overall variance cut-off at 95 % is defined. The decision is justified
by the scope of general predictor reduction in the final prediction model. Each component
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consists of linear combinations of all considered predictors. Thus, the score can be calculated
as follows [113]:

PCi = ai,1 · P1 + ai,2 · P2 + ...+ ai,j · Pj (62)

where index i represents the ith principal component, index j states the jth predictor, ai,j are
assigned coefficient for each component and predictor and Pj is the value of each predictor.

In the present case, i counts from one to four and j from one to 114. Assigned coefficients
to transform TDR and RR values from new sections are provided in Appendix D Tables 96,
97, 98 and 9927. In case of missing TDR and RR information, a general approach could be to
apply the threshold spectra according to ISO 3095 [10]. To achieve values in the edge regions
– in terms of rail roughness the 0.25 cm wavelength band is missing and regarding track
decay rate, values of 100 Hz to 200 Hz third-octave bands are missing – rail roughness and
lateral track decay rate are linearly extrapolated and vertical track decay rate is continued
constant (values provided in Table 69). It has to be pointed out that this is an illustrative
example, which should provide an estimation of performance change by application of a
standardized spectrum rather than measured values. The extrapolation strategy can be
adapted and builds on no scientific source. Moreover, if threshold spectra are used, they
have to be applied to the outer and inner rail values, respectively. Corresponding scores for
PC.(1-4) derived by application of ISO 3095 [10] threshold spectra and provided coefficients
in Appendix D are listed in the last four rows of Table 69. Benchmarks and loss as well as
gain (indicated by a negative sign) compared to the corresponding predictions with original
TDR and RR values are provided in Table 70. In general, a rather high worsening of test set
predictions in either case can be observed – especially in terms of RMSE (1.6 dB and 1 dB),
while R2 decline is not as severe. Among validation sets, performance is worse regarding
C2 and C4 in case of detected curve squeal application, while results in conjunction with
implemented curve squeal prediction – using the recommended approach of high accuracy –
show only a slight performance decline in C2. Interestingly, in the latter case, predictions
can be even improved in all other validation sets – at least in RMSE. R2 shows a decline
in C3. Thus, predictive performance – especially in case of considering predicted curve
squeal occurrence – is not severely affected by using threshold spectra, which leads to the
assumption that RR and TDR measurements are generally recommended to implement if
they are available, however prediction – at least on all considered sections – could be carried
out without them by using threshold spectra stated in ISO 3095 [10]. It has to be pointed
out that applicability of threshold spectra for RR and TDR might compromise predictive
performance at other sections presumably foremost in case of large deviation from the limits.

27The model object from PCA in R is available at https://github.com/M-Ostermann/curve-noise-prediction
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λ / cm RR / dB
re. 1 µm f / Hz TDRv /

dBm-1
TDRh /
dBm-1

25.000 13.00 100 2.00 9.71
20.000 11.00 125 2.00 6.57
16.000 9.00 160 2.00 4.45
12.500 7.00 200 2.00 3.01
10.000 4.90 250 2.00 2.04
8.000 2.90 315 2.00 1.38
6.300 0.90 400 6.00 0.94
5.000 -1.10 500 6.00 0.64
4.000 -3.20 630 6.00 0.43
3.150 -5.00 800 2.19 0.29
2.500 -5.60 1000 0.80 0.20
2.000 -6.20 1250 0.80 0.20
1.600 -6.80 1600 0.80 0.32
1.250 -7.40 2000 0.80 0.50
1.000 -8.00 2500 0.80 0.50
0.800 -8.60 3150 0.80 0.50
0.630 -9.20 4000 0.80 0.50
0.500 -9.80 5000 0.80 0.50
0.400 -10.40
0.315 -11.00
0.250 -11.60

PC.1 19.12142
PC.2 19.70928
PC.3 -15.73047
PC.4 -11.31255

Table 69: Threshold spectra of rail roughness and track decay rate according to ISO 3095 [10]
– extrapolated values coloured grey and corresponding scores of PC.(1-4) provided in the last
four rows

detected curve squeal occurrence predicted curve squeal occurrence
RMSE loss R2 loss RMSE loss R2 loss

test set 3.19 1.57 0.86 0.07 3.46 0.98 0.74 0.11
C2 4.71 0.67 0.06 0.01 4.07 0.24 0.18 -0.03
C3 5.24 0.24 0.01 0.10 4.92 -0.03 0.00 0.08
C4 2.31 0.61 0.74 -0.04 3.29 -0.35 0.44 -0.02
C2,C3,C4 3.88 0.12 0.61 0.00 3.90 -0.08 0.57 0.00

Table 70: Achieved RMSE and R2 by including threshold spectra for RR and TDR from
ISO 3095 [10] – left applied with detected curve squeal and right by using predicted curve
squeal occurrence with the scope of high accuracy (refer to Table 68)
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At last, it is of interest if predicted values of equivalent continuous noise level stay gener-
ally above or beneath the original ones to get an estimation of deviation in averaged values
calculated over a certain time span. Since that cannot be interpreted by RMSE or R2, pre-
dicted values by several previously discussed approaches are applied and compared as well as
illustrated exemplarily. Different methods are termed and numbered as follows:

1. Level_Original: equivalent continuous noise level of pass by measurements

2. Level_pred_CS_no: predicted levels with no curve squeal occurrence (i.e. setting all
three curve squeal predictors to 0 among all data points)

3. Level_pred_CS_detected: predicted levels in conjunction with detected curve squeal
occurrence

4. Level_pred_CS_pred_high_sens: predicted levels using priorly predicted curve squeal
occurrence by application of cut-off probabilities favouring a high sensitivity

5. Level_pred_CS_pred_high_acc: predicted levels using priorly predicted curve squeal
occurrence by application of cut-off probabilities favouring a high overall classification
accuracy

6. Level_pred_ISO3095_CS_detected: predicted levels using threshold spectra for TDR
and RR of ISO 3095 [10] with detected curve squeal occurrence

7. Level_pred_ISO3095_CS_pred_high_sens: predicted levels using threshold spectra
for TDR and RR of ISO 3095 [10] and priorly predicted curve squeal occurrence by
application of cut-off probabilities favouring a high sensitivity

8. Level_pred_ISO3095_CS_pred_high_acc: predicted levels using threshold spectra
for TDR and RR of ISO 3095 [10] and priorly predicted curve squeal occurrence by
application of cut-off probabilities favouring a high overall classification accuracy

Exemplary time series of all listed prediction approaches as well as the originally measured
continuous noise levels (red) over two days are depicted in Figure 88 (C2), Figure 89 (C3)
and Figure 90 (C4). The top plot contains a comparison of approaches 1, 2, 3 and 5, the
middle one illustrates methods 1, 3 and 6 and the lower figure pictures the approaches 1, 4
and 7. Deviations of the listed methods from the originally measured values are provided for
each validation set with median and energetic mean among the whole measurement periods
in Table 71. Since energetic mean is commonly applied in noise calculation methods and
regulations, discussion is focused on that quantity.

Notably, especially in C2 and C3, very high and very low occurring levels cannot be
predicted with high accuracy (refer to Figures 88 and 89). Thus, that trend causes bad
results regarding RMSE and R2 in those sections. Detailed investigation identifies train type
distribution as main reason. In C2, 40 % of considered train pass bys are freight trains (train
types A or B), 59 % are passenger trains and the remaining ones are part of the category
"other". In general, the model predictions underestimate the level of freight trains by 3.2 dB
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to 6.8 dB in energetic mean (depending on the approach), while the most common passenger
train category in C2 (train type E – 56 % of all passenger train pass bys) is predicted with an
energetic mean deviation between original measurement and prediction approaches in a range
from -1.2 dB to 2.1 dB (refer to Table 72). In C3, 55 % of data points are freight traffic (train
types A or B), 37 % of train pass bys are passenger trains and the remaining ones are part of
the category "other". Model predictions underestimate freight train pass by levels by 2.6 dB
to 5.9 dB in energetic mean (depending on the approach), while the energetic mean of the
most frequent passenger train category in C3 (train type D – 68 % of all passenger train pass
bys) is overestimated by 2.4 dB to 5.8 dB (refer to Table 73). Thus, the partly high overall
accuracy of the predictions regarding averaged values among the whole measurement period
(see Table 71) is reached by a balanced underestimation of freight traffic and overestimation of
passenger traffic. Moreover, in terms of energetic mean, the underestimation of freight trains
leads to generally lower prediction values among the whole measurement period compared to
the monitored ones. In C4, predicted levels show good accordance to the original measurement
– even in conjunction with occurring variations (illustrated in Figure 90). Level predictions of
the most occurring train category (train type G – 80 % of all train pass bys) deviate from the
original measurement in a range from -1.0 dB to 3.0 dB in energetic mean (depending on the
chosen approach), whereas the second most train category (train type F – 14 % of all train
pass bys) shows overestimations in energetic mean in range from 0.9 dB to 3.5 dB (refer to
Table 74). Freight traffic has only a share of 4 % in C4 and shows similar trends as observed
in C2 and C3 – partly high underestimations in level predictions (not separately depicted).
Despite low freight train pass by percentage, their level magnitudes exceed those of passenger
trains significantly (refer to Figure 41), which causes an underestimation in energetic mean
among the whole measurement period in some approaches, while regarding median values no
method shows a lower value compared to the original measurements.

Between prediction approaches, it can be concluded that deviation between usage of pre-
dicted curve squeal occurrence with the scope of high overall classification accuracy (approach
5) and detected curve squeal occurrence by the algorithm (approach 3) is minor (≤ 0.5 dB
in energetic mean without splitting into individual train types). Energetic mean differences
of approach 5 compared to the original measurement are in a range from -0.5 dB to -1.1 dB.
Thus, the recommended cut-off probability thresholds in conjunction with equivalent contin-
uous noise level prediction are further justified. Moreover, the applicability of the elaborated
models for predicting curve squeal occurrence in Subsections 6.4.1, 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 is further
confirmed. Comparison of approaches 2 and 3 shows that exclusion of curve squeal causes a
decrease in energetic mean values among predictions in a range from 0.3 dB to 1.6 dB. Es-
pecially in C2 and C3, decrease magnitudes are ≤ 0.5 dB, which indicates that curve squeal
consideration looses importance in those sections. Main reasons behind are presumably the
train traffic mixture with significantly more freight traffic percentage and larger curve radii
compared to C4, which leads to decreased probability rates of curve squeal in general. Gen-
erally speaking, the former is caused by higher rolling noise of freight trains, which leads to
a low raise in overall sound emission compared to passenger train categories despite curve
squeal occurrence. Using cut-off probabilities with the scope of high sensitivity (approach 4)
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median / dB energetic mean / dB
outcome C2 C3 C4 C2 C3 C4

1 87.6 88.9 78.4 89.4 90.0 83.3
2 +0.5 -1.5 +0.9 -1.4 -2.1 -2.2
3 +0.9 -0.8 +1.6 -1.1 -1.6 -0.6
4 +1.6 +0.8 +5.2 -0.6 -0.6 +1.1
5 +1.2 -0.2 +1.4 -0.8 -1.1 -0.5
6 -1.7 -3.3 +0.2 -3.9 -3.9 -1.4
7 -1.2 -0.1 +4.6 -2.5 -1.3 +0.9
8 -1.5 -2.1 0.0 -3.1 -2.7 -1.3

Table 71: Deviation between different prediction approaches and originally measured values
(outcome 1) in terms of median and energetic mean among the whole measurement period

leads to a slight overestimation in energetic mean in C4 (1.1 dB), while C2 and C3 can be
predicted with -0.6 dB energetic mean deviation. Therefore, approach 4 – aiming for higher
sensitivity in curve squeal prediction – also seems to represent a reasonable choice in terms of
energetic mean estimation on the safe side. However, the probably high false positive rates in
curve squeal detection and their impact on possible overestimations of level predictions have
to be borne in mind. In terms of using threshold spectra in accordance with ISO 3095 [10],
predicted levels show a general underestimation in energetic mean (except approach 7 in C4).
That is reasonable, since all sections show an elevated rail roughness in some wavelength
bands and/or a partly lower track decay rate compared to the threshold spectra.

To conclude, considering prediction accuracy (RMSE – refer to Table 68) as well as median
and energetic mean prediction results among the whole measurement period, approach 5
– curve squeal prediction with the scope of high accuracy – shows the best benchmarks.
Regarding approach 8 – same method, but using ISO 3095 [10] threshold spectra –, averaged
levels are underestimated in both median and energetic mean. Thus, in curves, where rail
roughness is in general commonly worse compared to ISO 3095 [10] limits, a measurement of
TDR and RR is recommended. Otherwise, the prediction result could be raised by an additive
factor to account track properties deviating from the ISO 3095 [10] limits. The magnitude
has to be determined by further evaluations on appropriate sections.

Altogether, it has to be pointed out that train type distribution – especially ratio between
freight and passenger trains – seems to have a distinct impact on predictive accuracy of
averaged values. Using the recommended approach with the scope of high accuracy in curve
squeal prediction (approach 5), averaged levels of the most frequent passenger train category
are overestimated by 2.0 dB (in C2) and 5.4 dB (in C3) in energetic mean, whereas freight train
levels are underestimated by 3.5 dB (in C2) and 3.2 dB (in C3) in energetic mean. Due to the
balanced ratio of freight and passenger trains in both sections, the overall prediction results
have a high accuracy in energetic mean of -1.1 dB (C3) and -0.8 dB (C2) deviation between
prediction and original measurement. Thus, assuming the same boundary conditions as in C2
and C3, the model would significantly underestimate the energetic mean level in case of 100 %
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Figure 88: Exemplary time series plots depicting two days of originally measured equivalent
continuous noise levels versus different prediction outcomes in C2
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Figure 89: Exemplary time series plots depicting two days of originally measured equivalent
continuous noise levels versus different prediction outcomes in C3
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Figure 90: Exemplary time series plots depicting two days of originally measured equivalent
continuous noise levels versus different prediction outcomes in C4
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C2 median / dB energetic mean / dB
outcome A,B E A,B E

1 90.9 86.9 91.6 87.6
2 -4.3 +2.5 -5.0 +1.8
3 -3.8 +2.6 -4.4 +1.9
4 -2.7 +2.7 -3.2 +2.1
5 -2.8 +2.6 -3.5 +2.0
6 -6.2 -0.6 -6.8 -1.2
7 -4.4 -0.2 -4.1 -0.5
8 -4.6 -0.7 -5.0 -0.9

Table 72: Deviation between different prediction approaches and originally measured values
(outcome 1) in terms of median and energetic mean among the whole measurement period
in C2 separated in freight trains (category A and B) and the most common passenger train
type E

C3 median / dB energetic mean / dB
outcome A,B D A,B D

1 91.6 83.2 91.8 84.3
2 -4.5 +6.1 -4.9 +4.9
3 -3.9 +6.2 -4.1 +5.1
4 -2.2 +7.0 -2.6 +5.8
5 -3.1 +6.6 -3.2 +5.4
6 -6.3 +3.4 -5.9 +2.4
7 -1.3 +5.6 -2.6 +4.0
8 -4.8 +4.3 -4.3 +3.2

Table 73: Deviation between different prediction approaches and originally measured values
(outcome 1) in terms of median and energetic mean among the whole measurement period
in C3 separated in freight trains (category A and B) and the most common passenger train
type D

C4 median / dB energetic mean / dB
outcome F G F G

1 83.1 77.7 83.4 80.1
2 +1.9 +1.4 +1.6 -1.0
3 +2.6 +1.8 +2.3 +0.9
4 +4.0 +4.1 +3.5 +3.0
5 +3.4 +1.8 +2.8 +0.3
6 +0.8 +0.2 +0.9 +0.1
7 +2.6 +3.4 +2.8 +2.8
8 +1.5 +0.2 +1.6 -0.8

Table 74: Deviation between different prediction approaches and originally measured values
(outcome 1) in terms of median and energetic mean among the whole measurement period in
C4 separated in the two most common train types F and G
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freight train operation and otherwise, in case of 100 % passenger traffic, overestimations would
result. The bulk of monitored freight coaches in all sections are operated with cast-iron block
brakes. Legislative of the EU forbids the operation of coaches with that braking system on
certain routes, which have to be defined by each member state, by the end of 2024 [206]. Due
to the underestimation of those by the model, it is possible that predictions are getting more
accurate for freight trains consisting only of coaches with disc brakes or composite brake pads.
Thoughts about other limitations of the elaborated model are provided in Subsection 6.6.
Energetic mean estimations of each validation set among the whole measurement period with
curve squeal prediction using cut-off probabilities with the scope of high accuracy lead to
differences to originally measured values in a range from -1.1 dB to -0.5 dB. Thus, results are
promising and further validation on other datasets is recommended.

6.5 Summarised findings

In the following, the main findings of the previous subsections are briefly summarised. The
subsection is outlined in two main parts – discussing findings about curve squeal and equiva-
lent continuous noise level. The former is separated in discussion on frequency of occurrence,
peak level and relative occurrence time. Depiction is focused on general trends, which are pre-
sumably also indicated in other datasets involving different sections, train type distributions
and climatic conditions.

6.5.1 Curve squeal

Summary on curve squeal findings is outlined in comparing all three distinguished curve
squeal types – flanging, squeal and HF squeal noise – in conjunction with their frequency
of occurrence, peak levels and relative occurrence times. For the first, discussion on most
important influence factors and their magnitude is followed by a brief overview of derived
prediction models.

Frequency of occurrence

Main findings on frequency of occurrence are depicted in Table 75. All depicted increase or
decrease values are additive factors and not proportional. In the first three data rows, train
types indicating a similar behaviour in terms of particular curve squeal types are stated.
For flanging and HF squeal noise three different categories are defined – representing a high
(TT 1), mediocre (TT 2) and low frequency of occurrence (TT 3). In general, freight trains
show higher values compared to passenger trains for both mentioned noise sources, thus they
are part of the first group. For the third type – squeal noise –, only two categories (TT 2 and
TT 3) are used for grouping as freight traffic shows not much deviation to certain passenger
train types. Interestingly, train type "other", which states a random category of all other
operated trains (e.g. single locos or operation with different coaches than standardized for a
certain train type) shows very low frequency of occurrence regarding all curve squeal types.
The second train type, which is always categorised in TT 3, states train type G. Remaining
categories show mediocre levels (except train type E regarding flanging noise). The following
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rows allow an estimation of probability magnitude among the whole dataset as well as
in terms of defined train type groups. The latter depiction is split in narrow curve radii
(≤ 256 m) and larger ones (≥ 310 m), since deviation is partly significant. This complies
with past research (e.g. [5]). The depicted range covers relative frequency values of subsets –
distinguished in sections and train types – in the particularly separated groups. Partly large
overlapping between ranges is caused by deviating behaviour in different radius categories.
However, the separation is only chosen for depiction and is not included elsewhere. Notably,
considering the whole dataset, flanging noise shows a significantly higher frequency of
occurrence (34 %) compared to squeal noise (13 %) and HF squeal noise indicates a slightly
lower probability (12 %) than squeal noise. However, it has to be pointed out that those
magnitudes are highly influenced by distribution of train types and curve radii in the dataset
and can be completely different on sections with deviating boundary conditions. Deviation
magnitudes between groups TT 1 and TT 2 decrease with increasing radii, while TT 3 shows
partly zero incidences in the larger radius category. Especially in the latter, partly weak
statistical significance has to be pointed out. Double unit operation increases frequency of
occurrence significantly for all curve squeal types in magnitudes of 12 % to 22 % with the
simple cause that the same train type operates with doubled axle quantity. Nevertheless, that
issue has to be accounted in curve squeal prediction tasks. Train orientation in single units
(distinguishing pushed or pulled operation) as well as double units can significantly impact
curve squeal occurrence with an observed trend to cause higher frequency of occurrence in
the pushed state. Regarding double units, that finding is built on evaluation of train type
F, which is a trainset with a power coach and two unpowered wagons. If two trainsets are
operated together, the position of the power unit can impact the frequency of occurrence –
in general, the least probability in terms of flanging and squeal noise is reached in case of
both power units pulling their trainsets. In terms of flanging noise, the worst case states if
both power units are in the middle and regarding squeal noise, if one power coach is at the
end and one in front. HF squeal noise shows no impact of train orientation in conjunction
with single units and a weaker maximum increase for double units compared to the other two
curve squeal types. One of the most important findings in the thesis refers to the connection
between curve squeal occurrence and relative humidity – especially relative rail humidity.
Contrary to past research [37, 62], where an increase of squeal noise probability is evaluated
among the whole range of relative humidity, all three distinguished curve squeal types show
a peak frequency of occurrence in a narrow range to each other between 72 % and 75 %
relative rail humidity and decreasing amplitudes in conjunction with lower as well as higher
values (illustrated in Figure 91). While the former trend is complying to past research –
with increasing relative humidity critical creepage value is lowered [37] –, the latter might be
caused by beginning dew formation on the rail head. However, further research in terms of
laboratory investigation under controlled climatic conditions are suggested. Moreover, past
research is focused on squeal noise, which states only one out of three distinguished curve
squeal types in the present thesis. Despite underlying mechanisms might deviate significantly,
the connection to relative rail humidity is strongly indicated in all three separate evaluations.
It also explains alternating frequency of occurrence among months of the year and even in
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Figure 91: Relative frequency of all three distinguished curve squeal type as well as overall
curve squeal among the range of relative rail humidity – data from the whole dataset

daytime. Regarding other impact of environmental conditions, rain nearly suppresses curve
squeal completely (remaining relative frequency of occurrence 1 % to 2 % in the whole
dataset), which complies with past research. Moreover, which is not discussed broadly in
past investigations, frost occurrence – especially conditions, where hoarfrost is likely – shows
similar impact compared to rain with remaining probabilities of 1 % to 3 % (hoarfrost) and
4 % to 9 % regarding frost conditions. The latter are assumed if rail temperature drops
beneath the freezing point and liquid water due to rain or dew is present on the rail head.
Dew formation is modelled separately (refer to Subsection 5.5.1). Dew itself shows also
a declining impact on frequency of occurrence, however reduction in relative frequency of
occurrence is not as distinct compared to rain or frost.

To conclude, in three separately carried out evaluations for frequency of occurrence re-
garding distinguished curve squeal types, the same parameters show the best correlations to
the outcome. Altogether, the following indicators are evaluated as having the majority of
influence on relative frequency of occurrence:

• Train type – grouped in two (squeal noise) or three groups of similar probability (flanging
and HF squeal noise)

• operation in double units compared to single ones

• RSI (represents curve radius and wheel diameter)

• lateral acceleration (leads to inclusion of radius and cant as well)

• relative rail humidity

• rain
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parameter comment unit flanging
noise

squeal
noise

HF squeal
noise

similar
train types

high prob.
(TT 1) – A,B – A,B

mediocre
prob.

(TT 2)
– C,D,F A,B,C,D,E,F C,D,E,F

low prob.
(TT 3) – E,G,other G,other G,other

rel.
frequency
of
occurrence

whole
dataset % 34 13 12

TT 1
(≤ 256 m) % 67 - 79 – 22 - 54

TT 1
(≥ 310 m) % 33 - 56 – 7 - 15

TT 2
(≤ 256 m) % 32 - 56 13 - 31 10 - 23

TT 2
(≥ 310 m) % 6 - 45 0 - 33 0 - 17

TT 3
(≤ 256 m) % 16 - 28 3 - 10 0 - 11

TT 3
(≥ 310 m) % 0 - 21 0 0

double unit
operation

max.
increase % 20 22 12

train
orientation

max.
increase
(single
unit)

% 6 8 –

max.
increase
(double
unit)

% 5 6 3

relative rail
humidity

critical
range % 62 - 77 60 - 90 59 - 83

prob. in
critical
range

% > 50 > 25 > 30

peak % 52 at 72 30 at 75 34 at 74
rain whole

dataset
decrease
(remaining
prob.)

% 31 (1) 15 (2) 16 (1)
dew occur-
rence % 12 (18) 7 (9) 5 (10)

hoarfrost % 28 (3) 16 (1) 14 (2)
frost % 22 (9) 12 (4) 16 (6)

Table 75: Observed main tendencies and impacts regarding relative frequency of occurrence
of all three distinguished curve squeal types
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• dew presence

• frost conditions (frost or hoarfrost likely)

RSI and lateral acceleration show a positive correlation to relative frequency of occurrence
and allow an implicit consideration of wheel diameter as well as curve radius and cant. Both
show general trends among considered sections, which seem to be sparsely influenced by
data point distribution. Thus, they are chosen for inclusion in development of a generally
applicable prediction model.

Building on the formulated main influence parameters, classification models to predict
flanging, squeal and HF squeal noise occurrence are developed. Model training is done on
65 % data points of C1 and C5. 10 % of the remaining data points in those sections are held
out as independent evaluation set to investigate alternative cut-off probability thresholds with
the scope of improving sensitivity. Other data points in C1 and C5 are used as test set to
validate model performance in similar boundary conditions. The remaining sections – C2, C3,
C4 – are used as validation sets and represent an indicator, how the model performs on new
datasets involving other sections, deviation train type distribution and completely different
climatic conditions. Thus, focus lies on achieved benchmarks in the latter sections to estimate
general applicability of the model to other datasets. For flanging noise prediction, flexible
discriminant analysis (FDA) performs best. Regarding both squeal noise prediction tasks,
the Neural Network method indicates top achieved benchmarks. Basic properties about the
models are provided in Table 76. Cut-off probability examination reveals that the default value
of 50 % to decide whether a train pass by is predicted as containing a particular curve squeal
type is not suitable – especially in case of squeal and HF squeal noise prediction. Evaluation
results in recommendation of two cut-off probability thresholds depending on the modelling
scope. If overall classification accuracy is more important than high curve squeal detection
rate (i.e. sensitivity), threshold values of 37.1 % for flanging noise, 17.5 % for squeal noise and
17 % are suggested. If scope lies in the opposite and lower overall classification accuracy as well
as higher false positive rates are acceptable, cut-off probabilities of 25 % for flanging noise and
10 % for both squeal and HF squeal noise are recommended. Since the result of the model is a
probability value for each train pass by, thresholds could be changed in application. However,
it has to be borne in mind that they are chosen on behalf of an independent evaluation set,
which is highly recommended statistically [113]. Thus, a change is generally not advised and
should only be thought of in case of very implausible outcome rates for both stated cut-off
probability sets. Despite the significantly reduced predictor set and the presumably complex
underlying mechanism in terms of curve squeal occurrence, the developed models are capable
of reaching curve squeal detection rates among the whole validation set (C2, C3 and C4) of
68 % to 84 % in conjunction with an overall classification accuracy of 55 % to 68 %. If the
latter benchmark is the main modelling scope, values are improvable to 67 % to 83 % on the
whole validation set, however causing a drop of sensitivity to values between 27 % and 66 %.
Evaluation of predictor importance of environmental parameters compared to other included
variables leads to the conclusion that both predictor groups – environmental and other – are
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parameter flanging noise squeal noise HF squeal noise
statistical method FDA Neural Network Neural Network
standardization required no yes yes
cut-off prob. high acc. / % 37.1 17.5 17.0
cut-off prob. high sens. / % 25.0 10.0 10.0
benchmarks
/ % dataset Acc Sens Spec Acc Sens Spec Acc Sens Spec

high
accuracy

test 68 56 74 72 59 74 66 68 66
C2 68 67 69 86 28 87 67 64 68
C3 59 88 35 66 30 69 49 59 48
C4 70 53 78 88 25 96 78 32 85

C2,C3,C4 67 66 68 83 27 88 69 44 72

high
sensitivity

test 59 83 47 53 81 48 53 88 47
C2 60 75 53 74 44 75 61 72 61
C3 52 98 14 42 80 39 35 83 27
C4 61 83 50 74 68 74 59 77 56

C2,C3,C4 59 84 45 68 68 68 55 78 53

Table 76: Information on the built final classification models to predict flanging, squeal and
HF squeal occurrence

necessary to include in a prediction model.

Peak level

Regarding peak levels, which state a maximum short-time averaged (64 ms) third-octave
band level of all three distinguished curve squeal types, observed trends are provided in
Table 77. The first row contains median levels among the whole dataset. Notably, squeal
and HF squeal noise peak levels exceed those of flanging noise by 6 dB and 8 dB depending
on squeal noise type. That complies with past research regarding higher amplitudes of
squeal noise (e.g. [5]). However, it has to be pointed out that those magnitudes are highly
influenced by distribution of train types and curve radii in the dataset and can be completely
different on sections with deviating boundary conditions. Since distinction in multiple
train type groups with similar behaviour is only evaluated as reasonable regarding squeal
noise, depiction is split into passenger and freight traffic. Moreover, ranges in narrow radii
(≤ 256 m) and larger ones (≥ 310 m) are illustrated. The depicted range covers median values
of subsets – distinguished in sections and train types. In terms of flanging noise, magnitudes
of peak levels regarding freight and passenger traffic are in the same range – both showing a
decreasing trend in conjunction with larger radii. HF squeal noise indicates the same except
it is unsure if passenger trains show decreasing levels in larger radii, too. Regarding squeal
noise, freight trains show significantly higher peaks in lower radii compared to passenger
trains and a decreasing trend in larger radii – however, even there, they are higher compared
to the other two curve squeal types. A statement of passenger trains in larger radii is
not possible due to lack of sufficient data points. Train orientation as well as double unit
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parameter comment unit flanging
noise

squeal
noise

HF squeal
noise

median
levels

whole dataset dB 86 92 94
freight

(≤ 256 m) dB 86 - 92 99 - 105 92 - 95

freight
(≥ 310 m) dB 81 - 83 96 88 - 92

passenger
(≤ 256 m) dB 85 - 95 89 - 93 90 - 97

passenger
(≥ 310 m) dB 78 - 92 – 95

dew
median increase
(raised median)

dB 2 (88) 0 0
hoarfrost dB 10 (96) 3 (95) 4 (98)
frost dB 6 (92) 0 3 (97)

Table 77: Observed main tendencies and impacts regarding peak levels of all three distin-
guished curve squeal types

operation show a negligible impact (deviations mostly < 1 dB) on peak level magnitudes.
Thus, depiction is skipped. Regarding environmental conditions, only dew, hoarfrost and
frost impact can be estimated since rain reduce frequency of occurrence greatly and thus no
sufficient data points are available. Interestingly, while investigated frost or wetness sources
reduce frequency of occurrence, partly raised peak levels are evaluated. Dew occurrence
leads to 2 dB median increase of flanging noise peak level among the whole dataset. Squeal
and HF squeal peak levels are not affected by the latter. Regarding hoarfrost and frost
occurrence, raises are higher compared to dew impact with magnitudes between 2 dB and
10 dB. The only exception states squeal noise, where no effect regarding frost occurrence is
shown. Again, evaluations among the whole dataset are influenced by distribution of data
points. However, subsetting to exclude train type and section influence leads to the same
general trends – magnitude depending on the train type. In general, it has to be pointed
out that statistical significance for stated values is partly weak due to a significantly reduced
frequency of occurrence in conjunction with larger radii and certain environmental conditions.

Results of the evaluation on most important influence factors in conjunction with peak
levels are depicted in Table 78. Contrary to frequency of occurrence, findings regarding
importance deviate between all three distinguished curve squeal types. Three parameters
are listed in all evaluations – temperature, absolute humidity and frost conditions. For the
former, mostly rail temperature shows the best correlation to the outcome. Among absolute
humidity indicators, specific humidity or mixing ratio (not much deviation between those)
are most important. They include absolute air pressure in derivation, which makes them
comparable on different altitudes. Furthermore, it shows hardly any difference if they are
calculated with air or rail temperature. Inclusion of a relative humidity indicator indicates
distinct daytime influence, which is especially present regarding flanging noise peak levels.
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parameter flanging
noise

squeal
noise

HF squeal
noise

train type groups
curve radius
RSI
rail temperature
specific humidity
relative (rail) hu-
midity
wet conditions
frost conditions

Table 78: Most important predictors regarding impact on peak level of all three distinguished
curve squeal types

In general, temperature and absolute humidity show a negative correlation to the outcome
in all three evaluations, while relative humidity shows a positive one. Curve radius is also
accounted in every evaluation. Regarding flanging and HF squeal noise, it is considered
explicitly, while in terms of squeal noise it is included implicitly with RSI. Additionally,
squeal noise evaluation is also the only one, where distinction of similar train type groups
seems reasonable. Thus, flanging and HF squeal noise are weakly influenced by train type,
which is stated in the previous paragraph. Wet conditions (either rain or dew) show only an
impact in terms of flanging noise.

Due to poor benchmarks of multivariate statistical analysis and the scope of practical
applicability, development of a prediction model for curve squeal peak levels is not seen as
meaningful. For rough estimation of peak levels, median values from Figures 92, 94 and 96
for similar train types and radii can be applied. Alternatively, presented ranges for passenger
and freight traffic in Table 77 can be used.

Relative occurrence time

Tendencies of relative occurrence time regarding all three distinguished curve squeal types
are summarised in Table 79. All depicted increase or decrease values are additive factors
and not proportional. Notably, median values are nearly halved regarding both squeal noise
types compared to flanging noise. However, it has to be pointed out that those magnitudes
are highly influenced by distribution of train types and curve radii in the dataset and can be
completely different on sections with deviating boundary conditions. Train type grouping is
done in two out of three evaluations by separating passenger and freight traffic and in the
remaining one not carried out at all. Thus, depiction is generally separated in passenger and
freight traffic as well as trends in narrow curve radii (≤ 256 m) and larger ones (≥ 310 m).
The depicted ranges cover median values of subsets – distinguished in sections and train
types. In terms of relative occurrence time regarding flanging noise, depiction of train type
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category "other" is not included, since it shows significantly higher values compared to
passenger trains and thus is seen as an outlier group. 100 % relative occurrence time is
observable in conjunction with flanging noise and freight trains. That trend is unaffected
by different curve radii. Passenger trains in the same evaluation show decreased values in
larger radii and overall also significantly higher relative occurrence time compared to both
squeal noise examinations. Deviations between passenger and freight traffic in terms of
relative occurrence time regarding squeal noise are not as distinct – showing a higher range,
however not always larger values. Behaviour in larger radii can only be stated for freight
trains, which show very low relative occurrence time, due to lack of sufficient data points.
Relative occurrence time of HF squeal noise indicates larger values for passenger traffic
compared to freight trains (about doubled). That trend continues in larger radii, however
both groups show declining magnitudes. Altogether, except freight trains in conjunction with
flanging noise, all evaluations indicate a decline in relative occurrence time among larger
radii (≥ 310 m) compared to narrower ones (≤ 256 m). Contrary to peak levels, double unit
operation as well as train orientation partly indicate an impact. For the former, decreasing
magnitudes of 14 % to 22 % are observed. Thus, taking the doubled train length into
account, absolute occurrence time is roughly equal between single and double units. Train
orientation influence of single units – distinguishing between pulled and pushed operation – is
only detected in terms of relative occurrence time regarding flanging noise with significantly
increased magnitudes in the pushed state. Regarding double units, findings are built on
evaluation of train type F, which is a trainset with a power coach and two unpowered
wagons. If two trainsets are operated together, the position of the power unit can impact
the frequency of occurrence in magnitudes of 4 % to 8 % for flanging noise and HF squeal
noise, while regarding relative occurrence time of the third type, no deviations are indicated.
Complying to observation regarding peak levels, relative occurrence time is also increased
in conjunction with hoarfrost and frost conditions (raises of up to 13 %). Dew occurrence
shows a controversial trend among curve squeal types – indicating a huge raise for flanging
noise as well as a slight increase for squeal noise and a decrease for HF squeal noise. Again,
evaluations among the whole dataset are influenced by distribution of data points. Subsetting
to exclude train type and section influence reveals that impact of dew on relative occurrence
time of both squeal noise types is negligible (mostly ± 1 %). Moreover, the magnitude of
increase regarding flanging noise is significantly lower in single subsets (up to 15 %). General
trends of frost and hoarfrost comply with subset evaluations – magnitudes depending on
train type. Overall, it has to be pointed out that statistical significance for stated values is
partly weak due to a significantly reduced frequency of occurrence in conjunction with larger
radii. Moreover, due to high interquartile ranges in the whole dataset as well as among
subsets, a general uncertainty is present regarding the presented trends and their magnitude.

Results of most important influence parameters in conjunction with relative time occur-
rence of all three distinguished curve squeal types reveal that environmental conditions are
important (provided in Table 80). The list includes temperature, absolute, relative humidity
and frost conditions in every evaluation. The former two show generally negative correlations
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parameter comment unit flanging
noise

squeal
noise

HF squeal
noise

median
values

whole dataset % 45 25 23
freight

(≤ 256 m) % 100 8 - 43 10 - 14

freight
(≥ 310 m) % 100 8 5 - 6

passenger
(≤ 256 m) % 28 - 55 19 - 29 16 - 28

passenger
(≥ 310 m) % 15 - 37 – 12

double unit
operation

max. median
decrease % 20 22 14

train
orientation

max. median
increase

(single unit)
% 12 – –

max. median
increase

(double unit)
% 8 – 4

dew
median increase
(raised median)

% 55 (100) 2 (27) -7 (16)
hoarfrost % 8 (53) 12 (37) 13 (36)
frost % 9 (54) 3 (28) 10 (33)

Table 79: Observed main tendencies and impacts regarding relative occurrence time of all
three distinguished curve squeal types
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parameter flanging
noise

squeal
noise

HF squeal
noise

train type groups
train orientation
double unit
curve radius
rail temperature
specific humidity
relative (rail) hu-
midity
wet conditions
frost conditions

Table 80: Most important predictors regarding impact on relative occurrence time of all three
distinguished curve squeal types

to the outcome, whereas relative humidity indicates a positive one. Frost impact is already
discussed in the previous paragraph. Among temperature values, rail temperature shows
mostly the best performance. Absolute humidity indicators are listed as specific humidity
or mixing ratio – although not much deviation between them is indicated. They include
absolute air pressure in their derivation, which leads to comparability at different altitudes.
Moreover, hardly any difference in performance between using air or rail temperature in
their calculation is observed. Among relative humidity indicators, difference between rail
temperature and dew point is listed in two of three evaluation, which is highly correlated
with relative rail humidity, however its values show a negative correlation to the outcome.
Train type group distinction is seen reasonable regarding flanging and HF squeal noise due to
deviations between freight and passenger traffic. Other listed impacts are already discussed
in the previous paragraph.

Due to high fluctuations in the dataset (resulting in high RMSE values in multivariate
statistical approaches) and pursuing the scope of constructing a practical model, heuristic
approaches to estimate relative time occurrence are developed – only including curve radius
and partly passenger and freight train distinction (refer to Table 81). It has to be pointed
out that those state tries to model a simplified relationship empirically, which needs further
radii for comparison and validation.
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flanging noise
radii / m other / % passenger / %
≤ 310 100 45
310 < R < 440 100 109.385− 0.2077 ·R
≥ 440 100 18

squeal noise
radii / m all train types / %
≤ 256 30
256 < R < 310 124.815− 0.3704 ·R
≥ 310 10

HF squeal noise
radii / m freight / % radii / m other / %
≤ 230 15 ≤ 256 28
230 < R < 440 25.952− 0.0476 · R 256 < R < 310 103.852− 0.2963 ·R
≥ 440 5 ≥ 310 12

Table 81: Most important predictors regarding impact on relative occurrence time of all three
distinguished curve squeal types

6.5.2 Equivalent continuous noise level

Main findings in the evaluation are summarised in Table 82. The whole examination is
focused on train pass bys without any detected curve squeal type. Stated quantities are
always median values or median difference magnitudes. The first row states three groups
of train types, for which similar behaviour in terms of equivalent continuous noise level are
observed. The first group (TT 1) consists of freight trains (high levels), the second one of
passenger trains as well as other trains (e.g. single locos) – mediocre levels – and the third
category includes one train type, which shows a very low basic rolling noise level. Depiction
of the random train category "other" is skipped in presented ranges in the table due to
indicating low levels in narrow radii (≤ 256 m) and higher ones in larger radii (≥ 310 m). This
would compromise the stated ranges. The further rows contain median levels distinguished
in narrow radii and larger ones. Moreover, worst case (highest among subsets) median
alterations in case of curve squeal occurrence are provided in brackets – indicating from
left to right flanging/squeal/HF squeal noise. Since peak magnitudes of flanging noise are
significantly lower compared to both types of squeal noise (refer to Table 77), evaluation
of flanging noise impact is done by excluding train pass bys, which contain in addition
to flanging noise also any type of squeal noise. In the other direction, for squeal and HF
squeal noise evaluation, flanging noise occurrence is tolerated because otherwise too few
data points would be left for evaluation. However, in each squeal noise evaluation, parallel
occurrence of the other squeal noise type is excluded. Since magnitudes are highly influenced
by distribution of train types and curve radii in the dataset, depiction of an overall median
value is uninformative. The stated range covers median values of subsets – distinguished in
sections and train types – in the particularly separated groups. An important finding is that
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regarding freight traffic, hardly any raise in median levels due to curve squeal occurrence is
shown. In terms of flanging and HF squeal occurrence, a slight decrease in median values is
indicated. However, that is only reasoned by general fluctuations in monitored freight train
pass by levels in the dataset. Thus, train type distinction regarding inclusion of curve squeal
occurrence in noise prediction models is essential (also pointed out in [9]). Secondly, level
seems not influenced by curve radius in that category. In terms of TT 2, slight raises are
shown due to curve squeal occurrence (up to 2 dB in narrow radii and up to 4 dB in larger
radii) and no influence of higher radii is visible. In the third group (TT 3), median values
are significantly raised by curve squeal occurrence (up to 6 dB), however radius influence
is also not indicated. In general, deviating track parameters can have significant influence
on equivalent continuous noise level. Especially in curves, partly significant rail corrugation
is common. The stated values in narrow radii (≤ 256 m) cover sections with partly large
deviations in RR and TDR compared to each other. Thus, the range as well as worst case
curve squeal impact covers a wider range of track properties. Among higher radii, better
track properties (mostly ISO 3095 [10] limit satisfied) are present. Thus, results in worse
conditions cannot be covered. Regarding environmental impact, an increase in terms of
dew as well as frost/hoarfrost occurrence of up to 2 dB is observed. The latter value is
derived from the carried out empirical examination, which includes a speed normalisation to
60 kmh-1 (refer to Subsection 6.2). The trend is indicated by all statistical significant subsets
– involving three different passenger train types and two sections with deviating properties.
For freight traffic, no general statement can be given due to lack of sufficient data points.
Detailed spectral analysis identifies section and train type independent raises around 160 Hz
and 400 Hz/500 Hz third-octave bands in magnitudes of up to 2 dB for both dew and frost
occurrence separately. Both frequencies are among the highest in rolling noise emission of
the investigated train types. Hence, their impact on overall equivalent continuous noise level
is reasonable. It has to be pointed out that intentionally no A-weighting is applied. Thus, if
that measure is taken in propagation and immission calculation, the increase around 160 Hz
is significantly weakened (> 10 dB reduction). However, the latter raise (at 400 Hz/500 Hz)
is not heavily impacted. Moreover, third-octave band level can alter up to 4 dB depending
on temperature, which is partly connectable to variations in track decay rate if a positive
correlation is indicated. However, the opposite case is also present in some third-octave bands.

Building on carried out evaluation on equivalent continuous noise level, the following
parameters are evaluated as having a major influence:

• track decay rate

• rail roughness

• sleeper material (only evaluated wood and concrete)

• train type distinguished in three categories depending on their basic rolling noise level
– high (type A and B), mediocre (type C, D, E, F, other), low (type G)

• mean speed
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parameter comment unit equivalent continous noise level

similar train types – A,B (TT 1) C,D,E,F
(TT 2) G (TT 3)

median
levels*

≤ 256 m dB 90 - 92
(-1/0/-1)

83 - 91
(+1/+2/+2)

78 - 83
(+3/+6/+6)

≥ 310 m dB 91
(+1/+1/0)

82 - 87
(+1/–/+4) 80 (–/–/–)

dew occur-
rence max.

median
increase

dB – 2 2

hoarfrost dB – 2 2
frost dB – 2 2
* worst case alteration with flanging/squeal/HF squeal noise occurrence in brackets

Table 82: Observed main tendencies and impacts regarding equivalent continuous noise level
generally without any type of squeal noise – raises due to squeal noise occurrence stated in
brackets

• lateral acceleration (leads to inclusion of radius and cant as well)

• rail temperature

• specific humidity

• relative rail humidity

• wet conditions (rain and/or dew occurrence)

• frost conditions (frost and/or hoarfrost likely)

• curve squeal occurrence (distinguished in flanging/squeal/HF squeal noise)

In addition to temperature, dependencies on relative rail humidity and specific humidity are
also evaluated, however not as distinct as in terms of temperature. In general, temperature
and specific humidity show a negative correlation, while relative rail humidity indicates a
positive one. Positive correlation to train velocity accords with past research (e.g. [5]).
However, the stated range of the factor N in formula 2.2 in [5] of 25 to 35, which is
presumably evaluated from tangent track, shows bad accordance in the present dataset.
Instead, an empirically derived value of 7.5 works best for speed influence description
(without A-weighting). Thus, level increase with speed might be slower in curves. However,
it is unsure if the stated factor is applicable to other datasets. Since speed can be included
as separate parameter in multivariate approaches, no correction is applied in statistical
evaluations.

Building on the formulated main influence parameters, a regression model to predict equiv-
alent continuous noise level in curves is developed. TDR and RR are included by using prin-
cipal component analysis and extracting the first four components, which catch over 95 %
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variance. Coefficients for building the components out of RR and TDR measurements are pro-
vided in Appendix D. Model training is done on 75 % data points of C1 and C5. Other data
points in C1 and C5 are used as test set to validate model performance in similar boundary
conditions. The remaining sections – C2, C3, C4 – are used as validation sets and represent an
indicator, how the model performs on new datasets involving other sections, deviating train
type distribution and completely different climatic conditions. Thus, focus lies on achieved
benchmarks in the latter sections to estimate general applicability of the model to other
datasets. The best performing statistical algorithm is Random Forest. It achieves a RMSE of
1.6 dB and a R2 of 0.93 in the test set and a RMSE of 3.8 dB and a R2 of 0.61 on the whole
validation set (C2, C3 and C4 data points). Investigation of importance regarding environ-
mental predictors reveals that prediction with only them (and curve squeal occurrence) leads
to severe performance loss (decrease in RMSE on test set of 3.5 dB and on the whole validation
set of 2.3 dB). Thus, separately modelling with only environmental predictors or only curve
squeal indicators results in even worse benchmarks. Otherwise, if environmental conditions
are excluded, marginal loss in predictive performance is observed (decrease in RMSE of 0.1 dB
in test and validation set). Hence, prediction without considering environmental predictors is
possible if a minor performance loss is accepted. Especially inclusion of all three curve squeal
types is evaluated as beneficial (improvement in RMSE of 0.5 dB in test set and 0.6 dB in
the whole validation set as well as in R2 of 0.04 in test set and 0.09 in the whole validation
set), which generates the need of applying all three formulated classification models for pre-
diction of curve squeal occurrence prior to application of equivalent continuous noise level
prediction. That scenario is carried out on the dataset – predicting curve squeal occurrence
in the whole dataset on the one hand with the scope of overall classification accuracy and on
the other hand with focus on improving sensitivity (refer to Subsection 6.5.1). The former
application leads to significantly better RMSE values in test set and the whole validation set
(improvement of 1.1 dB and 0.7 dB). Thus, for that application usage of stated cut-off prob-
abilities with the scope of high classification accuracy is recommended to improve prediction
accuracy in the present regression task. Moreover, considering the whole validation set, a
0.3 dB lower RMSE value is achieved by implementing curve squeal predictions compared to
neglecting curve squeal predictors in the regression model, which justifies their importance
and the stated way of application.

Investigation on deviation between several application scenarios of the prediction model
– including curve squeal detection with the detection algorithm (Chapter 4), curve squeal
prediction either using cut-off probabilities with the scope of improving sensitivity or overall
classification accuracy and usage of ISO 3095 [10] threshold spectra instead of TDR and RR
measurements – and the original measurements is carried out by comparison of averaged val-
ues (median and energetic mean) of each validation set among the whole measurement period.
In general, considering both median and energetic mean results, equivalent continuous noise
level predictions using cut-off probabilities with the scope of improving overall classification
accuracy in prior curve squeal occurrence estimation deliver promising benchmarks. Median
deviations are in a range from -0.2 dB to 1.4 dB and energetic mean differences lie in a range
from -0.5 dB to -1.1 dB between predictions and original measurements – depending on the
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validation set. Deviations between using the detection algorithm and the previously stated
approach are ≤ 0.6 dB in median and ≤ 0.5 dB in energetic mean. Thus, the recommended
cut-off probability thresholds for curve squeal occurrence estimation in conjunction with equiv-
alent continuous noise level prediction stated in the previous paragraph are further justified.
Moreover, the applicability of the elaborated models for predicting curve squeal occurrence is
further confirmed. Exclusion of curve squeal (i.e. setting all three curve squeal predictors to
0 among all data points) causes a decrease in energetic mean values among predictions in a
range from 0.3 dB to 1.6 dB compared to the recommended approach. Especially in C2 and
C3, decrease magnitudes are ≤ 0.5 dB, which indicates that curve squeal consideration looses
importance in those sections. Main reasons are presumably significantly higher freight train
percentage compared to C4 – pass by levels of those are nearly unaffected by curve squeal
occurrence (refer to Table 82) – as well as larger curve radii compared to C4, which generally
lowers curve squeal probability. Using cut-off probabilities with the scope of high sensitivity
in curve squeal prediction leads to median deviations in a range from 0.8 dB to 5.2 dB and
energetic mean differences in a range from -0.6 dB to 1.1 dB between prediction and original
measurement. Despite the promising result in terms of energetic mean, the probably high
false positive rates in curve squeal detection and their impact on possible overestimations of
level predictions has to be borne in mind. Using the recommended approach with application
of threshold spectra according to ISO 3095 [10] instead of TDR and RR measurements leads
to underestimations in median in a range from 2.1 dB to 0.0 dB and in energetic mean in a
range from 1.3 dB to 3.1 dB. That is reasonable, since all sections show an elevated RR in
some wavelength bands and/or a partly lower TDR compared to the threshold spectra. Thus,
in curves, where RR is in general commonly worse compared to ISO 3095 [10] limits, a mea-
surement of TDR and RR is recommended. Otherwise, the prediction result could be raised
by an additive factor to account track properties deviating from the ISO 3095 [10] limits. The
magnitude has to be determined by further evaluations on appropriate sections. It has to
be pointed out that the accuracy in averaged values among the whole measurement periods
seem significantly dependent on train type distribution – especially ratio between freight and
passenger trains. Considering the results of the recommended approach, averaged levels of
the most frequent passenger train category are overestimated by 2.0 dB (in C2) and 5.4 dB
(in C3) in energetic mean, whereas freight train levels are underestimated by 3.5 dB (in C2)
and 3.2 dB (in C3) in energetic mean. Due to the balanced ratio of freight and passenger
trains in both sections, the overall prediction results have a high accuracy in energetic mean
of -1.1 dB (C3) and -0.8 dB (C2) deviation between prediction and original measurement.
Thus, assuming the same boundary conditions as in C2 and C3, the model would significantly
underestimate the energetic mean level in case of 100 % freight train operation and otherwise,
in case of 100 % passenger traffic, overestimations would result. The bulk of monitored freight
coaches in all sections are operated with cast-iron block brakes. Legislative of the EU forbids
the operation of coaches with that braking system on certain routes, which have to be defined
by each member state, by the end of 2024 [206]. Due to the underestimation of those by the
model, it is possible that predictions are getting more accurate for freight trains consisting
only of coaches with disc brakes or composite brake pads. Thoughts about other limitations
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of the elaborated model are provided in Subsection 6.6. Altogether, results are promising and
further validation on other datasets is recommended.

6.6 Limitations

section freight / % passenger / %
C1 4 95
C2 40 59
C3 55 37
C4 4 94
C5 1 99

Table 83: Ratio of freight and passenger traffic among sections

Since no data points from tangent track are available, it is unsure if stated findings regard-
ing equivalent continuous noise level without curve squeal occurrence are curve specific. The
carried out evaluations are built on measurement data collected in five different sections. In
general, all data points are monitored on the heavy rail network. Hence, applicability on light
rail networks cannot be proven. Two long-term measurement campaigns (C1 and C5) with
rather narrow curve radii (230 m and 256 m) deliver the bulk of data points (91 %). Thus,
the whole examination is impacted by trends in those – especially detailed investigations,
where further data splitting is applied. Table 83 provides the ratio of passenger and freight
traffic among all sections. The remaining percentage covers train pass bys categorised in the
random category "other". Hence, the bulk of data points are passenger trains – especially in
the two main sections (C1 and C5), which causes that statistical significance in evaluations
regarding freight traffic is mostly weaker compared to those of passenger trains. Nevertheless,
developed prediction models for curve squeal occurrence and equivalent continuous noise level
are validated on the three short-time measurement campaigns, where partly different section
properties, train type distributions (especially freight to passenger train ratio) and climatic
conditions are present. Despite that, predictive performance might be compromised if tested
and validated boundary conditions are left. The latter refers especially to applicability on
higher or narrower curve radii (< 226 m and > 440 m), significantly deviating track proper-
ties (rail roughness and track decay rate), higher curving speeds (> 100 kmh-1) and extreme
climatic conditions – e.g. curves in mountain routes or generally significantly deviating from
those in the east of Austria. Another aspect to point out is that measurement data is col-
lected between 2013 and 2017, where the majority of freight wagons are braked with cast-iron
blocks. Nowadays, legislative of the EU forbids operation with cast-iron block brakes on cer-
tain routes, which have to be defined by each member state, by the end of 2024 [206]. Hence,
deviation between freight and passenger traffic levels will decrease significantly in the future,
which is impossible to include in the developed models. However, since grouping of train type
groups with similar outcome values is carried out in each prediction model, freight trains on
routes, where operation with cast-iron brakes is forbidden in the future, can be categorised
in the mediocre category of passenger traffic. Validation of that approach cannot be pro-
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vided, respectively. If newly developed train coaches and/or trainsets are used in operation,
behaviour of those train types have to be investigated by collected measurement data from
real operation and afterwards evaluation of similar properties to a train type in the present
evaluation. Otherwise, categorisation into the mediocre passenger train category is recom-
mended since it is not thought that newly developed trainsets or coaches show higher curve
squeal probability rates or rolling noise than those. The developed models are not capable
of including modifications due to application of lubrication systems on the rail head or gauge
face. It might be an approach to include those conditions as rain or dew occurrence into the
model. However, validation for that assumption cannot be provided.
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7 Summary

The present thesis investigates influence factors on frequency of occurrence, peak level and
relative occurrence time of three distinguished curve squeal types – flanging, squeal and high-
frequency (HF) squeal noise. The excitation mechanism of the former is rubbing of the wheel
flange on the rail gauge face (emission more broad-band and high fundamental frequencies
– evaluated between 8000 Hz and 12500 Hz), while the second is caused by lateral stick-slip
motion of the wheel on the rail tread (lower fundamental frequency and tonal character –
detection range set to 800 Hz - 6300 Hz). Underlying mechanisms of the third are not entirely
clear (tonal character with high fundamental frequencies – evaluated between 8000 Hz and
12500 Hz). Moreover, influence factors on general noise emission in curves are investigated.
Examinations are carried out empirically and statistically using sound measurements of train
pass bys (standardized distance according to ISO 3095 [10]) collected in five different sections
with radii between 226 m and 440 m and speed limits between 60 kmh-1 and 90 kmh-1 in
the Austrian heavy rail network. After data filtering, 29097 train pass bys are considered in
the final evaluation. In addition to sound measurement data, environmental conditions are
monitored with a mobile weather station beneath the sections and a rail temperature sensor
located at the rail base between two sleepers, train speed as well as axle pattern are collected by
two axle counter sensors. A third one on the other track (all sections on two-track lines) detects
presence of parallel train pass bys, which are excluded, respectively. Different evaluations from
measurement data combined with spectra of measured rail roughness (RR) and track decay
rates (TDR) result in a set of 190 considered influence parameters. Dew formation modelling
on the rail head as well as a developed regression approach for rail temperature prediction are
also included. An empirically elaborated algorithm detects time increments containing curve
squeal (distinguished in all three stated types) out of short-time averaged (64 ms) third-octave
band spectra. It is used to categorise train pass bys as containing curve squeal as well as to
extract the corresponding peak magnitude (short-time averaged peak third-octave band level)
and relative occurrence time of the event. In addition, behaviour of equivalent continuous noise
level (energetic mean among all time increments from buffer to buffer summed up between
50 Hz and 10000 Hz third-octave bands) is also evaluated. Thus, the formulated parameter
set is investigated in conjunction with ten dependent variables. In a first step, main influence
factors are extracted on the one hand with empirical and univariate statistical methods and
on the other hand by applying multivariate statistical approaches.

Main findings on frequency of occurrence are a high impact of relative rail humidity with
peaking probabilities between 72 % and 75 % for all three types and decreasing rates in
both directions in the remaining area, partly distinct train type dependencies in probability
magnitude, positive correlation of radial steering index (RSI) and lateral acceleration and sig-
nificantly decreased relative frequency of occurrence regarding rain, dew and frost presence.
The latter includes frozen water (from previous dew formation or rain) on the rail head as
well as hoarfrost. Influence factors generally agree between all three curve squeal types, which
indicates that their probability rates are raised in the same conditions, despite their deviating
excitation mechanisms. Peak level evaluation reveals that amplitudes of both squeal noise
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types are significantly higher compared to flanging noise. Moreover, negative correlations
of curve radius, absolute humidity and temperature to the outcome as well as higher levels
in frost conditions are observed in all three evaluations. Examinations of relative occurrence
time indicate a higher value for flanging noise compared to roughly equal levels for both squeal
noise types. Trends among all curve squeal types comply with stated ones regarding peak
levels with the addition of a generally positive correlation of relative humidity. Equivalent
continuous noise level tendencies are primarily evaluated without any curve squeal occurrence.
Beside known impacts on rolling noise – TDR, RR, sleeper material, train type, train speed
–, which are clearly indicated in the evaluation, raised levels in conjunction with dew occur-
rence and frost are observed. Each of them cause a raise in median values of up to 2 dB –
behaviour extracted from three different train types among two sections separately. Spectral
investigation reveals a complying raise around 160 Hz and 400 Hz/500 Hz third-octave band
levels of up to 2 dB each and shown in terms of dew and frost similarly. Both areas are among
the highest spectral contributors in considered train types (A-weighting intentionally not ap-
plied). Thus, impacts are shown in multiple train types and sections in the same frequency
range. Temperature as well as absolute humidity show negative correlations to the outcome,
while relative humidity shows a positive one.

Building on formulated influence factors on frequency of occurrence, classification models
to predict occurrence of each curve squeal type are developed. For flanging noise, flexible
discriminant analysis is used, while for both squeal noise types, separate neural networks are
built. They are trained on two sections, which contain the bulk of data points, and validated
on the other three as well as on an independent test set split prior to modelling from the
training sections. Thus, applicability is proven in three different sections, which are not used
in model training involving different section properties, train type distributions and climatic
conditions. Alternative cut-off probability thresholds are investigated with a ROC curve in a
separate evaluation set, which is solely used for that purpose. Developed models are capable
of reaching curve squeal detection rates (i.e. sensitivity) among the whole validation set of
68 % to 84 % in conjunction with an overall classification accuracy of 55 % to 68 %. If
the latter benchmark is the main modelling scope, values are improvable to 67 % to 83 %
on the whole validation set, however causing a drop of sensitivity to values between 27 %
and 66 % by application of different cut-off probability thresholds. Due to poor benchmarks
of multivariate statistical analysis and the scope of practical applicability, development of a
prediction model for curve squeal peak levels is not seen as meaningful. High fluctuations in
the dataset (resulting in high RMSE values in multivariate statistical approaches) prevent also
a predictive model building process regarding relative occurrence time. For rough estimation
of the former, stated median values for similar train types and radii can be applied. For the
latter, heuristic models are formulated, which use only curve radius as parameter as well as
partly distinguish between passenger and freight traffic.

At last, a regression model for prediction of equivalent continuous noise level of single
train pass bys in curves in the standardized measurement point according to ISO 3095 [10]
– 7.5 m distance from track axis and 1.2 m above rail level – is developed. As statistical
method, a random forest approach performs best. For model training and validation, the
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same approach as for the presented classification tasks is used. Since it improves predictive
performance, categorical predictors for occurrence of each distinguished curve squeal type are
included. Thus, in practical application, occurrence of curve squeal has to be predicted using
the previously described classification models prior to application of the model for equivalent
continuous noise level prediction. For that application, usage of cut-off probability thresholds
with the scope of improving overall classification accuracy results in better statistical bench-
marks. Performance quantities of the model in application on the whole validation set with
inclusion of predicted curve squeal occurrence are 4 dB RMSE and 57 % R2. Averaged values
among the whole measurement period achieve median deviations in a range from -0.2 dB to
1.4 dB and energetic mean differences in a range from -0.5 dB to -1.1 dB between predictions
and original measurements – depending on the validation set. Using the same approach but
with application of threshold spectra according to ISO 3095 [10] instead of TDR and RR
measurements leads to underestimations in median in a range from 0.0 dB to 2.1 dB and in
energetic mean in a range from 1.3 dB to 3.1 dB. That is reasonable, since ISO 3095 [10]
limits are partly exceeded in all sections. It has to be pointed out that the stated accuracy
in averaged values seem significantly dependent on train type distribution – especially ratio
between freight and passenger trains due to general underestimations of the former and ten-
dency to overestimations regarding the latter. Nevertheless, results are promising and further
validation on other datasets is recommended.
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8 Future work

Future research need is strongly indicated by carried out evaluations. Firstly, the underlying
mechanism of HF squeal noise is not entirely clear as it shows significant time behaviour de-
viations to squeal noise, however amplitudes are in the same range of the latter with higher
fundamental frequencies. Considering frequency of occurrence, peak levels and relative occur-
rence time, stated influence factors and their trends partly lack of explanations. Theoretical
modelling as well as validation in laboratory measurement under controlled conditions is rec-
ommended. Moreover, behaviour of passenger trains in conjunction with higher curve radii
(≥ 310 m) cannot be sufficiently evaluated due to lack of data points. Despite lower frequency
of occurrence and thus need of more data points in evaluations, additional long-term mea-
surement campaigns are beneficial. In general, fine tuning and validation of the developed
prediction models on new datasets is recommended. Especially applicability on higher or
narrower curve radii (< 226 m and > 440 m), significantly deviating track properties (rail
roughness and track decay rate), extreme climatic conditions (e.g. curves in mountain routes)
and higher curving speeds (> 100 kmh-1) needs to be proven. Moreover, changes in freight
traffic behaviour compared to evaluated trends on tracks, where cast-iron block braked wagons
are going to be forbidden in future operation, is interesting.

Regarding equivalent continuous noise level, two raising mechanisms – dew and frost
occurrence – are observed, which reasons are unknown. Despite some stated assumptions and
thoughts, there is a complete lack of scientific proof. Moreover, the general trend of negative
correlations to temperature, absolute humidity and the positive one to relative humidity is
not entirely explainable with past research findings. It is foremost of interest if the stated
deviations also occur on tangent track or if it states a phenomenon in curves.

All finally applied model objects in R are available online28. They can be taken and
applied to new sections as well as extended by application to new data points with deep
learning algorithms to improve their accuracy and general applicability. Moreover, mitigation
measures (e.g. friction control systems) can be included. An idea for that would be to
account pass bys, where the friction control system is enabled, equal to rain or dew – setting
the categorical variable for rain to 1.

At last, an investigation in the same scale for light rail traffic considering both an embedded
track and a conventional one is recommended. Operation of light rail is mostly carried out
in densely populated areas, thus the need of a detailed prediction approach regarding noise
emission in curves is high.

28https://github.com/M-Ostermann/curve-noise-prediction
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A Dew formation – calculation steps of Model 1

From a physical perspective, dew formation is a mass transfer of water vapour from humid
air onto a surface. For calculation, the convective sensible and latent heat flux density are of
importance. Convective sensible heat exchange is distinguished in free and forced convection
depending mainly on the current wind speed. In both, laminar and turbulent flow conditions
can occur. [74]

The following equations provide a step-by-step guide through the calculation. Firstly,
basic physical quantities have to be computed. Most of them are nearly constant at the
considered temperature and pressure ranges, many can be extracted by interpolation from
tables, however the focus lies on an expression by equations due to much lower programming
effort.

Kinematic viscosity of air [111]:

ν =
µ

ρ
(63)

µ =
1.458 · 10−6 · T 1.5

T + 110.4
(64)

ρ =
p

Tv ·R (65)

Tv = T · (1 + 0.6078 · s) (66)

where ν depicts the kinematic viscosity of air in m2s-1, µ states the dynamic viscosity of air in
Pas, T is the air temperature in K, ρ is the density of moist air in kgm-3, p is the air pressure
of the ambient air in Pa, Tv depicts the virtual air temperature (correction between moist and
dry air) in K, R is the gas constant of dry air (287.0586 Jkg-1K-1) and s states the specific
humidity in kgkg-1.

Thermal expansion coefficient of air in units K-1 [111]:

α = 1
T (67)

Thermal conductivity of air in units Wm-1K-1 [111]:

k = 0.02624 · T
300

0.8646 (68)

Specific thermal capacity of air at constant pressure in units Jkg-1K-1 [111]:

ca = 1002.5 + 275 · 10−6 · (T − 200)2 (69)

Thermal diffusivity of air in units m²s-1 [74]:

κ = k
ρ·ca (70)

The magnitude of free and forced convection can be described by the Nusselt number.
In the former case, the derivation is based on the Reynolds number and in the latter on the
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Grashof number. [74]
The Reynolds number is defined as follows [74]:

Re = u · d
ν (71)

where Re depicts the Reynolds number (dimensionless), u states the wind speed in ms-1 and
d is a characteristic length of the surface in flow direction with units m.

The Nusselt number for forced convection is derived for a flat plate in laminar conditions
(Re < 2·104) and turbulent conditions (Re ≥ 2·104) with the following equations [74]:

Nuforced,lam = 0.6 ·Re0.5 (72)

Nuforced,turb = 0.032 ·Re0.8 (73)

where Nuforced,lam depicts the Nusselt number for forced convection with laminar flow condi-
tions and Nuforced,turb states the same in the turbulent case – both dimensionless.

The Grashof number is calculated with formula (74) [74]. In case of simultaneous heat
and water vapour transfer, the quantity is calculated with the virtual temperature difference
between surface and ambient air [74]. To compute the virtual temperature of the rail, the air
temperature in Equation (66) is replaced by the rail temperature.

Gr =
α·g·d3·|Tr,v−Tv|

ν2
(74)

where Gr is the Grashof number (dimensionless), g depicts the gravitational acceleration
(9.80665 ms-2) and Tr,v states the virtual temperature of the rail in K.

With the Grashof number, the Nusselt number for free convection can be computed –
again with the assumption of a flat plate. Laminar flow conditions are present for Gr < 105

and turbulent ones are the case with Gr ≥ 105. The equations are as follows [74]:

Nufree,lam = 0.5 ·Gr0.25 (75)

Nufree,turb = 0.13 ·Gr0.33 (76)

where Nufree,lam states the Nusselt number for free convection in case of laminar flow condi-
tions and Nufree,turb depicts the Nusselt number for free convection in turbulent ones – both
dimensionless.

The threshold between free and forced convection cannot be set to one value because both
mechanisms usually coexist. However, ranges, where one mechanism is the major contributor
can be distinguished. One approach to determine limit values is to compute the ratio of the
Grashof number and the Reynolds number with the following equation [74]:
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C = Gr
Re2

(77)

In general, if C is very low, forced convection dominates and if C is high, heat transfer
is governed by free convection. The range in between is referred as mixed convection, where
both mechanisms contribute significantly. The threshold values are set to [74]:

• C ≤ 0.1: only forced convection is included

• 0.1 < C < 10: mixed convection occurs and both Nusselt numbers are added up

• C ≥ 10: free convection dominates heat transfer and is therefore solely taken

However, it has to be pointed out that the threshold values are derived from a study with
leaf boundary layers. Although the characteristic length of a leaf is on the same scale, the
flow conditions may differ between a leaf and the rail head.

With the Nusselt number, the computation of the convective sensible heat flux density
is possible, but for deriving dew formation not necessary and therefore skipped. To convert
the sensible convective heat variables in latent heat variables, the calculated Nusselt number
and the Lewis number can be used to derive the Sherwood number. The latter allows a
computation of the latent heat flux density and hence the dew formation and evaporation
rate for a wet surface. Again, the equations are split in free and forced convection and
afterwards categorized in the same way as explained above. [74].

The Lewis number and the Sherwood number for free and forced convection are calculated
with the following equations [74]:

Le =
κ

Dv
(78)

Shforced,lam = Nuforced,lam · Le 1
3 (79)

Shforced,turb = Nuforced,turb · Le
1
3 (80)

Shfree,lam = Nufree,lam · Le0.25 (81)

Shfree,turb = Nufree,turb · Le
1
3 (82)

where Le depicts the Lewis number (dimensionless), Dv states the diffusivity of water vapour
in air with units m2s-1 (can be calculated by linear interpolation over the temperature range in
Table 4.17 in [83]) and Sh is the Sherwood number with indices for forced and free convection
as well as each state in laminar and turbulent flow conditions (dimensionless).

The Sherwood number is used to compute a resistance to latent heat transfer (in other
terms to water vapour transfer), which allows to estimate the dew formation rate depending
on the difference of absolute humidity. The equations are as follows [74]:
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rv =
d

Dv · Sh (83)

dm

dt
=

a− ar
rv

· 3600 (84)

(85)

where rv depicts the resistance to water vapour transfer in sm-1, dm
dt states the dew formation

rate in mmh-1, a is the absolute humidity of the ambient air in kgm-3 and ar is the absolute
humidity at the rail in kgm-3.

If the dew formation rate is positive, dew is formed on the surface – in case of a negative
sign evaporation takes place.
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B Basic statistic plots

Figure 92: Median values and interquartile ranges for the dependent variable BroadLevelMax

Figure 93: Median values and interquartile ranges for the dependent variable BroadTimeRel
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Figure 94: Median values and interquartile ranges for the dependent variable TonalLowLevel-
Max

Figure 95: Median values and interquartile ranges for the dependent variable TonalLow-
TimeRel
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Figure 96: Median values and interquartile ranges for the dependent variable TonalHighLevel-
Max

Figure 97: Median values and interquartile ranges for the dependent variable TonalHighT-
imeRel
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Figure 98: Relative frequency of occurrence regarding train pass bys, where multiple curve
squeal types are detected in the same train pass by – top plot: all three types are observed;
bottom graph: flanging and squeal noise are evaluated
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Figure 99: Relative frequency of occurrence regarding train pass bys, where multiple curve
squeal types are detected in the same train pass by – top plot: flanging noise and HF squeal
noise are assessed; bottom graph: squeal and HF squeal noise are identified
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C Discussion on curve squeal peak level and relative occurrence
time

C.1 Flanging noise peak level

Univariate statistical analyses in conjunction with flanging noise peak level (termed as
BroadLevelMax) show a strong dependency on environmental conditions in the whole dataset
(see Figure 100) as well as in most subsets. Top predictors are TempRail (and the correlated
other temperature parameters), followed by relative humidity (top ranked RT.DPDiff) and
absolute humidity variables. SunRad is also ranked with high importance. The listed vehicle
predictor with the most importance is Loco.1. Track predictors (mainly RR and TDR
values) and vehicle parameters, which are used to distinguish between sections and train
types, are ranked in midfield. Dynamic predictors are listed with very low importance scores
– regarding the whole dataset as well as subsets.

Figure 100: Predictor importance evaluated with linear variance analysis and coloured in
groups dynamic (red), vehicle (blue), environmental (green), track (purple) and general (or-
ange)

Due to partly distinct section and train type influence (refer to Figure 92), empirical
investigations are focused on MC_TT subsets. As previously discussed in Subsection 5.7,
negative correlation to curve radius is visible – foremost between C2 (440 m) and narrower
radii (≤ 310 m). Considering other track predictors, CurveBreathing shows a strong negative
correlation to the outcome (empirically ranked as category 2 and 3) – caused by its dependence
rail temperature (discussed below). However, curve breathing itself is not thought to have a
direct connection to the outcome. Remaining track features show no general influence.

Regarding vehicle predictors, train type influence is especially strong in terms of train
type E in C1, which shows the largest peak levels overall – even exceeding freight trains in
C4/C5. Detailed investigation reveals no alternating external conditions compared to other
categories, which leads to the assumptions that it is caused by an unknown train type specific
property. Due to comparable levels with other categories in C2 (low statistical significance),
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the cause may only refer to narrow radii. Train orientation shows a negligible (1 dB median
difference) influence with controversial tendencies among train type F in C1 and C5. Double
unit operation indicates hardly any influence with the similar peak levels as single units as
well as no significant deviation among double unit configuration (median deviations up to
1 dB). Other vehicle predictors show no correlation to the outcome.

Dynamic predictors show no influence at all empirically, which complies with very low
importance scores in univariate statistical analyses.

Deviations among the year are distinct, indicating a general tendency of significantly
lower levels in summer months and high ones in winter (refer to Table 84). In C1, median
values deviate in a magnitude of up to 17 dB (train type E) and up to 9 dB (train
type F) between summer and winter months. The former category is generally raised in
spring and autumn as well. Train types F and G in C5 support the trend with deviations
between summer and winter months of up to 18 dB for the former and up to 12 dB for
the latter. Observations among months result in a strong negative correlation (category 3)
in conjunction with temperature and AT.DPDiff/RT.DPDiff (relative humidity indicators).
Furthermore, category 2 negative correlations are classified in terms of absolute humidity
predictors. Alterations over daytime are partly significant with median deviations compared
to stated monthly values among hours of up to 9 dB in both directions. Generally, the
majority of level increases are shown in morning and evening hours, whereas around midday
and afternoon lower magnitudes are evaluated – only tendencies from train type G with
low statistical significance. Thus, daytime variations also accord with indicated correlations
regarding environmental predictors. It has to be pointed out that values may depend
largely on climatic conditions at different locations. Thus, monthly and daytime behaviour
might deviate significantly from the illustration in other locations. Distinct influence is also
observed in conjunction with frost and hoarfrost presence – increasing median peak levels
in C5 in a magnitude of 10 dB (frost) and 12 dB (hoarfrost) regarding train type F and
8 dB (frost) and 9 dB (hoarfrost) in terms of train type G. Additionally, dew occurrence
causes raises of 5 dB (train type F) and 2 dB (train type G) in the same section. Trends
of dew and frost impact are also supported by train types E and F in C1. In general,
it has to be pointed out that flanging noise occurrence is reduced in dew, frost and rain
conditions (refer to Subsection 6.3.2). Thus, statistical significance for those correlations
is mediocre (dew) to weak (frost). An estimation of rain influence among the mentioned
subsets is not possible due to a greatly reduced frequency of occurrence and thus hardly
any level values available. In spectral evaluations of equivalent continuous noise level (refer
to Subsection 6.3.5), low temperatures indicate lower levels at high frequencies (deviation
up to 7 dB in 8000 Hz and up to 10 dB in 10000 Hz third-octave bands). Moreover,
dew occurrence lowers the radiated emission in those frequency bands. However, flanging
noise peak levels show the opposite behaviour in both observations. Thus, the excitation
mechanism seems not connected. Moreover, higher attenuation coefficients of atmospheric
absorption in winter (discussed in Subsection 6.3.5) indicate a contrary impact to the stated
findings. Hence, the latter effect seems to be masked by a much more dominant impact
mechanism, which causes the opposite trend. Previously stated assumptions of influence
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subset month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

MC_1_TT_E 97 94 96 96 93 80 82 – – 93 95 92
MC_1_TT_F 89 87 85 84 82 80 83 – – 88 88 87
MC_5_TT_F 100 90 83 85 84 82 85 83 84 89 88 95
MC_5_TT_G 95 88 85 85 84 86 84 83 83 85 88 93

Table 84: Monthly median values of BroadLevelMax over the year with colour theme for
statistical significance – red (weak), orange (mediocre), green (strong)

regarding a frozen superstructure and frozen earth along the transmission path may be an
explanation of raised levels in conjunction with frost occurrence (refer to Subsection 6.3.5).
However, loss in mechanical damping property is not thought to impact high frequencies.
Despite low to mediocre statistical significance, correlations are indicated by three different
train types in two sections with deviating properties. Altogether, the functionality of the
underlying mechanism regarding the distinct influence of environmental predictors tem-
perature, relative and absolute humidity as well as frost and dew occurrence remains unknown.

Application of statistical algorithms reveals that complex rule-based and tree models
outperform other approaches significantly – results of Cubist and Boosted Tree are provided
in Table 85. Achieved benchmarks considering the whole dataset are 6.3 dB RMSE and 31 %
correlation between prediction and original. Thus, the task cannot be modelled well even
with complex algorithms. Not much deviations between benchmarks in the whole dataset
and among subsets indicate that the model is capable of including different section and train
type properties. Due to application of five times repeated 10-fold cross validation, illustrated
benchmarks are a good indicator of predictive behaviour on the same boundary conditions.
Predictor importance scores are illustrated in Figure 101 with a cut point of 25 % relative
importance. Beside environmental and general predictors, only Loco.1 (in Boosted Tree), Apl
and RSI are ranked. Thus, track and dynamic influence seems negligible or included into the
model by other predictors. Loco.1 accounts foremost the high levels of train type E in C1.
Therefore, inclusion is not preferable in a predictive model. Apl is compromised by train type
E in C1 as well and shows no correlation at all empirically. Moreover, axle count and train
length is impossible to know in a predictive task. Empirically, no direct influence of RSI is
visible, however the ranking might be connected to the observed correlation regarding curve
radius. However, inclusion of curve radius alone might be more beneficial, since train type
dependencies in the dataset could be misleadingly interpreted statistically. Environmental
influences dominate the built model in terms of direct predictors as well as connected general
parameters. Rail temperature is top ranked in both models. The Cubist model also ranks
absolute humidity quantities (highest HumSpec) and pressure predictors in midfield as well
as relative humidity indicators (best Hum) with low importance. YearDay and Week are
also listed, however due to dependencies on local climatic conditions, they are not useful in a
predictive model. Pressure quantities are not thought to have a direct physical relation to the
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subset
Boosted Tree Cubist

RMSE R2 number of
predictors RMSE R2 number of

predictors
All 6.28 0.30 127 6.27 0.31 97
MC_1 6.04 0.34 51 6.12 0.32 42
MC_2 4.66 0.24 35 4.80 0.21 22
MC_4 5.78 0.16 38 6.05 0.13 18
MC_5 6.44 0.28 49 6.35 0.31 53
TT_A 6.15 0.22 83 6.26 0.20 25
TT_E 7.31 0.30 47 7.53 0.27 35
TT_F 5.56 0.35 117 5.54 0.35 77
TT_G 6.37 0.25 123 6.46 0.24 73
MC_1_TT_E 7.43 0.21 41 7.69 0.18 32
MC_1_TT_F 5.32 0.26 44 5.40 0.25 34
MC_4_TT_G 5.38 0.18 35 5.52 0.14 19
MC_5_TT_F 6.02 0.44 43 5.73 0.49 43
MC_5_TT_G 6.46 0.25 42 6.53 0.24 46

Table 85: Results of best performing regression models achieved with Boosted Tree and Cubist

outcome. Moreover, absolute air pressure is solely selected by the algorithm for distinction
between sections and not useful in a general prediction model. The indicated correlation
regarding relative air pressure is thought to be representable by temperature and humidity
values.

To conclude, track influence is only visible in terms of curve radius – showing a negative
correlation to the outcome, especially between 310 m and 440 m, while the range between
226 m and 310 m indicates only marginal deviations. Regarding vehicle predictors, general
differences among train types are partly observable, however their magnitude is only relevant
in terms of train type E in C1 and the occurring contrast between freight and passenger
traffic in C4/C5. Thus, a predictive model might not need train type distinction predictors.
Other vehicle properties as well as dynamic influence seem to have negligible impact.
Alterations among the year are distinct and connectable to alterations in environmental
conditions. A general tendency of significantly lower levels in summer months and high
ones in winter is indicated (deviation magnitude of up to 9 dB to 18 dB depending on
train type). Moreover, the majority of level increases are shown in morning and evening
hours, whereas around midday and in the afternoon lower magnitudes are evaluated. Both
tendencies result in negative correlations to rail temperature, absolute and relative humidity
quantities. Detailed empirical investigation reveals a distinct influence of dew presence
(raise in a magnitude of 2 dB to 5 dB) as well as frost occurrence (increases of 8 dB to
12 dB). Assumptions for the latter case are bonding effects between gravel stones, which
cause on the one hand a loss in mechanical damping property of the superstructure, however
this is not thought to impact high frequencies. On the other hand, a reduced porosity in
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Figure 101: Relative predictor importance in the Boosted Tree (left) and Cubist (right) model
fitted to the whole dataset

the ballast bed might occur in combination with frozen ground between ballast bed and
microphone, which both cause a reduced surface absorption along the transmission path.
The general trend is contrary to observed sound emission behaviour among the temperature
range as well as in conjunction with dew occurrence in high frequencies evaluated in spectral
analyses of equivalent continuous noise level (refer to Subsection 6.3.5). Observed deviations
of attenuation coefficients between winter and summer indicate also an opposite trend.
Thus, the latter impact is masked by another more dominant influence. Hence, excitation
mechanisms between equivalent continuous noise level and observed alterations in the present
evaluation seem not connected as well as remain unclear.

Building on the results of empirical and statistical investigation, the following predictors
have the most impact on the outcome:

• curve radius

• rail temperature

• specific humidity (also takes absolute air pressure into account)

• relative humidity

• wet conditions (rain and/or dew present)

• frost conditions (frost or hoarfrost likely)
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Due to poor benchmarks of multivariate statistical analysis and building on the scope of
practical applicability, development of a prediction model for flanging noise peak levels is not
seen as meaningful. However, due to unknown reasons behind observed correlations as well
as no scientific proof for stated assumptions, further research need is indicated by the present
evaluation. For rough estimation of flanging noise peak levels, median values from Figure 92
for similar train types and radii can be applied.

C.2 Relative occurrence time of flanging noise

Univariate statistical analysis of relative occurrence time regarding flanging noise (referred
as BroadTimeRel) evaluates train type dependencies as most important – more detailed
predictor TrainType.1 (illustrated in Figure 102). The reason behind is that all freight trains
show a relative occurrence time of 100 % (see Figure 93). Thus, if a freight train emits
flanging noise, it continues throughout the whole train pass by. Beside that dominating
correlation, predictor ranks in midfield represent mostly track influence (TDR and RR)
as well as other variables (e.g. Pressure) to distinguish between sections. Exceptions are
AccSide (ranked in fifth place overall) and TrainOrientation.1. The former is compromised
due to lower operation speeds of freight trains in C1, while regarding the latter an influence
is also detected empirically (discussed below). General and environmental predictors are
ranked with low importance.

Figure 102: Predictor importance evaluated with linear variance analysis and coloured in
groups dynamic (red), vehicle (blue), environmental (green), track (purple) and general (or-
ange)

Due to alterations among train types and sections, empirical analysis is focused on subsets
MC_TT. Evaluations of track predictors indicate a distinct decrease between 310 m and
440 m curve radius (only train type C evaluable with 9 % decline) and a partly visible overall
negative correlation of radius – dependent on train type. Train types F and G show a decrease
in median values between 230 m and 256 m of 10 % and 20 %, while passenger trains in C3
(310 m) show a controversial behaviour with partly higher values compared to 256 m radius.
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Radial influence corresponds only to passenger trains as freight trains show 100 % occurrence
time – even at 440 m radius. CurveBreathing shows a partly distinct negative correlation to
the outcome, which indicates an influence of rail temperature (further stated below). The
predictor itself is not thought to have a direct connection to the outcome.

Regarding train type deviations, median values among passenger trains in narrower curve
radii (≤ 310 m) range from 27 % to 55 %, while a larger radius (440 m) leads to median
values of 15 % to 18 %. Train category other shows a significantly higher relative occurrence
time with 81 %. Thus, its behaviour corresponds rather to the freight train category. Pushed
train operation causes significantly higher values (difference in median to pulled 8 % to 12 %).
The trend is supported by all statistically significant subsets (train type E in C1 and train
type F in C1 and C5). Double units show up to 20 % lower values compared to single unit
(pushed) operation. Between configurations in double units, up to 8 % deviation in median
occurs (worst case TrainOrientation.6 – both power coaches pushing their trainsets – and
lowest in TrainOrientation.5 – both power units in the middle). Thus, train orientation can
have a significant effect in single and double unit operation. Other vehicle predictors show no
correlations to the outcome.

Dynamic predictors indicate no influence. Overall, statistical tendency of AccSide is com-
promised by freight trains in C1, which operate at lower speed (hence also lower lateral
acceleration). Thus, a direct connection is not present.

Alterations among the year are distinct. Deviations among months indicate extreme
values in January and generally raised ones from October to December (see Table 86)
– indicated by all considered subsets with deviating magnitudes. Excluding extremes in
January (median 58 % to 98 %), variations among other months reach up to 18 % to 20 % in
C1 and up to 28 % to 31 % in C5. A partly weak statistical significance for those values has
to be borne in mind. Alterations in daytime are partly large (around 20 % in both directions
for train type G in C5), however they do not seem to follow a certain pattern like peak
level or frequency of occurrence. It has to be pointed out that values may depend largely
on climatic conditions at different locations. Thus, behaviour among the year might deviate
significantly from the illustration in other locations. Regarding environmental predictors,
empirical investigation finds a visible to strong negative correlation in conjunction with
rail temperature (category 2 and 3). Moreover, the relative humidity quantity RT.DPDiff
also indicates a partly visible negative correlation. Dew as well as frost presence show
a positive correlation, however magnitude largely depends on the subset. Impact of dew
occurrence ranges from hardly any (train type G in C5) to up to 15 % (train type E in
C1) increase, while frost conditions cause a raise of 4 % to 10 %. Due to the mediocre
increase compared to deviations between winter and other seasons, frost might not be the
only underlying mechanism. However, frost occurrence partly explains magnitude deviation
between C1 and C5 in December due to vastly higher train pass bys in C5 (66 %) under that
condition compared to C1 (2.8 %). Due to significant reduction in frequency of occurrence
in conjunction with rain, evaluation is not possible due to a lack of data points. In general,
high interquartile ranges are present, which causes an uncertainty in stated values.
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subset month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

MC_1_TT_E 61 21 35 26 21 19 21 – – 39 38 34
MC_1_TT_F 58 34 34 32 38 27 39 – – 45 42 34
MC_5_TT_F 70 35 38 45 43 40 45 34 48 54 46 63
MC_5_TT_G 98 55 34 44 38 48 41 37 47 51 45 65

Table 86: Monthly median percentage values of BroadTimeRel over the year with colour
theme for statistical significance – red (weak), orange (mediocre), green (strong)

Application of statistical model algorithms shows that complex tree and rule-based mod-
els – Boosted Tree and Cubist – significantly outperform other approaches (results depicted
in Table 87). The only exception states C2, where a MARS model using only two predic-
tors (TrainType.1 and TrainType.2) achieves the best overall performance. Thus, deviation
between freight traffic (100 % relative occurrence time) and passenger trains (20 %) is huge
enough to include only that issue. In the whole dataset, nearly 50 % correlation between pre-
diction and original is achieved. However, a high fluctuation is previously indicated by high
interquartile ranges, which also leads to a large RMSE value of 21 %. Not much deviations
between benchmarks in the whole dataset and among subsets (except C2) indicate that the
model is capable of including different section and train type properties. Due to application
of five times repeated 10-fold cross validation, illustrated benchmarks are a good indicator of
predictive behaviour on the same boundary conditions.

Predictor importance scores with a cut point of 25 % relative importance are depicted
in Figure 103. While the Boosted Tree model is focused on the predominant influence of
freight trains, the Cubist model shows a different approach. The former is caused by tree
correlation, since every generated tree is dependent on the tree in the previous iteration.
Thus, correlating predictors are magnified in each step (further discussed in Subsection 6.1).
The Cubist model depends mostly on environmental influence. Beside CurveBreathing
(connected to rail temperature), no track predictors are listed. Among different section, the
latter is compromised due to deviating curve lengths, which are misleadingly interpreted
statistically. Vehicle influence is accounted by Apl, MaxBogieDist and MaxAoA. All three
allow a distinction between freight and passenger trains, however no general correlations
are shown empirically. Regarding dynamic variables, three of them (Vmean, AccSide and
AccTrain) are ranked with low importance. The former takes the difference between sections
for passenger trains into account, while the latter two are compromised by distribution of
data points. General predictors YearDay and Week are listed, which indicates a detailed,
complex model fit – maybe a tendency to over-fitting. However, an inclusion of those in
a predictive model is not meaningful due to location dependencies and yearly variations.
Regarding environmental influence, relative air pressure is ranked top, followed by absolute
humidity quantities, absolute air pressure, temperature predictors and relative humidity
values. Due to lack of physical explanation, PressureRel is not thought to be directly
connected and is rather represented by inclusion of other environmental predictors. Absolute
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subset
Boosted Tree Cubist

RMSE R2 number of
predictors RMSE R2 number of

predictors
All 21.34 0.47 148 21.13 0.49 98
MC_1 18.10 0.57 52 18.02 0.57 45
MC_2 9.21 0.94 40 8.31 0.95 36
MC_4 23.40 0.39 41 23.65 0.38 48
MC_5 23.77 0.28 49 23.31 0.31 53
TT_E 21.03 0.21 43 21.08 0.23 31
TT_F 17.54 0.35 93 17.24 0.35 78
TT_G 25.28 0.23 121 25.20 0.25 94
MC_1_TT_E 21.43 0.19 37 21.56 0.20 31
MC_1_TT_F 17.22 0.37 38 17.23 0.37 40
MC_4_TT_G 25.33 0.23 35 26.55 0.17 23
MC_5_TT_F 17.43 0.39 44 17.05 0.42 43
MC_5_TT_G 25.23 0.23 42 24.87 0.26 49

Table 87: Results of best performing regression models achieved with Boosted Tree and Cubist

air pressure allows a distinction between sections, however it also indicates no general
influence. Dependencies on environmental conditions comply with empirical findings.

To conclude, track influence is only observed in conjunction with curve radius. Passenger
trains show a significant decrease between ≤ 310 m and 440 m (from 27 % - 55 % to 15 %
- 18 %), while narrower radii (≤ 310 m) indicate a decline between 230 m and 256 m
of 10 % to 20 % and no clear pattern between 256 m and 310 m. Freight trains (train
type A and B) show 100 % relative occurrence time in every section. Beside deviations
among train types, pushed train operation causes increases of 8 % to 12 %. Double units
show deviations among their configuration of 8 % (worst case both power coaches pushing
their trainsets and best case both power units in the middle) and up to 20 % lower values
compared to single unit (pushed) operation. Dynamic influence is not indicated. Distinct
alterations among the year are observed. Especially January indicates extreme values
(58 % to 98 %). It states the coldest month of the year with frequent frost occurrence
and high relative humidity. Apart from that, raised levels from October to December are
observed. Variations among months (excluding January) reach up to 18 % to 20 % in C1
and up to 28 % to 31 % in C5. A partly weak statistical significance for those values has
to be borne in mind. However, unlike frequency of occurrence and peak level of flanging
noise, relative occurrence time show no certain pattern in daytime behaviour. Regarding
environmental predictors, temperature (especially rail temperature), absolute humidity and
relative humidity quantities show correlations to the outcome – empirically and statistically.
Impact of dew occurrence ranges from hardly any to up to 15 % increase depending on the
subset and frost conditions cause raises of 4 % to 10 %. Trends of seasonal and environmental
impact show similarities with observed findings regarding peak level of flanging noise. Thus,
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Figure 103: Relative predictor importance in the Boosted Tree (left) and Cubist (right) model
fitted to the whole dataset

reasons might be related. It has to be pointed out that due to high interquartile ranges
in subsets, a general uncertainty is present regarding the stated trends and their magni-
tude. Reasons behind observed findings are unknown, which indicates need of further research.

Building on the results of empirical and statistical investigation, the following predictors
have the most impact on the outcome:

• train type based on observed relative occurrence time – high (train types A, B, other),
mediocre (train types C, D, E, F, G)

• double unit operation

• train orientation (in both single and double unit operation)

• rail temperature

• specific humidity (also takes absolute air pressure into account)

• relative humidity

• wet conditions (rain and/or dew present)

• frost conditions (frost or hoarfrost likely)

Due to high fluctuations in the dataset (resulting in high RMSE values and a general
uncertainty) and pursuing the scope of constructing a practical model, a heuristic approach
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is chosen rather than constructing a predictive model. Freight trains and train category other
are set to 100 % relative occurrence time and all passenger train types are modelled with
45 % for curve radii less or equal than 310 m and afterwards using a linear regression line of
109.385 − 0.2077 · R for calculation (using the point at 440 m and 18 % for derivation). To
prevent a value of zero for larger radii (would happen at 527 m), values for radii greater than
440 m are set to a constant of 18 %. It has to be pointed out that this is a try to model a
simplified relationship empirically, which needs further radii for comparison and validation.

C.3 Squeal noise peak level

In general, it has to be pointed out that data points of squeal noise are sparse and in
many subsets statistical threshold for inclusion is not met. The latter applies to train
types C, D and other as well as to C2 (see Figure 94). Among remaining subsets, a clear
trend of higher levels in conjunction with freight trains compared to passenger traffic is visible.

Univariate linear variance analysis of squeal noise peak level (termed TonalLowLevelMax)
indicates a dominating vehicle influence with RSI in the top rank (depicted in Figure 104).
The latter perfectly illustrates deviation between freight and passenger traffic (due to
modelling freight trains with high wheel diameter) as well as slightly lower levels of train type
G (lowest wheel diameter). Moreover, negative correlation to curve radius is also taken into
account. Other vehicle predictors follow, however representing the same trends. Interestingly,
RainDetect is listed in ninth place, followed by other environmental predictors in the upper
segment. Dynamic influence (foremost AccTrain) is compromised by data point distribution.
Beside track parameters in midfield (RR and TDR) for distinction among sections, Hour is
ranked relatively high. Further discussion is carried out in the next paragraph in combination
with empirical findings.

Figure 104: Predictor importance evaluated with linear variance analysis and coloured in
groups dynamic (red), vehicle (blue), environmental (green), track (purple) and general (or-
ange)
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Empirically, track influence is only indicated in conjunction with a negative correlation of
curve radius, however only regarding freight trains. It has to be pointed out that due to a lower
frequency of occurrence of squeal noise in larger radii (> 256 m), no statement can be given
for passenger trains. Additionally, CurveBreathing shows a negative correlation (category 2).
However, it depends on rail temperature (further discussed below) and no general correlation
to the outcome is evaluated. Train type influence is distinct. Beside the increased levels
of freight trains in general and especially in C4/C5, slight differences among passenger train
categories are observed with median peak levels of 93 dB (train type E), 91 dB to 93 dB (train
type F) and 89 dB to 91 dB (train type G). Thus, especially train type G emits slightly lower
amplitudes – maybe connected to the low wheel diameter. Freight trains in C4/C5 show a
notably low Apl value of about 0.14 compared to monitored freight trains in other sections,
which indicates a large distance between bogies or axles worsening the curving behaviour and
presumably also increasing angle of attack. According to past research, the latter shows a
positive correlation to the outcome [37]. Train orientation in single units shows a controversial
trend among the dataset. While train type E in C1 and train type F in C5 indicate a raise
of 1 dB and 2 dB due to pushed operation, regarding train type F in C1 a decrease of 2.5 dB
is observable. Configuration in double units indicate deviations of up to 2 dB (worst case
both power coaches in the middle and best case both power units pushing their trainsets).
Absolute peak levels remain in the area of single units. Altogether, train configuration shows
a partly controversial trend with mostly negligible differences. All vehicle predictors, which
allow distinction between passenger and freight traffic (Apl, MaxAoA, MaxWheelDm, RSI,
FreeCurving) show mediocre or strong correlation to the outcome in the whole dataset as well
as section and train type (only TT_A) subsets. Influence of dynamic predictors is not visible
in empirical examination.

Seasonal and monthly alterations are observable. Further distinction in weeks and days
of the year show not much fluctuation, however threshold for statistical significance in the
latter is not often reached. Monthly median level distribution among the year is illustrated
in Table 88. As can be seen, trends are not fully agreeing between subsets – presumably
due to influence of mostly weak statistical significance. However, following the pattern of
train types F and G in C5, raised levels occur between October and January. A weak trend
to lower levels in summer months is partly present. In C1, no clear tendencies are shown.
Altogether, deviations among months are large with up to 9 dB and 3 dB in C1 (train types
E and F) as well as up to 9 dB and 4 dB in C5 (train types F and G). Daytime behaviour
cannot be evaluated due to a generally low frequency of occurrence in terms of squeal noise
and hence not enough monthly data points among hours. It has to be pointed out that
values may depend largely on climatic conditions at different locations. Thus, behaviour
among the year might deviate significantly from the illustration in other locations. Regarding
environmental predictors, TempRail, SunRad, absolute humidity quantities and RT.DPDiff
all indicate a negative correlation (category 2 and 3), while HumRail shows a positive one.
The mentioned tendencies are distinct in terms of train types E in C1 and G in C5, whereas
train type F shows generally weak correlations in both sections. Dew presence seems to
have a negligible effect on peak levels, while frost presence causes an increase in median
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subset month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

MC_1_TT_E – 93 94 99 – 90 91 – – 93 98 93
MC_1_TT_F 92 91 94 93 94 92 93 – – 93 93 92
MC_5_TT_F 98 90 – 90 – 94 94 89 92 94 96 93
MC_5_TT_G 94 92 91 90 91 89 88 89 89 92 92 93

Table 88: Monthly median levels of TonalLowLevelMax over the year with colour theme for
statistical significance – red (weak), orange (mediocre)

level of 2 dB to 5 dB – indicated by all considered subsets. Assumed reasons behind the
latter are equal to stated ones in Subsection 6.3.5 – generally lower surface absorption in the
transmission path. Loss in mechanical damping property of the superstructure is not seen
as important in conjunction with frequencies between mostly 1250 Hz and 6300 Hz, where
vehicle contribution dominates rolling noise [92]. Due to hardly any occurrence of squeal
noise in rain conditions, no statement is possible.

Application of statistical algorithms reveals that complex tree and rule-based models –
Boosted Tree and Cubist – achieve the best overall results (see Table 89). Considering the
whole dataset, Cubist performs best, however regarding subsets no clear winner among these
two can be stated. RMSE values are mostly around 4 dB and correlation between prediction
and original is 35 % in the whole dataset. While the former is mediocre, the latter indicates
a rather bad accordance. Not much deviations between benchmarks in the whole dataset and
among subsets (except train type F especially in C1) indicate that the model is capable of
including different section and train type properties. Due to application of five times repeated
10-fold cross validation, illustrated benchmarks are a good indicator of predictive behaviour
on the same boundary conditions.

Predictor importance scores (depicted in Figure 105 with 25 % relative importance cut
point) show RSI as top ranked predictor, which perfectly complies with univariate statistical
and empirical analysis. RSI allows a distinction between freight and passenger traffic as well
as inclusion of negative correlation to curve radius. While in Boosted Tree MaxAoA and
Apl follow (for the same purpose), Cubist ranks many environmental predictors as high to
mediocre important – especially absolute humidity quantities. Interestingly, TempAir shows
a significantly higher importance score compared to TempRail, which is contrary to empirical
examination. No relative humidity quantity is ranked, instead, relative air pressure achieves a
high rank. Due to lack of physical explanation, it is not thought to be directly connected and
is rather represented by inclusion of other environmental predictors. The listing of YearDay
and Week indicates over-fitting – especially due to lack of visible alterations empirically. Both
are generally not meaningful to include in a predictive model due to location dependencies
and yearly variations. Track influence as well as dynamic predictors are included with low
importance and only used to distinguish between sections.
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subset
Boosted Tree Cubist

RMSE R2 number of
predictors RMSE R2 number of

predictors
All 4.05 0.33 140 4.03 0.35 87
MC_1 4.00 0.20 52 3.99 0.22 35
MC_5 3.99 0.43 51 4.05 0.42 43
TT_E 3.57 0.38 42 3.49 0.41 37
TT_F 4.27 0.12 96 4.31 0.10 58
TT_G 3.45 0.24 86 3.56 0.21 35
MC_1_TT_E 3.60 0.37 39 3.52 0.40 37
MC_1_TT_F 4.05 0.08 40 4.09 0.06 28
MC_5_TT_F 5.00 0.24 38 5.02 0.26 14
MC_5_TT_G 3.47 0.23 39 3.54 0.22 33

Table 89: Results of best performing regression models achieved with Boosted Tree and Cubist

Figure 105: Relative predictor importance in the Boosted Tree (left) and Cubist (right) model
fitted to the whole dataset
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Track influence is only indicated by a negative correlation to curve radius. However, that
trend is only shown in conjunction with freight trains and with low statistical significance.
Peak level magnitude is dominated by vehicle dependencies. Freight trains show generally
higher peak levels (extreme in C4 and C5 with differences in median values of up to 16 dB)
compared to passenger train categories. Among the latter, train type G indicates lower
levels (deviation 2 dB to 4 dB) than other passenger train types (only train types E and F
evaluable). The best performing predictor is RSI, which allows distinction between freight
and passenger traffic as well as takes radius dependency into account. Regarding dynamic
influence, no direct connection to the outcome is observable. Seasonal and monthly variations
are visible with no full agreement between subsets. Train types F and G in C5 indicate
raised levels between October and January. A weak trend to lower values in summer months
is partly present. In C1, no clear tendencies are shown. Altogether, deviations among
months are large with up to 9 dB and 3 dB in C1 (train types E and F) as well as up to
9 dB and 4 dB in C5 (train types F and G). Daytime behaviour among months cannot be
evaluated due to lack of statistical significant data (caused by a generally low frequency of
occurrence of squeal noise). Altogether, seasonal dependencies are strongly correlated with
temperature and absolute humidity, which is both statistically and empirically indicated.
Empirical investigation finds an additional relation of relative rail humidity to the outcome.
Furthermore, frost presence causes an increase in peak levels of 2 dB to 5 dB – indicated by
all considered subsets, hence among three different train types in two sections with deviating
properties. The assumed reason behind the latter is a generally lower surface absorption in
the transmission path due to reduced porosity in the ballast bed and frozen earth between
ballast bed and microphone (refer to Subsection 6.3.5). Dew occurrence shows a negligible
effect and rain conditions cannot be evaluated due to hardly any squeal noise incidences.

Building on the results of empirical and statistical investigation, the following predictors
have the most impact on the outcome:

• Train type distinguished in three categories depending on magnitude of observed peak
levels – high (type A, B), mediocre (type C, D, E, F, other), low (type G)

• RSI

• rail temperature

• specific humidity (also takes absolute air pressure into account)

• relative rail humidity

• frost conditions (frost or hoarfrost likely)

Due to poor benchmarks of multivariate statistical analysis and building on the scope of
practical applicability, development of a prediction model for squeal noise peak levels is not
seen as meaningful. However, due to unknown reasons behind observed correlations as well
as no scientific proof for stated assumptions, further research need is indicated by the present
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evaluation. For rough estimation of squeal noise peak levels, median values from Figure 94 for
similar train types and radii can be applied. Due to notably deviating freight train peak levels
in C4 and C5 compared to other sections, a better estimation for narrow radii (≤ 256 m) states
presumably the value in C1 as freight traffic in the latter section shows a more heterogeneous
distribution of Apl values.

C.4 Relative occurrence time of squeal noise

In general, it has to be pointed out that data points of squeal noise are sparse and in many
subsets statistical threshold for inclusion is not met. The latter applies to train types C, D
and other as well as to C2 (see Figure 95).

Univariate statistical analysis of relative occurrence time regarding squeal noise (referred
as TonalLowTimeRel) ranks Apl with highest importance (see Figure 106). Detailed inves-
tigation shows that freight trains in C4 and C5 have significantly higher relative occurrence
time compared to all other subsets and Apl values lie mostly around 0.14. Thus, statistical
evaluations detects that trend, however a general correlation between Apl and the outcome
is not found. The upper half is dominated by track predictors – an indication of distinct
variations among sections. Other vehicle, dynamic, environmental and general parameters
are ranked low.

Figure 106: Predictor importance evaluated with linear variance analysis and coloured in
groups dynamic (red), vehicle (blue), environmental (green), track (purple) and general (or-
ange)

Empirical examination reveals regarding freight traffic a steep drop between 226 m and
256 m of up to 35 % (presumably due to Apl values), followed by a negligible decrease to
310 m (< 1 %). Passenger train categories indicate no curve radius dependency with general
values for narrow radii (≤ 256 m) between 19 % and 27 %. Other track predictors show weak
to no correlation to the outcome.

Apart from train type influence, train orientation in single units indicates a controversial
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trend – in C1, pushed operation shows 3 % to 5 % lower values, while in C5, the pushed
state causes an increase of 2 %. Double unit operation indicates significantly lower relative
occurrence time with around 20 % compared to up to 42 % (pulled single units). Among
train configurations in double units, no differences are observed. Altogether, on the one hand,
single units of train type F in C1 show higher values (difference up to 14 %) than in C5 and
on the other hand double units indicate approximately half of the occurrence time. Hence,
if train length is taken into account, absolute occurrence time is identical between single and
double units. Nevertheless, since relative time values are considered, the observed deviation
has to be taken into account. Other vehicle predictors show hardly any correlation to the
outcome.

Correlations of dynamic predictors Vmean and AccSide to the outcome are partly weak
to not visible. Other general dynamic influence is not observed.

In contrast to statistical importance ranking, seasonal and monthly deviations are eval-
uated (illustrated in Table 90) empirically. Beside partly controversial trends – presumably
caused by weak statistical significance as well as high interquartile ranges –, agreement is
reached with overall low relative occurrence time in June. In C5, lower levels are indicated
in summer months (especially regarding train type G). In general, deviations among months
are large with up to 11 % and 7 % in C1 (train types E and F) as well as up to 18 % and
9 % in C5 (train types F and G). It has to be pointed out that values may depend largely
on climatic conditions at different locations. Thus, behaviour among the year might deviate
significantly from the illustration in other locations. Daytime behaviour cannot be evaluated
due to a generally low frequency of occurrence in terms of squeal noise and hence not enough
monthly data points among hours. Altogether, subsets of C1 indicate only weak correlations
in conjunction with environmental predictors – thus, variations over the year seem somewhat
random. In contrast, subsets of C5 show visible negative correlations (category 2) in terms of
TempRail as well as regarding absolute humidity quantities and RT.DPDiff. Frost presence
causes an increase of about 3 % (frost) and 5 % to 10 % in case of hoarfrost conditions –
indicated by all considered subsets. Dew occurrence indicates a slight positive correlation,
however in a negligible magnitude of 1 % to 2 %. Thus, especially hoarfrost seem to have a
significant influence, however statistical significance is low and occurrences among the year
are rare. Rain cannot be evaluated due to hardly any squeal noise incidences and hence lack
of sufficient data points. In general, high interquartile ranges are present, which causes an
uncertainty in stated values.
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subset month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

MC_1_TT_E – 29 33 32 – 22 29 – – 22 32 23
MC_1_TT_F 19 20 24 23 26 21 21 – – 25 21 22
MC_5_TT_F 38 20 – 21 – 25 30 23 30 25 33 27
MC_5_TT_G 25 26 26 28 23 21 19 20 24 30 26 28

Table 90: Monthly median values of TonalLowTimeRel over the year with colour theme for
statistical significance – red (weak), orange (mediocre)

Application of statistical algorithms reveals that complex tree and rule-based models –
Boosted Tree and Cubist – outperform other approaches especially in the whole dataset and in
some subset, where complex connections are present. Partly, simpler tree models or MARS,
which are more interpretable, perform equally. Benchmarks are provided in Table 91. A
high fluctuation is indicated by large interquartile ranges (refer to Figure 95), which leads
to a large RMSE value of 13 % in the whole dataset. Correlation between prediction and
original is 20 %, which is also poor. Thus, even complex algorithms lack to extract a useful
pattern among predictors. Due to application of five times repeated 10-fold cross validation,
illustrated benchmarks are a good indicator of predictive behaviour on the same boundary
conditions.

Predictor importance scores for the whole dataset (refer to Figure 107 – depiction
with 25 % relative importance cut point) indicate hardly any direct dependency on track
predictors. Instead, train type and section distinction is carried out by inclusion of Apl,
AccTrain, HoursSLT, VDiff and Pressure. The issue about Apl is previously discussed.
AccTrain and VDiff correlations are compromised by speed loss of every train pass by in C5.
The inclusion of HoursSLT is reasoned by possibility to extract freight trains, which tend to
higher values due to less frequent train operation in the night. However, a general trend is not
observed empirically. Regarding Vmean and AccDiff, a weak positive correlation is observed
empirically. However, they are presumably compromised in the model by lower velocities of
freight trains in C1 compared to passenger trains. Listing of TrainOrientation complies with
empirical examination and is used to distinguish between single and double units. General
predictors Week and YearDay indicate over-fitting and are not suitable for representation of
general trends due to location dependencies and yearly alterations. Among environmental
influence, absolute humidity quantities are ranked top, followed by relative air pressure, air
temperature and relative rail humidity (low importance). Generally, accordance to empirical
observations (in C5) is reached. Relative air pressure is thought to be representable by
other environmental predictors since it lacks of a physical explanation for direct correlation.
The importance ranking of air temperature above rail temperature is contrary to empirical
examination.

To summarise, track influence is observed in conjunction with curve radius. A significant
decrease between radii 226 m - 256 m (median roughly 25 %) and radii between 310 m -
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subset
Boosted Tree Cubist

RMSE R2 number of
predictors RMSE R2 number of

predictors
All 12.97 0.20 147 12.98 0.21 72
MC_1 11.14 0.24 51 11.17 0.24 47
MC_5 15.13 0.10 48 15.27 0.11 15
TT_E 8.58 0.27 41 8.85 0.24 36
TT_F 12.25 0.19 95 12.25 0.20 44
TT_G 15.27 0.07 72 15.77 0.06 30
MC_1_TT_E 8.56 0.26 39 8.84 0.23 34
MC_1_TT_F 11.91 0.20 42 12.00 0.20 27
MC_5_TT_F 12.86 0.16 38 12.95 0.17 16
MC_5_TT_G 15.33 0.07 37 15.65 0.07 27

Table 91: Results of best performing regression models achieved with Boosted Tree and Cubist

Figure 107: Relative predictor importance in the Boosted Tree (left) and Cubist (right) model
fitted to the whole dataset
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440 m (median about 10 %) is indicated in the whole dataset. Freight traffic shows a steep
drop between 226 m and 256 m of up to 35 % (presumably due to Apl values), followed by
a negligible decrease to 310 m (< 1 %). Passenger train categories indicate no curve radius
dependency with general values for narrow radii (≤ 256 m) between 19 % and 27 %.

As previously described, distinct train type alterations are observed among subsets –
freight trains in C4/C5 show extreme values, followed by passenger trains in midfield and
freight traffic in C1 with low relative occurrence time. Thus, trends are controversial, which
allows the assumption of no general train type influence, but rather high deviations among
freight trains. However, it has to be pointed out that statistical significance is mostly weak
due to generally low frequency of occurrence regarding squeal noise. Double unit operation
halves the relative occurrence time (from roughly 40 % to 20 %). Thus, absolute squeal noise
occurrence time remains unchanged whether if single or double units are operated.

Dynamic influence is partly observed regarding mean speed and lateral acceleration, how-
ever with weak correlations.

Seasonal and monthly variations are observed. Alterations among the year are partly
controversial with the only agreement of generally low values in June. In C5, lower levels
are indicated in summer months (especially regarding train type G). In general, deviations
among months are large with up to 11 % and 7 % in C1 (train types E and F) as well as
up to 18 % and 9 % in C5 (train types F and G). Negative correlations are shown in terms
of temperature, absolute humidity quantities and difference between temperature and dew
point (relative humidity indicator). While dew occurrence seems to have negligible impact
and rain is not evaluable due to lack of sufficient data points, frost – especially hoarfrost –
causes increases of up to 10 % relative occurrence time. It has to be pointed out that due to
high interquartile ranges in subsets, a general uncertainty is present regarding the presented
trends and their magnitude. Reasons behind stated findings are unknown, which indicates
need of further research.

Building on the results of empirical and statistical investigation, the following predictors
have the most impact on the outcome:

• curve radius

• double unit operation

• rail temperature

• mixing ratio (also takes absolute air pressure into account)

• difference between rail temperature and dew point (relative humidity indicator)

• frost conditions (frost or hoarfrost likely)

Due to high fluctuations in the dataset (resulting in high RMSE values and a general
uncertainty) and pursuing the scope of constructing a practical model, a heuristic approach
is chosen. Prediction is separated into two groups – curve radii ≤ 256 m and radii ≥ 310 m.
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For the former group, relative time occurrence is set to 30 % for all train categories and for
the latter range to 10 %. In between, linear interpolation is used. Thus, for radii greater than
256 m and less than 310 m, relative occurrence time can be derived by 124.815− 0.3704 · R.
It has to be pointed out that this is a try to model a simplified relationship empirically, which
needs further radii for comparison and validation.

C.5 HF squeal noise peak level

It has to be borne in mind that frequency of occurrence regarding HF squeal noise lies
in the same range as squeal noise. The only exception is present regarding freight trains
in larger curve radii, where higher rates are observed. Thus, the issue of sparse data
point distribution and many subsets missing the defined threshold for statistical significance
also refers to the evaluation of peak levels in conjunction with HF squeal noise (see Figure 96).

Predictor importance scores of univariate statistical analysis (depicted in Figure 108)
in conjunction with HF squeal noise peak levels (termed TonalHighLevelMax) indicate a
dominant vehicle influence. In first and second place are TrainType.6 (train type F) and
TrainOrientation.1, followed by TrainType.5 (train type E) in third place. While train type
E shows overall the highest median peak levels, the ranking of train type F is caused by
relatively low peak levels – especially in C1. Influence of train orientation is further discussed
in the next paragraph. High importance scores are achieved by track predictors (mainly TDR
and RR), which indicates deviations among sections. Absolute humidity quantities and rail
temperature are ranked in the upper half as well as some other vehicle parameters. General
variables are ranked in midfield, while dynamic predictors achieve very low importance scores.

Figure 108: Predictor importance evaluated with linear variance analysis and coloured in
groups dynamic (red), vehicle (blue), environmental (green), track (purple) and general (or-
ange)

Empirically, negative correlation of curve radius to the outcome is observable for freight
trains between 256 m (95 dB) and 440 m (88 dB). Narrower radii (≤ 256 m) show median
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levels of 92 dB to 95 dB. Due to lack of sufficient data points, trends of passenger trains
in conjunction with larger radii (> 256 m) cannot be evaluated. Regarding narrower radii
(≤ 256 m), a significant decrease of 4 dB to 7 dB between C5 (230 m) and C1 (256 m) occurs
for both train type F and G. A solely cause of curve radius is thought to be unlikely, since
in C4 (226 m) median peak levels lie in between. However, data points from C4 are not
as trustworthy due to low statistical significance and uneven distribution among the year.
Thus, additional underlying mechanisms might be present, which are unknown. Other track
predictors show no direct connection to the outcome.

Distinct train type dependencies are observed. Interestingly, in contrast to squeal noise,
freight traffic does not show the highest peak levels. Train type E in C1 shows largest overall
median values (97 dB), while regarding train types F and G, 7 dB lower median levels are
observed in the same section. As reason for the former, an unknown train type specific
property is assumed. Freight traffic lies in between. In C5, median levels are more evenly
distributed among all train types deviating between 94 dB and 96 dB. Thus, freight and
passenger trains emit roughly equal peak levels. Train orientation influence regarding train
type F is negligible – showing fluctuations of 1 dB to 2 dB (in controversial directions between
C1 and C5) between pushed and pulled operation. Moreover, single and double unit operation
indicate no difference in radiated peak levels. Train orientation among double units shows
also insignificant differences (< 1 dB). Thus, the high predictor importance score regarding
train orientation in statistical evaluation is caused by generally high levels of train type E in
C1 as the majority of train pass bys are operated in the pulled state (TrainOrientation.1). All
vehicle predictors, which allow distinction between C1 and C5 (e.g. MaxAoA and RSI) show
correlations to the outcome. However, no general connections are evaluated among them.

Regarding dynamic predictors, empirical examination reveals no correlations, which com-
plies with low importance ranks statistically.

Variations among the year deviate significantly between C1 and C5 (refer to Table 92 for
monthly median values among the year). While in the former, for both train type E and F,
differences over the whole year are in a range of up to 3 dB, in the latter section, monthly
distribution differs significantly (up to 11 dB for train type F and up to 6 dB for train type
G). Raised values in autumn (especially October and November) and extreme values in
winter (foremost in December and January) are shown by both train types in C5. Subsets
partly indicate a trend of lower values in summer months. Due to generally most statistical
significance of train type G in C5 and measurement over the whole year in that section,
the indicated trend of that subset is most trustworthy. However, since not much overall
deviation is shown in C1, the observed tendency in C5 with that magnitude might not apply
to all sections. The presented deviations among the year can be described by alterations in
environmental conditions – foremost temperature and absolute humidity quantities, which
show visible negative correlations in subsets of C5 and weak ones in other considered subsets.
Observed deviations of attenuation coefficients between winter and summer, which can
impact high frequencies between 8000 Hz and 12500 Hz even in a close monitoring range,
indicate a controversial trend (see Subsection 6.3.5). Thus, the latter influence seems to be
masked by another more dominant effect. Hence, excitation mechanisms between equivalent
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subset month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

MC_1_TT_E 97 96 96 98 96 97 – – – 98 98 96
MC_1_TT_F – 90 90 90 89 89 90 – – 91 91 92
MC_5_TT_F 100 – 91 98 – 89 94 94 94 97 97 99
MC_5_TT_G 98 94 94 93 93 93 92 92 93 94 94 98

Table 92: Monthly median peak levels of TonalHighLevelMax with colour theme for statistical
significance – red (weak), orange (mediocre)

continuous noise level and observed alterations in the present evaluation seem not connected
as well as remain unclear. Daytime influence cannot be evaluated due to lack of monthly
data points among hours in a sufficient number. Moreover, relative humidity quantities show
weak positive correlations and partly none at all. Thus, they might not influence the outcome
directly. While dew presence does not show any impact except regarding train type E in C1
(raise in median of 2 dB), frost conditions indicate a significant influence. In C5, increases of
3 dB (train type G) and 4 dB (train type F) are observed regardless whether frost or hoarfrost
is likely. Thus, median level raises in December and January compared to neighbour months
seem solely explainable by frost presence. The assumed reason behind the tendency regarding
frost occurrence is a generally lower surface absorption in the transmission path due to
reduced porosity in the ballast bed and frozen earth between ballast bed and microphone
(refer to Subsection 6.3.5). General percentage of frosty conditions of train pass bys in C1 is
very low and in contrast slightly higher in November. Thus, differences in climatic conditions
in winter can explain deviations between C1 and C5 partly, which enhances the exclusion of
general predictors from a generally applicable predictive model. Impact of rain cannot be
evaluated due to hardly any HF squeal noise incidences.

Application of statistical algorithms reveals that complex rule-based and tree models –
Boosted Tree and Cubist – achieve best overall benchmarks (results illustrated in Table 93).
As can be seen, the whole dataset can be best modelled by the Boosted Tree approach.
Among subsets, no clear winner between Boosted Tree and Cubist can be stated. In general,
achieved RMSE values are mediocre with around 4 dB and correlation between prediction and
outcome is poor with 28 % agreement between prediction and original in the whole dataset.
Thus, slightly worse performance compared to squeal noise peak level prediction is achieved.
Not much deviations between benchmarks in the whole dataset and among subsets indicate
that the model is capable of including different section and train type properties. Due to
application of five times repeated 10-fold cross validation, illustrated benchmarks are a good
indicator of predictive behaviour on the same boundary conditions.

Predictor importance scores (depicted in Figure 109 with a cut point of 25 % relative
importance) of the Boosted Tree model list only two vehicle predictors – MaxAoA and
Apl. Thus, the model focuses on distinguishing between train types and sections in general.
While MaxAoA includes curve radius and bogie wheelbase, Apl is only responsible for train
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subset
Boosted Tree Cubist

RMSE R2 number of
predictors RMSE R2 number of

predictors
All 4.25 0.28 142 4.29 0.27 79
MC_1 4.01 0.37 48 4.06 0.36 43
MC_5 4.46 0.15 47 4.49 0.14 23
TT_A 4.91 0.23 64 5.07 0.20 11
TT_E 4.15 0.12 39 4.23 0.10 27
TT_F 4.04 0.33 94 4.07 0.32 63
TT_G 4.24 0.17 96 4.30 0.16 34
MC_1_TT_E 4.14 0.12 35 4.22 0.10 25
MC_1_TT_F 3.82 0.07 39 3.85 0.05 23
MC_5_TT_F 4.56 0.22 37 4.50 0.26 27
MC_5_TT_G 4.29 0.14 34 4.35 0.12 17

Table 93: Results of best performing regression models achieved with Boosted Tree and Cubist

type distinction. In general, both are compromised by high levels of train type E in C1.
Regarding the former, bogie wheelbase is difficult to estimate in a predictive modelling task.
Instead, inclusion of RSI is possible. However, neither bogie wheelbase nor wheel diameter
seems directly connected to the outcome in empirical examination. The same applies to Apl.
Moreover, axle count and train length are impossible to know in a predictive task. Hence,
using solely curve radius as predictor might be beneficial. The Cubist algorithm is heavily
focused on environmental conditions – especially absolute humidity quantities (highest rank
HumSpec) and temperature, which complies with empirical findings. Inclusion of YearDay
and Week indicates over-fitting. Both as well as Pressure are not meaningful in a general
predictive model due to location dependencies. Relative air pressure lacks of a physical
explanation and is thought to be represented by other environmental predictors.

To conclude, negative correlations of curve radius to the outcome are shown especially for
freight traffic. Regarding passenger trains, the trend can only be confirmed between 230 m
and 256 m (lack of data points for larger radii) with a significant decrease in median levels
of up to 7 dB, while values for 226 m radius lie in between. However, the latter tendency is
weakened by low statistical significance. Other track predictors show no direct correlation to
the outcome.

Train type influence is distinct. In contrast to squeal noise observations, freight trains do
not show generally higher median peak levels compared to passenger traffic. Largest median
peak values are observed for train type E in C1 (97 dB), while regarding other passenger
train categories, up to 7 dB lower values are observed in the same section. Train types F
and G show roughly equal levels (± 1 dB) in the same sections. Train orientation as well as
operation of single or double units show no impact on the outcome. Every predictor, which
takes the observed train type dependencies and radius influence into account (i.e. MaxAoA
and RSI) indicates a visible correlation. However, general correlations are neither regarding
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Figure 109: Relative predictor importance in the Boosted Tree (left) and Cubist (right) model
fitted to the whole dataset

bogie wheelbase nor in conjunction with wheel diameter observable. Thus, due to controversial
trends between passenger and freight traffic in C1, C4 and C5, train type deviations indicate
no clear pattern and hence might generally be best represented by solely considering curve
radius influence.

Dynamic predictors show no correlations in both statistical and empirical evaluation.
Seasonal influence is observed especially in C5, where median levels are significantly

higher in winter (especially December and January) with 98 dB (for train type G) than in
summer months (92 dB), while train types in C1 only show monthly deviations of up to 3 dB
among the year. However, a slight trend of lower values in summer months complies with
findings in C5. Detailed investigation shows that climatic conditions in winter between C1
(2013/2014) and C5 (2016/2017) differ significantly. While in C5 much more train pass bys
are monitored in conditions where frost or hoarfrost is likely, C1 shows very few train pass
bys in that conditions (e.g. C5 in December 66 % of train pass bys with frost compared to
C1 in the same month with 2.8 %). Train pass bys, where frost and hoarfrost is likely, show
3 dB to 4 dB increased median levels, which explains the majority of observed deviation
magnitude between C1 and C5 (train type F) in winter months. The assumed reason behind
the latter is a generally lower surface absorption in the transmission path due to reduced
porosity in the ballast bed and frozen earth between ballast bed and microphone (refer to
Subsection 6.3.5). Moreover, raised levels in autumn (especially in October and November)
and generally low levels in summer are observed. That trend is directly connectable to
variations in temperature and absolute humidity (both negatively correlating). Observed
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deviations of attenuation coefficients between winter and summer indicate an opposite trend.
Thus, the latter impact seems to be masked by another more dominant influence. Hence,
excitation mechanisms between equivalent continuous noise level and observed alterations in
the present evaluation seem not connected as well as remain unclear. A statement regarding
daytime alterations among months is not possible due to lack of sufficient data points. The
same applies to rain. Remaining environmental predictors show weak to no correlations to
the outcome (including relative humidity quantities).

Building on the results of empirical and statistical investigation, the following predictors
have the most impact on the outcome:

• curve radius

• temperature (no clear winner between air and rail temperature)

• specific humidity (also takes absolute air pressure into account)

• frost conditions (frost or hoarfrost likely)

Due to poor benchmarks of multivariate statistical analysis and building on the scope of
practical applicability, development of a prediction model for HF squeal noise peak level is
not seen as meaningful. However, due to unknown reasons behind observed correlations as
well as no scientific proof for stated assumptions, further research need is indicated by the
present evaluation. For rough estimation of HF squeal noise peak levels, median values from
Figure 96 for similar train types and radii can be applied.

C.6 Relative occurrence time of HF squeal noise

It has to be borne in mind that frequency of occurrence of HF squeal noise lies in the same
range as squeal noise. The only exception is present regarding freight trains in larger curve
radii, where higher rates are observable. Thus, the issue of sparse data point distribution
and many subsets missing the defined threshold for statistical significance also refers to
the evaluation of relative occurrence time in conjunction with HF squeal noise (see Figure 97).

Predictor importance ranking of univariate linear variance analysis regarding relative
occurrence time of HF squeal noise (referred as TonalHighTimeRel) is dominated by track
influence – mostly RR and TDR parameters (illustrated in Figure 110). Thus, distinct
deviations among sections are indicated. In the upper half, some vehicle and environmental
predictors are listed as well. In the former category, highest ranks are achieved by Apl
(distinction between freight and passenger traffic), TrainType.6 (train type F) and TrainOri-
entation.1. Impact of the latter two is further discussed in the next paragraph. Regarding
environmental influence, TempRail and absolute humidity quantities as well as Pressure
(only useful for representation of different sections) are ranked high. Dynamic and general
predictors are listed in the lower half.
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Figure 110: Predictor importance evaluated with linear variance analysis and coloured in
groups dynamic (red), vehicle (blue), environmental (green), track (purple) and general (or-
ange)

Empirical examination also indicates partly distinct deviations among sections, which is
explainable with a negative correlation of curve radius to the outcome. In case of freight
traffic, a decrease between 226 m/230 m and 256 m of up to 4 % and a decline to 310 m of
4 % is present – followed by a negligible one to 440 m (1 %). It has to be pointed out that
statistical significance in all freight train subsets is low. Regarding passenger traffic, the trend
is supported by train type F and G with reductions in median between 230 m and 256 m of
12 % and 5 %. Tendencies in larger radii cannot be evaluated due to lack of sufficient data
points. Negative correlations are also observed regarding CurveBreathing (category 2 to 3),
however it is foremost influenced by rail temperature (discussed below) and shows no general
connection to the outcome. Other track predictors show no direct influence.

Train type dependencies are present – especially between freight and passenger traffic.
In contrast to other dependent variables, freight trains show generally lower median values
(< 15 %). Among passenger train types, higher medians of 16 % to 28 % are observable in
narrower radii (≤ 256 m). In C1, significant differences between train type E (median 27 %)
and train type F (16 %) are present. Detailed investigation reveals that deviations among
sections (regarding train type F) as well as between train types E and F in C1 are caused
by variations between single and double unit operation. In the former case, median values
of train types E and F in C1 as well as between C1 and C5 are roughly equal. In contrast,
double units show significantly lower median values (about halved). Considering the doubled
train length, absolute time of occurrence is roughly equal as in single units. While pushed and
pulled state show negligible differences regarding single unit operation, train configuration in
double units indicate differences in a magnitude of up to 4 % (worst case both power coaches
pushing their trainsets and best case both power units pulling). The mentioned deviation
between single and double unit operation explains also the high statistical ranking of Apl.
RSI and MaxAoA show partly visible correlation due to their ability to account decreasing
values with increasing radii for freight trains. However, they are compromised by modelling
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subset month
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

MC_1_TT_E 31 26 40 30 25 24 – – – 33 24 23
MC_1_TT_F – 15 15 16 17 12 18 – – 19 17 16
MC_5_TT_F 37 – 18 23 – 16 25 26 22 24 30 37
MC_5_TT_G 32 28 24 25 19 26 26 25 23 24 26 35

Table 94: Monthly median of TonalHighTimeRel over the year with colour theme for statistical
significance – red (weak), orange (mediocre)

the decrease between C5 and C1 for train type F, which is solely explainable by the impact
of double unit operation and not a general trend. Other vehicle predictors show weak to no
correlations to the outcome.

Regarding dynamic predictors, no direct influence on the outcome is observable.
Distinct fluctuations among the year are observable with variations among months of up

to 16 dB and 7 dB in C1 (train types E and F) and of up to 11 dB and 16 dB in C5 (train
types F and G) – summarised in Table 94. In C1, train type E indicates peaks in March and
October. However, train type F in the same section only supports a slight raise in October
and not much fluctuation among the year at all. Contrary, in C5, especially December and
January show extreme values – consistent in conjunction with train types F and G. Moreover,
agreement is reached in terms of generally lower values in June, which complies with findings
on relative occurrence time of squeal noise. Frost or hoarfrost conditions cause increases in
median of up to 14 % (train type F in C5) and up to 12 % (train type G in C5). Thus,
explanation can be provided by the fact that in C5 those conditions are present in 66 %
of all train pass bys in December, while in comparison hardly any frost conditions (2.8 %)
are shown in C1 in the same month. Moreover, rail temperature and absolute humidity
quantities show a visible to strong (category 2 to 3) negative correlation to the outcome in
the whole dataset as well as in all subsets. A visible negative correlation is also observed
regarding RT.DPDiff (representing relative humidity). Thus, warm and dry conditions seem
to cause a lower relative occurrence time of HF squeal noise. Daytime influence among
months as well as rain impact cannot be investigated due to lack of sufficient data points.
Dew occurrence shows negligible influence. In general, high interquartile ranges are present,
which causes an uncertainty in stated values.

Application of statistical algorithms reveals that complex tree and rule-based models –
Boosted Tree and Cubist – achieve the best benchmarks (results are summarised in Table 95).
As can be seen, the Boosted Tree algorithm outperforms the Cubist model in the whole dataset
as well as in every subset partly significantly (considering RMSE). Overall, a high fluctuation
in the dataset is indicated by large interquartile ranges (refer to Figure 97), which leads to
a large RMSE value of 15.7 % in the whole dataset. Correlation between prediction and
original is 24 %, which is also poor. Thus, even complex algorithms lack to extract a useful
pattern among predictors. Due to application of five times repeated 10-fold cross validation,
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subset
Boosted Tree Cubist

RMSE R2 number of
predictors RMSE R2 number of

predictors
All 15.69 0.24 146 16.06 0.23 81
MC_1 14.76 0.28 45 15.17 0.26 41
MC_5 16.72 0.14 46 16.89 0.14 35
TT_A 12.08 0.23 34 12.90 0.21 21
TT_E 18.31 0.14 41 18.81 0.12 28
TT_F 12.62 0.35 102 12.97 0.32 72
TT_G 16.71 0.09 96 17.15 0.08 21
MC_1_TT_E 18.28 0.15 36 18.80 0.13 30
MC_1_TT_F 10.16 0.17 41 10.39 0.16 26
MC_5_TT_F 17.50 0.25 35 17.56 0.27 32
MC_5_TT_G 16.52 0.09 40 16.85 0.09 14

Table 95: Results of best performing regression models achieved with Boosted Tree and Cubist

illustrated benchmarks are a good indicator of predictive behaviour on the same boundary
conditions.

Relative predictor importance scores are depicted in Table 111 with a cut point of 25 %
relative importance. The Boosted Tree model ranks MaxAoA as top predictor, which is
reasonable since negative correlation to curve radius in terms of freight trains can be taken
into account, closely followed by Apl. The latter is compromised by single unit and double
unit operation and depicts no generally applicable trend. Moreover, two dynamic predictors
– AccTrain and VDiff – are listed, which are compromised due to speed loss in C5 as well
as show no correlations empirically. While HoursSLT is used to identify freight trains –
indicating partly higher values due to operation during the night –, the reason behind inclu-
sion of DewCumMm is unclear as no correlation is visible empirically. Ranking of YearDay
is an indicator of over-fitting and DewEvapMm is directly correlated to SatPressureRail
– hence, depended on temperature. To conclude, building on empirical and univariate
statistical evaluation only MaxAoA and DewEvapMm are predictors with an assumed direct
connection to the outcome. However, the former is compromised by taking the decrease
between C5 and C1 for train type F into account, which is caused by deviations between
single and double unit operation. Thus, although the Boosted Tree model achieves the best
benchmarks, it is built on misleading trends without a general applicability. The importance
ranking in the Cubist model seems more reasonable with also MaxAoA as top predictor,
followed by absolute humidity quantities and temperature features. Although Quarter might
be appropriate for the present modelling task, inclusion in a generally applicable predictive
model is not preferable due to yearly alterations and locations dependencies. The high
ranking of relative air pressure lacks of a physical explanation for direct impact, however
is thought to be represented by other environmental predictors. In contrast to empirical
examination, no relative humidity predictor is detected as important.
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Figure 111: Relative predictor importance in the Boosted Tree (left) and Cubist (right) model
fitted to the whole dataset

To conclude, among track predictors, only curve radius shows a direct correlation to the
outcome – decreasing median values with increased radii. However, the influence can only
be evaluated regarding freight trains due to lack of data points for passenger traffic in larger
radii. Regarding freight traffic, a decrease between 226 m/230 m and 256 m of up to 4 % and
a decline to 310 m of 4 % is present – followed by a negligible one to 440 m (1 %).

Train type influence is foremost visible between freight and passenger trains. The former
category indicate about 12 % to 17 % less median values than the latter in conjunction
with the same radii. Another distinct influence is observed regarding operation of single
and double units. In the former case, median relative occurrence time complies with other
passenger train categories (absolute values between 22 % and 28 %), while double units
show significantly lower median levels (about halved). Considering the doubled train length,
absolute occurrence time is roughly equal compared to single unit operation. Among train
configurations, negligible differences between pushed and pulled state are observed in terms of
single units. Double unit configurations are showing up to 4 % difference with a worst case if
both power units are pushing their trainsets and a best case if both power coaches are pulling.
Vehicle predictors, which allow inclusion of radius and train type dependencies (MaxAoA and
RSI) show positive correlations to the outcome. However, it has to be borne in mind that
due to the misleading trend of train type F in C1 (significantly lower overall median value
due to mostly double unit operation), the mentioned predictors are compromised in statistical
evaluations among multiple sections and train types. The same applies to Apl. Other vehicle
predictors show no direct correlation to the outcome.
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General influence of dynamic predictors is not observed.
Alterations among the year are observable with variations among months of up to 16 dB

and 7 dB in C1 (train types E and F) and of up to 11 dB and 16 dB in C5 (train types
F and G). In C5, median values are raised significantly in winter (especially in December
and January). The trend is connected to frost or hoarfrost occurrence, which applies to
66 % of all train pass bys in December. Caused increases reach up to 14 % in median.
Climatic conditions in C1 are much different with frost conditions in only 2.7 % train pass
bys in December. Thus, missing raises in that section among winter months are explainable
by that. Train type E in C1 shows high values in March and October, however, that
trend is only slightly supported by train type F in the same section for October as well
as not directly connectable to special environmental conditions. Agreement is reached in
terms of slightly lower median values in summer months (especially June). In general,
visible negative correlations of temperature, absolute humidity predictors and difference
between temperature and dew point (representing a relative humidity quantity) to the
outcome are observed – leading to the conclusion that warm and dry conditions cause less
relative occurrence time. Dew presence shows a negligible impact. Influence of daytime
among months as well as rain cannot be evaluated due to lack of sufficient data points.
Other environmental predictors seem not directly connected to the outcome. It has to be
pointed out that due to high interquartile ranges in subsets, a general uncertainty is present
regarding the presented trends and their magnitude. Reasons behind stated findings are un-
known and stated assumptions lack of scientific proof, which indicates need of further research.

Building on the results of empirical and statistical investigation, the following predictors
have the most impact on the outcome:

• curve radius

• train type distinguished in two categories – freight (train types A, B) and other trains
(train types C, D, E, F, G, other)

• double unit operation

• rail temperature

• mixing ratio (also takes absolute air pressure into account)

• difference between rail temperature and dew point (relative humidity indicator)

• frost conditions (frost or hoarfrost likely)

Due to high fluctuations in the dataset (resulting in high RMSE values and a general
uncertainty) and pursuing the scope of constructing a practical model, a heuristic approach is
chosen. Models are separated in freight trains and passenger trains. For the former, relative
occurrence time is set to 15 % for curve radii ≤ 230 m, 5 % for curve radii ≥ 440 m and in
between linearly interpolated with 25.952−0.0476·R for radii greater than 230 m and less than
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440 m. It has to borne in mind that all values are indicated with weak statistical significance.
Passenger trains are modelled with 28 % for radii ≤ 256 m, with 12 % for radii ≥ 310 m
(only from train type D) and in between with a linear regression line of 103.852− 0.2963 ·R.
Due to lack of sufficient data points, passenger train behaviour for radii > 310 m is unclear
and thus set to constant at a rather high value. Hence, future research can be used for fine
tuning. Since it is unknown if the observed trend of significantly lower values in conjunction
with double unit operation is generally shown, it is not included in the heuristic approach. It
has to be pointed out that this is a try to model a simplified relationship empirically, which
needs further radii for comparison and validation.
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D Principal component coefficients for equivalent continuous
noise level prediction

coefficients for PC.(1-4)
predictors a1,j a2,j a3,j a4,j

RR.OR.25 0.11307 0.05376 -0.07554 0.00938
RR.OR.20 0.11690 0.05099 0.03049 -0.00419
RR.OR.16 0.11667 -0.01664 -0.01960 0.00050
RR.OR.12.5 0.10614 -0.02434 -0.00051 -0.02160
RR.OR.10 0.11433 -0.03418 0.05397 0.00106
RR.OR.8 0.10821 -0.08340 0.05968 0.01980
RR.OR.6.3 0.10901 -0.07364 0.08549 0.01257
RR.OR.5 0.10866 -0.08037 0.07737 -0.00450
RR.OR.4 0.10380 -0.09849 0.07835 0.01699
RR.OR.3.15 0.10375 -0.11394 0.01780 -0.01267
RR.OR.2.5 -0.01062 -0.16024 0.04319 -0.09021
RR.OR.2 0.09868 -0.11568 0.01717 -0.06527
RR.OR.1.6 0.10286 -0.10129 0.07231 -0.00465
RR.OR.1.25 0.07531 -0.11680 0.07373 -0.02881
RR.OR.1 0.06781 -0.16352 0.06868 0.04652
RR.OR.0.8 0.10575 -0.09974 0.05910 0.00228
RR.OR.0.63 0.11733 -0.05385 0.00696 0.00355
RR.OR.0.5 0.10595 -0.09772 0.06759 -0.00437
RR.OR.0.4 0.10412 -0.09120 0.09254 0.01921
RR.OR.0.315 0.10145 -0.08850 0.09394 0.06950
RR.OR.0.25 0.10732 -0.09570 0.05524 0.01649

Table 96: Coefficients for derivation of principal components used in prediction of equivalent
continuous noise level in conjunction with RR values for the outer rail
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coefficients for PC.(1-4)
predictors a1,j a2,j a3,j a4,j

RR.IR.25 0.10245 0.06302 -0.12448 -0.00673
RR.IR.20 0.10012 0.03052 0.12298 -0.03785
RR.IR.16 0.10136 0.01884 0.14924 0.01703
RR.IR.12.5 0.11117 0.01808 0.11107 0.01224
RR.IR.10 0.11525 0.00043 0.07735 0.04503
RR.IR.8 0.10266 -0.00626 0.01111 0.14944
RR.IR.6.3 -0.08434 0.09808 0.00923 0.16432
RR.IR.5 -0.09016 0.04619 0.03763 0.17915
RR.IR.4 -0.10397 0.05961 0.05118 0.09142
RR.IR.3.15 -0.11026 -0.00426 0.07609 0.07856
RR.IR.2.5 -0.11229 -0.06883 0.01408 0.00114
RR.IR.2 -0.10759 -0.09112 0.02539 0.06128
RR.IR.1.6 -0.10847 -0.05581 0.05006 0.07552
RR.IR.1.25 -0.10608 -0.07883 0.06114 0.07352
RR.IR.1 -0.10613 -0.05529 0.08776 0.06788
RR.IR.0.8 -0.10269 -0.07174 0.07982 0.08475
RR.IR.0.63 -0.10579 -0.05389 0.07671 0.07150
RR.IR.0.5 -0.10639 -0.06227 0.09407 0.05404
RR.IR.0.4 -0.10568 -0.02192 0.13007 0.04602
RR.IR.0.315 -0.08685 -0.01898 0.19406 0.05512
RR.IR.0.25 -0.09187 -0.03559 0.17982 0.04202

Table 97: Coefficients for derivation of principal components used in prediction of equivalent
continuous noise level in conjunction with RR values for the inner rail
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coefficients for PC.(1-4)
predictors a1,j a2,j a3,j a4,j

TDRv.OR.100 0.08366 0.04365 0.05294 -0.21001
TDRv.OR.125 -0.00930 0.09420 0.13793 -0.24403
TDRv.OR.160 -0.07683 -0.05106 0.13346 -0.18051
TDRv.OR.200 -0.05927 -0.18840 -0.02755 -0.08683
TDRv.OR.250 -0.04784 -0.20693 -0.05125 -0.01041
TDRv.OR.315 -0.05772 -0.19154 -0.03426 -0.08113
TDRv.OR.400 -0.09900 -0.10513 0.07035 -0.02471
TDRv.OR.500 -0.08631 0.10648 -0.05476 -0.10817
TDRv.OR.630 -0.02543 0.16729 -0.13457 -0.12601
TDRv.OR.800 -0.04813 0.15276 -0.09772 -0.15218
TDRv.OR.1000 0.02197 0.06043 -0.22852 -0.06194
TDRv.OR.1250 -0.10601 -0.06274 -0.11486 -0.02603
TDRv.OR.1600 -0.00394 -0.01350 0.25615 0.12688
TDRv.OR.2000 0.09897 0.06078 0.13762 -0.06958
TDRv.OR.2500 0.10336 0.01388 0.15054 -0.02178
TDRv.OR.3150 0.09829 0.05848 0.02641 0.13904
TDRv.OR.4000 0.08062 -0.08176 0.11854 -0.15596
TDRv.OR.5000 -0.02477 -0.04924 0.16735 -0.22486
TDRv.IR.100 0.10506 0.02674 0.03314 -0.13676
TDRv.IR.125 0.07899 0.09413 0.01525 -0.19667
TDRv.IR.160 0.09581 -0.02219 -0.14527 -0.08507
TDRv.IR.200 0.09230 0.12187 0.02711 -0.08003
TDRv.IR.250 -0.01839 0.15224 0.07308 -0.21270
TDRv.IR.315 0.00553 0.03498 -0.02334 -0.29558
TDRv.IR.400 0.07890 -0.03811 0.11671 -0.18880
TDRv.IR.500 0.09500 -0.06933 0.01020 -0.13891
TDRv.IR.630 0.11086 -0.02043 -0.09873 0.00569
TDRv.IR.800 0.11410 0.01167 -0.01217 0.01205
TDRv.IR.1000 0.11141 -0.02587 -0.04475 0.08108
TDRv.IR.1250 -0.01546 0.18232 0.08645 -0.02091
TDRv.IR.1600 0.04358 0.14750 0.18047 0.03138
TDRv.IR.2000 0.11417 0.00385 0.01737 0.06348
TDRv.IR.2500 0.10309 0.05911 0.00439 0.09333
TDRv.IR.3150 0.07229 0.16188 0.08439 0.07109
TDRv.IR.4000 0.07565 0.15323 0.00486 0.01095
TDRv.IR.5000 0.02821 0.21116 -0.06654 -0.00941

Table 98: Coefficients for derivation of principal components used in prediction of equivalent
continuous noise level in conjunction with vertical TDR values
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coefficients for PC.(1-4)
predictors a1,j a2,j a3,j a4,j

TDRh.OR.100 0.11534 0.02405 -0.07987 0.01655
TDRh.OR.125 0.10110 -0.02489 -0.14894 -0.06187
TDRh.OR.160 0.11062 -0.00492 -0.11444 0.02712
TDRh.OR.200 0.05717 -0.11547 -0.10424 0.19826
TDRh.OR.250 0.10401 0.01681 0.08224 0.07938
TDRh.OR.315 0.11126 0.04338 -0.07983 0.06032
TDRh.OR.400 0.11273 0.00907 -0.08486 0.06656
TDRh.OR.500 0.11611 0.02193 -0.05360 0.04541
TDRh.OR.630 0.11259 0.02340 -0.09125 0.02202
TDRh.OR.800 0.11444 0.06733 0.02293 -0.00633
TDRh.OR.1000 0.11326 -0.02754 0.08930 0.04014
TDRh.OR.1250 -0.04491 0.11573 0.20160 0.11735
TDRh.OR.1600 -0.09382 0.11426 0.06788 0.09500
TDRh.OR.2000 -0.02229 0.19523 -0.10044 0.08971
TDRh.OR.2500 0.08524 0.11471 0.13912 0.05059
TDRh.OR.3150 0.10026 -0.08768 -0.01963 0.11605
TDRh.OR.4000 0.10863 -0.04238 -0.11072 0.03713
TDRh.OR.5000 0.10628 0.09215 0.05643 -0.03828
TDRh.IR.100 0.08684 0.06611 0.15277 -0.07540
TDRh.IR.125 0.10688 0.00027 0.04570 0.08220
TDRh.IR.160 0.07504 -0.04315 -0.09636 0.18953
TDRh.IR.200 0.09661 0.05830 -0.08912 0.11251
TDRh.IR.250 0.10669 0.01542 -0.09075 0.09808
TDRh.IR.315 0.10229 0.11592 -0.02778 0.00020
TDRh.IR.400 0.11615 -0.06081 0.01390 -0.00107
TDRh.IR.500 0.11959 -0.02172 -0.00847 0.00346
TDRh.IR.630 0.11694 -0.04602 0.03226 0.02378
TDRh.IR.800 0.11877 -0.01277 0.00635 0.04531
TDRh.IR.1000 0.11131 -0.07043 0.03174 0.06433
TDRh.IR.1250 0.10250 -0.05949 0.12922 0.03022
TDRh.IR.1600 -0.04669 0.17142 0.15485 0.04945
TDRh.IR.2000 0.09988 0.12079 -0.01651 0.04410
TDRh.IR.2500 -0.00794 0.18778 0.16198 0.03917
TDRh.IR.3150 -0.00320 0.21164 0.08179 0.05094
TDRh.IR.4000 0.06583 0.17375 0.04812 0.07866
TDRh.IR.5000 0.09234 -0.07726 0.03897 -0.15427

Table 99: Coefficients for derivation of principal components used in prediction of equivalent
continuous noise level in conjunction with lateral TDR values
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